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1

Making Ancient Cities: New Perspectives  

on the Production of Urban Places

Kevin D. Fisher and Andrew T. Creekmore III

Recent theoretical and methodological shifts in approaches to the 

built environment have reoriented how and why archaeologists 

investigate ancient cities. This volume examines these develop-

ments and their implications through culturally and chronologically 

diverse case studies. Its primary goal is to examine how ancient cit-

ies were made by the people who lived in them. It takes the view that 

there is a mutually constituting relationship between urban form 

and the actions and interactions of a plurality of individuals, groups, 

and institutions, each with their own motivations and identities. 

Space is therefore socially produced as these agents operate in mul-

tiple spheres. The volume provides examples of top-down actions by 

political authorities, often manifested in varying degrees of urban 

planning achieved through the exercise of structural power (Wolf 

1990, 1999), mid-level actions of particular socioeconomic groups or 

neighborhoods and districts, and grassroots actions seen in the daily 

practice of households and individuals. It is clear that these processes 

operated simultaneously in ancient cities, although there is an ebb 

and low as to when and where any of these spheres of agency might 

have had the greatest effect on particular urban landscapes. It is also 

apparent that these spheres had competing or conlicting interests 

that materialized in changing patterns of public and private space 

through time. This is manifested in the concept of heterarchy and 

multifocal distributions of power discussed in several chapters of 

this volume.

Tremendous variability is evident in the development and lay-

out of ancient cities, not only between regions, but also within 
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Kevin D. Fisher 

and Andrew T. 

Creekmore III

them. Detailed analyses of individual urban centers and their life 

 histories, as well as comparative analyses within and between 

regions, are crucial to understanding this diversity. This volume 

includes both types of studies, bringing together a number of 

experts in the social aspects of ancient urbanism who represent 

a wide variety of regional and chronological specializations. This 

book is therefore global in scope, and the case studies address the 

social production of city space in both Old and New World regions, 

including Mesopotamia, the eastern Mediterranean, the Roman 

Empire, China, eastern Africa, North America, and Mesoamerica. 

Individual essays address both theoretical and methodological 

approaches to ancient cities, urbanism, and urban form in each of 

these geographical areas and, in many cases, make comparisons 

between urban sites within and between regions. The thread that 

links these diverse case studies is their emphasis on city space and 

how it articulates with the social processes that produce, trans-

form, reproduce, or destroy the built environment. Although 

many chapters address top-down, mid-level, and bottom-up pro-

cesses, the chapters are organized by which level is emphasized. 

The opening chapters (Creekmore, Nishimura, Wynne-Jones and 

Fleisher, Magnoni et al.) focus on household and mid-level actions, 

whereas the middle chapters (Fisher, Fitzsimons) address the ten-

sion between high- and mid- or low-level actions, and the remain-

ing contributions (Buell, Kelly and Brown, Razeto, Stark) address 

mainly top-down planning by elites and state institutions, or the 

role of cosmology in shaping the city.

The cities explored in this volume are, in many cases, not the 

usual suspects that populate textbooks and edited volumes. And 

yet, most are not unusual examples for their respective regions. Too 

often a single, earlier-discovered, better-known, or exceptional city 

or subregion stands as the type-city for a given area, and cities that 

do not it that mold are given less consideration in discussions of 

urban space. Our volume addresses this issue by introducing cities 

that receive less attention in the general literature, alongside some of 

the best-known cases, and investigating each with new approaches 

that, while grounded in the empirical analysis of archaeological 

remains, engage issues of power, materiality, agency, meaning, and 

identity. These diverse cases and approaches encourage readers to 

consider regions and perspectives with which they are less familiar, 

and to look at familiar regions or cases in a new light.
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Making Ancient 

Cities

In what follows, we place our volume in context with a discussion 

of changing archaeological perspectives on ancient cities, including 

a brief review of other current offerings on the subject. This is fol-

lowed by an introduction to the regions covered in the volume and 

a review of the major themes addressed by its contributors, focusing 

on the production of urban space at various socio-spatial scales, its 

intersection with the encoding and communication of meaning in 

urban environments, and the role of these processes in sociopolitical 

transformation. Finally, we conclude by outlining some of the chal-

lenges and prospects for further study of the social production of 

space in ancient cities.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVES ON ANCIENT CITIES

By the time V. Gordon Childe (1936) coined the term “urban revo-

lution” to describe the momentous economic and sociopolitical 

transformations that accompanied their rise, ancient cities had long 

been a focus of scholarly inquiry (e.g., Fustel de Coulanges 1963 

[1864]). Despite this, the systematic investigation of the remains of 

early cities by archaeologists to explain these changes is a compar-

atively recent phenomenon, spurred on by the emergence of New 

Archaeology in the 1960s and early 1970s and, later, processual 

archaeology. The goal of such investigations has typically been to 

reveal the origins, form, and function of ancient cities as a relec-

tion of broad social evolutionary trends and regional patterns asso-

ciated with the rise of state-level societies (Adams 1966; Ferguson 

1991; Redman 1978; Sjoberg 1960). As a result, the emergence of 

urbanism has usually been viewed as the inexorable result of pro-

cesses of demographic growth, nucleation, and politico-economic 

development. Such approaches tend to emphasize the function of 

cities within settlement hierarchies, catchment areas, and regional 

systems of production and exchange. Within these patterns and pro-

cesses, the recursive relationship between cities and the social lives 

of their inhabitants has rarely been considered.

The rise of postprocessual critiques in the 1980s and 1990s 

brought with it two interrelated developments that have changed 

how archaeologists look at past built environments and the people 

who lived in them. The irst is the recognition of the agency of people 

of the past, which has come to occupy an important, if not central, 

role in archaeological discourse (see reviews by Dobres and Robb 
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2000; Dornan 2002; Gardner 2007). Agency theory is informed by the 

works of Anthony Giddens (1979, 1984), Pierre Bourdieu (1977), and 

others who argue for a mutually constituting relationship between 

human action and social structure. Bourdieu sees this relationship as 

enacted through habitus, an individually unique set of unconsciously 

internalized dispositions and categories that largely determines 

individual action and perception of the world. Giddens’s structur-

ation theory retains the linkage between routine actions and social 

reproduction, but is instead based on the assumption that human 

beings are knowledgeable agents who are largely conscious of the 

conditions and consequences of their actions. Through the “dual-

ity of structure,” agents are at once constrained by the rules and 

resources of structure (thus ensuring social reproduction through 

the routinization of action) and yet able to make conscious choices 

in their social actions, opening the potential for social change. While 

agents act with intention, their knowledge is not perfect and their 

actions can also result in unintended consequences (e.g., Joyce 2004).

A second important development that arose out of the postproces-

sual critique is the “spatial turn” seen in archaeological inquiry and 

the social sciences more generally (see Blake 2003), also inluenced 

by Giddens and Bourdieu, as well as other prominent social theo-

rists who privilege the spatial dimensions of social life (e.g., Foucault 

1977 [1975]; Lefebvre 1991 [1974]). This has led to a growing recog-

nition that cities and other built environments, as spatial contexts 

in which human interaction takes place, play an active and central 

role in social production and reproduction (de Certeau 1988:98–99; 

1998:142; Low 2000; Soja 1989:14, 2000:11). Agency and the social 

dimensions of space are interrelated through the concept of place. 

Whereas space might be seen as the passive, neutral physical loca-

tion in which social action occurs, a place is “lived space” imbued 

with meanings, identities, and memories that actively shape, and are 

shaped by, the daily practice and experiences of its inhabitants and 

historically contingent social processes (Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga 

2003; Mumford 2003 [1937]; Preucel and Meskell 2004; Rodman 1992). 

Cities, therefore, are made. They are at once products and facilita-

tors of social life. As the studies in this volume demonstrate, they 

are created in the place-making of multiple agents or stakehold-

ers, often with competing interests, from the top-down planning of 

ruling elites through the bottom-up actions of households. As Soja 

(2000:6–7) argues,
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[O]ur “performance” as spatial beings takes place at many 

 different scales, from the body . . . to a whole series of more dis-

tant geographies ranging from rooms and buildings, homes 

and neighborhoods, to cities and regions, states and nations. . . .  

[A]lthough there is some “distance decay” out from the body 

in the degree to which we individually inluence and are inlu-

enced by these larger spaces, every one of them must be recog-

nized as products of collective human action and intention, and 

therefore susceptible to being modiied or changed.

In this way the production of space in cities is actively implicated 

in processes of sociopolitical transformation (e.g., Fisher, Chapter 6; 

Fitzsimons, Chapter 7; Wynne-Jones and Fleisher, Chapter 4, all in 

this volume).

Seeing built environments as places acknowledges not only 

the agency of the people who create them, but also the agency of 

the buildings themselves. Ian Hodder (1982, 1992) has long main-

tained the need for archaeologists to see material culture as actively 

engaged in the production of social life, rather than as the passive 

by-product of human behavior. There has been a growing acknowl-

edgment of the agency of things in the social sciences in general and 

in archaeology more speciically (e.g., Gosden 2005; Hodder 2012; 

Knappett and Malafouris 2008). George Mead’s (1934) work has been 

particularly inluential in this regard, emphasizing the central role 

of the physical world in the constitution and maintenance of the self 

and social identity and suggesting that relations between humans 

and objects are social relations (see also Gell 1998; McCarthy 1984). 

Actor-Network Theory situates agency in the relationships that 

people have with other people and objects, and proponents such as 

Latour (2005:71–72) contend that anything that modiies a state of 

affairs by making a difference is an actor. Like other human and 

material actors, cities and their individual buildings have biogra-

phies (Kopytoff 1986) or “life histories” constituted in the meanings 

accumulated over the duration of their existence and that of their 

“ancestors” and “descendants,” as well as the memories of them held 

by their human occupants (Düring 2005; Hendon 2004:276, 2010; Pred 

1984, 1990; Tringham 1995).

The affective relationships that people often form with the places 

in which they live further blur the distinction between human and 

material agents. Often expressed in terms of place attachment or 
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place identity, these emotive aspects play an important role in the 

 development of individual and group identities at various socio-

spatial scales (Altman and Low 1992; Proshansky et al. 1983; Russell 

and Snodgrass 1987; Tuan 1977; see Fisher, Chapter 6 and Magnoni 

et al., Chapter 5, both in this volume). Research in environmental 

psychology has demonstrated that people often develop identities 

associated not only with their home and neighborhood, but also at 

the level of the city itself, whether a particular city or the “urban 

experience” in general – what Proshansky et al. (1983:78) refer to as 

“urban identity” (Graumann and Kruse 1993; Hummon 1986; Lalli 

1992; Twigger-Ross and Uzzell 1996). The unique aspects of urban 

life are produced through a range of phenomena and their meanings, 

from the physical elements of the built environment and complex-

ity and variability of the visual and aural scene, to the “epochs and 

anecdotes” of individual biographies and the “little pleasures and 

annoyances” of daily practice in urban environments (Graumann 

2002:109; Proshansky et al. 1983). The critical mass of people and the 

creative synergies and opportunities for social (and economic) inter-

action that it generates were likely as important to the urban lifestyle 

in the past as they are today. It is this urban experience and people’s 

identiication with it that Cowgill (2004:526) sees as an important 

part of what deines a city.

Studies of city space often emphasize aspects that correspond to 

Rapoport’s high- or mid-level meanings, including cosmologies, phi-

losophy, and worldview (high-level), as well as notions of identity, 

status, wealth, and power (mid-level) (Rapoport 1988:325, 1990). These 

meanings are most often discussed in terms of monumental archi-

tecture, tombs, and formal planning of infrastructure. Less apparent, 

and more often neglected in studies of city space, are low-level mean-

ings, including implicit messages about expected behavior embod-

ied in architecture and the articulation of space (Rapoport 1988:325). 

Rapoport (1988:325) makes it clear that these are not discrete categories, 

but rather ideal types that structure a continuum. While these levels 

of meaning serve as a useful heuristic tool for thinking about how 

meanings are materialized in past built environments, it is impor-

tant to emphasize that meanings often defy easy categorization and 

frequently cross-cut levels. Furthermore, these levels of meaning are 

not exclusive to particular scales of spatial production. For example, 

Bourdieu (1973) and others have demonstrated that high-level mean-

ings were an important element in the construction of houses, where 
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they play an important role in shaping daily practice. At the same 

time, mid-level meanings associated with status and power are in 

evidence at all spatial scales, from the coordination of monumental 

buildings and processional routes in a city to the “indexical” mean-

ings communicated by individual houses (Blanton 1994).

Each level of meaning described by Rapoport (1988, 1990) is 

found throughout cities, meshed with different scales of spatial pro-

duction, including the cityscape itself, which might be character-

ized by large-scale planning of infrastructure and public buildings; 

an intermediate/supra-household scale that includes districts and 

neighborhoods, or at least coordination among groups of neighbors; 

and the scale of individual households and their constituent spaces. 

Recognition of these multiple scales of socio-spatial production and 

levels of meaning encourages us to examine more closely the agents 

that produce city space. These agents are found in a complex web of 

social relations that combine both heterarchical (Crumley 1995) and 

hierarchical relationships. Although data to examine equally each of 

these levels and relationships are not always available, when possi-

ble, a multilevel analysis will provide a more complete understand-

ing of the production of urban space.

The changing perceptions discussed here have resulted in the 

asking of new questions about the materiality and social produc-

tion of ancient cities, as well as new approaches to old questions of 

urban origins, form, and change over time. Several studies challenge 

long-held assumptions about the kinds of spaces and social relation-

ships that constitute a city (Hirth 2008; McIntosh 2005; A. Smith 2003;  

M. L. Smith 2003a; Soja 2000). Even cities that, on their surface, it 

classical models of urban space are shown to have complex and 

often unique histories that emerge upon closer examination (e.g., 

Laurence 1994). In a series of recent articles, Michael Smith (2007, 

2010a, 2010b, 2011) reinvigorates an empirical and comparative per-

spective by applying interdisciplinary theoretical and methodologi-

cal approaches to the analysis of ancient and modern cities. Although 

Smith (2011:2) criticizes some of the theoretical ideas expressed in 

this volume and focuses on mid-level “empirical urban theory,” by 

improving the linkage between low- and high-level theory, his work 

pushes researchers to pursue dificult questions about cities. Smith’s 

efforts to articulate a more rigorous and comparative approach to 

urban structure and planning are adopted to varying degrees in 

several of this volume’s chapters.
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The study of ancient cities has been further transformed by recent 

methodological advances. On one level, there are analytical tech-

niques applied to ancient city plans, such as space syntax analysis, 

that provide insight into patterns of movement, visibility, and social 

interaction (Ferguson 1996; Fisher 2009; Grahame 2000; Laurence 1994; 

A. Smith 2003). In addition, recent advances in archaeological geo-

physics, including the use of ground-penetrating radar, resistivity, 

and magnetometry, allow ancient urban areas to be investigated for 

archaeological features at a relatively low cost and time investment 

when compared to excavation (Aspinall et al. 2008:144–155; Gaffney 

and Gater 2003). These methods meet the need for a greater number 

of relatively complete city plans for both comparative research and 

intrasite spatial analysis (Marcus and Sabloff 2008b:19; 2008c:324), 

without resorting to prohibitively expensive and time-consuming 

extensive excavations (see Creekmore, Chapter 2, Fisher, Chapter 6, 

and Nishimura, Chapter 3, all in this volume). This advantage is tem-

pered by the extent to which these plans compress life histories into 

a snapshot of an apparently fully formed, static city. When archaeo-

logical data are available, these snapshots can be complemented by 

life history and microscale studies of the development of individ-

ual structures or portions of the city (e.g., Benech 2007; Nishimura, 

Chapter 3 in this volume). In addition to these theoretical and meth-

odological advances, the database of ancient cities has been grow-

ing as a result of ongoing survey and excavation throughout many 

regions of the world (Marcus and Sabloff 2008b:3), meaning that we 

have never been a better position to compare ancient urban form 

and development on a global scale.

Our challenge is to apply these new ways of looking at ancient 

cities to understand better the complex interrelationship between 

urban form and social life. As these theoretical and methodological 

developments take hold in the study of ancient cities, we are now at 

a point where we can assess their impact and examine the results 

obtained from regional or site-speciic studies as well as cross-

regional comparative studies. Making Ancient Cities is a response to 

this challenge.

THIS VOLUME IN CONTEXT

This volume follows in a long tradition of archaeological studies 

of cities. In addition to current texts devoted to particular cities, 
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regions, or concepts (e.g., Algaze 2008; Arnauld et al. 2012; Aufrecht 

et al. 1997; Coulston and Dodge 2000; Gates 2003; Fash 2009; Hansen 

2000, 2006; Kenoyer 1998; McIntosh 2005; Nichols 1997; Osborne and 

Cunliffe 2005; M. E. Smith 2008; Van de Mieroop 1999), there have 

been a few recent edited volumes that explore various aspects of past 

urban environments in multiple world regions (Marcus and Sabloff 

2008a; M. L. Smith 2003a; Storey 2006). These volumes demonstrate 

the continued relevance and vitality of ancient cities as an area of 

archaeological inquiry. Of these, Monica Smith’s approach has the 

most in common with the present volume and represents one of 

the more recent attempts to see ancient cities as a new social order 

in which numerous groups, both nonelite and elite, had to coexist. 

Some contributors to Smith’s volume examine the role that these var-

ious groups played in the formation and development of particular 

cities.

In contrast to Smith’s (2003a) emphasis on social processes in cit-

ies, Storey’s (2006) volume focuses primarily on the demography of 

preindustrial urban populations and largely declines to place these 

populations in the contexts of the speciic urban built environments 

they might have inhabited. Marcus and Sabloff’s (2008a) volume 

shares the global perspective of the present volume and of Smith’s 

(2003a) book. In addition to regional studies, there are introductory, 

concluding, overview, and response essays that focus on issues such 

as how to deine “the city” and how scholars have studied ancient 

cities. Although the editors (Marcus and Sabloff 2008c:325) acknowl-

edge in the conclusions that the process of urbanism can involve 

both top-down decision making directed by elites and bottom-up 

decisions made by commoners, this theme is touched on in only a 

few essays. By contrast, the present volume is less concerned with 

the deinitions and trajectories of urbanism, focusing instead specii-

cally on how particular ancient cities, or their constituent parts, were 

produced by the social actions and interactions of their inhabitants.

This volume avoids restrictive deinitions of “city” or “urban” 

based solely on population size or density – factors that are noto-

riously dificult to substantiate in archaeological contexts (Trigger 

2003:120–121; see also M. L. Smith 2003b:8). Instead, we take a broad 

view of cities, which recognizes the differentiation or specialization 

of roles evident in urban environments vis-à-vis their hinterlands 

(Trigger 1972; Southall 1973:6), as well as the unique opportunities 

for social interaction and information production and exchange 
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that are a vital part of the urban experience (Knox 1995; M. L. Smith 

2003b). This approach encompasses highly nucleated, high-density 

cities, such as Rome or the cities of China, the eastern Mediterranean, 

or Mesopotamia, as well as settlements that resemble McIntosh’s 

“clustered” cities (McIntosh 2005:185), and low-density (Fletcher 

2010, 2012), dispersed or multicentric urbanism, including cities of 

Mesoamerica, the east coast of Africa, and the Native American site 

of Cahokia, which is often ignored in more traditional considerations 

of ancient urbanism. Many of this volume’s chapters emphasize the 

functions that deine cities, and residents are viewed as active par-

ticipants in the activities that generate and give meaning to cities 

and urban space. There are signiicant political and economic differ-

ences between a city the size of Rome and a 10–40 ha city elsewhere, 

but we contend that the processes that produce urban built envi-

ronments are similar in each case. Although the chapters address 

different times and places, and range from regional analyses to case 

studies of single sites, macroscale to microscale, and synchronic to 

diachronic, they are linked by the application of the theoretical per-

spectives discussed here, as well as an emphasis on the importance 

of cities as generators of sociopolitical change. In the following sec-

tion we introduce the world regions and cases covered in this vol-

ume, highlighting their contributions to these topics.

MAKING ANCIENT CITIES IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

Mesopotamia

Mesopotamia is well known as the location of what is often touted 

as the irst city in the world – Uruk – that emerged in the mid-fourth 

millennium BC as part of a process of urbanization that saw the 

subsequent spread of city-states across the arid but irrigated zone 

in and around the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers in southern Iraq 

(Algaze 2008; Nissen 1988; Pollock 1999). Less well known is that cit-

ies also developed in Upper Mesopotamia around the same time 

as Uruk, in areas mostly devoted to dry farming. This process is 

brought to light by recent excavations at the sites of Tell Brak and 

Tell Hamoukar (Emberling and McDonald 2003; Gibson et al. 2002; 

Oates et al. 2007; Ur 2010; Ur et al. 2007). These early cities do not 

seem to have had many contemporary peers in the region, although 

urbanism was widespread by the third millennium (Akkermans 
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and Schwartz 2003). Much debate centers on whether the cities of 

Upper Mesopotamia were independent, indigenous formations, or 

if their development was heavily inluenced by the cities of Lower 

Mesopotamia (Algaze 2008). Regardless of one’s position on this 

debate, the emergence of cities in Upper Mesopotamia was a critical 

juncture in the prehistory of the region.

The structure of Upper Mesopotamian cities has much in com-

mon with the cities of Lower Mesopotamia, but there are also signif-

icant differences, discussed in this volume by Andrew Creekmore 

(Chapter 2) and Yoko Nishimura (Chapter 3). In each region, large 

cities are best characterized as city-states, in which a large urban 

center hosts a state government that rules a relatively small terri-

tory radiating from the capital city. Smaller cities had urban charac-

teristics, but were linked politically and economically to a nuclear 

center in the region. Both small and large cities generally consisted 

of densely packed architecture – including residences, palaces, tem-

ples, and workshops – protected by fortiication walls, with limited 

extramural settlement.

Creekmore’s survey of patterns in the production of space in 

Upper Mesopotamian cities emphasizes the degree to which house-

hold- and neighborhood-level actions structure city space. He investi-

gates several characteristics shared by these cities, including multiple 

centers of economic, political, and religious power; highly nucleated 

population; armature systems that link key monuments or routes 

through cities; conservative or enduring use of space; and defensi-

ble spaces, such as culs-de-sac that appear “organic” or “emergent,” 

but may instead represent careful planning to meet residents’ needs. 

Although Creekmore argues that general patterns in the production 

of space in these cities relect a heterarchical process, he notes sig-

niicant differences in the life history of some cities, which indicate 

that the degree of power-sharing and its role in the production of 

city space varied.

Nishimura identiies a similar interplay of bottom-up and top-

down actions in the production of city space in her detailed case 

study of neighborhoods in the Upper Mesopotamian city of Titriş. 

Nishimura considers multiple levels of spatial production, includ-

ing analysis of household activities, architecture, neighborhoods, 

street patterns, and special-use buildings. Her study ranges from 

a microscale, room-by-room and house-by-house analysis of pat-

terns of artifact distribution at Titriş to a consideration of entire 
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neighborhoods and their place within the city’s structure. She inds 

that two widely separated neighborhoods in the city demonstrate 

high-density housing, homogeneous lifeways, a high standard of 

living, and standardized house plans that emphasize privacy. In 

concert with Creekmore’s discussion of multiple nuclei of power in 

Upper Mesopotamian cities, Nishimura inds that public buildings 

are distributed throughout Titriş – often built at strategic locations 

including city gates, elevated spaces, and next to the mound that 

presumably functioned as a citadel.

The Eastern Mediterranean

The focus on Mesopotamia as progenitor of urban society in this 

general region and the long shadow cast by the famous cities of the 

Greek mainland and Ionia from the Classical and Hellenistic periods 

(ca. 480–30 BC) has meant that the prehistoric eastern Mediterranean 

has rarely been seen as important in the study of urban origins and 

development (cf. Branigan 2001). For the Bronze Age Aegean, the pre-

occupation with palaces – that irst appear in the late third through 

early second millennium BC – in both excavations and discussions 

of sociopolitical change, has meant that the urban environments 

within which most of these monumental buildings were situated 

have received scant attention. The situation is exacerbated by pub-

lished reconstructions of palaces such as Knossos that show them 

sitting in splendid isolation in park-like settings (e.g., Klynne 1998). 

Matt Buell’s discussion (Chapter 8 in this volume) on the important 

and only recently discovered Minoan site of Galatas counters such 

a view by situating its palace within an urban-built environment 

designed to promote both sociopolitical differentiation and commu-

nity cohesion.

The development of palatial centers on Crete marked the earliest 

emergence of state-level societies in the Aegean region (see Manning 

2008 for one account of this process). By the Neopalatial period (ca. 

1750–1460 BC), Knossos had risen to prominence, and may have 

exercised hegemony over some or all of the island’s other polities at 

this time (Knappett and Schoep 2000). Buell suggests the possibility 

that Knossos’s expansion might explain the planning and develop-

ment of a new palatial urban center at Galatas. Buell applies Michael 

Smith’s (2007) criteria for analyzing planning in ancient cities, com-

bined with Rapoport’s levels of meaning (1988, 1990), and inds a high 
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degree of planning at Galatas. This, combined with a  reordering of 

local settlement patterns at the time of Galatas’s development, dem-

onstrates the emergence of an urban center that reoriented local sys-

tems of food and craft production.

Cyprus – in the midst of its more famous Aegean neighbors 

and the long-lived urban traditions of Anatolia, Syria-Palestine, 

Mesopotamia, and Egypt – has been similarly overlooked in dis-

cussions of ancient cities (cf. Gates 2003:154–158). Yet Kevin Fisher’s 

study of the island’s irst cities, which emerge during the Late Bronze 

Age (c. 1700–1100 BC), demonstrates their vital and active role in the 

profound social transformations of this period. Through the pro-

duction of space at various scales and the structuring of new pat-

terns of social interaction, the new cityscapes were a driving force 

in the rapid sociopolitical change that saw the island shift from a 

relatively egalitarian, village-based society to one with hierarchical 

and heterarchical social structures. Fisher details city-scale – that 

is, centralized planning evidenced by gridded streets and spatially 

coordinated monumental buildings – but also reveals how neigh-

borhoods and households modiied city space and, in some cases, 

undermined the spatial control of the central authorities. These cit-

ies do not adhere rigidly to a single, ideal urban form, but each was 

constructed within the context of local history and decision mak-

ing. The novel forms of monumental, domestic, and mortuary archi-

tecture in these urban environments provided various contexts for 

social action and interaction through which new statuses, roles, and 

identities were negotiated, established, and displayed.

Following the collapse of the Bronze Age palatial system ca. 1200 

BC, the so-called Dark Age marked the beginning of various social, 

political, ideological, and economic developments that culminated 

in the emergence of the Greek city-state, or polis, in the ninth and 

eighth centuries BC (Osborne 1996; Thomas and Conant 2003). This 

process is still poorly understood and much of the archaeological 

evidence for the formative stages of many cities has been obscured, 

and often destroyed, by constructions of the Classical and later peri-

ods. Rodney Fitzsimons’s chapter on the results of recent excavations 

at Azoria (Chapter 7 in this volume), on the island of Crete, offers us 

a rare glimpse of a polis in the making and the recursive relation-

ship between the urban environment and the development of new 

sociopolitical institutions. Fitzsimons’s study identiies an interplay 

between household-level spatial production and mid- or high-level, 
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civic spatial production, implicating it in the far-reaching socio-

political changes that characterized this period. In the building of 

houses, retaining walls, and public buildings – and the hosting of 

festivities in houses and communal structures – residents and rulers 

express spatially an ongoing negotiation of evolving social roles and 

institutions in a new kind of society. Fitzsimons argues that urban 

space in Azoria was designed at both the household and the civic 

levels to negotiate newly emerging social relationships in which 

civic identity competed with kinship to mark social allegiance and 

meaning. In the process of building a city, the residents of Azoria 

intentionally deviated from the spatial principles of past settlement 

at the site, a decision Fitzsimons argues was motivated by the need 

to supersede past sociopolitical relationships while building a new 

civic identity. In this way, the production of urban space was central 

to the emergence of the polis as the socio-spatial and political insti-

tution that came to deine the reemergence of the state in the Late 

Geometric through Classical Greek world.

Africa

Ancient African cities receive less attention in the general literature 

than cities in other world regions, in part because of the legacy of rac-

ism and the view that Africa’s climate and culture impeded urban-

ization. This lack of attention creates the perception that, outside of 

Egypt, cities in Africa are comparatively recent or developed only 

under the inluence of external forces, including traders and coloniz-

ing populations (Kusimba 2008; McIntosh and McIntosh 2003). Even 

Egypt was once considered to lack cities, owing to issues of preser-

vation and its character as a territorial state in contrast to the city-

states of Mesopotamia (Bard 2008). Current concerns in the study 

of ancient African cities include examining their indigenous roots, 

relationship to hinterlands, inluence of foreign trading partners, 

and connections between ancient and historical cases. McIntosh 

and his colleagues argue for the recognition of polities of the Niger 

River Valley in West Africa, such as Jenne-jeno, as representative of a 

different and therefore previously unacknowledged form of urban-

ism in which the dispersed settlement of corporate groups in sepa-

rate but closely spaced sites within a given region functioned as a 

“clustered” city that developed 250 BC–AD 1400 in the absence of 

the state (McIntosh and McIntosh 1993, 2003; McIntosh 1991, 2005). 
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The dispersed nature of these and other African cities contrasts 

with highly nucleated, walled cities such as those of the Swahili and 

Yoruba (Kusimba 2008). Swahili cities, discussed in Chapter 4 of this 

volume by Stephanie Wynne-Jones and Jeff Fleisher, are city-states 

that formed in AD 800–1300 in eastern Africa, from southern Somalia 

to Mozambique, in the context of complex trading relationships with 

Muslim merchants plying the Arabian Sea. Distinctive for their use 

of coral as an architectural material, these cities are important exam-

ples of indigenous African urbanism because they highlight how 

social structure, daily practice, and economic activities inluenced 

the development of the built environment.

In their analysis of Swahili cities, Wynne-Jones and Fleisher ind 

that unifying models that emphasize the role of elite agency and 

high-level meaning in structuring and planning cities, such as that 

offered by Mark Horton (1994, 1996), cobble together features of dif-

ferent cities over time, presenting a useful – but ultimately inaccu-

rate – picture of urban space that fails to explain the development of 

many cities. As a result, the diversity of cities is neglected because 

only a few cases it the prevailing models. Wynne-Jones and Fleisher 

argue that this problem is best solved by examining low levels of 

meaning (after Rapoport 1988; 1990) and household activities, which 

reveal common engines of spatial production in these diverse cit-

ies. These authors explore the role of Rapoport’s high- and mid-level 

meanings, for example, in the centrality of the main mosque, but they 

argue that household-level spatial production and low-level mean-

ings are the driving forces that structure city space. Their approach, 

which they connect to practice theory, emphasizes the coordination 

of house construction among neighbors with shared walls, and the 

maintenance of open space around houses, which provides room to 

expand the house and space for common outdoor activities. These 

everyday practices generate low-level meanings that are perpetuated 

through the lifecycle of houses. In this way, sociopolitical processes 

are enacted within a changing urban landscape that both shapes 

and is shaped by urban residents and visitors alike.

Mesoamerica

Mesoamerican cities are usually divided into highland versus low-

land examples, with the former in the hills of southern Mexico, 

and the latter in the tropics of southern Mexico, Guatemala, Belize,  
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El Salvador, Honduras, and Nicaragua. In both areas, the earliest cit-

ies developed in the period between 650 BC–AD 500 (Trigger 2003:97). 

Highland polities include very large cities with nucleated popula-

tions, such as Teotihuacán, Tenochtitlán, and Monte Albán, which 

were the centers of regional states. In contrast, lowland cities – such 

as Copán, Palenque, and Tikal – tend to be smaller city-states, have 

more dispersed populations, and command smaller territories (Coe 

2005). In these areas, there are different types of cities in terms of 

their economic, political, and ideological roles within subregions 

(Pyburn 2008:249). Interactions between these polities were complex 

and changed over time, as indicated by settlement pattern stud-

ies and world systems models (Balkansky 2006; Blanton et al. 1992; 

Smith and Berdan 2000).

The contrast between highly nucleated cities and cities character-

ized by a dispersed population centered on a ceremonial core pres-

ents challenges for scholars of Mesoamerican cities. In an attempt to 

make sense of this diversity, Marcus (1983) examined the structure of 

Mesoamerican cities in light of the models of modern urban planners. 

Later, Sanders and Webster (1988) applied Fox’s (1977) typological 

approach in order to sort Mesoamerican cities into categories based 

on the size of the population, degree to which power is centralized, 

complexity of economic institutions, and importance of ritual func-

tions. This approach was very inluential in studies of these cities, 

but more recently, some scholars have argued for the importance of 

agency, identity, and meaning in the development and deinition of 

Mesoamerican cities (Houston et al. 2003; Yaeger 2003). In his review 

of urbanism in Mesoamerica, Joyce calls for studies of urbanism to 

“focus on practice, social negotiation, identity, and materiality” in a 

manner that includes the agency of the entire range of persons in 

society, including everyday people of every age, occupation, and 

social status (Joyce 2009: 195). In contrast to Joyce’s inclusiveness, to 

solve the problem of deining Aztec cities, Michael Smith focuses on 

the actions of political leaders in his study of Aztec city states (2008). 

Smith argues that the administrative, economic, and religious inlu-

ences of cities mark them as urban regardless of population size. 

Like Joyce (2009), Hirth is critical of functional approaches like that 

of Smith and others, including Blanton (1976) and Marcus (1983). He 

argues that Central Mexican cities were “incidental” and “secondary” 

developments that derived from the “segmentary community struc-

ture” of the altepetel or “royal household and the land and people 
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of the ruler” (Hirth 2008:277–278). Hirth’s approach, which shifts the 

focus from speciic urban centers to the rural and urban aspects of 

social structure at the regional level, incorporates ethnohistoric and 

archaeological data in an attempt to understand these cities from 

an emic perspective, rather than imposing formal models based 

on central-place theory or other products of western scholarship. A 

recent volume focuses speciically on the role of neighborhoods in 

Mesoamerican cities (Arnauld et al. 2012), further highlighting the 

importance of mid-level social structure in deining urban spaces.

In this volume, Aline Magnoni, Traci Ardren, Scott Hutson, and 

Bruce Dahlin (see Chapter 5) examine Chunchucmil – a Classic 

Maya city in Yucatán – and Barbara Stark (Chapter 11) focuses on 

Cerro de las Mesas, a lowland city in Veracruz, Mexico. Both chap-

ters address aspects of the issues outlined earlier, including the 

contrast between nucleated and dispersed cities, agency in urban-

ization, political authority, meaning, and urban identity. Magnoni 

et al. emphasize household and neighborhood patterns as indicative 

of larger social processes at Chunchucmil. This city differs from its 

regional peers in terms of its relatively high-density settlement, lack 

of a single monumental core, and low walls that incorporate copi-

ous open space into speciic household compounds. In light of the 

absence of a single ruling or administrative center in the city, and 

the wide distribution of trade goods among households, the authors 

argue that power was more widely distributed at Chunchucmil than 

at other cities in the region. This power-sharing is manifested in the 

dearth of evidence for centralized city planning as residents were 

left to coordinate the construction of household-lot boundary walls 

and narrow residential streets that characterize much of the city. The 

authors suggest that the commerce that drew people to settle in an 

otherwise less-than-ideal part of the landscape provided an oppor-

tunity for place-making that generated a unique version of the char-

acteristic dispersed structure of Mesoamerican cities.

Stark’s analysis of open spaces in Mesoamerican cities includes 

households, residential areas, and elite or institutional complexes, 

although the latter command more open space and thus are the major 

focus of her attention. Open spaces generally receive less study than 

built-up spaces because these “empty” spaces provide less tangible 

evidence for the activities they hosted, and they may be perceived 

as the accidental by-product of the production of other urban spaces 

(see also M. L. Smith 2008). Stark gives new life to the gardens, parks, 
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plazas, and other delimited spaces that are  particularly  characteristic 

of Mesoamerican cities and that provide clues to the production of 

urban space. As Stark argues, leap-frogging the urban fringe belts of 

open space may be responsible for some of the copious open space 

in these dispersed or low-density cities, and open space may mark 

settlement boundaries. Open spaces also hold the key to measuring 

settlement nucleation in order to compare cities both intra- and inter-

regionally. In her analysis, Stark emphasizes the role played by open 

space in negotiating social relationships, aesthetics, and symbolism. 

Elaborate gardens may serve as class markers, marking social dis-

tinctions on the landscape.

North America

In spite of a tradition of monumental construction among vari-

ous Native American groups dating as far back as the mid-fourth 

millennium BC, there are few, if any, widely accepted examples 

of pre-Columbian cities in North America. While some scholars 

have characterized certain Puebloan sites in the Southwest as cit-

ies or at least near-urban (e.g., Lekson’s [1999] discussion of Chaco 

Canyon, Aztec, and Paquimé [Casas Grandes]), North America is 

rarely included in studies of ancient cities. A key exception is the 

well-known Mississippian site of Cahokia, which emerged in the 

American Bottom outside of what is today St. Louis, reaching its 

zenith in the twelfth through thirteenth centuries AD. At ive times 

the size of the next-largest such site, Pauketat (1998:45) describes 

Cahokia as an “archaeological behemoth,” emphasizing that its 

effects on other cultural complexes of the time were “both apparent 

and, arguably, profound.” Debate continues regarding the nature of 

Cahokia’s sociopolitical organization, with divergent opinions as to 

whether it was some form of chiefdom (e.g., Pauketat 1994; Milner 

1998) or rather a state (Gibbon 1974; O’Brien 1989), or whether we 

should jettison these evolutionary terms all together as Pauketat 

(2007) has more recently argued; nor is there agreement on the nature 

and extent of the site’s hegemony over the surrounding region (see 

Holt 2009:232–235 for a recent summary; also Cobb 2003).

As John Kelly and Jim Brown – two scholars long associated with 

the famous site – discuss in their contribution to this volume (see 

Chapter 9), the idea of Cahokia as a city has proved equally conten-

tious. They argue that although it does not conform in all aspects 
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to the litmus tests for urbanism established on the basis of Near 

Eastern and other “classic” cities, Cahokia was indeed a city in the 

context of Mississippian culture. Kelly and Brown take a close look 

at the city’s structure, interpreting its form in light of ethnographic 

and ethnohistoric studies of descendant populations in the region. 

They explore the complex structure of Cahokia’s many plazas and 

mound groups, and argue that the overall structure of Cahokia was 

driven by local elites with a view toward mirroring cosmic struc-

ture, and corporate groups moving to the site established new mon-

uments within this overall scheme. Some newcomers resisted the 

control of Cahokian elites by starting competing settlements nearby. 

As described by Kelly and Brown, in the structure of Cahokia there 

is a fundamental tension between social integration via corporate, 

reciprocal relationships, as expressed through positioning within 

both the imagined cosmos that structures the site and the tangible 

monuments of the city, and the enforcement of a hierarchical cos-

mos and society in the form of higher- or lower-ranking monument 

groups and competition for space. Thus, the plazas and monuments 

are built by corporate groups, but adhere to an elite-driven scheme 

that emphasizes the ranking of both the cosmos and the residents of 

Cahokia, as expressed in the relative size and importance of mound 

and plaza groups. Although this view of Cahokia de-emphasizes 

the construction of housing, and low-level meanings emphasized by 

other chapters, it highlights the complexity of the urban process in a 

settlement not often considered in discussions of ancient cities.

Rome and China

Rome stands out among the cities addressed in this volume as a 

well-documented and much-studied imperial capital. Chang’an, 

although less-well known in western scholarship, also served as the 

center of a vast empire – the Han Dynasty, which ruled much of 

China until the early twentieth century. In her contribution to this 

volume (Chapter 10), Anna Razeto examines these two cities in com-

parative perspective from the second century BC through the second 

century AD using the lens of facilities for craft production and retail. 

This period witnessed the transition of Rome from republic to far-

lung empire. Under Augustus and his successors, the city was re-

made through various monumental building projects that gloriied 

the imperial family, providing a conceptual model for the types of 
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monuments and urban developments that should be given  priority 

in cities throughout the empire (e.g., DeLaine 2008:108). These proj-

ects included new market and retail spaces needed to accommodate 

the demands of Rome’s burgeoning population.

Sophisticated state-level sociopolitical organization existed in 

China at least since the Xia and Shang civilizations of the Bronze 

Age. A recent assessment of urbanism in pre-Imperial China sug-

gests, however, that the spatial environment lacked many crucial fea-

tures of urbanism seen elsewhere and that true cities did not emerge 

until the period of the Warring States capitals (481–221 BC; part of 

the Eastern Zhou Dynasty) – only then did cities become a “deining 

ingredient of Chinese civilization” (von Falkenhausen 2008:227; also 

Chang 1974). This period saw the rise of a substantial population of 

commoners in the capital cities who were not direct dependents of 

the rulers’ courts and who pursued commerce and craft production 

(von Falkenhausen 2008:226). Urban form and function changed as 

cities expanded to accommodate specialized crafts and designated 

residential areas, resulting in the integration of royal administra-

tion with production and market exchanges (Shen 2003). This pro-

cess of urbanization brought together a large number of residents 

with a wide variety of skills who contributed to the transformation 

of purely royal cities into the commercial-based urban centers of the 

Imperial period (Shen 1994, 2003).

Razeto compares and contrasts Chang’an and Rome in order to 

discern how state power and ideology structured city space. Instead 

of looking at the palaces, the traditional foci of imperial power, Razeto 

examines how the state determined the location, form, and function 

of markets and facilities for specialized production. She argues that 

although practical considerations – including ease of access, trans-

port, and proximity to raw materials – contributed signiicantly to the 

form and placement of markets and manufacturing facilities for brick, 

metals, and other goods in Rome and China, state ideology, political 

interests, and elite consumption also played key roles. To control and 

protect commerce, Rome and China built elaborate markets that not 

only trumpeted state power and served as symbols of the city, but 

that also provided important foci of social interaction. In a nod to low-

level spatial production, Razeto notes that despite state intervention 

in the structuring of market and manufacturing space, the workers in 

these professions were often independent producers with a hand in 

structuring their work space within the imperial ediice or city plan. 
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Razeto believes that the lack of civil rights for commoners in Chinese 

cities limited their agency in structuring city space, but surely their 

daily activities modiied the spaces in which they lived worked.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS IN THE STUDY OF ANCIENT CITIES

We hope these case studies will challenge specialists to look outside 

their regions for inspiration in analyzing and interpreting the pro-

duction of urban space. We also hope that readers will be inspired to 

apply the insights of this volume to the problems of the contempo-

rary world. The year 2009 brought a signiicant milestone in human 

existence when, for the irst time, the majority of the earth’s popula-

tion (50.1%) was living in urban environments; by 2050, that igure is 

predicted to rise to 68.7% (United Nations Department of Economic 

and Social Affairs 2012). Given the challenges faced by researchers 

in a number of disciplines in trying to understand the profound 

behavioral, social, and ecological effects of urban life, archaeology 

is in a unique position to provide much-needed time depth to these 

issues, offering insight into urbanism’s origins and contributing to a 

diachronic perspective concerning the relationship between people 

and cities and the sustainability of urban systems (e.g., M. E. Smith 

2010b). Many of the great urban theorists have recognized the need 

to understand the ancient roots of urbanism as a way to observe 

long-term social dynamics relevant to the cities in which we live 

today (Jacobs 1969; Mumford 1961; Soja 2000).

Going forward, the study of ancient cities must consider the 

agency of people at multiple social scales in the production of space, 

in addition to the standard attention to macro-level processes of pop-

ulation growth, environmental change, and international relations. 

A special challenge in most world regions is gaining a more repre-

sentative view of the development of city space over time through 

examination of stratiied and well-contextualized changes in the 

built environment. In this regard, the impact of geophysics and 

remote-sensing methods will continue to be signiicant as improve-

ments in technology and analysis bring more data to bear on large-

scale studies of the built environment of cities. Another challenge is 

weighing the diversity of urban form, both within and between world 

regions, and forging a way for comparative analysis while maintain-

ing the richness of speciic cases. A fruitful approach to this prob-

lem is to identify comparable features among cities and subject them 
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to contextualized analysis. For example, in this volume Creekmore 

(Chapter 2) identiies several key features of Mesopotamian cities 

and discusses them as discrete categories that demonstrate both 

similarities and differences among cities in this region. These cate-

gories could be extended to other world regions for both intra- and 

interregional comparative studies, with the goal of making sense of 

diversity without losing sight of culturally speciic developments (cf. 

Arnauld et al. 2012).

To access the making of cities, as described here, future stud-

ies would beneit from greater consideration of how cities form and 

change, rather than just their origins, demise, or snapshot-form in 

a given time period. Meeting this challenge requires attention to 

general laws and processes as well as the daily actions of residents. 

Comparative studies offer great promise in this regard, but rich case 

studies provide necessary material for comparison. If we really care 

about “what life was like” in ancient times, then we need more of 

the kinds of studies that we have in this volume: cross-regional com-

parative studies, as in Razeto’s Chapter 10; intra-regional studies, as 

seen in chapters by Creekmore (Chapter 2), Fisher (Chapter 6), Stark 

(Chapter 11), and Wynne-Jones and Fleisher (Chapter 4); and indi-

vidual case studies, as seen in chapters by Nishimura (Chapter 3); 

Magnoni et al. (Chapter 5); Buell (Chapter 8); Fitzsimons (Chapter 7); 

and Kelly and Brown (Chapter 9).

Ideally, studies of ancient cities should blend macroscale and 

microscale data, as demonstrated by Nishimura’s Chapter 3 of this 

volume, which incorporates both piece-plotted household artifacts 

and city-wide house and street patterns identiied in geophysical 

data. This approach is only possible in the context of long-term proj-

ects, a task made increasingly dificult by short-term grants and the 

ebb and low of international politics. One solution to this challenge is 

increased collaboration between archaeologists, both local and inter-

national, to work together on megaprojects – by which we mean large, 

long-term research staffed by multiple specialists working with great 

numbers of scholars. These kinds of projects present substantial logis-

tical and political challenges, but can yield a more complete picture 

of urban form and change over time than small-scale, short-duration 

projects, especially in cases where geophysical data are less revealing 

owing to local characteristics of geology and archaeological features.

Studies of ancient cities would also beneit from more atten-

tion to open spaces in the built environment, both theoretically 
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and archaeologically. These spaces can often be identiied in plans 

derived from geophysics, while the interpretation of their use must 

incorporate both archaeological data and ethnohistoric or eth-

nographic analogy. Stark’s Chapter 11 in this volume serves as a 

benchmark in the study of open spaces in ancient cities, especially 

for Mesoamerica, but she also identiies parallel developments in 

other world regions. Many other chapters in this volume recognize 

the importance of open spaces, including Kelly and Brown’s study 

(Chapter 9) of Cahokia, where open spaces served as focal points for 

various plaza groups across this North American city.

Finally, future studies of ancient cities would do well to include 

both well-known “type” sites that exemplify key features of cities 

in a given region, as well as lesser-known, but equally important, 

newly studied cities – cities of different sizes, and cities with features 

that do not align perfectly with the standard-setting cases. Attention 

to the full range of cities in regions around the world enriches our 

understanding of ancient cities, modiies our models of urban form 

and change, and enhances the potential for comparative analysis 

within and between regions. The studies in this volume indicate the 

strength of this approach, bringing new light to well-known cases 

such as Rome, Chang’an, and Monte Albán, as well as lesser-known 

cases, or cases overshadowed by earlier or contemporary cities in the 

same or nearby regions, such as Kazane Höyük and Titriş Höyük 

in Upper Mesopotamia, Chunchucmil in the Maya Lowlands, and 

cities of Swahili eastern Africa, Crete, and Cyprus. This volume also 

addresses cases for which not all scholars would apply the term 

“city,” such as Cahokia or Galatas.

Despite the longstanding interest in ancient cities, it is clear that 

there is still a great deal of work to be done in understanding the 

recursive relationship between urban environments and the social 

lives of their inhabitants. Yet, as the contributions to this volume 

demonstrate, we have never been in a better position to take up this 

challenge as new theoretical frameworks, analytical approaches, and 

methodological innovations provide the impetus for what promises 

to be an exciting new chapter in the investigation of ancient cities.
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The Social Production of Space in  

Third-Millennium Cities of Upper 

Mesopotamia

Andrew T. Creekmore III

This chapter analyzes the production and construction of space in third-millennium 
cities of Upper Mesopotamia. I argue that space is constructed at multiple levels, 
including city or state government, institutions, developers, and households. Past 
planning episodes structure future life in the city, but are also modiied to meet 
the needs of later residents. Within this process, I identify several characteristics 
of Mesopotamian city space, including a high level of nucleation, multiple centers 
within the city, defensible spaces such as culs-de-sac, conservative use of space, 
and linkage of key features into a system of armature. These features demonstrate 
how the social needs of residents are expressed in the fabric of the city. In these fea-
tures, we see urban planning that is not strictly top-down or bottom-up, nor solely 
planned or organic.

In this chapter, I explore several aspects of urban space in 

 third-millennium Upper Mesopotamian cities. These cities devel-

oped between 2700–2200 BC when a second wave of urbanism 

spread cities and city-states across Upper Mesopotamia (Figure 2.1) 

(for a fuller discussion of the city-state system, see Nishimura, 

Chapter 3 in this volume).1 The size of these states is variable, but 

based on some of the better-known examples, they may have had 

core territories2 of approximately 1,000 km2 and extended political 

territories up to 5,000 or 10,000 km2. The largest urban centers were 

35–125 ha and hosted 10,000–25,000 people.3 The primary subsistence 

base of these polities was dry-farmed barley supplemented by milk 

or meat from sheep, goats, cattle, and pigs. Production of textiles and 

metals, along with trade, were also important parts of the economy 

(Stein 2004). Urban administration consisted of palace and temple 

households, as well as city councils comprised of elders or other rep-

resentatives of various groups within the city. The degree of power 

sharing among these groups is unclear and may have varied over 

  

 

 

  

 

  

 

 

 



time (Cooper 2006b:63–66; Durand 1989; Fleming 2004). An analysis 

of urban space provides insight into how these groups negotiated 

the complex process of making cities.

I examine several features or factors in the generation and use 

of city space, including city shape, accessibility, nucleation, multiple 

centers, conservative development, defensible space, parceled lots, 

and armature, or the linkage of important monuments across a city 

(MacDonald 1986:5). My goal is to broaden our understanding of 

how these cities form and the roles of different social groups in mak-

ing cities. Accordingly, I review speciic cities that serve as examples 

of each feature or factor and infer the motivations behind the crea-

tion and use of different kinds of city space. I argue that the process 

of urbanization is best understood through a life-history approach 

that considers the social production and construction of space. As 

deined by Setha Low and employed by many scholars, the social 

production of space includes the processes that generate the tangible 

portions of city-space, such as buildings, streets and other physical 

features whereas the social construction of space is human behavior 

that transforms space into historically contingent place through the 

actions of people in their everyday lives, often over long periods 

of time (Anderson and Gale 1992:4; Gillespie 2000; Hodder 2007:22; 

Low 2000:127–128; Tringham 2003:94–95; Pred 1984:279; Rodman 

1992; Verhoeven 1999:20). These concepts describe the urban  process 

that forms the life history of a city, and acknowledge that cities are 

not static or fully formed, but always in motion, changing over time 

Figure 2.1 Topography, 
rainfall isohyets, and 
selected third-millen-
n ium sites in Upper 
Mesopotamia. 1-Titriş, 
2-Kazane, 3-Banat, 
4-Sweyhat, 5-Umm 
el-Marra, 6-Ebla, 
7-Al-Rawda, 8-Bi’a, 
9-Chuera, 10-Beydar, 
11-Mozan, 12-Brak, 
13-Leilan, 14-Hamoukar, 
15-Taya. (Modiied from 
Creekmore 2010; for a 
fuller list of cities, see 
Nishimura, Chapter 3 in 
this volume, Figure 3.1).
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through dynamic human activities (Soja 2000:9). By examining the 

production and construction of urban space, we can identify vec-

tors of growth and decline and the structuring impact of past spa-

tial decisions on future residents. This approach views cities as 

“lived spaces” from which we can compose stories or histories (Soja 

1989:14, 2000:11; de Certeau 1998:142). Over time, local planning epi-

sodes, combined with mid-level and centralized planning, create a 

collage of urban spaces.

URBANIZATION AND URBAN SPACE

The plans of ancient cities show how the population, institutions, and 

industries were distributed within them. From the spatial relation-

ship between these and other urban features we can infer aspects of 

socioeconomic and political organization. The urban plan also pro-

vides clues to how urbanization took place, the role of the central 

authority, major institutions and “everyday” residents in this process, 

and how the city changed over time. In this context, “plan” refers to 

the physical relationship between structures, streets, and features – 

such as open areas – within the city. An orthogonal urban plan is gen-

erally considered the hallmark of a planned city whereas anything 

less than orthogonal is deemed “organic,” that is, natural, emergent, 

irregular, and unplanned (Castagnoli 1971:124; Smith 2007:5).

In general, evidence for orthogonal planning is assumed to 

relect decision making and funding at the highest level of city 

governance. In contrast, “organic” or unplanned urban growth is 

deemed to relect the spontaneous activities of multiple households 

and institutions in the city. Adam Smith (2003:225) argues that this 

view of urban planning implies that western notions of rectilinear 

planning are the ideal when, in fact, “curvilinear” planning may 

simply relect a different aesthetic, or a case when a king or ruler 

does not want to control certain aspects of the urban plan. One could 

add that topography structures the urban plan since uneven, vari-

able terrain is less susceptible to rectilinear construction than lat, 

open land (see Fitzsimons, Chapter 7 in this volume). In practice, 

cities are rarely, if ever, purely planned or organic. Instead, cities 

contain both planned and unplanned space; even highly planned 

space, such as at Pompeii, may be remodeled or redeveloped by a 

city’s inhabitants according to their speciic and changing needs 

(Laurence 1994:19).
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To close the gap between planned and organic descriptions of 

cities, Michael Smith draws on the work of Simon Ellis (1995) and 

Harold Carter (1983), among others, to devise a scheme to analyze 

levels of urban planning in ancient cities. Smith divides urban plan-

ning into two main components: coordination among buildings and 

standardization among cities. Coordination often involves formal 

arrangements of structures, such as around a plaza, or with respect 

to other features such as a temple, palace, street, or city wall (Smith 

2007:9–12). Standardization occurs when we see a similar suite of 

features and relationships among them at several cities in a region, 

which suggests that they were built with a common idea about how 

to construct a city (Smith 2007:25–27) (see Buell, Chapter 8 in this 

volume, for a more complete discussion of Smith’s model). Smith’s 

analytical approach encourages scholars to look for planning prin-

ciples rather than a single, uniied plan and makes it possible to ind 

evidence for planning in otherwise “organic” cities. This chapter 

attempts to do just that, although I do not adhere strictly to Smith’s 

deinitions of coordination or standardization.

City Size and the Cities Discussed Here

Cities discussed in this chapter range in size from 20 to more than 100 

hectares. The relatively larger cities were presumably more populous, 

wealthier, hosted more institutions, administered more territory, 

and wielded greater regional power than their smaller neighbors, 

which may have played subservient political roles within the state. 

This observation does not diminish the potential political, economic, 

or ritual importance of even very small cities that may have been the 

seat of a respected family, produced a desired commodity, or hosted 

a revered shrine. Although the size differences among these cities 

can be striking, their basic structure and the spatial principles found 

within them are very similar. Many of these spatial principles prob-

ably predate cites and are rooted in agrarian villages in which nucle-

ated households are the dominant features. Yet, Elizabeth Stone’s 

remote-sensing research in Lower Mesopotamia has identiied mon-

umental architecture at the smallest of sites (less than 0.5 hectares), 

indicating that the built environment of small sites included more 

than simple houses (Stone 2007:231). Stone elaborates:

. . .just as the population of Mesopotamian cities seems to have 

been very agrarian, with well over 50 percent of the population 
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making their living through agriculture, so too does the rural 

sector look very urban. Indeed I will close with the suggestion 

that Mesopotamian households, and the neighborhoods or vil-

lages that they form, were the real building blocks of society, but 

it was the ability of the urban centers to provide both a larger 

political arena and an eficient resource base that led to their 

popularity. (Stone 2007:231)

It may be simplistic to state that Mesopotamian cities, Upper and 

Lower, were simply villages writ large, but it is clear that the spatial 

principles we see in cities are not exclusive to large urban environ-

ments. These shared principles make it possible to compare cities of 

vastly different sizes because their urban character does not depend 

solely on the size of their population or their footprint (see Yoffee, 

Chapter 12 in this volume for a fuller discussion of “different cities” 

and the problem of city size).

In my analysis, I examine the structure of several Upper 

Mesopotamian cities of the third millennium. Although I reference 

features in many cities, I give several special attention to Beydar, 

Chuera, Kazane, Al-Rawda, and Titriş because we know more about 

their built environments. Instead of identifying types of city plans, 

such as those deined by Heinz (1997), I prefer to identify principles 

of the production and construction of space in these cities, includ-

ing multiple centers (in nucleated settlements), conservative notions 

of space, defensible space, housing parcels, and armature. Some of 

these features contain coordination or standardization that is rela-

tively highly planned, according to Michael Smith’s (2007) scheme, 

while others derive from supra-household, mid-level efforts, and oth-

ers still from the smaller scale, so-called organic efforts of residents. 

Yet, the latter demonstrate patterned behaviors from city to city that 

indicate which aspects of city space appealed to residents, and point 

to cultural norms regarding the structure and appearance of the 

built environment. Accordingly, these aspects are often executed at 

a supra-household level. The main dificulties in examining these 

factors are that we usually lack the full plan of an ancient city, data 

from different cities are not equivalent, and it is dificult to know if 

the disconnected parts of the city that we uncover in our excavations 

are contemporary. Despite these problems, through a careful exam-

ination of several cities, we can gain a better understanding of their 

urban structure. At the close of my analysis, I discuss briely the 
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implications of the results for understanding sociopolitical organi-

zation in Upper Mesopotamia.

UPPER MESOPOTAMIAN URBAN PLANNING

According to the aforementioned notions of urban planning, Upper 

Mesopotamian cities are not highly planned in that they lack strict 

orthogonal or rectilinear layouts. Instead, these cities often form 

semi-orthogonal plans when adjacent structures are built with the 

same orientation as their neighbors, or additions to existing struc-

tures are added in orthogonal segments, often for reasons of con-

venience and eficiency rather than urban planning (Smith 2007:13). 

Yet, several sites discussed here exhibit semi-orthogonal architec-

tural elements that clearly developed from supra-household plan-

ning. The most obvious centralized planning in these cities is found 

in infrastructure, including streets, city walls, sector walls, and 

water works. Decentralized, or mid- and low-level planning, is most 

evident in residential areas that were built and rebuilt according to 

varying codes of spatial production.

There are six major categories of urban features in Upper 

Mesopotamian cities:

1) infrastructure, including circuit walls and dividing walls 

between sectors or neighborhoods (in a few cases), city gates, 

streets, water and sewer systems;

2) institutional structures, including palaces, temples, and associ-

ated storage, living, and support facilities;

3) residential neighborhoods;

4) industry or craft-production facilities;

5) open areas; and

6) burial installations. This category is highly variable, including 

burials beneath house loors, special (sometimes mass) burials in 

tombs or monuments, and a variety of types of burial in intramu-

ral or extramural cemeteries.

Due to the high cost of infrastructure, features such as city walls 

and streets often become ixed and shape the direction and form 

of later development and the movement of people through the city 

(Herman and Ausubel 1988:13; Hillier 2008:226). Thus, urban plans 

may be shaped early in the developmental process with later devel-

opment acting within the boundaries set by roads, city walls, and 
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waterworks. Accordingly, realignment or rebuilding of these fea-

tures requires major organization of labor and funds. Although 

institutional, residential and craft production facilities are subject to 

remodeling and rebuilding by their inhabitants, shared walls among 

neighboring buildings in built-up cities require supra-household 

organization to accomplish signiicant reorientation of structures. 

This may explain in part why, despite opportunities for lexibility in 

the use or deinition of spaces between elements of infrastructure, 

these areas generally maintained their primary use or function.

Spatially, palaces tend to be located on the citadel or upper city (at 

Leilan [Ristvet et al. 2004; de Lillis-Forrest et al. 2007], Ebla [Matthiae 

1981], Mozan [Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 2001], Beydar [Lebeau 

and Suleiman 2009], and Chuera [Meyer 2006]), although Beydar has 

palaces both upon its mini-acropolis and below in the upper city, and 

administrative buildings – including possible palaces – have been 

excavated in the lower and outer town at Kazane (Creekmore 2008, 

2010). Magnetometry data show some larger, possibly administrative 

or elite buildings in the outer town at Titriş and Chuera (Meyer 2006; 

see also Nishimura Chapter 3, this volume). Temples are found in a 

variety of locations, including on citadels, in the center of the city 

(at Beydar [Lebeau 2006a], Chuera [Meyer 2006], Mozan [Buccellati 

and Kelly-Buccellati 2001], and Sweyhat [Danti and Zettler 2007]), 

in solitary walled compounds (at Al-Rawda [Castel and Peltenburg 

2007]),4 or as small individual structures tucked away in neighbor-

hoods (at Chuera, possibly also Kazane5). Industrial activities some-

times cluster (at Banat [McClellan 1999; Porter 1995, 2002]), but in 

other cases are scattered throughout domestic areas (as at Sweyhat 

[Danti and Zettler 2007]) or located in isolated workshops (for exam-

ple, in the Titriş suburbs; see Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this volume). 

Houses form contiguous clusters within blocks deined by wide 

main streets and narrow lanes. Burials occur both within tombs 

beneath house loors (at Kazane and Titriş) and in extramural cem-

eteries (at Titriş, Chuera, Sweyhat, and Al-Rawda). With the possible 

exception of Titriş, for which magnetometry data indicate somewhat 

large, open, unpaved areas toward the periphery (see Nishimura, 

Chapter 3 in this volume), open space is limited in these cities, and 

is usually paved, or grey space, as opposed to unpaved, green space 

consisting of gardens, parks, and the like (see Stark, Chapter 11 in 

this volume, for a complete discussion of types of open space). When 

present, open space occurs in narrow spaces between buildings, in 
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courtyards or public plazas, in culs-de-sac, and sometimes on the 

periphery, just within the city wall.

CITY SHAPES

Upper Mesopotamian cities have two general shapes deined by 

their city walls and the location of the pre-urban settlement tell 

(Figure 2.2). The irst shape is oblong cities – such as Sweyhat, Leilan, 

Titriş, and Kazane – in which the tell (mound of earlier period ruins) 

is located off-center and its elevated terrain, sometimes greater than 

twenty meters high, formed a convenient citadel for the city. In some 

cases, this location may have a practical purpose in providing a quick 

exit for oficials or soldiers leaving the city to escape or confront an 

enemy. This location may also make it easier to transport valuable 

goods to the citadel. Stone (1995:243) notes that very tall temple plat-

forms in Lower Mesopotamian cities are located outside the center of 

the city, perhaps setting a precedent or at least a parallel for the high 

versus low spatial division in Upper Mesopotamian cities between 

the upper city on the citadel and expansive lower towns. Although 

this high versus low division may serve an ideological purpose, it 

may just as well result from convenience or land tenure (see “Land 

Tenure” section later in this chapter), and the many stratigraphic lay-

ers within citadels testify to the long life history of these places (see 

Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this volume, for another perspective on cit-

adel mounds, lower towns, and city shapes).

The second Upper Mesopotamian city shape is round – such as 

Chuera, Beydar, Bati, and Al Rawda – in which the pre-urban tell, 

if present, is located in the center of the site and is generally larger, 

forming a full-ledged upper city rather than a steep-sided citadel 

with limited lat space. Dubbed Kranzhügeln by early German archae-

ologists,6 many of these cities are found in the relatively  marginal 

(low rainfall) steppe between the Balikh and Khabur Rivers, and in 

the vicinity of the low mountain Jebel ‘Abd al-‘Aziz in northeastern 

Syria (Meyer 2006; Moortgat-Correns 1972). In some cases, the lower 

city was walled but not inhabited (as at Beydar) or does not exist (as 

at Al-Rawda, which has some extramural settlement, but not a strik-

ing high-low difference in elevation or a walled settlement beyond 

the core). Because these cities are located in a dry environment, some 

scholars suggest that they were built and inhabited by people with 

a shared culture, such as pastoral nomads who thrived through 
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trade with other states in the region (Kouchoukos 1998; Lyonnet 

1998; McClellan and Porter 1995:63). The excavators of Chuera and 

Al-Rawda claim that these cities were intentionally established in 

a round shape, rather than developing from the gradual expan-

sion of a pre-existing village (Castel and Peltenburg 2007:604; Pruss 

2000:1432). The variation in the life history of these cities calls into 

question the usefulness of the Kranzhügeln category; I will return to 

this question later in this chapter.

CITY ACCESSIBILITY

In the few cases where a signiicant portion of the town plan of 

ancient cities is exposed by magnetometry or excavations, we may 

begin to extend theories of architectural structuralism to entire set-

tlements. I favor a soft structuralism in which structure is highly 

Figure 2.2 Outlines of 
selected cities. Scale is 

approximate. Al-Rawda 
after Gondet and Castel 

2004; Beydar after 
Lebeau 2006a; Sweyhat 
after Danti and Zettler 

2007; Chuera after 
Meyer 2006:Abb. 2; 

Kazane after Creekmore 
2008:igure 9.3; Leilan 
after Weiss 1990:Abb. 

1. For plan of Titriş, see 
Nishimura, Chapter 3 in 
this volume, Figure 3.2.
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inluential, but does not determine behavior (see Trigger 2003:654). 

In doing so we can construct spatial maps, such as those described 

by Bill Hillier and Julienne Hanson (1984:90–142), to identify sim-

ilarities and differences in spatial patterning within and between 

cities. These spatial patterns show how people organized and 

moved through space in the city (see, for example, Scott Branting’s 

[2010] computer modeling of pedestrian trafic in an Anatolian city 

for which the entire street network has been reconstructed with 

remote sensing techniques). In round cities with known street pat-

terns, such as Tell Chuera or Al-Rawda, main streets form ring 

roads and spokes that deine fairly regular wedge-shaped city 

blocks (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). This structure is more “symmetric” and 

“distributed,” which suggests a “tendency towards the diffusion of 

spatial control” (Hillier and Hanson 1984:97 [italics in original]). Such 

readily discernible segments of space may make it easy to grasp the 

structure of a city, and provide greater access to outsiders (Lawrence 

Figure 2.3 Tell Chuera, 
schematic plan of 
infrastructure and 
the primary use of 
various areas. Numbers 
1–5 mark potential 
armature: 1) Aussenbau, 
2) City gate, 3) Entry to 
upper city and temple 
complex, 4) Plaza, 
5) Palace. Redrawn 
and modiied from 
Meyer 2006:Abb. 2; 
Pruss 2000:igure 1; 
and Goethe 
Universität, Institut 
für Archäologische 
Wisse nschaften 2007. 
Some information was 
also derived from Tell 
Chuera reports. 
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and Low 1990:471; Lynch 1964:67–70). Wheel or deformed wheel-

shaped street networks funnel outsiders along certain routes, mark 

the boundaries of residential areas, and preserve residential privacy 

(Hillier 2008:10).

No matter where you go in round cities, you are never too far 

from a major spoke or loop road that will convey you rapidly to 

other parts of the city, including the very center. Gates and topog-

raphy notwithstanding, lines of sight and passage on radial roads 

often run directly to the city center, and ring roads make it possi-

ble to reach many sectors of the city quickly while bypassing side 

streets or potentially congested areas. Over time, some main roads 

are blocked by expanding buildings, forcing pedestrians to detour 

through less-direct secondary streets. Without deep excavations in 

these spaces, it is not clear whether these obstructions are primary, 

marking planned defensible space (see the section on defensible 

Figure 2.4 Al-Rawda, 
schematic plan showing 

city wall, temples 
(T1,2,3), major streets 

(R1,2,3; C1,2,3), excavated 
housing, and sub-

urbs. Derived from 
Castel and Peltenburg 

2007:igure 5; Castel 
et al. 2005:igures 2a and 

3; and Gondet and Castel 
2004:igure 8. 
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space in this chapter) or secondary, marking conlicting claims to 

space (Low 1996:876) in which various groups block the street adja-

cent to their houses or workshops in order to produce defensible 

space. An example of the latter may be found at Al-Rawda, where 

streets or architecture are asymmetrical or interrupt the general 

 pattern. The excavators of this site argue that these features result 

from changes to a formerly integrated master plan (Castel and 

Peltenburg 2007).

In contrast with the accessibility of round cities, streets in oblong 

cities tend to meander along a semi-straight course, as at Titriş, or at 

best form a semi-orthogonal structure in which cross streets create 

rectilinear city blocks. These streets have less-direct lines of sight 

than perfectly straight streets and may impede transit for visitors. 

We might expect irregular streets to be emergent (i.e., unplanned), 

but excavations at Titriş demonstrate that at least some of its streets 

were cut into sterile soil and built before adjacent houses, indicating 

that their pattern was planned and coordinated (Matney 2002:26–27), 

with their route inluenced by topography (see Nishimura, Chapter 3 

in this volume). Similar planning of streets is noted at the oblong cit-

ies of Kazane and Leilan, albeit with small exposures that do not 

clarify the entire path of the street (Creekmore 2008:167–168, 2010:78; 

Weiss 1990:201–203, abb. 3, 7–9).

NUCLEATION

Upper Mesopotamian cities were highly nucleated, built-up settle-

ments with wall-to-wall architecture and little open space. Extramural 

areas contained ields, pasture, burial grounds, and small villages. 

Given that the growth of these cities was rarely restricted on all sides 

by natural features, how do we explain this nucleation? The uni-

versal presence of city walls, sometimes matched with a glacis and 

ditch or moat (as at Titriş, Mozan, Al-Rawda, Beydar, and Chuera) 

suggests that protection from theft or conlict was one motivation 

for nucleation. Yet, even if violence were the exception rather than 

the rule, nucleation makes infrastructure less expensive to build and 

maintain by reducing the length of city walls, streets, and drain-

age systems. Another impetus for nucleation is land tenure, which 

may have limited sprawling settlement on communal or crown 

land. Finally, city walls have important symbolic value, were often 

constructed in the earliest period of the city, and may have fostered 
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nucleation by encouraging compaction within the walls. In the fol-

lowing discussion, I explore these explanations for nucleation.

Defense

The existence of substantial defensive structures at large cit-

ies, small towns, and even small villages (e.g., Cooper 2006b:70) 

indicates strongly that violence was a real threat. In addition, 

city walls are symbols of power and they project power by mak-

ing it possible for a city to send its army or militia out to con-

front or threaten others, leaving smaller forces behind to defend 

the homeland (Pauketat 2007:122, 131). Violence was clearly a 

part of life in these societies, especially in the later third millen-

nium (Sallaberger 2007:422–423). The Ebla texts include accounts 

of conlict between Mari and Ebla, a forced treaty between Ebla 

and Abarsal, tribute gifts sent to Ebla from threatened cities, and 

weapons exchanged with allies (Archi and Biga 2003; Merola 2008; 

Sollberger 1980). Archaeological evidence for violence at these cit-

ies is not as plentiful as lists of tribute from subject polities, but 

excavations reveal destruction layers at several sites, weapons in 

burials, and victory iconography from Mari and Ebla (Akkermans 

and Schwartz 2003:269). Other examples of violence or sugges-

tive of violence include a mass burial, changes in regional settle-

ment patterns, and local urban structure (abandoned villages and 

suburbs), a shift from extramural to intramural burials, and con-

struction of new defenses at Titriş (Algaze et al. 2001:68–70), and 

possibly the burning of the sacred structures of Steinbauten I–II at 

Chuera (Klein and Orthmann 1995:75; Orthmann 1995a, plans 6, 

13, 1995b:32; Moortgat 1962:35; Pruss 1998).

Symbolism

Aside from their role in defense, city walls also have important 

symbolic value that is recorded in texts, images, and their phys-

ical manifestation (Ristvet 2007:184). Upper Mesopotamian city 

walls deined the city, marking a clear perimeter with gates medi-

ating entry and exit. A barrel cylinder from Mashkan-shapir, a 

second-millennium city in Lower Mesopotamia, celebrates the 

building of the city wall as a deining act in establishing the city 

(Steinkeller 2004:135–146). Third-millennium texts from Beydar list 
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state workers – in this case, shepherds – under gate names, indi-

cating that in at least some cases, gate names represented quarters 

or neighborhoods (Sallaberger 2004:18–19). In many examples, city 

walls were built early in the life of the city, as at Kazane, Mozan, 

Chuera, Beydar, Leilan, Al-Rawda, and others. These may be 

instances of conspicuous consumption and expressions of power, 

as described by Trigger (1990:127), although the labor and resources 

required to build a city wall that beneits all residents may involve 

more negotiation among corporate groups than the centralization 

of power described by Trigger (see for example the range of profes-

sions involved in building a city wall, as described in Ristvet 2007). 

Thus, the city wall may have irst marked oficially the establish-

ment of a city, and later constricted growth and intensiied nucle-

ation as residents packed into the area behind the walls in order to 

be part of the city. In general, extramural settlement is rare, but it is 

documented at Al-Rawda and Titriş.

Land Tenure

Although defense, symbolism, or economizing construction can be 

considered sensible reasons to nucleate, another possible factor is 

land tenure. Tony Wilkinson combines archaeological survey, analy-

sis of period textual sources, and analogy with recent historical prac-

tice in the region to argue that Bronze Age villages probably had a 

communal land-tenure system. In this system, use rights shifted reg-

ularly and land did not belong to a single family (Wilkinson 2010:59). 

This type of land tenure explains in part the ever-increasing height 

of tells, which were repeatedly occupied because building outside 

the village on communal land was discouraged. If this system was 

maintained during the urbanization process, then tightly packing 

into a nucleated city would limit the amount of former ield or pas-

ture land that would have to be taken over by the city during the 

development of a lower town around the tell. Although powerful 

city rulers may have claimed ownership over all the land in a given 

region (Wilkinson 2010:57), at least initially one would expect former 

land tenure practices to present a roadblock to the development of 

low-density settlement with copious open space between residential 

areas. A complicating factor affecting the use of land around cities is 

squatters, or those constructing housing, gardens, and other features 

in unused open space without necessarily possessing use or tenure 
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rights. These activities may be temporary, but if tolerated, their prod-

uct may become a permanent part of the city (see Neuwirth 2005 for 

modern examples).

Wilkinson notes that texts record villages, their land, and their 

inhabitants changing hands as a single entity owned by the state 

or private families (Wilkinson 2010:58; see also Steinkeller 1993:125–

126). This practice could leave local land-use or land-tenure patterns 

intact, despite the knowledge that an overlord was the oficial owner. 

The case of city land ownership is more complicated. Although pri-

vate home ownership within cities is attested by texts from the sec-

ond millennium (Stone 1987; Van De Mieroop 1999), the division 

of extramural land is less clear. Highly generalized summaries of 

textual evidence for land exchanges across the third to second mil-

lennia throughout Mesopotamia suggest that traditional systems of 

communal ownership were eroded as a few landowners amassed 

vast holdings while the size of the average family’s plot shrank 

(Zaccagnini 1999:339). In other cases, ruling institutions laid claim 

to all land and redistributed it to citizens according to their social 

rank (Dahl 2002). Inherited property may be absent from most texts, 

which chronicle sales, leaving open the possibility of larger, pri-

vately owned plots not listed in texts (Zaccagnini 1999:339). Texts 

from Beydar suggest that a handful of state oficials controlled 

most of the land and male labor in its region (Sallaberger and Ur 

2004:57–58; Widell 2003:723). However, this evidence is selective, 

and Jason Ur argues that the center controlled only part of village 

land (Sallaberger and Ur 2004:57, footnote 13). In any case, long-lived 

pathways between ields endure in some areas as “hollow ways” on 

the landscape, indicating continuity in the structure of ields adja-

cent to cities (Casana 2013; Ur 2003).

In sum, nucleation in Upper Mesopotamian cities may derive 

from a combined need for security and eficient infrastructure, 

which generated constrictive, highly symbolic walls. Nucleation is 

also compatible with traditional notions of land tenure that discour-

age dispersed housing, and building structures side-by-side along 

narrow streets is consistent with principles of defensible space (see 

defensible space section later in this chapter). It is dificult to deter-

mine with certainty which of these factors was primary. I favor an 

interpretation based on a pre-urban preference for close-knit living 

in clustered neighborhoods, combined with shared land tenure in 

which the defensive value, if not the symbolic value, of circuit walls 

varied over time with the degree of conlict. 
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MULTICENTRICITY

Because many Upper Mesopotamian cities developed from pre-

existing villages and were highly nucleated, it is easy to assume 

that these settlements grew from the center or tell to the periphery 

in an oil-stain-like spread in which new residents joined neighbor-

hoods that expanded around a single administrative, elite nucleus, 

as expressed in Sjoberg’s model of preindustrial cities (1960:323). 

Current data are not suficient to determine if urban growth fol-

lowed major streets deining sectors in a process akin to Homer 

Hoyt’s sector model (1939), or leap-frogged open spaces as multiple 

centers were established in a fashion that recalls Chauncy Harris and 

Edward Ullman’s multiple nuclei model (1945). The fortiied cluster 

of a palace, temples, markets, and storage at the center of Beydar 

comes closest to Sjoberg’s model, but the social structure or status 

of surrounding neighborhoods is not yet clear. Recent research has 

uncovered multiple administrative and elite centers in several cities, 

and all of these cities must have had other social centers measured 

in terms of neighborhoods, pedestrian trafic, a convergence of major 

roads, or the value of land (Hoyt 1939:18).

At Kazane, elite and institutional structures form at least three 

administrative centers in the city. These centers include the pre-

sumed (but not excavated) administrative citadel on the tell; a prob-

able palace or other administrative building east of the tell, marked 

by a massive wall; and numerous monumental structures revealed 

by magnetometry and excavations in the southern portion of the 

city. These include large storage facilities, a large house, and another 

possible palace or massive administrative building (Figure 2.5) 

(Creekmore 2010; Wattenmaker 1997). At Titriş, a small exposure of 

mid-third millennium remains in the outer town revealed monu-

mental architecture characteristic of elite housing or public build-

ings (Algaze and Pournelle 2003:107; Matney 2002:25; Matney and 

Algaze 1995:49). This may mark a second center, far from the citadel, 

that existed during the earliest period of the city. Although standard 

domestic structures were later built over these buildings, Nishimura 

(see Chapter 3 in this volume) identiies several larger buildings at 

key locations in the outer town during the later third millennium 

that may mark additional centers in the inal period of the city.

At Al-Rawda, ring and radial roads demarcate sectors containing 

features that represent multiple ritual centers (Figure 2.4). On the 

basis of magnetometry data, two and possibly three ritual areas were 
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identiied in the city, one of which was conirmed by excavations. 

Each consists of one or two small temples surrounded by open space 

enclosed by a wall (Gondet and Castel 2004:104, igures 8a and 8c; 

Castel et al. 2005:igure 6a; Castel and Peltenburg 2007:606, igures 7 

and 8). Notably, the inner sanctuary of the temples in all three areas 

is oriented toward the center of the site, and a single ring road, C2, 

intersects or passes all three compounds (Figure 2.4). The existence 

of multiple, spatially separated temples in a relatively small city may 

Figure 2.5 Kazane, 
sche matic plan of 
Early Bronze Age 

infrastructure, adm in-
istrative, sacred, and 
other areas. Middle 

Bronze Age housing 
and burials are also 

marked owing to 
possible continuity in 

the use of these spaces 
from the prior period. 

Note: the location of the 
citadel walls and city 
gates are suggestions, 
and are not based on 

any excavated evidence. 
Palace and Middle 

Bronze Age housing 
areas are shown larger 

than the actual exposures 
to enhance visibility. 

After Creekmore 
2008:igure 9.3. 
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indicate the worship of multiple gods, the presence of different social 

or ethnic groups, and multiple nodes of religious power.

Chuera contains at least two major but separate administrative 

centers (Figure 2.3). These include the palace on the western edge of 

the upper city and the cluster of small but monumental temples and 

related structures on the eastern edge of the city. Small, isolated tem-

ples also exist within residential areas in the upper city. At Beydar, 

a second palace was recently discovered, just below but adjacent to 

the acropolis mound that contained a palace and multiple temples 

(Figure 2.6: Areas F and P) (Lebeau and Suleiman 2009).

Figure 2.6 Beydar, 
upper city, schematic 
plan of infrastructure 
and the primary use 
of various areas, with 
excavation areas marked 
with letters. Use areas 
derived from Lebeau 
2006a:plan 1; Lebeau and 
Suleiman 2008, 2009; and 
excavation reports. Gates 
placed after Bluard 1997: 
igure 1.
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Aside from ritual and administrative centers, multiple  residential 

areas served as centers of social life. Street patterns, as discussed 

earlier, formed wedge-shaped or rectilinear blocks of housing areas 

subdivided by small lanes. Major intersections, culs-de-sac, and 

other less-visible features such as utilization of a particular neigh-

borhood temple or shrine, could deine neighborhoods or centers of 

social activity in the city. Thus, although a particular sector may have 

an elevated status owing to association with particular residents or 

proximity to certain features in the city, and some administrative or 

religious centers may have been higher in the pecking order of the 

city governance and devotion, these features were not relegated to a 

single business, religious, or housing district. Instead, they formed 

multiple centers of urban life.

CONSERVATIVE DEVELOPMENT

The production of space in Upper Mesopotamian cities was con-

servative; spatial principles established early in the life of the city 

were maintained over long periods of time. During the course of 

their life history, streets and city walls tended to be rebuilt in the 

same space, houses were built over houses, palaces over palaces, 

and temples over temples. Thus, it is rare to ind examples of what 

Ernest Burgess (1925) called “organization” and “disorganization,” 

in which the primary use of different parts of the city changed over 

time. These episodes usually occurred during major regional tran-

sitions, such as in the late third to early second millennium when 

many polities experienced a collapse, decline, hiatus, or reorgani-

zation of settlement (Cooper 2006a; Ur 2010). Even massive rebuild-

ing efforts, such as after a ire that destroyed the sacred precinct 

at Chuera, tend to maintain the primary use or function of an area 

(Orthmann 1995b:32). Although this might be expected for sacred 

or political structures, the endurance of housing – and presumably 

neighborhoods, in most cities – is striking and indicates the proba-

ble importance of land ownership and inheritance within the city.7 

An exception to this pattern may be found at Titriş, where the lower 

town shows continuity while the outer town contains signiicant 

changes from the mid- to late third millennium, relecting either a 

shift from public to private architecture, or elite to non-elite hous-

ing (Algaze and Pournelle 2003:107; Matney 2002:25; Matney and 

Algaze 1995:49).
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Explanations for conservative production of space vary. As 

 previously noted, for reasons of cost, infrastructure tends to remain 

in place and shape later development (Herman and Ausubel 1988:13). 

City planners note that urban space can become relatively ixed and 

resist change despite changes in economics or society (Herbert and 

Thomas 1990:126). Manuel Castells argues that the production and 

construction of urban space is fraught with conlict in which dominant 

institutions resist changes to urban structure (Castells 1983:xviii). In 

this view, substantial change in urban planning requires top-down 

decisions or major grassroots efforts (Castells 1983:303–304). Although 

Castells’ interpretation makes sense in the context of very powerful 

institutions, I argue that in cases of increased power-sharing, con-

servative city plans may derive from a desire among residents for 

comfort and continuity. Although desire may be impossible to ana-

lyze with archaeological data, studies of human behavior indicate 

that if one’s immediate surroundings are orderly or familiar, then 

one feels empowered whereas disorder enhances feelings of power-

lessness (Geis 1998:243). A sense of order or disorder derives as much 

from the construction of space as the production of space, but the 

structuring effect of the latter may have a signiicant effect on main-

taining social order. Thus, contra Louis Wirth’s assertions – based 

in part on the writings of Durkheim, Weber, and Simmel – that the 

anonymity of cities diminishes the importance of neighborhoods 

(Wirth 1938:11, 21); in Mesopotamian cities, as in some modern cities, 

the neighborhood was very important for building and maintain-

ing social ties (Logan and Spitze 1994; Stone 1987:129). This social 

importance would have contributed to conservative production of 

space in neighborhoods, and enhanced place attachment, “the sym-

bolic relationship formed by people giving culturally shared emo-

tional/affective meanings to a particular space or piece of land that 

provides the basis for the individual’s and group’s understanding 

of and relation to the environment” (Low 1992:165). This meaning 

may be especially strong in cases where family tombs were located 

within houses, as at Titriş (Laneri 2007, 2010; see also Nishimura, 

Chapter 3 in this volume).

DEFENSIBLE SPACE

Defensible space is a key component of Upper Mesopotamian cities. 

Defensible space is a conscious effort by residents and city planners 
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to deine urban space by erecting barriers or markers that indi-

cate ownership, enhance security, and discourage or manage pas-

sage (Newman 1973:3–4). Persons walking through the city ‘read’ 

these markers and understand what kind of space they are enter-

ing or passing (de Certeau 1998:98–99; Rapoport 1990). Defensible 

space plays an important role in deining neighborhoods in a city 

(Abu-Lughod 1987). Defensible spaces in Upper Mesopotamian 

cities include gates along the city wall or at entrances to palaces, 

temples and other administrative structures, street patterns and 

types (wide versus narrow) that deine neighborhoods, culs-de-sac 

within residential and administrative contexts, and houses, which 

are designed to interrupt the line of sight from entrances to inner 

rooms.

City walls and gates are found in every Upper Mesopotamian 

city, and gated entrances for major structures are found in most. 

Within the city, wide main streets demarcate sectors and probably 

neighborhoods as well. Narrow, branching passageways discour-

age entry into the heart of residential blocks, generating defensi-

ble space (Costa and Noble 1986:165; Biewers 1997:77–80; both cited 

in Düring 2006:47). In some cases, neighborhoods may have been 

bounded by long party walls (e.g., at Leilan, see Ristvet 2005:ig-

ure 3.11). Many multiroom houses exhibit defensible space in that 

they were entered through a small vestibule that functioned as a 

gate (see Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this volume, for a more detailed 

discussion of house form and function). This room protected the 

privacy of inner rooms both by limiting the view from the street 

and by adding layers of doorways (Rainville 2005:149; also see 

Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this volume, Figure 3.4). Smaller houses, 

such as those with just one or two rooms, did not have the luxury 

of a vestibule. Another form of defensible space in these cities are 

culs-de-sac, found in residential areas at Chuera, Beydar, Titriş, and 

Taya (Figure 2.7) (Pfälzner 1997:Abbildung 11; Lebeau and Suleiman 

2008:9, street east of “Tablet House” and south of House 6; Algaze 

et al. 2001:igure 2; Rainville 2005:igure 5.7b; Reade 1973:plates LIX, 

LX, LXI), and in elite or administrative areas at Beydar and Kazane 

(Lebeau and Suleiman 2003:plan 7 [approach to palace]; Creekmore 

2008:igure 4.5). Culs-de-sac are also very likely present at Al-Rawda 

within dense housing blocks, although published plans do not per-

mit their identiication.

 

 

 

 

 

 



In some cases, culs-de-sac were probably part of the original city 

plan; in other cases, they may represent the activities of residents 

creating defensible space by expanding their homes across narrow 

lanes, thereby blocking trafic and creating culs-de-sac. Aside from 

discouraging entry, culs-de-sac and alleys provide additional pro-

tected outdoor space for storage, tying up animals, and children’s 

play. At Titriş, at least one cul-de-sac occurs at the break between 

terraced segments of outer-town housing, in a space possibly cut off 

from the street and only accessible from adjacent houses (Matney 

2002:27; Nishimura, see Chapter 3 in this volume, Figure 3.3, space 

between Houses 3, 4, and 7). Areas with such limited access may 

be more likely to function as gardens, garbage dumps, or meeting 

places for social and even illicit activities.

PARCELED HOUSES

Because the amount of walled, protected space within a city is lim-

ited, and extending city walls, streets, and other infrastructure is 

0 20 m

Streets

Culs de sac

0 20 m

N

Chuera Beydar

Kazane

A B

C

Figure 2.7 Examples 
of culs-de-sac in Upper 
Mesopotamian cities. 
A: Tell Chuera – Area K, 
excavated houses, period 
EJ IIIa (2600–2450 BC). 
Redrawn after Pfälzner 
1997: Abb. 11. B: Beydar – 
Area B, excavated 
houses and special-
use structures (large 
blocks to the south), 
period EJ IIIb phase 3c 
(2450–2300 BC). After 
Lebeau and Suleiman 
2008:9. C: Kazane – Area 
1 / F, magnetometry 
plan, and excavated 
structures (dark, thick 
lines), (ca. 2500–2300 
BC). After Creekmore 
2010:igure 4. Culs-de-
sac are suggested but not 
conirmed by excavation.
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expensive, it should not be surprising if central institutions – and 

residents themselves – attempt to control the distribution of space 

within the city. In the cities discussed in this chapter there is evi-

dence for similar lot sizes in residential areas at Titriş, Chuera,  

and Leilan, and in the monumental buildings of Area 1 at Kazane 

(Matney 2002:27; Pfälzner 1997; Ristvet 2005:igure 3.11; Creekmore 

2008, 2010). These similar lots are not seen in all periods, but 

when they appear, they demonstrate what Peter Pfälzner terms 

Parzellenhäuser, or parceled houses (Pfälzner 1997). The parceled 

houses identiied by Pfälzner come in standard widths of 6, 7.5, 9, 12, 

or 15 meters, and have similar ground plans (Pfälzner 1997:igure 8). 

At Chuera and Bderi, these standard plots are limited to a speciic 

time frame, 2600–2450 BC. After this period, non-parceled houses 

replace some parceled lots at Chuera and parceled lots disappear 

altogether at Bderi. Pfälzner argues that parceled lots are evidence 

for centralized city planning and their disappearance is owing to 

thinning of the city population and increasing ethnic diversity 

(Pfälzner 1997:251, 258).

Although the similar lot dimensions identiied by Pfälzner seem 

to indicate an organized distribution of city land, they do not nec-

essarily relect top-down city planning. Instead, these lots indicate 

that the standard units for measuring land were agreed upon and 

upheld by the residents (Smith 2007:29). Rather than marking a top-

down city plan, similarly sized lots are an eficient way of managing 

land. These lots facilitate construction of similarly sized houses and 

minimize space lost to leftover spaces that are too small or too large 

for a practical house. Regardless of lot size, residents could expand 

or shrink their houses by buying or selling rooms to or from adjacent 

structures, a practice noted in later periods in Lower Mesopotamia 

(Stone 2007:217; Van De Mieroop 1999:256). Thus, a homeowner could 

purchase two rooms from an adjacent house and incorporate them 

into his own house by cutting doorways into adjacent walls and 

blocking entrances from the new rooms to the now smaller neigh-

boring house.

The most convincing case of house lots as evidence of formal 

planning comes from Titriş, where double walls bound plots of 

land with regular dimensions in the outer town (Matney 2002; 

see also Nishimura’s discussion of the 2300 BC reconstruction, 

Chapter 3 in this volume). These plots are not equivalent to indi-

vidual houses. Instead, multiple-walled plots are combined to form 
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houses of various sizes, which together are founded on regular, 

walled terraces (Figure 2.8). In addition, in some cases, the walls 

within these plots share the same orientation across multiple plots, 

houses, and streets (Matney 2002:27). Thus, although the internal 

division of space within each house differs, the plots themselves 

and their main walls were laid according to supra-household spa-

tial principles, perhaps by developers (Algaze et al. 2001:69; Matney 

2002:27). In sum, although parceled lots do indicate some level of 

land management within the city, they do not necessarily indicate 

a formal plan designed at the supra-household level except when 

combined with shared architectural principles and features.

ARMATURE

Another concept that contributes to an understanding of space 

in third-millennium Upper Mesopotamian cities is armature. 

Deined for Roman cities by William MacDonald, armature con-

sists of “main streets, squares, and essential public buildings linked 

together across cities and towns from gate to gate, with junctions 

and entranceways prominently articulated” (MacDonald 1986:5). 

MacDonald argues that armature develops independently from city 

planning and evolves as new parts are added and old parts extended 

(MacDonald 1986:30–31). In most Upper Mesopotamian cities, we 

lack enough of the urban plan to evaluate a key part of the deinition 

Figure 2.8 Titriş, 
building lots in the 
outer town (generated 
from Algaze et al. 
2001:igure 2, and 
Matney 2002:26). Note 
doubled walls and 
possible cul-de-sac. Cf. 
Nishimura, Chapter 3 
in this volume, 
Figures 3.3–3.4.
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of armature – unimpeded passage across a city – but here I suggest 

a few possible examples of this feature.

At Mozan, a city in the Upper Khabur region, the approach to and 

placement of Temple BA may be an example of armature. This small 

temple was built in the mid-third millennium at the top of a long 

staircase on an isolated platform on the highest part of the upper 

city (Buccellati 1998; Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1997, 2000, 2001). 

Although the temple’s connection to the rest of the city is unknown, 

the grand staircase is suggestive of an armature system. In a similar 

fashion, a narrow street that climbs the mounded center of Beydar, 

passing temples en route to a cul-de-sac terminating at the palace, 

may also mark the end of an armature route (Figure 2.6) (Lebeau 

2006a:120).

In contrast to the preceding partial examples, the more com-

plete city plan available from Chuera may better illustrate a case of 

armature. At Chuera, a main street traverses the upper city from 

southeast to northwest (Figure 2.3). This street may begin (or end) 

outside the city to the east, in the area of a temple and extramural 

burials (the Aussenbau; “1” in Figure 2.3). From this ritual space 

one passes the outer city gate (“2” in Figure 2.3) and continues to 

the upper city. Although the upper city wall went out of use after 

the construction of the lower city wall (Meyer 2006:184), the begin-

ning of an extended temple complex echoes the location of the 

former gate (“3” in Figure 2.3). In keeping with the armature con-

cept, the main street next passes a temple complex marked by a 

stone platform, high stone terrace, and monumental gateway to 

this precinct. Beyond this temple area, the street continues west 

through a public plaza (“4” in Figure 2.3) and on to the palace and 

adjacent open area on the western side of the upper city (“5” in 

Figure 2.3). A grand entrance marks the palace, and perhaps other 

architectural features mark the intersections of the open areas. 

It is not clear if this main street continues past the palace into the 

lower town, but according to the armature concept, it could detour 

along a different axis that articulates with other public buildings 

or spaces before exiting the city at a major gate. One can imagine 

this armature developing from an initial core of the central plaza 

lanked by the palace and temple areas, and later expanding as the 

city grew to include the lower city gate and new structures in the 

extramural area.
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Other examples of armature may include the articulation of the 

outer town city gate with public space at Titriş (Nishimura, Chapter 3 

in this volume), the intersection of street C2 with Temples 1, 2, and 3 

at Al-Rawda (Figure 2.4), and passages through or by monumental 

architecture in Area 1/F at Kazane (Figures 2.5 and 2.7). Although 

these possibilities cannot be veriied without further excavations, 

and the static city plan provided by magnetograms (magnetometer 

data) fails to capture the life history of armature, it is worth consid-

ering this aspect of city space when looking for examples of coor-

dination among buildings or linkages of seemingly disconnected 

aspects of city space.

THE IMPORTANCE OF LIFE HISTORIES

In this chapter, I focused on spatial and planning principles shared 

by many Upper Mesopotamian cities. Although I emphasized sim-

ilarities, it is also important to consider differences between cities 

and how these cities formed and changed over time. Here I con-

sider briely the contrasting features and life histories of two of the 

archaeologically better-known round cities, Beydar and Chuera. 

This comparison reveals that, despite their similar shape, they have 

very different developmental pathways.

Chuera consists of a walled, 28 ha inner mound, and a walled, 37 

ha lower town (Figure 2.3).8 In the earliest phases at Chuera, the focal 

point of the city was a public plaza lanked by residences, while the 

palace and temple-related facilities were concentrated at the edges 

of the upper city along easily accessible streets. Additional small 

temples were situated within residential areas. In this scheme, the 

public plaza was the focal point that uniied the households of the 

residents, the palace, and the temple. Yet, a few hundred years after 

its construction, the central plaza began to ill with garbage from 

adjacent residential areas. This garbage eventually rose to more than 

8 meters high, along with the houses themselves, which were rebuilt 

again and again (Orthmann 1995a). These developments demon-

strate that the original purpose and meaning of this plaza changed 

signiicantly as the city evolved. This shift may have impacted the 

linkage of the armature discussed earlier, or at least removed the 

plaza from this system. The remarkable shift from open to closed 

space indicates that the use and meaning of this space was changing 
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or at least contested, and possibly created or derived from a sense of 

disorder among residents, as previously discussed.

Compared to Chuera, Beydar is a considerably smaller city 

covering 22.5 ha with 17 ha of settled area, including the top of 

the outer city wall and the 7 ha, 20 m high tell inside the inner 

city wall (Figure 6) (Lebeau 2006a:101; Ur and Wilkinson 2008:313). 

Between the inner and outer city walls, a moat adds further pro-

tection and a glacis accompanies the inner city wall (Lebeau 2006a, 

2006b:3). In contrast to settlement at Chuera, which began in the 

upper city and later expanded to the lower town, at Beydar, the 

lower town and outer fortiication were built at the very begin-

ning of settlement but the lower town was not inhabited. In con-

trast to the plaza that formed the centerpiece of early settlement at 

Chuera, Beydar’s core was dominated by a palace and ive temples 

set upon a three-tiered terrace lanked by a glacis on two sides and 

accessed by a single street that narrows to provide choke or con-

trol points as it ascends toward the palace (Lebeau 2006a; Sténuit 

and Van der Stede 2003). Residential housing is found at the north-

ern base of the palace glacis (Area B), while a second palace lies to 

the east below the central palace (Area P). From what is known of 

its life history, the central palace and temples remained the focal 

point of Beydar throughout the habitation of this city, even during 

the decline of its last years.

The fundamental difference in the focal point, viewshed, loca-

tion, and accessibility of the palace, temples, and residences indi-

cates very different developmental pathways for Beydar and Chuera. 

From its founding, Beydar looks like a small fort-city designed to 

protect the wealth of the palace and temple households, which 

probably had a close political alliance, whereas Chuera’s found-

ing plan gave prominence to residences and public space, and pro-

vided access to temples and the palace, which were spatially on a 

par with regular residences and located near or next to large open 

areas. The separation between the palace and major temple area at 

Chuera may indicate that these institutions were also more politi-

cally independent than at Beydar. Finally, if the second palace in 

Area P at Beydar proves to be surrounded by additional adminis-

trative buildings, then the space for housing at Beydar will shrink 

further, suggesting a lower population than we would expect from 

the site area alone.
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IDEAL CITIES

Thus far I have argued that Upper Mesopotamian cities were 

planned and constructed by multiple groups in society who gen-

erated a collage of urban spaces. In most cases, the structure of 

the earliest phases of these cities is poorly known, lying beneath 

remains from later periods and making it dificult to state with 

certainty the extent to which later urban plans relect an original 

spatial model. I noted that infrastructure shapes later development 

and construction of space is conservative in these cities. In two 

cases, Chuera and Al-Rawda, their researchers argue explicitly that 

signiicant parts, if not all of their city structure, were planned at 

the outset. If these cities were indeed planned on a large scale from 

their earliest period, then they may represent ideal cities in which 

the construction of space conforms to their builders’ notions of a 

“good” city.

The excavators of Chuera argue that the site “was a town from 

its very beginning . . . Its existence is the result of a deliberate town-

planning process” (Pruss 2000:1432). This statement derives from 

the inding that the large plaza at the center of the site overlies mid-

fourth millennium and earlier remains, but not material from the 

early third millennium that immediately preceded the growth of the 

city (Pruss 1998). Yet it does not consider that a small early third-mil-

lennium settlement could be located anywhere on the high mound, 

not just beneath the central plaza. Nonetheless, it does appear that 

the plaza, main street, and probably the basic parameters of housing 

and sacred areas were deined early in the life of the city. If fur-

ther excavations demonstrate that the earliest foundations of each of 

these areas date to the same narrow period, then Chuera may indeed 

represent a town plan enacted by a central government, but this does 

not rule out participation by residents.

The excavators of Al-Rawda argue that specialists under the 

direction of the central authorities built the major infrastructure in 

the city – including the main streets, city gates, city wall, and cen-

tral sector – in one single, concerted effort (Castel and Peltenburg 

2007:604; Gondet and Castel 2004:108). They further argue that the 

plan of Al-Rawda could not have developed without a model, and 

they cite Tell Chuera, more than 200 kilometers to the northeast, 

and Tell Sheirat, 32 kilometers south of Al-Rawda, as examples of 

round cities that may have inspired the builders of Al-Rawda. It 
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is possible that the architects, builders, and workers at Al-Rawda 

visited other round cities before or during the construction of their 

own settlement. In his study of the texts from Ebla, Archi notes 

that attached craft specialists, or those working explicitly for a gov-

ernment or institution, traveled between cities to work for other 

rulers. For example, smiths or carpenters traveled between Ebla 

and other nearby cities – even as far as Mari and Kish – presum-

ably to complete special projects for which their skills were needed 

(Archi 1988:28). This exchange of specialists undoubtedly spread 

ideas about technology and style, and may have inluenced city 

planning.

To my knowledge, no one has argued that any of the non-round 

(oblong) cities were built all at once according to a single master plan. 

The closest example to this kind of planning may be the rebuilding 

of portions of Titriş, as described earlier. Yet, oblong cities also dem-

onstrate ideals of city space through the repeated use of major streets 

to funnel trafic between major nodes, narrow lanes and culs-de-sac 

to restrict or inhibit access to housing, the construction of clustered 

structures, and the establishment of multiple centers.

DISCUSSION

This chapter identiies several important factors in the production 

and construction of space in Upper Mesopotamian cities. I argue 

that these highly nucleated settlements had multiple administra-

tive and social centers that formed during urbanization. The pro-

duction of space in these cities was conservative, often maintaining 

the use or function of an area even during extensive rebuilding or 

renovation. A key planning principle was the production of defen-

sible space, whether by original design or subsequent modiication. 

I suggest that the concept of armature may be applicable to these 

cities, and may unify otherwise scattered elements of a city’s struc-

ture. Although winding streets and semi-orthogonal architecture 

give an appearance of an organic growth pattern, streets and, in 

some cases, whole neighborhoods show supra-household planning, 

both through designation of lot size and coordinated construction. 

Finally, I argue that careful attention to the life history of these cities 

is the best way to reveal similarities and differences in their devel-

opment and the interplay between activities that structure space and 

the structuring effects of space.
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Taken together, these observations show that the production of 

space in Upper Mesopotamian cities took place in multiple over-

lapping social spheres, including the city government that focused 

on infrastructure, mid-level planners or developers (Algaze et al. 

2001: 69; Matney 2002) who built some residential areas in con-

junction with neighborhood organizations and leaders, and resi-

dents who modiied space according to their needs. Viewed in this 

manner, the production of space in Upper Mesopotamian cities 

suggests a sociopolitical order consisting of power sharing rather 

than top-down domination or purely disorganized, organic devel-

opment. The spatial result of the sociopolitical order suggested 

here is a varying degree of city planning, as described by Michael 

Smith’s scale (2007). Thus, these cities have examples of coordina-

tion among buildings in institutions, public space, and neighbor-

hoods; supra-household planning of neighborhoods, streets, and 

infrastructure; and some standardization in the kinds of spaces 

preferred by city residents. In some cases, coordination may be 

expressed very loosely or in a nonlinear fashion, as in armature, 

requiring large horizontal  exposures of sites before patterns can 

be identiied.

Although this analysis focuses on examples from third-mil-

lennium Upper Mesopotamia, many of the spatial principles dis-

cussed here are seen in earlier, pre-urban periods and in subsequent 

urban periods throughout much of Upper and Lower Mesopotamia 

(Henrickson 1981; Keith 1999, 2003; Stone 1995, 2007; Ur 2012). The 

maintenance of notions of social space across the millennia through-

out Mesopotamia may testify to the continuance of social struc-

tures such as tribes and lineages during the shift to cities and states 

(Cooper 2006b:61). The emphasis on kinship and consensual deci-

sion making in these social structures resists domination by urban 

authorities. The complex and often new social roles formed in cit-

ies served to integrate a diverse society, but also resisted yielding 

autonomy to city government (Yoffee 1979:21, 1995:289, 2005:62, 214). 

In this context, urban authorities may have had to work hard to build 

a loyal population. Stone (2007:228) argues that second-millennium 

Lower Mesopotamian cities competed with one another for pres-

tige, and may have installed or refurbished infrastructure to attract 

residents.

Despite textual evidence for powerful rulers at different places 

and times, and the assertion by some that third-millennium Upper 
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Mesopotamian cities were oligarchies ruled coercively by the  palace 

and a few elite households (Sallaberger and Ur 2004; Steinkeller 

1993:124; Weiss et al. 2002), many scholars of these polities view the 

city as a bastion of heterarchy (Crumley 1995) and corporate polit-

ical strategies (Blanton, Feinman, and Kowalewski 1996) in which 

everyday residents and individual households played a central role 

in urbanization and the production and governance of urban space 

(Creekmore 2008; Fleming 2004; Stone 2007; Ur 2004). This asser-

tion does not deny the existence of social stratiication or even 

possibly segregation among city residents in some cases. Instead, 

I argue that the making of cities is a shared, conlicting process 

that incorporates the needs of multiple social groups within soci-

ety. In the production of space in the city, we see the give and take 

between Adam Smith’s (2003) “regime” or John Mollenkopf’s (1992) 

“ruling coalition,” made up of the ruling families and associated 

factions, and the “grassroots,” or “everyday” people. At the same 

time, a careful consideration of a city’s life history reveals that cities 

with similar basic structure may have very different developmental 

pathways. Future attention to the principles of the production and 

construction of space discussed here, in conjunction with a life his-

tory approach and the range of theoretical angles summarized by 

Michael Smith (2011) may help us unpack the complexity of urban-

ization and recognize the agency of different sociopolitical groups 

in society.
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NOTES

1 An earlier wave of urbanism is known from recent research at Tell Brak (Emberling 
2003; Emberling and McDonald 2003; Matthews 2003; Oates 2005; Oates et al. 2007; 
Ur, Karsgaard, and Oates 2007) and Hamoukar (Gibson et al. 2002) in northeastern 
Syria, and Arslantepe (Frangipane 2002) in eastern Anatolia. This work revealed 
evidence for large, urban settlements at these sites in the fourth millennium, prior 
to the appearance of Uruk colonies from Lower Mesopotamia. These inds indicate 
that urbanism developed in both Upper and Lower Mesopotamia simultaneously 
in the fourth millennium, rather than beginning in the south and spreading 
north.

2 These territory estimates are based on Jason Ur’s igure for Nager/Tell Brak (Ur 
2004:273).

3 Population estimates are based on ethnographic cases and generally assume 100 
to 200 persons per ha (Adams 1981:69; Kramer 1980, 1982a, 1982b; Van Beek 1982) 
but consider Postgate (1994) for a wider range.

4 Located about 75 km east of Hama in Southern Syria, Al-Rawda is outside the 
primary region of this study, but I discuss it here because a cesium magnetometer 
survey revealed most of its plan (Castel et al. 2004, 2005; Gondet and Castel 2004).

5 Kazane’s building Unit 8 may be a temple, but this is not conirmed (Creekmore 
2010).

6 Kranzhügel is German for “wreath mound.”
7 Michael Smith (2010) is correct that the presence of neighborhoods in Upper 

Mesopotamian cities is often assumed, rather than proven, because contiguous 
housing blocks make it dificult to identify social boundaries. Yet, neighborhoods 
are not necessarily deined by housing blocks, but by shifting social connec-
tions based in part on dwelling proximity (Creekmore 2008; Keith 2003; Rainville 
2005:144; Stone 1987). Thus, even hard lines, such as the street patterns discussed 
here, may not deine neighborhoods.

8 The size of Chuera is reported to be 65, 80, and 90 ha. From the published maps 
(Meyer 2006: Abb.2; Pruss 2000:igure 1), it measures closer to 65 ha, and it 
seems that the larger igures were derived from the diameter without account-
ing for the actual shape (Meyer 2006:180; Orthmann 1997 :491; Pruss 2000:1431). 
Alternatively, the larger igures may include unreported extramural settlement 
considerably larger than the excavated area of the Aussenbau and Stelenstraße in 
area L.
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North Mesopotamian Urban Neighborhoods 

at Titriş Höyük in the Third Millennium BC

Yoko Nishimura

While our understanding of the general layout of north Mesopotamian cities has 
improved in recent years, our reconstruction of socio-spatial patterns produced by 
the bulk of the population has not kept pace. Large-scale excavations and surveys 
at late-third millennium Titriş produced rich data that enable us to reconstruct 
the socio-spatial organization across its ancient urban residential districts. The 
analysis and interpretation of these data illuminate the hitherto underrepresented 
aspects of daily life in the city that were experienced by the majority of the residents. 
These aspects include relative socioeconomic homogeneity within densely occupied 
neighborhoods, as well as daily social interaction among neighbors and accessibility 
within habitation zones.

Mesopotamia has long been studied by scholars interested in the 

origins of the irst cities, but recently this interest has shifted from 

the traditional emphasis on southern Mesopotamia to the recogni-

tion of the north as an important region of urban development in its 

own right. Early trends toward urbanism in northern Mesopotamia 

can now be traced back to the fourth millennium BC or even as early 

as 4400 BC (Emberling 2003; Gibson et al. 2002; Oates et al. 2007; Ur 

2010). The growth of early cities in the northern region is explained 

increasingly as an indigenous development, largely independent of 

the inluences of contemporary settlements in the southern region. 

The appearance of the irst northern cities was followed by a sec-

ond surge of urbanism in the middle centuries of the third millen-

nium BC, resulting in the rapid and explosive growth of dozens of 

densely populated sites in northern Mesopotamia and its surround-

ing regions. The archaeologically best-understood key sites in this 

period include Chuēra, Beydar, Brak (ancient Nagar), Mozan (ancient 

Urkesh), Leilan, Hamoukar, Taya, Sweyhat, Mardikh (ancient Ebla), 

Titriş, and Kazane (see Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume) 
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(Figure 3.1). The archaeological investigations at these ancient cit-

ies have greatly increased our knowledge about the developmental 

trajectory, spatial coniguration, and decline of the mid–late third-

millennium settlements in this region. However, the concentration 

of the excavations at the majority of these sites on and around the 

high mounds, where public buildings tend to be found, still limits 

our understanding of the extensive lower cities that surround the 

high mounds. When these early northern cities lourished, what 

did residential areas look like? How did the common city inhab-

itants organize their everyday environment spatially and socially? 

In this chapter, I present my analyses of the excavation and survey 

data obtained from Titriş Höyük, with the focus of attention on 

the vast habitation sections in the lower town. In so doing, I will 

illustrate the homogenous nature of the crowded urban occupa-

tion areas, as well as daily social interaction among neighbors and 

the accessibility both to and within the city proper at this north-

ern Mesopotamian community. Horizontal excavations and exten-

sive  magnetometry surveys were carried out across much of the 

lower town at this site, making available diverse data on the bulk 

Figure 3.1 Third-
millennium urban 
centers in north 
Mesopotamia and 
its vicinity (drawn 
by author; base map 
adapted from Oriental 
Institute Computer 
Laboratory 2010).
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of the population, as well as revealing the overall spatial conigu-

ration (Figure 3.2). In order to reconstruct the use of domestic space 

at Titriş, a systematic activity-area analysis was conducted based on 

the large quantity of household remains derived from the horizontal 

excavations at two opposing sectors of the settlement (Nishimura 

2008, 2012). Magnetometry surveys covering almost half of the lower 

town allowed me to reconstruct the overall, site-wide use of space by 

tracing architectural plans and streets.

PREVIOUS STUDIES ON ANCIENT URBAN RESIDENTIAL 

NEIGHBORHOODS

As a consequence of greater interest by researchers in the analysis of 

both ancient cities and households, a growing number of studies have 

recently been conducted on socio-spatial patterning at the interme-

diate level (e.g., neighborhoods, districts) within ancient urban resi-

dential quarters (Arnauld et al. 2012; Cahill 2002; Chapdelaine 2009; 

Clayton 2011; Colantoni and Ur 2011; Creekmore 2010, Chapter 2 in 

this volume; Fisher, Chapter 6 in this volume; Healan 2009; Keith 

2003; Kenoyer 2012; Manzanilla 2009; Nishimura 2008, 2012; Rainville 

2005; M.E. Smith 2010, 2011; Spence et al. 2005; Stone 2000, 2008; York 

et al. 2011).

One of the focal points in the analyses of habitation sections 

within ancient cities has been the question of whether or not each 

Figure 3.2 Site plan 
of Titriş Höyük, with 

areas where magnetic-
ield gradient surveys 
were conducted. The 

excavated areas are 
shown in black. “A” and 
“B” are two extensively 
excavated areas (drawn 

by author; base map 
adapted from Algaze 

et al. 2001:82).
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section typically conlated different groups of people in terms of their 

socioeconomic classes, occupations, and/or ethnic backgrounds. For 

instance, Stone (2008) has presented a model linking political orga-

nization to spatial coniguration at the second-millennium site of 

Mashkan-shapir in southern Mesopotamia and the irst-millennium 

site of Ayanis in eastern Turkey. Stone distinguishes between state 

societies that were based on heterarchical/consensual (Mashkan-

shapir) and hierarchical/exclusionary (Ayanis) governance, and 

states that these different types of political strategy developed in dis-

tinct ecological contexts. According to her socio-spatial model, cities 

with a more heterarchical political system would most likely exhibit 

housing areas that were not segregated by wealth, but rather mixed 

with different social classes. Such areas contained not only houses of 

both the rich and poor, but also loci for various manufacturing activ-

ities. In contrast, the housing areas of state societies that exercised 

exclusionary domination were socioeconomically more segregated, 

containing relatively similar domestic structures.

Whereas Stone’s model connects heterogeneity and homogeneity 

in urban communities to the political structure of each settlement, 

Keith (2003) describes heterogeneous neighborhoods in ancient 

Mesopotamian cities as a result of everyday household and occu-

pational activities. Following Rapoport’s (1969, 1990) conceptualiza-

tion of the organization of space as “systems of activities that take 

place in systems of settings” (Keith 2003:60), Keith deines the neigh-

borhood as “the area within which local residents conducted most 

of their daily activities” (2003:58). Accordingly, Keith reconstructs 

residential zones within the Old Babylonian cities (e.g., Ur, Nippur, 

Sippar) by tracking the daily activities that the local residents per-

formed in areas adjoining their houses. Using excavation and tex-

tual evidence, Keith identiies neighborhood facilities (e.g., shops, 

bakeries, mills, taverns, chapels) and examines patterns of common, 

everyday activities within the living areas. In her reconstruction of 

the Old Babylonian neighborhoods, Keith concludes that there was a 

mixture of various household tasks as well as occupational activities 

within the habitation quarters.

Michael E. Smith and his colleagues in their interdisciplinary 

research project on urban neighborhoods believe that residential 

areas in both ancient and contemporary cities are commonly socially 

diverse (Smith 2010, 2011; York et al. 2011). Rather than various inter-

spersed social classes, however, these researchers maintain that 
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urban habitation quarters often exhibit concentrations of particular 

groups of people who share common social identities, in terms pri-

marily of ethnicity, socioeconomic class, religion, and occupation. 

Smith (2010) distinguishes and deines neighborhoods and districts 

as archaeological concepts. In so doing, he argues that these distinct 

areas in ancient cities are discernible archaeologically and offers 

archaeological methods that are applicable to habitation sections 

cross-culturally across time and space. Once these separate zones 

are recognized, the identiied spatial patterning can be interpreted 

in social terms, such as social clustering of particular ethnic groups 

and socioeconomic classes. In order to explain the existence and 

development of distinct neighborhoods and frequent occurrence of 

social clustering, in particular ethnic and class clustering, York et al. 

(2011) enumerate a number of causal factors as top-down (the actions 

of state authorities, local regimes, and institutions) or bottom-up 

(the actions of individuals, households, and small groups) forces. 

According to these authors, ethnic and class clustering in separate 

habitation areas develops as a result of a complex mixture of these 

top-down and bottom-up processes.

The identiication of such social clustering in urban residential 

neighborhoods is best exempliied by the studies of foreign enclaves 

and other discrete habitation areas at the Classic period regional 

center of Teotihuacán, located in the Valley of Mexico (e.g., Clayton 

2011; Manzanilla 2009; Spence 1996; Spence et al. 2005). Using pri-

marily mortuary, architectural, ceramic, and lithic data, sociocul-

tural differences of ethnicity, occupation, wealth, and status among 

the inhabitants were spatially discernible at this settlement. These 

studies at Teotihuacán have recently been extended to include sev-

eral isotope analyses on human bone and teeth to investigate places 

of origin, dietary changes, and marriage customs among the popu-

lations who resided within the foreign enclaves (Price et al. 2000; 

White et al. 2004a, 2004b).

We also have a glimpse of the presence/absence of socioeco-

nomic differences within a residential context at the late-third mil-

lennium city of Hamoukar in northern Mesopotamia, where six 

housing units were excavated in a habitation quarter at the eastern 

edge of the site (Colantoni and Ur 2011). In the absence of evidence 

for administration or specialized manufacturing, these dwelling 

units exhibit traces of activities that were largely domestic in nature. 

Based on the size of House H I, the only house that was more or less 
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completely exposed, the house size at Hamoukar is considered aver-

age in the region. Nevertheless, Colantoni and Ur suggest that this 

was a prosperous neighborhood, owing especially to the frequent 

use of baked brick in architectural features. These houses show sim-

ilarities in architectural construction (e.g., house forms, courtyards 

with occasional baked brick pavements, and drainage), as well as in 

the use of domestic space (e.g., activity areas). But Colantoni and Ur 

(2011:59) still admit some architectural variations (e.g., house size) 

between the houses, and these variations are thought to relect slight 

differences in socioeconomic status.

Through the reconstruction of socio-spatial patterns at the com-

munity level, the analysis of the rich excavation data and survey 

results obtained at Titriş will contribute to the discussion of neigh-

borhood variability and will also bring insights into the social inter-

action among neighbors and accessibility within the habitation 

sections. In this chapter, I irst outline the overall political conigura-

tion of the region in which Titriş was a lourishing urban center. The 

settlement layout will then be characterized, especially as related to 

public structures, which we can infer based on comparisons with 

other contemporary centers in the region. Finally, I offer an analysis 

of the spatial patterning within the lower town at Titriş, using both 

the excavation and survey data from this site.

THE ENVIRONMENT OF CITY-STATES

Contemporary written documents and settlement pattern studies 

indicate that the third-millennium cities in northern Mesopotamia 

belonged to independent city-state polities in their respective regions, 

embedded in turn within a larger interregional network of political, 

diplomatic, and economic interactions. Indirect historical references 

from the contemporary site of Ebla (modern Tell Mardikh) relect the 

interregional political landscape to which Titriş most likely belonged. 

Although cuneiform tablets have also been unearthed in other con-

temporary, or slightly later sites such as Tell Beydar and Tell Brak, 

it is only the political documents of Ebla that provide signiicant 

information on the nature of the sociopolitical interactions between 

major cities in northern Mesopotamia and its environs around 2300 

BC. The most useful Ebla documents for understanding the nature 

of the interstate politics in the region deal with diplomatic alliances 

(e.g., “Hamazi Letter”), wars (e.g., “Enna-Dagan Letter”), and treaties 
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(e.g., “Treaty with ‘Abarsal’”) (Pettinato 1981:95–109). These clearly 

indicate that at this time, a small number of powerful and central-

ized kingdoms – including Ebla itself – dominated smaller, subject 

communities within their spheres of inluence (Pettinato 1981, 1991). 

In this interregional city-state system, their respective capital cities 

were in constant contact with each other for various political and 

economic matters.

The picture of the international political landscape reconstructed 

from the Ebla texts is in accordance with Wilkinson’s observations 

based on site survey results for mid-third millennium northern 

Mesopotamia. Wilkinson (2003:123, 125) characterizes this region as 

“landscapes of tells” in which “the system of nucleated tell-based set-

tlement existed within a variegated and patchy landscape compris-

ing intensive cultivation around settlements with zones of pasture 

beyond.” During the period under consideration, the northern cit-

ies were the focal points of large population agglomeration, and the 

maximum occupation area of these northern sites, except for Tell Taya 

and possibly Tell Brak, was about 100 ha. Sustaining the growth of 

these urban sites were smaller, neighboring villages and their imme-

diate rural hinterlands that provided agricultural products to their 

regional centers (Wilkinson 1994). After thriving for several centu-

ries, most of these cities declined toward the end of the millennium, 

in some cases being abandoned altogether.1

NORTH MESOPOTAMIAN CITY LAYOUT

Archaeologists have noted a number of recurrent characteristics in 

the overall physical coniguration of urban settlements across north-

ern Mesopotamia in the mid-late third millennium. Stone (2000:243–

244) describes the general patterns evident in the spatial layout of 

cities in this region. She states that a typical northern city of this 

period contains a high mound from which the lower town spreads 

in different directions. As the highest point of the settlement, the 

high mound is usually the location for the main temple, while an 

extensive lower town is largely given over to residential sections. The 

lower town tends to be circumvallated with defensive walls, at one 

point along which the high mound can be found. Palatial structures 

may also be found along the fortiication wall, but such structures 

are probably within the lower town at some distance away from the 

religious precinct on the high mound.
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This pattern is generally repeated among the contemporary 

large settlements in northern Mesopotamia and the region to the 

west of the Upper Euphrates, particularly Taya (Reade 1973, 1982, 

1997), Leilan (Weiss et al. 1990, 1993), Hamoukar (Colantoni and Ur 

2011; Gibson et al. 2002), Beydar (Lebeau 2012; Lebeau and Suleiman 

2011), Chuēra (Dohmann-Pfälzner and Pfälzner 1996; Pruss 2000), 

Mozan (Buccellati 2005; Buccellati and Kelly-Buccellati 1998; Pfälzner 

2012), Brak (Emberling and McDonald 2003; D. Oates, J. Oates, and 

McDonald 2001; Ur, Karsgaard, and Oates 2011), Kazane (Creekmore 

2010; see also Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume), Sweyhat 

(Danti and Zettler 1998, 2002, 2006), and Mardikh (Matthiae 1981, 

2010) (Figure 3.1). All of these cities, except Brak, are walled, and 

the settlement size ranges between approximately 30–160 ha dur-

ing this time, with the average site size of ca. 80 ha.2 Some of these 

cities are roughly oval and oblong (Leilan, Kazane, Mardikh, 

Brak, Hamoukar, and Sweyhat), while some others form a circular 

shape (Chuēra, Beydar, and Mozan).3 These circular sites, known as 

Kranzhügeln (“wreath-mounds”), are also a common type, particu-

larly seen between the Upper Khabur and Balikh regions as well as 

in northeast Syria (Akkermans and Schwartz 2003:256; Wilkinson 

2000:239). Kranzhügel sites hold the citadel mound at the center, and 

the lower town surrounding the citadel mound is in turn circled 

with the outer fortiication wall.

Although a single high mound is a consistent element of these 

northern urban centers,4 its location can be either near the center of 

the mounds (Beydar, Chuēra, Kazane, Mardikh, Mozan, Sweyhat, 

and Taya) or at one end of their larger settlements (Brak, Hamoukar, 

and Leilan). The high mound was frequently fortiied with an 

inner wall (e.g., Beydar, Chuēra, Leilan, Mozan, Sweyhat, and Taya) 

demarcating the high mound from the rest of the settlement dur-

ing this period. The size of the high mound as a proportion of the 

total community size varies from one site to another. At Mardikh 

and Taya, the high mound occupies only 3–5 percent of the total 

occupied area, whereas more than half of the site is comprised of 

the high mound at Brak and Chuēra. The size of these high mounds 

ranges from 3 ha to as large as 43 ha with an average size of approx-

imately 17 ha.5

The high mound was the primary location for not only main 

temples, but also royal and governmental residences, administrative 

buildings with storage facilities, and elite houses that were likely 
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built around these public buildings. Whereas main temples tend to 

have been incorporated within a multiroom, ‘palace-temple’ com-

plex in the southern Mesopotamian tradition, temples in northern 

Mesopotamia frequently stood independently. Temples excavated at 

these northern sites (e.g., Beydar, Brak, Chuēra, Mozan, and Taya) are 

located at the highest point of the settlement, on the high mound. As 

the main temple was recently discovered at the southeastern edge of 

the lower town at Mardikh, it is possible, however, that major tem-

ples also existed in other parts of the community, but have not been 

identiied because the excavations at these large settlements have 

focused on the areas on or near the high mound. The elevated loca-

tion must have meant that the main temple was the most prominent 

landmark of their landscape, for both the inhabitants and popula-

tions outside the city proper. At the same time, the availability of 

space on the high mound seems to have dictated the physical scale 

of the main temple, as well as the locations for secondary temples, 

if any existed. For example, the temple at Mardikh was constructed 

away from the small high mound (ca. 3 ha) which was already dom-

inated by the presence of the Royal Palace G. In contrast, the large 

(ca. 43 ha) high mound at Chuēra provided enough space for the con-

struction of the royal palace as well as of the main temples, allowing 

some distance between these massive structures.

Secular public buildings – including palaces, governors’ houses, 

and administrative structures – are increasingly seen at these urban 

settlements. A mid-late third millennium palatial structure has been 

securely identiied at four northern sites (Beydar, Chuēra, Mardikh, 

and Mozan), and Akkadian administrative buildings have been found 

at two other cities (Brak and Leilan). Many of the palatial buildings 

found at these sites were rectilinear with large courtyards embed-

ded among smaller rooms. As with main temples, these structures 

are all located on the high mound, at its periphery (in many cases, 

the western periphery), rather than at the central summit, keeping 

some distance from the main temples.6 It is also possible, or even 

likely, that more than one secular public structure existed in some 

cities, and that not all of these buildings would have been accom-

modated within the limited space of the high mound (Creekmore 

2010; also see Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume). When second-

ary and tertiary secular buildings were to be constructed, there may 

have been a spatial limit on the high mound, which was already 

crowded with preexisting ceremonial and royal structures. This 
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may be precisely the reason why, by the irst half of the second mil-

lennium BC, palaces and other major public buildings are increas-

ingly seen within the lower towns at north Mesopotamian cities 

(e.g., Leilan and Mardikh). At these sites, many other secular public 

buildings or possible public buildings with unclear functions have 

been excavated from third-millennium contexts. Many of these pos-

sible public structures are administrative in nature, and they appear 

to have been clustered also on the high mound (e.g., the “Uninished 

Building” at Leilan, the “U-Shaped Complex” and “B1 Building” at 

Beydar, and the “Kitchen Building” at Sweyhat).7

All of these regional centers contained vast residential quar-

ters. These areas tend to have been concentrated in the lower town 

and illed with domestic structures, streets, and side alleys. Most 

structures stood contiguously on both sides of streets, often shar-

ing party walls (e.g., Beydar, Chuēra, Hamoukar, and Leilan). Even 

though some houses were built away from each other, leaving open 

spaces between them that were largely devoid of other structures 

(e.g., Taya), most of the examples – extensively excavated settlements, 

in particular – show that the densely crowded environment was 

the more common phenomenon. Streets were usually straight and 

sherd-paved, ca. 2–5 m in width. These streets provided direct access 

to domestic buildings (e.g., Chuēra and Taya), whereas many houses 

could only be accessed via side alleys (e.g., Hamoukar and Leilan). 

Many of the dwelling structures in these urban settlements seem 

to have been the central-courtyard house type with varying sizes 

and numbers of rooms. The average house sizes are estimated for 

the Chuēra houses as 63–147 m2, and for the Taya houses as 130–178 

m2 (Pfälzner 2001:399), whereas the majority of the houses in these 

cities fall between 127–205 m2 (Colantoni and Ur 2011:36). Thus, we 

have steadily been building the large picture of the general city lay-

out in the north Mesopotamian sites, but our ability to reconstruct 

socio-spatial patterns for the bulk of the population in the extensive 

residential quarters is still highly limited. The analysis and interpre-

tation of the rich data from Titriş help ill this gap and illuminate 

hitherto underrepresented aspects of city life.

TITRI Ş HÖYÜK

The ancient city at Titriş shows many of the common spatial char-

acteristics discussed in the section on the general city layout of the 
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northern cities. Similar to Tell Beydar, Titriş is smaller than most 

other regional centers in site area (ca. 43 ha at its maximum). Titriş 

lourished in a strategic location along the interregional trade route 

that led to one of three historically important river crossings in the 

Upper Euphrates (Algaze 1999:535–536). The site is an oblong shape 

with the high mound (ca. 3 ha) located in the south (Figure 3.2). Two 

lower towns lank the high mound in the east and west, and the 

outer town spreads to the north from the high mound. A linear forti-

ication wall with a water-illed moat was constructed along the east-

ern end of the settlement. The provision of the fortiication wall only 

at the eastern edge was probably because the northern, western, and 

southern sides of the mound were naturally protected by ancient 

rivers (Titriş Çay and Tavuk Çay) (Algaze et al. 2001:58–62). Even 

though the high mound at Titriş remains unexcavated, there is little 

doubt that this elevated land unit was the main location for public 

buildings for ceremonial, political, and administrative purposes.

Titriş was irst occupied at the beginning of the third millennium 

BC and grew to become a small urban center, reaching its maximum 

occupied area of about 43 ha around 2500 BC. At the peak of its site 

history, Titriş enjoyed a role as a focal point for crafts and manufactur-

ing activities, economic exchanges, and political and administrative 

affairs. After an occupational hiatus, a centrally planned construc-

tion took place around 2300 BC. The re-urbanization process appar-

ently involved a massive reconstruction of the entire settlement that 

fortiied the city along the unprotected eastern slopes of the mound 

and largely circumscribed its habitation area within the fortiied 

mound. The reconstruction resulted in a contraction in its total 

occupied size from 43 ha to 35 ha, owing to the abandonment of the 

“suburbs” and the nucleation of the population within the limits of 

the city. Subsequently, in the period of urban decline in northern 

Mesopotamia from about 2100–1900 BC, much of the habitation area 

at Titriş was also abandoned, and occupation continued only within 

the limits of the high mound (Algaze et al. 2001).

The investigation of settlement patterns also testiies to the 

development of Titriş toward an urbanized capital. The survey in 

this region exposes a relatively undifferentiated coniguration with 

dispersed hamlets and villages during the irst centuries of the third 

millennium BC (Wilkinson 1990:94). This pattern then transforms 

to a sharply hierarchical one between about 2600–2400 BC, during 

which time the total settled area in the surveyed region increased 
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greatly (Wilkinson 1990:97). A four-tier hierarchy is recognized 

with the site of Titriş (ca. 43 ha) at the top, four times larger than the 

two second-tier towns of Lidar Höyük (ca. 12 ha) and Tatar Höyük 

(ca. 10 ha) (Algaze et al. 2001:56–57). The markedly hierarchical pat-

tern continues after about 2300 BC, until the population is once again 

dispersed into small villages and hamlets after 2100 BC, as shown by 

an increase in site numbers, but substantial decrease in total settled 

area within the surveyed region (Algaze et al. 2001:54–58; Wilkinson 

1990:102–103).

ANALYSIS OF THE EXCAVATION DATA

Archaeological excavations at Titriş Höyük were carried out between 

1991 and 1999 (Algaze et al. 1992, 1995, 1996, 2001; Algaze and Mısır 

1993, 1994; Matney et al. 1997; Matney, Algaze, and Rosen 1999). 

Horizontal excavations (a total of about 2,500 m2) exposed two res-

idential sections located at opposite ends of the site, about 900 m 

apart. These excavations brought to light thirteen completely or par-

tially exposed housing units, together with their intramural family 

tombs, in the two habitation sections (Figure 3.3). It is thought that 

all the dwelling structures were built during the comprehensive 

rebuilding of the settlement that took place around 2300 BC (Matney 

2002:24–27; Matney et al. 1997:70). This centrally planned building 

program is most strongly felt in the preplanned nature of street sys-

tems, as well as communal drainage and terracing systems that were 

constructed beneath the houses and which extended across houses 

and neighborhoods. City streets were long and straight, showing 

deliberate organization and arrangement. When the fortiication 

wall was built, the rectilinear houses were arranged perpendicular 

to the wall across a street that parallels the wall.

Through the quantitative examination of the distribution of 

domestic material remains, the investigation of household activities 

and the use of space was carried out across the excavated houses 

(Nishimura 2008, 2012). To relect the daily activities at this site, 

this investigation incorporated various architectural and spatial 

factors (e.g., room size, accessibility to each room), built-in features 

(e.g., ovens, tombs, loor types), small inds (e.g., stone tools, metal 

items, igurines, ceramic pots), lithic debitage, animal bones, and 

ceramic sherds obtained from the loor levels within the thirteen 

housing units (Figures 3.3–3.6).
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Figure 3.3 Thirteen 
excavated houses with 

features in the outer 
town (top) and lower 

town (bottom). The 
arrows indicate the 
high visibility and 

accessibility from the 
street to the internal 

rooms (drawn by author; 
base maps adapted from 
Algaze et al. 2001:83 and 

Matney, Algaze, and 
Pittman 1997:74).

Based on the nature and amount of the household material, it is 

apparent that these were nonelite private houses. Having an aver-

age house size (including the walls) of ca. 240 m2, these houses are 

relatively large for north Mesopotamian cities.8 As I discussed in 

the section on house types and sizes among the northern cities, for 
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Figure 3.4 Small 
inds in the excavated 
houses indicating 
room functions (drawn 
by author; base maps 
adapted from Algaze 
et al. 2001:83; Matney, 
Algaze, and Pittman 
1997:74). 
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example, the area for the majority of the houses falls between ca. 

127–205 m2 at Taya and Chuēra (Colantoni and Ur 2011:36). Apart 

from the relatively larger size, however, there is little evidence that 

these structures were elite residences or public structures. The mate-

rial remains and features within the houses were largely domestic in 

nature, including ovens, grinding stones, cooking pots, and garbage 

pits. Luxurious items indicative of elite status were only sporadically 

found as grave goods within the intramural tombs that were pre-

sent beneath the loors of many of the houses. However, the inhabit-

ants may well have taken such valuable items with them when the 

houses in the lower town were gradually abandoned and settlement 

Figure 3.5 Quantitative 
distribution of cooking-

pot sherds (drawn 
by author, base maps 
adapted from Algaze 
et al. 2001:83; Matney, 
Algaze, and Pittman 

1997:74). 
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was conined to the high mound around 2100 BC. These houses 

lacked the architectural features often associated with public build-

ings, such as thick walls with decorative niches, religious altars, and 

podiums. The absence of evidence for specialized craft activities, as 

well as the minimal presence of record-keeping devices such as seals 

and sealings, further testiies that commercial and administrative 

affairs played almost no role in these areas. The two neighborhoods 

that contained these houses were located at opposite ends of the site, 

about 900 m apart, and yet these houses show considerable similar-

ities in terms of both architectural features and artifacts recovered 

from them.

Figure 3.6 Quantitative 
distribution of storage-
jar sherds (drawn by 
author, base maps 
adapted from Algaze 
et al. 2001:83; Matney, 
Algaze, and Pittman 
1997:74). 
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The two excavated sectors were packed with dwelling structures, 

leaving only the streets and blind alleys devoid of architectural 

structures. That the city dwellers used the small rectilinear rooms 

built within the outer wall also as domestic space emphasizes the 

crowded nature of the residential quarters. In such a crowded envi-

ronment where side alleys and communal open space were mini-

mized, it was a natural choice that house walls be shared between 

adjoining houses. Many of the inhabitants lived in relatively large, 

rectangular or square houses containing 15–20 rooms of different 

sizes. Owing probably to the lack of space to conduct household 

activities outside the houses in these habitation areas, these houses in 

general  provided ample space for their occupants to conduct domes-

tic activities within them. The availability of space within houses, 

in terms of a courtyard and a high number of rooms, also makes it 

seem less likely that the occupants would have gone to the trouble 

of building second loors for their houses, although the space on the 

roof must have been of some use.

The houses were entered directly from the city streets (Figure 3.3). 

There were chains of small rooms along the streets, which served 

as entrance rooms and storage space for many of these houses. The 

houses typically had more than one entrance from the main street, 

suggesting a distinction between private thresholds and those for 

guests. The entrance rooms almost always led to a reception room 

or courtyard. Directly entered from the streets, the doorways were 

often in alignment with the internal doorsteps or openings between 

rooms, facilitating relatively easy accessibility inside the house, as 

well as the high visibility of the house interior from outside (see the 

arrows in Figure 3.3).

The houses encompassed one or two large centrally located 

courtyards, which the household occupants frequently used as mul-

tipurpose workshops. Besides culinary activities, the house dwellers 

spent some time making and reshaping their domestic stone tools 

in the courtyards and also in the largest rooms of the houses. They 

also spun and wove textiles, butchered livestock, and processed ani-

mal hides on a regular basis. A number of houses had more than 

one kitchen and living room, indicating the presence of more than 

a single nuclear family at a time. Kitchens were usually set up in 

relatively large rooms and many storage jars were kept nearby, most 

likely to store grains and water for cooking. What is interesting is 

the separation of kitchens where food was actually cooked from 
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rooms in which food was processed before cooking. Food processed 

in these food preparation rooms was probably for long-term use. It 

may have included ground grains and nuts (barley, emmer wheat, 

pistachio nuts, acorns, and hawthorn), dried meats, pressed olive 

oils, and pickled vegetables and fruits.9 These houses also possessed 

a number of storage rooms, typically located in the backrooms and 

in the chains of small rooms along the street. The household mem-

bers stored drinking cups, cooking pots, and other culinary imple-

ments and ceramic vessels in their storage rooms. Although the 

house occupants used some of the centrally located large rooms or 

courtyards extensively for everyday activities, the sacred space con-

taining the family crypt was kept clean of everyday tools, installa-

tions, or debris. In other words, when a family cist-tomb was present 

beneath the loor level, other secular daily activities seem to have 

been deliberately restricted in the room or courtyard.

On the whole, this study of domestic activities in the excavated 

structures at Titriş reveals that the organization and use of space 

was consistent across houses. These consistent patterns are repeated 

in each of the two widely separated excavated areas. Very similar 

activities were performed in all of the dwelling structures, produc-

ing the same kinds and amounts of material remains. This con-

sistency of patterning in spatial organization and daily activities 

indicates homogeneity in economic status within these residential 

sections. That is to say, there are no clear qualitative differences in 

the household activities that point to differences in wealth distribu-

tion or social class among the thirteen housing units.

This observation is supported by the analyses of faunal, loral, 

and skeletal remains excavated from these houses at Titriş. When 

investigating the rich faunal remains excavated from the late-

third millennium houses at Titriş, Allentuck and Greenield (2010) 

detected little evidence for differential access to animal resources 

by the occupants of these houses. Although a systematic compari-

son of the zooarchaeological data between each house has yet to be 

conducted, the similarity in the distribution and consumption pat-

terns of the animal products between the two separate neighbor-

hoods further corroborates the idea that these households were of 

similar economic status. Hald’s (2010) comparative analysis of the 

paleobotanical remains between each house in the outer town also 

reinforces the picture of the homogeneous economic status within 

the habitation sections at Titriş. The archaeobotanical data found in 
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the households show similarities in the types and the relative pro-

portion of plants, as well as uniformity in the processing of crops. 

These consistent similarities led Hald to suggest that the agricul-

tural products were preprocessed, organized, and distributed to the 

households by a central administration in the city. Moreover, a pre-

liminary report of paleopathological studies of the skeletal remains 

recovered from the intramural tombs also revealed little difference 

in nutritional conditions between these households, strongly sup-

porting the idea that there was close similarity in economic status in 

the habitation areas at Titriş (Honça and Algaze 1998:117).

There are noticeable variations in the size of intramural cist-

tombs as well as the number of both individuals and grave goods 

that are buried in these family crypts at the Titriş houses. Some 

houses did not have tombs, whereas others contained more than 

one such tomb (Houses 3 and 12 had two tombs each). At least seven 

intramural cist-tombs were exposed within ive houses across the 

two residential neighborhoods. Rather than differences in wealth, 

however, the variation in the tomb architecture and contents 

appears to have been related to the frequency of the use of these 

family crypts. For instance, House 4 had a small cist-tomb buried 

in a central courtyard, which contained skeletal remains of only 

a baby and a child, together with a simple cup and a jar as grave 

goods (Nishimura, forthcoming). Although House 4 was one of the 

largest houses excavated, this is not relected in the scale of its tomb 

structures nor the quantity of funerary goods. In addition, Laneri 

states that, based on the kinds and amounts of grave offerings, 

one of the neighborhoods was wealthier than the other (2007:262). 

However, apart from a bronze dagger and a spearhead, a systematic 

comparison of the accompanying grave offerings between the two 

neighborhoods can readily show the close similarity in the type and 

quantity of these grave goods, equally represented in both habita-

tion areas (Nishimura, forthcoming).

Thus, the excavated houses in the two widely separated habita-

tion sections showed that these household members were most likely 

farmers, with little difference in economic status. These house occu-

pants performed everyday activities that were similar in type and 

intensity, producing the same kinds and amounts of material remains 

within the houses. Compared with other contemporary city houses 

in the region, these urban families at Titriş lived in relatively large 

houses. That these house occupants could also obtain a few imported 
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items in their everyday, as well as mortuary, material culture sug-

gests that these families led a relatively prosperous lifestyle.

ANALYSIS OF THE MAGNETOMETRY DATA

The magnetometry data obtained at Titriş signiicantly enlarge the 

area of the site that can be studied from the perspective of spatial 

coniguration at the settlement level. This is especially true if the 

excavated areas can be shown to be representative of the extensive 

residential quarters known only through magnetometry survey. 

From 1992–1994, Dr. Lewis Somers of Geoscan Research Inc. con-

ducted magnetic ield gradient surveys in both the outer and lower 

town at Titriş (Algaze et al. 1995:22–23, 25–26). Using a luxgate gra-

diometer (FM-36), 3,200 measurements were recorded in each 20 × 20 

m grid square. The surveys covered a total of 323 such grid squares 

(ca. 12.9 ha) in the outer town, and 89 grid squares (ca. 3.6 ha) in the 

lower town (Figure 3.2). Using Geoplot and Illustrator, I processed and 

analyzed the magnetometry data and visualized the traces of archi-

tecture and streets in magnetometry maps (Nishimura 2008).

Preliminary examination of the magnetometry data demon-

strated that the reconstructed images correspond to the latest phases 

of occupation around 2100 BC (Algaze et al. 1995:22). During this time, 

the walls of the domestic structures rested on limestone foundations 

whose magnetic signatures are usually lower than the surround-

ing iron-rich, house-loor matrix. These limestone wall foundations 

are often preserved in the lower town, since these areas were never 

reoccupied after 2100 BC. House plans were reconstructed by trac-

ing these wall lines on the magnetometry map. However, city streets 

that ran through the dwelling structures were paved with a num-

ber of highly magnetic materials including pot sherds (Algaze et al. 

1995:23). Therefore, the magnetometry data from Titriş offered the 

ideal opportunity to trace the house plans and street systems where 

the house walls and streets created a vivid positive-negative contrast 

in the geomagnetic image (Figure 3.7). The accuracy of the interpreta-

tions of the positive and negative features was conirmed by twelve 

test soundings that were made in many parts of the surveyed areas 

in the outer and lower towns (Algaze et al. 1995:22).

Within the occupied areas in the outer town, architectural struc-

tures are most clearly visible in the northern and eastern parts of 

the surveyed areas (Figure 3.8). Structural plans and street systems 
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appear less clearly, to varying degrees, in other parts of the mag-

netometry map of the outer town. As for the surveyed areas in the 

lower town, traces of architectural structures and streets are most 

clearly relected in the northern and western areas. In contrast, these 

traces are barely visible in the southern half and in the northwest-

ern corner of the surveyed areas. The reasons for this lack of clarity 

Figure 3.7 A portion 
of the residential 

neighborhood in the 
lower town (top). 

Streets are relected 
in white lines, and 

wall foundations are 
revealed in black here. 

The excavated area 
superimposed over the 

magnetometry map 
(bottom).

 



can be manifold, but the accumulation of slope wash obscuring the 

architectural plans is probably the primary cause, particularly in the 

southern parts of the surveyed areas.

When the general layout of the surveyed occupied areas was 

reconstructed, it became apparent that there were many recurring 

spatial and architectural patterns throughout the lower town, owing 

probably to the centrally planned nature of the construction at Titriş. 

The most noticeable of such recurring patterns is a highly crowded 

environment within the habitation quarters. Apart from some 

peripheral areas in the lower town, the residential areas appear 

packed with architectural structures and streets during the inal 

phase of the occupation period. The city inhabitants seem to have 

been building houses even within irregular and often narrow land 

units deined by intersecting main streets (Figure 3.9). The scarcity 

or absence of traces of architecture in the area east of the fortiica-

tion wall and in the northern peripheries of the site along the ancient 

river indicates that the agglomeration of architectural structures 

within the city proper was an effect of the wall and the surrounding 

rivers that deined and delimited the occupation areas.

Major roadways that emerged in the magnetometry map in the 

lower town were not rigidly grid-like, but always followed long, 

0 100 m 

A

B

B

C

Figure 3.8 Reconstructed wall foundations and streets in the lower town (top left) 
and outer town (bottom). “A” is a complex intersection in the northwestern area 
of the outer town. Two arrows (“B”) show the directions of the ancient roads that 
extended from the settlement (drawn by author).
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straight lines, extending between 40 m and 400 m within the sur-

veyed areas (Figure 3.8). The main streets created architectural blocks 

of differing sizes between them, partly because many of these main 

roads, especially those running in a north-south direction, simply 

followed the topographic contours of the mound. Consequently, 

even though Titriş was centrally planned and constructed, the major 

architectural divisions created by the main streets are not uniform 

in size or shape. In the outer town, a very long, straight thorough-

fare – stretching in an east-west direction – appeared to demarcate 

the northern limits of the occupation area. To the south of this north-

ern street was another very long thoroughfare that also stretched in 

a roughly east-west direction. Besides the main roads, which were 

roughly in an east-west direction, other major roads ran in a north-

south direction, clearly following the topographic contours of the 

mound. The lower town was also connected to the high mound by 

a number of straight north-south as well as east-west streets, indi-

cating that these main streets made the central mound quite visible 

Figure 3.9 An architect-
ural structure in the 

lower town built in a 
narrow space delimited 

by major roadways 
(drawn by author).
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from the residential areas and facilitated easy access between the 

central mound and lower town in all directions. Another aspect of 

the streets that was not observed within the excavated areas was the 

presence of intersections of multiple streets. Intersections between 

two streets were not uncommon, but the surveyed areas in the outer 

town revealed several points where at least three main streets inter-

sected. The most obvious was located in the northwestern area, but 

two other such intersections possibly existed in the further west and 

eastern parts of the lower town (Figure 3.8, “A”).10

Some of these major thoroughfares radiating from the high 

mound clearly extended even beyond the settlement. For instance, 

an ancient road – appearing from the air as straight, narrow elon-

gated depressions – was identiied extending eastward from the 

midpoint of the eastern limit of the habitation section, apparently 

going through the outer wall and heading toward the third-tier site 

of Millisaray (Algaze et al. 2001:59–60). Another such road was dis-

cerned, which extended to the northwest from the northwestern edge 

of the settlement, leading most likely to the second-tier site of Lidar 

Höyük and an important river crossing approximately 12 km north-

west of Titriş (Algaze et al. 2001:59–60). The main streets within the 

city proper, which connected to these ancient interregional roads, 

were clearly visible in the reconstructed magnetometry imagery 

(Figure 3.8, see the arrows “B”).

Streets were lanked with walls on both sides. The walls often 

extended throughout the architectural blocks, and inside the walls 

were chains of rectangular or square rooms of small to medium size, 

most often oriented parallel or perpendicular to the direction of the 

nearby streets. As was the case with the excavated houses, sets of 

these rectilinear rooms apparently made up dwelling structures. 

Because house walls were often shared between the structures, it is 

dificult to determine where one structure ended and where another 

began. Nevertheless, it seems likely that the majority of the houses 

in the lower town maintained relatively standard house plans and 

sizes, like those of the excavated houses. For instance, this similarity 

is seen in a house plan detected by magnetometry, which is remark-

ably similar to the excavated House 5 (Figure 3.10). These struc-

tures almost always had direct access to and from the street and 

were almost always oriented with respect to the nearby streets. It is 

not clear from the magnetometry image whether the longer or the 

shorter walls of the rectangular structures tended to face the streets. 
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In the excavated area, rectangular rooms were typically oriented 

with their major axis parallel to the streets. Although open space 

devoid of architectural traces was rare within the residential quar-

ters, the occupied areas were clearly demarcated by empty spaces at 

the peripheries of the settlement.

The magnetometry data also reveal some distinctive features, 

mostly connected with public spaces or buildings that the excavated 

areas did not expose (Figure 3.11). On the basis of the magnetometry 

map, for example, the excavators have previously traced and esti-

mated the extent of the fortiication wall as being at least 148 m in 

length (Algaze et al. 2001:33). Unless poor preservation or accumula-

tion of slope wash obscured the rest of the city wall in the southeast-

ern corner of the outer town, it seems evident from the magnetometry 

map that the wall was intentionally brought to an end there. The 

northern end of the wall also seems to terminate abruptly where it 

intersects the possible street running in a northeast-southwest direc-

tion. Excavation of parts of the defensive wall revealed a chain of 

small rectangular rooms built inside it, and these rooms were used 

as domestic space. On the magnetometry map, similar rooms are 

also discernible in other parts of the fortiication wall.

I suspect that the southern end of the wall may have been a sepa-

rate structure, such as a city gate (Figure 3.11, “B”). It was certainly a 

continuation of the rest of the fortiication wall, but the walls of this 

terminal structure, about 20 m long, appear to have been much more 

massive, and it had a large open space in front located at the end of an 

east-west thoroughfare (Figure 3.11, “A”). This open space in front of 

0 50 m

0 10 m

Excavated House 5 A possible house

Figure 3.10 Comparison 
of plans of House 5 

and an architectural 
structure in the lower 

town (drawn by author).
 

 

 

  

 

 



the gate may well have served as a focal point of socioeconomic inter-

actions among the inhabitants and with populations from outside the 

city proper. That this public ield also connected this community to 

the outside world is supported by the presence of the path, which 

stretches out of the habitation section from this point. The possible 

location for a gateway along a fortiication wall has been discussed at 

the other contemporary north Mesopotamian sites, including Mozan 

(Pfälzner 2012) and Leilan (Ristvet 2007). None of these gateway areas, 

however, have been adequately excavated to illuminate the architec-

tural and spatial coniguration, in particular the possible presence of 

a public plaza in such a peripheral zone of the site.

The excavators previously suspected the existence of possible 

public buildings in the area south of this city gate and the public 

space (Algaze et al. 1996:134) (Figure 3.8, “C”). They had opened up 

Figure 3.11 The north eastern portion of the outer town. “A” is a possible open area 
along the city wall at the end of a street in a southwest-northeast direction. “B” is a 
possible city gate (drawn by author).
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small trenches (ca. 100 m2), exposing massive stone foundations, 2.5 m 

in width. These structures appear to have been regularly aligned, 

and some of the rooms within these structures seem substantial in 

size. Although loor levels were poorly preserved, the walls in this 

spot, much thicker than those of excavated houses, imply that these 

structures were not ordinary domestic houses. Thus, it seems that 

this large open space in the eastern edge of the settlement was one of 

the communal interaction nodes where city dwellers interacted with 

each other as well as with visitors from outside the fortiication wall. 

There may have been administrative buildings located nearby and 

managed the low of goods and people into and out of the commu-

nity. A substantial structure that probably served as a gateway was 

incorporated into the southern end of the fortiication wall, phys-

ically and symbolically demarcating the extensive habitation sec-

tions from the area outside the city proper.

DISCUSSION

The combination of the analyses of the excavation and geophysi-

cal survey data demonstrate that the two extensively excavated 

areas at the opposite ends of the community contain houses that 

are representative in size and loor plan of the much larger, mostly 

homogeneous communities of which they are a part. Because of 

the close architectural similarities and overlaps, the spatial and 

architectural patterns seen within the excavated areas can safely 

be taken as representative of the rest of the residential quarters. 

By extension, I consider that the recurring patterns of domestic 

activities and use of space observed in the excavated houses would 

also have been repeated within the similar architectural structures 

reconstructed through the magnetometry data. The majority of 

the structures visible on the magnetometry map must therefore 

have been similar in nature to the excavated houses and were in 

all probability houses of ordinary city inhabitants with little socio-

economic differentiation.

The overall view of the vast habitation quarters revealed on the 

two separate magnetometry maps raises some intriguing questions 

regarding the planned nature of the settlement at Titriş. The city 

planning at this site did not integrate a rigid standardized land unit 

at the community level in either the lower or the outer town. There 

were a number of very long, straight streets, many leading straight 
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to the high mound from different quarters of the community, which 

could not have developed without central planning. But the sur-

veyed architectural compounds deined by the main streets do not 

exhibit clear regularity in shape and size. At the household level, 

however, many of the individual houses in the lower town seem 

to have maintained relatively standard house plans and sizes, like 

those of the excavated houses. Delougaz, Hill, and Lloyd (1967:143) 

observed a tendency in the living areas at the contemporary urban 

center of Tell Asmar in the Diyala region for poorer and smaller 

houses to be located toward the deeper areas of the architectural 

blocks without direct access from the roads. To the extent that house 

plans and room shapes could be reconstructed on the magnetom-

etry map, this tendency does not seem to apply to Titriş. At Titriş, 

each house seems to have had direct access to the street, and when 

irregularly shaped structures occurred in the habitation areas, it 

was primarily as a result of the inhabitants’ efforts to maximize use 

of the available land unit in an environment that was packed with 

dwelling structures. Matney (2002:27) suspected that two uniform 

plot sizes – one in a rectangular shape (12 m × 7 m) and the other 

in a square form (11 m × 11 m) – were used as basic land units for 

some of the excavated houses in the outer town. It is not clear if these 

basic units were used for other excavated and surveyed houses in 

the outer and lower towns, but this could well be the reason of why 

many of the individual houses show relatively standard plans and 

sizes at the household level.

The large-scale investigations of the use of city space at Titriş 

clearly show the residential areas packed with commoners’ houses. 

The crowded environment was made more extreme by the restric-

tions on occupation space imposed by the fortiication wall in the 

eastern end of the habitation section, the long street that skimmed 

the northern peripheries of the outer town, and ancient rivers that 

lowed along the northern, western, and southern sides of the 

mound. As a result, domestic space was created even inside the for-

tiication wall, as well as within irregular and narrow land units 

between main streets, indicating that the value of land within the 

city proper was high. The relative economic homogeneity is consis-

tently seen even within such irregular housing units because these 

house occupants also performed everyday activities that were simi-

lar in type and intensity, producing the same kinds and amounts of 

material remains within the houses.
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Access to the urban community was probably limited to the 

gateways, located at the eastern edge and northwestern end of 

the settlement. The most obvious example of an entrance point to 

the community is located at the midpoint of the eastern limit of the 

site where the low of people and goods was concentrated in the 

large open space in front of the eastern gate. As one of the major 

public spaces, this area most likely acted as the heart of exchange 

activities or more general face-to-face social interactions among 

the inhabitants and with populations from outside the outer wall. 

Because this open space was located immediately behind the gate, 

the out-of-the-city visitors could conduct their business and affairs 

without proceeding to the central areas of the settlement. Oficials 

may have been based in the nearby administrative buildings and 

controlled human trafic and economic transactions in this section 

of the city. The use of such a large open space in a densely popu-

lated community, however, may have been constantly negotiated at 

various levels of authority and prone to rapid alteration (M.L. Smith 

2008:220). Thus, while many of the primary public buildings proba-

bly dominated the areas within the high mound, other public struc-

tures seem to have also been built at separate strategic points within 

the larger lower town, such as in the immediate vicinity of the high 

mound, near gateways, and at other elevated points within the com-

munity (see also Creekmore 2010).

Besides the public plaza at the eastern gate, because of the gen-

eral scarcity of open space within the crowded residential areas at 

Titriş, daily face-to-face interactions were most frequently carried out 

among neighbors whose houses faced mutual streets (cf. a ‘face-block’ 

in Smith 2010:139–40; also see Fisher, Chapter 6 in this volume). Other 

than these streets as a way to enter individual houses, there was, as 

a rule, no space between the houses, and these houses were adjoined 

by sharing walls within architectural blocks demarcated by the 

often orthogonal streets. Vacant land units were rare, although small 

open spaces serving as garbage dumps or side alleys may have been 

sporadically interspersed between dwelling structures, as was seen 

in the excavated area in the outer town. Even though the  dwelling 

structures shared a house wall, the inhabitants of these houses did 

not necessarily have daily interactions, unless these houses shared 

a mutual street. This idea is supported by the multiple thresholds 

of the excavated houses, many of which faced each other between 

separate houses across the streets. Although these thresholds may 
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not have been used simultaneously, this ‘openness’ corroborates the 

idea that the mutual streets were the axes of daily face-to-face inter-

actions among residents. Moreover, because the doorway is aligned 

with other openings between internal rooms in a straight line, there 

was an easy accessibility and movement between the rooms, as well 

as a high visibility of the inside of the house from the street. This 

relative ‘openness’ also suggests that the spacious intramural court-

yards within the ordinary houses were the loci where the occupants 

not only carried out household-related activities, but also conducted 

daily social interactions with their neighbors and relatives.

CONCLUSION

Few investigations have been conducted that enable us to general-

ize about the overall layout of the largely residential lower cities in 

mid–late third-millennium settlements in northern Mesopotamia. 

Titriş Höyük represents an unprecedented and ideal case study for 

comprehending the nature of domestic life and the socio-spatial 

conigurations of the extensive urban living quarters as a whole. 

The excavated and surveyed areas in the lower town at Titriş show 

habitation areas indicative of residents of uniform status lead-

ing a moderately prosperous lifestyle. These houses commonly 

exhibit similar house plan and size, as well as standardized archi-

tectural features and household material remains. The spread of 

these relatively large houses created crowded neighborhoods, and 

such homogeneous living areas were pervasive in this ancient city. 

Besides public structures and elite residences most likely clustered 

on the high mound, functionally different areas – such as the one 

in front of the eastern gateway – were interspersed sporadically 

across the settlement. Such public or elite districts were located at 

speciic loci, segregated from and surrounded by the more com-

mon habitation quarters. The long, straight streets not only served 

as communal space for daily interactions among neighbors, but 

also facilitated easy access between the different habitation quar-

ters. The regular face-to-face interactions were commonly seen in 

the open plaza at the gate, while the low of people and goods into 

and out of the city may also have been monitored in this important 

public area.

Residence inside the defensive wall may have been quite attrac-

tive to many because the ‘suburb’ populations in the immediate 
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vicinity abandoned their houses and moved inside the fortiication 

wall at the time of the centralized reconstruction of the settlement 

around 2300 BC. The ancient inhabitants may have felt it necessary 

to live within the limits of the city, or coercive measures may even 

have been applied to them by the ruling cadre. Nevertheless, the rel-

atively comfortable standard of living guaranteed for the majority of 

the common residents at this northern Mesopotamian city, as well as 

economic opportunities in public spaces and the protection afforded 

by the fortiication wall, all point to the general desirability of living 

in the urban residential neighborhoods.
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NOTES

1 For recent studies on the settlement history of the north Mesopotamian cities at 

the end of the third millennium BC, see Pfälzner 2012, Ur 2010, and Weiss 2012.

2 Taya (ca. 155 ha), Leilan (ca. 90 ha), Hamoukar (ca. 98 ha), Beydar (ca. 28 ha), Chuēra 

(ca. 80 ha), Kazane (ca. 100 ha), Mozan (ca. 120 ha), Brak (ca. 70 ha), Mardikh (ca. 56 

ha), Sweyhat (ca. 40 ha).

3 For the site plan for Tell Brak and Tell Mozan, see Ur et al. 2011 and 

Pfälzner 2012.

4 But see Kepinski 1990 for the double mound at Tell Khoshi.

5 The size of the high mound at Taya (ca. 5 ha), Leilan (ca. 15 ha), Hamoukar (ca. 15 

ha), Beydar (ca. 9.6 ha), Chuēra (ca. 43 ha), Kazane (ca. 8–12 ha), Mozan (ca. 18 ha), 

Brak (ca. 43 ha), Mardikh (ca. 3 ha), Sweyhat (ca. 5–6 ha).

6 At Hamoukar, a mid–late third-millennium palace might have existed at the 

northeastern corner of the city (Reichel 2010–2011).

7 But a third-millennium monumental administrative structure has also been 

found in the lower town at Kazane (see Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume).
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8 The average house size at Titriş was calculated with ive housing units that were 

more or less completely excavated: House 1 = ca. 270 m2, House 2 = ca. 280 m2, 

House 3 = ca. 165 m2, House 4 = ca. 205 m2, and House 5 = ca. 280 m2, including 

the walls.

9 See Hald 2010 for the assemblage of charred plant remains.

10 This intersection of three streets bears a close resemblance to an intersection 

excavated in the residential quarter of the early second-millennium urban set-

tlement of Ur, located in southern Mesopotamia (Woolley and Mallowan 1976: 

Plate 124).
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Swahili Urban Spaces of the Eastern 

African Coast

Stephanie Wynne-Jones and Jeffrey Fleisher

The study of urban space among the eighth to ifteenth-century Swahili of the 
 eastern African coast is dominated by a social model that sees formalized town 
plans as crystallizations of relationships between clans and moieties over the cen-
turies. In this paper, we develop instead a practice model, emphasizing town plans 
as the result of daily practice, particularly the construction and repeated alteration 
of stone houses, in the development of townscapes. We argue that the lifecycle of 
houses was likely a key element in the formation of urban space and developed the 
linked concepts of conined and delimited space as ways of understanding Swahili 
townscapes.

Dozens of coral-built towns dot the coast of eastern Africa from 

southern Somalia to Mozambique (Figure 4.1). The ruins of these 

towns – including houses, mosques, and tombs – have been the 

object of archaeological investigation for more than ifty years. 

Although once thought to be the remains of Persian colonies, these 

sites are now recognized as those of an African mercantile society 

that emerged in the mid- to late irst millennium AD and reached 

its eflorescence between AD 1300 and 1500 (Horton and Middleton 

2000; Kusimba 1999). The towns were relatively independent city-

states that successfully managed long-distance trade relationships 

between the African continent and the Indian Ocean world, a nego-

tiation relected in the Islamic community and self-conscious cos-

mopolitanism that was part of their character since earliest times 

(LaViolette 2008). The foundations of most Swahili towns lay in mid-

irst millennium villages that engaged in trade relationships with 

Muslim merchants from the Persian Gulf; some of these became the 

coral-built towns of later centuries (Abungu 1989, 1998; Chittick 1974; 

Fleisher 2010; Horton 1986, 1996). The chronological development of 
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town plans is known only through a few well-excavated examples 

(e.g., Horton 1996), but understood as a process in which less per-

manent structures of earth and thatch were slowly replaced with 

those built of coral (Wright 1993). By the end of the irst millennium 

AD, mosques were built with cut coral foundations; by the thirteenth 

century, coral rag became the preferred building material for elite 

houses in many towns.

The nature of Swahili urbanism has been the subject of consid-

erable archaeological theorizing over recent decades, resulting in an 

increasingly sophisticated view of these stonetowns as regional and 

international centers. Politically and economically, they seem always 
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to have been independent, functioning as “city-states” (Sinclair and 

Håkansson 2000): levying taxes, minting coins, and engaging in 

distinctive and varied relationships with groups in their broader 

hinterlands. Yet, continuity and similarity in architectural styles, 

comparative assemblages of locally produced and imported goods, 

as well as adherence to a common faith, provide a measure of the 

close contact maintained along the eastern African coast through-

out the period in question. Archaeological approaches to Swahili 

urbanism have tended to move in one of two directions. First, there 

has been a turn toward understanding towns within their regions, 

exploring urban function in relation to a broader settlement pat-

tern (Abungu and Muturo 1993; Chami 1988, 1992, 1994, 1999, 2001; 

Fawcett and LaViolette 1990; Fleisher 2003; Fleisher and LaViolette 

1999; LaViolette et al. 1989; Schmidt et al. 1992; Wynne-Jones 2007a, 

2007b). This its into a larger-scale movement in African archaeology 

that seeks to characterize the unique urban formations of the conti-

nent, with an emphasis on what a city does, rather than what a city 

is. The series of complex interactions and material signatures that 

constitute urbanism have been questioned, building on models that 

emphasize the social aspects of urban life (M. L. Smith 2003; also 

Fisher and Creekmore, Chapter 1 in this volume). Second, archaeolo-

gists have focused on the institutions of the town – notably houses 

and mosques – and drawn upon a rich record of ethnographies and 

histories from recent centuries to help interpret the uses of space 

within the buildings (Allen 1979, 1981; Donley 1982, 1987; Donley-

Reid 1990). Although the speciic applicability of these models to 

earlier centuries might be questioned, these latter explorations dem-

onstrate the interplay of economic, social, and ritual concerns that 

structured Swahili spaces and activities.

Together, the two strands of research open a space for more com-

plex understandings of ancient Swahili urban settings. In this chap-

ter, we suggest that an understanding of urban plans can combine 

the insights from these recent movements and we outline a practice-

based approach to the study of town layout. By thinking through the 

function of city spaces, in terms of how places were used and expe-

rienced at all levels, we supplement the regional understandings 

of urban character with an appreciation of the spaces of the towns 

themselves; we simultaneously bring the insights from regional stud-

ies into the town. The important emphasis on chronology in explor-

ing Swahili towns, which has revolutionized models of their origins 
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and development, has resulted in a lack of focus on horizontal com-

plexity and understanding towns as spaces for social interaction. 

Likewise, concentration on particular structures, such as houses and 

mosques, has rarely been expanded to encompass the spaces outside 

the walls. Here, we attempt to rectify this imbalance and provide a 

 consideration of Swahili urban spaces as the settings for complex 

interactions and practices; building on recent approaches to urban-

ism, we emphasize the social aspects of ancient towns as constitu-

tive of their materiality.

SWAHILI URBANISM

The coral-built towns of the eastern African coast igure prominently 

in discussions of African forms of precolonial urbanism (LaViolette 

and Fleisher 2005; McIntosh 1997). Earlier questions about the origins 

of urbanism – often invoking external inspiration – have been sup-

planted by recent research investigating urban function (McIntosh 

and McIntosh 1993). The crucial insight regarding what functions 

cities carry out for associated populations has helped to reinvigorate 

the study of African urbanism, and reveal the distinctive qualities 

of precolonial urban formations across the continent (Fleisher 2010; 

LaViolette and Fleisher 2009; McIntosh and McIntosh 1993; Pikirayi 

2001; Wynne-Jones 2007c). Swahili towns have been explored with 

reference to their wider hinterland, seen as market centers and rit-

ual foci, the apex of a settlement hierarchy, and home to an emergent 

mercantile elite (Wright 1993:670).

On the Swahili coast, this conceptual turn is based on a series 

of regional surveys that set the coral-built towns within their larger 

settlement context. In all regions subjected to such analysis, the 

stonetowns have emerged as just one component of a much larger 

landscape of occupation. Foundational research of the 1980s and 

1990s, which sought the earliest earth-and-thatch iterations of the 

stonetowns (Abungu 1989; Horton 1996; Sinclair 1987) proceeded 

concurrently with a series of surveys that mapped the distribution of 

settlement in the coastal regions (Chami 1994; Fawcett and LaViolette 

1990; LaViolette et al. 1989; Schmidt et al. 1992; Wilson 1982); the 

overall picture that emerged was of coral-built towns developing 

out of settlements of impermanent architecture, which were them-

selves part of a network of similar settlements across the region. 

The African roots of the towns were thus irmly established. More 
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recently, regional studies have explored areas around speciic towns, 

with the objective of examining town-country interactions during 

the period of urbanization (Fleisher 2003, 2010; Helm 2000; Wynne-

Jones 2007c). Within the context of the broader regions, it had been 

assumed that the settlement pattern relected a simple relationship 

of increasing hierarchy, with the developing stonetowns emerging 

as political and economic foci (Wright 1993:665). These studies have 

begun to explore the types of relationship that might be manifest 

between developing centers and their regions, exploring centripe-

tal processes that go beyond the economic. Fleisher (2003, 2010), for 

example, has suggested that the stonetown of Chwaka functioned as 

a ritual center and brought the community together under the ban-

ner of Islam, with the construction of the elaborate mosque mani-

festing the central position of that religion for a wider community. 

In Chwaka’s surrounding region of northern Pemba, urban develop-

ment was accompanied by a dramatic decline in countryside settle-

ment, while in southern Kenya (Helm 2000) and southern Tanzania 

(Wynne-Jones 2007c), urban formation had less of an effect on the 

surrounding populations. In the latter examples, different kinds of 

economic, and possibly ritual, communities have been postulated 

that did not lead to a focus of regional population within the emerg-

ing coral-built centers.

These approaches to urban function explore particular types 

of practice – whether political, economic, or religious – and gauge 

those forms of production in relation to surrounding populations. 

The focus of attention moves away from a search for deinition to 

one of process. Despite recognizing the complexity and diversity of 

Swahili society, and the towns’ relationships to broader populations, 

this turn toward urban function has somewhat neglected the study 

of urban planning within the stonetown settlements. Yet, the seeds 

of an understanding are present, through an emphasis on interac-

tion and activity. Therefore, we see the movement toward a more 

functional interpretation of African urbanism as an important step 

toward thinking through the way human practice came to deine 

(and be deined by) urban spaces.

In this chapter, we begin by discussing what Smith (2007), follow-

ing Rapoport (1988), calls “high-level meaning,” explored through 

ethnographic studies of the Swahili (see Fisher and Creekmore, 

Chapter 1 in this volume). High-level meaning relates to “cosmol-

ogies, world views and the domain of sacred” (Smith 2007:30), 
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whereas middle-level meaning relects the more worldly concerns of 

 communities and elites in the manipulation of space and the “trans-

mission of messages about identity, status and power” (Smith 2007:30). 

It is at this latter level that archaeologists have often explored the 

manipulation and use of space as a crucial resource through which 

power and authority were legitimized, constituting the “political 

landscape” of the ancient world (A. T. Smith 2003). Low-level mean-

ing “concerns the recursive relationship between architecture and 

behavior” (Smith 2007:30) and is often sought in archaeologies of 

daily practice. Following the consideration of ethnographic data, we 

discuss archaeological attempts to decipher the meaning of town 

plans, arguing that these most commonly fall under the rubric of 

middle-level meaning, thus favoring the agency of elite members of 

society. Finally, we explore the way that previous researchers on the 

Swahili have emphasized the role of practice in the development of 

key institutions in Swahili towns, most importantly the stonehouse 

tradition, and argue that this practice-based understanding, which 

seeks low-level meaning in urban plans, has the potential to trans-

form our understanding of Swahili urban spaces. As such, the lev-

els of meaning give structure to our discussions. Yet, as Rapoport 

himself states (1988:325), levels of meaning should not be thought of 

as mutually exclusive categories, but as heuristic tools for subdivid-

ing a continuum of practical action. Here, we attempt to show that 

it is equally unhelpful to separate out different features of Swahili 

town planning, but that an approach that incorporates both rit-

ual and worldly concerns, as well as the ways that people lived in 

and used spaces, can unite the disparate understandings already 

achieved through ethnography and archaeology.

“CITIES OF THE MIND”

Studies of space within the towns have tended to draw on the rich 

ethnographic record available for the towns of the twentieth-cen-

tury coast, and particularly Lamu, on the northern coast of Kenya 

(el-Zein 1974; Ghaidan 1975; Middleton 1992; Prins 1971). This some-

what anachronistic approach to the exploration of ancient town 

plans is nonetheless valuable in delineating certain principles that 

may have been present over the long term. The inluence of Islam on 

Swahili urban spaces is, for example, an interesting avenue because 

the period of greatest town growth in the fourteenth to ifteenth 
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 centuries was also a time of large-scale mosque construction. It 

is therefore necessary to look to the Islamic world for the kind of 

“high-level” structuring principles, or “normative urban theory” 

(M.E. Smith 2011:180) that would account for the overall form of a 

town according to cosmology or world view (cf. Kelly and Brown, 

Chapter 9 in this volume).

At this level, Swahili towns might be seen as part of the world of 

Islamic cities that have been explored in detail elsewhere. The extent 

to which Islam creates a distinctive pattern has been widely debated: 

the idealized (and orientalized) “Islamic city” based around the 

mosque, market, and public baths has been sought across the Islamic 

world (Lapidus 1969; al-Sayyad 1991). In Swahili towns – which do 

not contain these latter two features – the inluence of Islam has 

instead been seen through the centrality of the mosque, the evoca-

tion of concepts of ritual purity, and on the seclusion and control of 

women.

The most extensive treatment of the structures of Swahili urban-

ism draws on Islam as an overarching cosmology that provides con-

text and content for the speciic patterns seen on the eastern African 

coast. El-Zein (1974) considers contemporary Lamu, and his account 

is based largely on the testimony of informants of the 1970s. This 

has important ramiications for the ways that Swahili tradition is 

presented in the immediate postcolonial context, with much weight 

given to historicity; a sense of Lamu society as timeless and endur-

ing, as well as an emphasis on notions of pedigree, entitlement to 

land, and to local identity. Nevertheless, it represents an important 

study for the exploration of the structures of Swahili life here, based 

around concerns of Islam and historical memory. El-Zein’s structur-

alist approach seeks the deep grammars of Swahili social interaction, 

explained through a series of conceptual oppositions traced through 

the oral histories related within the town. The Lamu “myths of cre-

ation” are given particular precedence (el-Zein 1974:167–220), shown 

to be based upon the monotheistic tradition with certain local adap-

tations and interpretations; through these myths, el-Zein draws a 

binary distinction between light and dark, white and black, angels 

and jinns (unseen spirits that were the irst inhabitants of the earth), 

and life and death. For him, these structure every aspect of social 

life, including spatial prescriptions, and they are “not only a logical 

model but also part and parcel of the social reality shared by the 

people” (el-Zein 1974:172). El-Zein thus suggests that the particular 
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ways that Islamic beliefs were structured in the town of Lamu were 

of fundamental importance in the shaping of the urban milieu. This 

sense echoes throughout architectural histories of Swahili towns, 

with Gensheimer’s study of Swahili urban spaces concluding with 

the suggestion that it was the:

acorporeal world of spirits and dead ancestors, which were used 

to distinguish the palaces, mosques, houses and tombs within 

the Swahili city. This igureless and formless construct of the 

city which gave meaning to the built environment and guided 

its construction, this city of the mind, was the essence of the 

Swahili city (Gensheimer 1997:359).

The notion of purity identiied by el-Zein is also picked up in an 

architectural study of Lamu conducted at roughly the same time 

(Ghaidan 1975). Despite eschewing the notion of an overarching 

plan for the town, Ghaidan (1975:61) claims that Swahili concepts 

of space are based around systems of behavior that require speciic 

“shells.” He identiies these shells in three guiding principles for 

the architecture of the town, which could be extended to the town 

plan: purity, involvement, and pedigree. Purity refers largely to ritual 

purity and the avoidance of pollution. Like el-Zein, Ghaidan sees 

Swahili urban spaces as being structured around the concerns of 

maintaining this purity through the strict segregation of clean and 

unclean activities and persons; elsewhere, he links this explicitly to 

the stonehouses and associated notions of privacy (Ghaidan 1971). 

Again, this is linked back to Islam and to the speciic rituals that 

accompany observance within Lamu. Involvement and pedigree are 

more worldly concerns, associated with the establishment of social 

relations through spatial proxemics (involvement) and to the main-

tenance of exclusivity for elite groups (pedigree). For Ghaidan, these 

relations of kinship and distinction are key overarching principles of 

the same order as the concern with privacy, demonstrating the over-

lapping nature of “high-” or “mid-level” meanings and the fact that 

in practice, these are not separated out. Pedigree leads, he suggests, 

to the establishment of certain delineated areas associated with par-

ticular social classes, and is the reason for the maintenance of histor-

ical tradition and the importance attached to ancestral places. Thus, 

the bipartite division of Lamu (Figure 4.2) into the wards of Mkomani 

and Langoni (see also Prins 1971) relects an ongoing concern with 

social distinction between patrician and commoner, a belief about 

 

 



the structure of society rendered in spatial form. Likewise, the pre-

dominance of trade-related structures (market stalls and craft work-

shops) in Langoni is linked to their lesser status, while the patrician 

ward of Mkomani is instead purely residential, and home to eleven 

of Lamu’s nineteen mosques (Ghaidan 1975:62–64). Pedigree is there-

fore seen to be mapped fairly straightforwardly onto the town plan 

of contemporary Lamu, relecting the social order in spatial form. 

Involvement, by contrast, creates the character of the Swahili town: 

Ghaidan argues for an extremely sociable form of urbanism (con-

trasting strongly with the Weberian model of alienation as intrinsic 

to urban life). The high involvement ratio has, for Ghaidan (1975:71), 

“set the scale of streets and open spaces at an intimate level . . . 

Involvement is also responsible for the absence of any expression of 

grandeur from Swahili architectural patterns.”

Although Ghaidan and el-Zein locate the concept of purity 

within the realms of overarching cosmology or the “city of the 

mind,” their development of the concept sees it played out through 

the more quotidian concerns of what have been termed “mid-level” 

meanings (Rapoport 1988; Smith 2007). These are more bound up 

with the social negotiation, communication, and power struggles of 

the inhabitants as they seek to inscribe their vision onto the urban 

spaces. The notions of involvement and pedigree, although elevated 

to the level of cosmology or worldview by Ghaidan, also clearly fall 

into this category. For these writers, the centrality of the mosque 

relects its central position in the Islamic worldview, but is also inter-

preted through the social negotiations and communications of the 
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residents of Swahili towns. Thus, for el-Zein (1974:14–15), the mosque 

represents the unity of the town beyond the multiplicity of ethnic 

and social backgrounds found in the various mitaa or quarters, but 

also, in its Mkomani position, as part of the power negotiations 

between the khatib or religious leader and the waungwana or mer-

cantile elite, who are most associated with the Pwani mosque near 

the foreshore. The separation of worldly and religious power is seen 

relected in this separation of the mosques themselves and their 

locations within the town. This conlation of spatial and conceptual 

centrality is also assumed for the earlier towns (Garlake 1966:3), as 

will be discussed.

Apart from the prominence of mosques, however, suggestions 

of how Islam might have inluenced town planning focus around 

the ways that daily life was structured and movement constrained 

by the concepts of purity and the kinship relations of contemporary 

Lamu inhabitants. This is similar to the ways that the Islamic city 

has been visualized elsewhere, as analysis has moved away from the 

more rigid deinitions of speciic institutions, and toward a sense of 

the ways that Islam structures daily life and – through that – creates 

a distinctive urban form. Islamic cities are deined by Abu-Lughod 

(1987:172) as “processes, not products,” born of an interplay between 

the prescriptions of religion and the ways that this is exacted in 

diverse environments and social settings. Wheatley (2001) has aptly 

demonstrated how the same fundamentals of Islamic practice led to 

diverse and functionally distinct urban forms in different areas – 

the centrality of the mosque often the only point of commonality.

The literature on high-level meaning within Swahili towns is 

therefore actually quite varied. Despite a claim to speak of structur-

ing principles, and the ways that these controlled daily life in and 

around the town, most of the cases we examined assume that spa-

tial differentiation will relect social differentiation without much 

analysis of how this process occurs. The classic model of this is 

the didemic Lamu model, with the fundamental division between 

Mkomani and Langoni seen as relecting a social division that is 

further broken down into mitaa or clan distinctions. Although this 

demonstrates the interplay between top- and mid-level meaning at 

all stages, it is actually at odds with the kind of process-based anal-

ysis el-Zein and Ghaidan suggest, by which activity is structured 

through overarching principles, and then creates a unique Islamic 

urban form: instead, the urban plan is seen simply to mirror the 
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structure of society. The difference is between urban plans based on 

high-level meaning – pedigree, purity, Islam – and one where urban 

plans relect social divisions.

COMPARING FOURTEENTH- AND FIFTEENTH-CENTURY 

SWAHILI TOWN PLANS

Archaeological studies of ancient Swahili urban plans have likewise 

tended to assume a straightforward mapping of social structure onto 

architecture, implicitly assuming intentionality in the creation of the 

townscape. It is assumed that control is present over the town plan, 

and patterns are correlated with particular elite concerns or social 

patterns; another effect of this assumption is a functional approach to 

urban space. Both of these features are evident in the work of Horton 

(1994, 1996), which constitutes the most complete consideration of an 

archaeological town plan, and are also seen in other approaches to 

ancient Swahili towns (Kusimba 2008; Pradines 2004; Wright 1993).

Horton argues that the urban plan relects the social makeup 

of the Swahili town, with houses grouped according to kin pat-

terns, and with features such as the mosque positioned centrally 

to relect their importance. Excavations at the site of Shanga, on the 

northern Kenyan coast, have formed the basis for Horton’s (1994, 

1996) detailed evocation of a social model of Swahili urban space. 

Unparalleled detail on every phase of the town’s life has offered a 

developmental sequence from an early phase of earth-and-thatch 

architecture through to the dense pattern of coral-and-lime built 

houses that characterized the urban landscape by the ifteenth cen-

tury (Figure 4.3). In the initial stages of development, Shanga con-

tained a central enclosure, with seven gateways, surrounded by the 

domestic architecture of the town. Another wall enclosed this settle-

ment with only four gateways on the cardinal axes. Horton argues 

that the central area would have been the site of the market as well 

as of communal rituals or activities; access to this area could have 

been controlled by the communities that lived outside the gateways. 

It is also in this central area that the eighth-century congregational 

mosque was constructed in earth and thatch, and replaced in stone 

in the tenth century, offering further corroboration to this theory 

that the open space provided for the coming together of the urban 

community. Horton (1994) suggests that different areas of the town 

may have been functionally specialized; as such, the urban layout 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



of Shanga would have relected both the multicultural nature of the 

community and the function of the town itself as a cosmopolitan 

and controlled setting for the coming together of these different 

groups for certain activities.

Horton sees this foundation of multicultural communities living 

in various quarters of the town in the eighth and ninth centuries as 

the basis for the continued division of the site into quarters or mitaa 

into the fourteenth and early ifteenth centuries. It was through 

these divisions that clans were able to control movement through 

and use of the urban space, particularly the public and communal 

areas. One major transformation at Shanga was the construction of 

stone houses in the fourteenth century, at which time the focus of 

control is seen to have begun to turn inward, as trade became inter-

twined with hospitality within the houses of the merchants. We 

return to this idea later, in the context of the uses of the stonehouses 

that became characteristic of the Swahili urban environment.
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Figure 4.3 Plan of Shanga showing fourteenth- to ifteenth-century structures. 
Cemetery extends to the north and east (adapted from Horton 1996:igure 9).
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The illustration of urban development at Shanga has trans-

formed understandings of Swahili urban spaces and makes an 

important step toward thinking through urban plans in terms 

of function and social components. The problem, however, is that 

the model of Shanga, with its central, focal area, and evidence for 

deined mitaa, has become an idealized model of the Swahili town. 

As such, the historicity of the settlement is somewhat lost; despite 

claims to chronological precision, the analysis is based on the very 

different towns of later periods. In developing his interpretation of 

eighth- and ninth-century Shanga, Horton draws on plans of nine-

teenth- and twentieth-century settlements of the near coastal hinter-

land, as well as historical and ethnographic evidence of quartered 

towns built during the sixteenth to nineteenth centuries. In a later 

publication, Horton and Middleton (2000:123) argue that the cen-

tralized town plan can be traced through to the settlements of the 

sixteenth to nineteenth centuries, with the “idea of gateways into 

the central enclosure moved to the outer perimeter” at sites such as 

Pate and Siyu, the very sites that provided conceptualization for the 

original model.

It is certainly the case that Swahili settlements contained foci of 

activity, of which the mosque was clearly the most prominent, as well 

as open areas and community structures such as cemeteries; to a cer-

tain extent, we can think of the towns as being focused toward these 

areas or as having daily activity structured through them. Yet this 

is not necessarily the same as an “ideal” Swahili settlement pattern, 

epitomized by the settlement at Shanga (conveniently also the best 

excavated site) and achieved to greater or lesser extent by sites else-

where on the coast. Only at Gedi do we seem to have an echo of this 

arrangement in an early site (Figure 4.4), as a recent study recognizes 

the imprint of a former central enclosure in the shape of the town 

wall to the northeast surrounding the mosque (Pradines 2004).

 Exploring these aspects in other Swahili towns is not without its 

challenges; these include problems in reconstructing chronological 

development and of whether the extant ruins might be seen as rep-

resentative. As Horton (1996) has so ably demonstrated at Shanga, 

the plans of some towns developed through time, with some parts 

of towns extending older spatial orderings, whereas other parts of 

the town developed as needs emerged and populations grew. At 

Shanga, the central area was illed, slowly, with additional domes-

tic structures, larger mosques, and tombs such that, by the ifteenth 
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century when the site was abandoned, this “central” zone can only 

be recognized by the presence of the mosque. Similarly, in discuss-

ing Takwa, Wilson explores the processes through which visible 

town plans came to be structured, suggesting that it may be possi-

ble to read a “horizontal stratigraphy” (Wilson 1982) by charting out 

successive building episodes. Although it may be possible to do this 

for short-lived settlements like Takwa, or sites dominated by coral 

architecture, picking apart the “horizontal” development of Swahili 

towns with 700-year occupations is more of a challenge.

Another concern is the degree to which visible ruins represent 

a full town plan. Many of the historically signiicant towns are 

archaeologically known from a very small sample of the total area; 

at Kilwa, Mombasa, Malindi, and Mogadishu, only fragments can be 

reconstructed. In some cases, this is the result of continued occupa-

tion and subsequent destruction or overbuilding (as with Mombasa). 

In the case of Kilwa, however, it appears that much of the town was 

actually built of wood, as noted by Ibn Battuta in the early four-

teenth century (Freeman-Grenville 1962:32). Despite Kilwa’s coastal 

 prominence, little of a town plan is discernible today beyond a 

handful of monumental structures including the Great Mosque, the 

palace of Husuni Kubwa, and a large and enigmatic associated struc-

ture known as Husuni Ndogo (Figure 4.5). The case of Kilwa points 

to another major issue of visibility: namely, the likely former pre-

dominance of earth-and-thatch architecture (Fleisher and LaViolette 

1999:707; Kusimba 1996). It is now clear that some important towns 

were built almost exclusively of earth-and-thatch buildings, as at 

Chwaka on Pemba Island, with only one or two houses of coral rag, 

as well as mosques and tombs. Even in towns that appear to have 

intact plans, such as Gedi and Shanga, signiicant portions of the 

town would have been illed with earth-and-thatch houses, no longer 

visible, but archaeologically detectable (Fleisher and LaViolette 1999; 

Horton 1996; Koplin and LaViolette 2008).

Despite these problems, a number of archaeologists have 

attempted to interpret intra-site settlement patterns in Swahili towns. 

The earliest and perhaps most systematic effort was by Wilson (1979b, 

1982) at Takwa. This site, dated to the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-

turies (after which it was abandoned), provides a useful case study 

in that it had a relatively discrete settlement history as well as a 

 comprehensive settlement plan (Figure 4.6). Wilson (1982:207) deined 

two types of space within Takwa: conined and delimited. Conined 
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space is coterminous with interior,  architectural spaces, whereas 

delimited space is “formed by the arrangement or occurrence of 

structures or natural features upon the settlement landscape.” This 

distinction, we believe, captures well the important linkage between 

interior and exterior spaces, especially in urban contexts where much 

of the “open” or “empty” space is itself deined – or delimited – by 

architecture; we take up this distinction later in this chapter. Wilson 

conducted a full inventory of all structures and examined the dis-

tribution of houses with one, two, and three rooms. He found that 

distributions of structures in quarters of the settlement revealed 

few distinctions, but a higher frequency of three-room houses clus-

tered near the central part of the site around the main congrega-

tional mosque. This pattern, he suggests, may represent the ability 

of wealthier families to add rooms to their houses or may relect 

the longer occupational histories of more central houses. Wilson also 

examined the distribution of niche styles and the development of 

compound blocks of houses (“courtyard” and “street groups”) as a 

means to explore possible past social units. In sum, he found that “a 
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Figure 4.6 Plan of 
Takwa (adapted from 
Wilson 1982:igure 2, 

p. 204). 



distributional analysis . . . [shows] that community-wide patterns of 

settlement exist that do not reveal themselves to casual observations, 

and that even simple quantitative analysis can be applied to isolate 

such patterns” (Wilson 1982:206).

The number of published town plans that permit a more general 

comparison of town planning is small, and includes (from north to 

south) Shanga, Pate (Figure 4.7), Takwa, Gedi, Mtwapa (Figure 4.8), 

Jumba la Mtwana (Figure 4.9), and Songo Mnara (Figure 4.10). What 

unites these town plans is the dominance of the coral-built tradi-

tion, a centrally located mosque, and a town wall. Most contain a 

mosque positioned at or near the center of the town; in most cases, 

the most central mosque is the largest mosque in the town – the con-

gregational mosque – used for the holiest of prayers on Friday. Only 

at Songo Mnara and Ungwana is the main mosque not centrally 

located, although the central area at Songo Mnara does contain a 

smaller mosque.

 The physical centrality of monumental structures like mosques 

is perhaps the most important structuring feature of Swahili towns. 

Proximity to this mosque, as Wilson notes, is a marker of prestige in 
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Figure 4.7 Schematic plan of Pate, showing gates (marked lango) and mosques 
(msikiti) (adapted from Wilson and Omar 1997:igure 1, p. 32).

  

    

 

 

 

       



Figure 4.8 Plan of standing buildings at Mtwapa, Kenya (courtesy of Chapurukha 
Kusimba).
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both life and death. In most towns, large, sprawling palace complexes 

are closely associated with the central mosque, as at Gedi, Shanga, 

Mtwapa, and Takwa. At Songo Mnara, one of two grand domes-

tic structures opens directly opposite the congregational mosque. 

Tombs and cemeteries are also directly related to these mosques, 

often found surrounding the northern extent of the mosque; exam-

ples include the Ijumaa cemetery at Pate, tombs clustered north of 

the mosque at Shanga, and walled cemeteries north of mosques at 

Takwa, Songo Mnara, and Chwaka (Wilson 1979a).

Figure 4.9 Plan of stan-
ding buildings at Jumba 

la Mtwana (adapted 
from Sassoon 1981).

 

 

 

  



The form and distribution of domestic structures is much more 

highly varied. Most towns show no sign of orthogonal layout of 

domestic structures, although Takwa does contain a single street 

that bisects the settlement from north to south. Radial paths can 

be seen in other town plans, as at Shanga, but the quality of most 

town plans does not allow similar analysis. Despite a literature that 

suggests a normative pattern of Swahili domestic structures (Allen 

1979; Donley 1982), the layout of houses is extremely variable, both 

within and between towns. Some towns, like Gedi, contain mostly 

large compound domestic structures, which were likely made up of 

blocks of housing units, built out over time. However, others, like 

Takwa, contain only one- to three-room buildings, each relatively 

independent. Shanga also contains mostly independent structures, 

yet these often have four or more rooms as well as a walled court-

yard. Sites such as Mtwapa and Songo Mnara contain a combina-

tion of both individual and compound houses; Kusimba (1996:710) 

describes ive different categories of stone houses at Mtwapa, includ-

ing “single, double, triple, compound and complex houses” with 

compound houses  containing four deined rooms, and complex with 

ive or more rooms. These variations in house size may be one way 
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Figure 4.10 Plan of standing buildings at Songo Mnara, Tanzania (drawn by authors).
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to explore possible variations in household organization, and gen-

eral changes in households through time.

LEVELS OF MEANING

The explorations of structuring principles in twentieth-century Lamu 

and discussions of space in more ancient Swahili settlements therefore 

have common themes. Both focus on the centrality of the mosque in dis-

cussing meaning in the built environment and the principles of plan-

ning that produced Swahili towns. In this, as well as in other details of 

the town plan, these approaches assume a relationship between social 

structure and physical plan. Horton has extended this to map out the 

social constitution of ancient Shanga through its spatial manifestation. 

As such, all of these studies demonstrate how high-level principles such 

as Islam are played out through practice and more worldly interactions. 

For all of the studies mentioned, these worldly interactions occur in 

the realm of what Rapoport (1988) has dubbed “mid-level meanings,” 

referring to the ways that the town plan relects the agency of elite 

groups within society. The category of “elite” in Swahili includes rul-

ers of towns who were organized as ranked hierarchies (e.g., Chwaka; 

see LaViolette and Fleisher 2009), but also groups of wealthy merchants 

that formed more oligarchic town organizations. Those who shared in 

these more horizontally differentiated power bases were called waung-

wana and were themselves distinct from, and hierarchically ranked 

over, urban newcomers and other non-freeborn members of society 

(LaViolette and Fleisher 2005:340). Thus, claims to historicity, grand 

monumental statements, and piety, might all be expressed through the 

built environment in different ways. Space might also be controlled 

and manipulated within towns, to the beneit of elite groups. Although 

this is not always explicitly discussed, there is an assumption that 

architectural and spatial control exists, giving agency to certain groups 

and their concerns within the Swahili towns.

These assumptions have the effect of assigning agency only to 

a certain portion of the population: this is actually at odds with 

the ethnographies that see structuring principles being played 

out through the agency of all inhabitants. Thus, the town layout is 

seen as being “planned” according to the intentions of particular, 

elite inhabitants. Secondly, the dominance of a particular model of 

Swahili urban form, linked in a circular argument with a historical 

model of Swahili society, means that there is little room to account 
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for diversity. The vast majority of fourteenth- to ifteenth-century 

towns therefore appear “unplanned” as they do not match with this 

model, or elaborate arguments and chronological leaps are required 

to make the spaces match the supposedly universal model.

Thus, while these studies have gone a long way toward socializ-

ing our understandings of Swahili urban spaces, we suggest that it 

is necessary to take seriously the insights of the ethnographies with 

regard to structure played out through practice. As well as exploring 

the actions of powerful people, and the communal spaces and struc-

tures of the town, this means entwining daily practice – Rapoport’s 

“low-level meaning” – into our explorations.

PRACTICE AND THE STONEHOUSE

The practice model has not previously been developed with regard 

to urban layout, although some of Wilson’s (1982) ideas developed at 

Takwa do move in this direction. Rather, practice has been invoked 

during discussion of institutions within the town, most notably the 

Swahili stonehouse. The wholesale introduction of domestic archi-

tecture in coral and lime construction occurs with the towns of the 

fourteenth to ifteenth centuries, although the development of this 

architectural tradition is seen earlier at sites like Shanga and in the con-

struction of mosques from the eleventh century. The stonehouse has 

been seen as the quintessential expression of Swahili identity (Allen 

1974, 1979; Donley 1982, 1987; Donley-Reid 1990) and becomes wide-

spread during this explosion of town building in the fourteenth cen-

tury. At this time, towns also began to assume a different character as 

an increasing number of small community mosques supplemented the 

main congregational mosque, and town walls were built at some sites.

Stonehouses have therefore been studied as miniature worlds 

with the practices and rituals of the domestic spaces seen as 

key aspects of the construction of Swahili identity (Fleisher and 

LaViolette 2007). The importance attributed to these structures has 

also led to the suggestion that it was the requirements of the houses 

that structured the urban spaces (for a similar argument regarding 

Upper Mesopotamia, see Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume). The 

concomitant assumption is that the site layout had no overarching 

plan: Garlake (1966), who conducted the largest survey of coastal 

architecture to date, described the towns as having little in the way 

of urban planning, at least in the sense of regular streets, or an over-
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all pattern evident in the layout. He argues that this was owing to 

the houses:

strong preferences for orientation [to the north or, less often, 

east] made the planning of towns dificult, for no house will 

have entrances to any street bordering its western or southern 

sides. Blocks of building surrounded by streets are therefore 

scarcely practical, and street plans are as a result irregular or, 

more correctly, non-existent. (Garlake 1966:89)

Yet, Garlake also laid the seeds of an important approach to the 

study of Swahili urban space, when he emphasized the Swahili house 

as the most important feature of the urban environment, deining 

the way that the townscape developed:

One of the most interesting features of the town buildings is 

the communal approach to, and cooperation in, planning. All 

adjoining houses invariably share a single common party wall 

(there is a single exception in Songo Mnara). Moreover, in almost 

every case, where houses adjoin, the plans interlock rather than 

simply abut one another, making for compactness and economy 

of building. This is evidence of a far greater degree of cooper-

ation in planning and construction than that which would be 

found if just one owner allowed his neighbour to build against 

the irregular line of his outside wall. It entailed complete coop-

eration and joint planning from the start, followed by simulta-

neous building. (Garlake 1966:89)

He (1966:90) suggests that this is most likely attributable to “a 

close degree of kinship, or very irm family or tribal ties,” recalling 

Ghaidan’s notion of involvement in the town plan of Lamu. This idea 

was developed by Allen (1979:6) who links the apparently chaotic 

patterning of Swahili urban spaces to the lifecycles of the houses 

themselves and the importance attached to spatial prescriptions over 

the ways the houses were used. Garlake emphasized the orienta-

tion of the houses, of which 75–80 percent face north, and cited envi-

ronmental reasons, claiming that this direction favored ventilation. 

Allen develops instead the social aspects of the houses’ design, and 

particularly the importance of ritual in the orientation and layout.

Allen’s (1979) analysis of the Swahili stonehouse draws on a 

combination of ethnographic data (from Lamu) and the evidence 

of stonehouses in the archaeological record from the fourteenth 
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 century onward. He feels that the continuity of the stone- building 

tradition and similarities in form of the houses justify this extrap-

olation, a justiication later taken up by Donley-Reid (1990). Allen’s 

interpretation of the houses is twofold: as the settings for eco-

nomic activity and as important sites for domestic ritual and self-

identiication. He suggests that both would have had an effect on 

the developing house plan, and hence the cumulative urban space. 

First, Allen considers the demands of inding space for family 

members and for the conduct of trade. Trade seems, by the four-

teenth to ifteenth centuries, to have been conducted in the con-

text of the houses and through a system of hospitality and the use 

of a trusted patron. Ibn Battuta’s eye-witness description of four-

teenth-century Mogadishu helps us understand how this might 

have worked:

when a ship comes into port, it is boarded from sanbuq, that is 

to say, little boats. Each sanbuq carries a crowd of young men, 

each carrying a covered dish, containing food. Each one of them 

presents his dish to a merchant on board, and calls out: “This 

man is my guest.” And his fellows do the same. Not one of the 

merchants disembarks except to go to the house of his host 

among the young men . . . when a merchant has settled in his 

host’s house, the latter sells for him what he has brought and 

makes his purchases for him. Buying anything from a merchant 

below its market price or selling him anything except in his 

host’s presence is disapproved of by the people of Mogadishu. 

(Freeman-Grenville 1962:27–28)

The houses are seen to cater for this through the provision of 

porches for the conduct of business, and an adjoining guest room 

where visiting merchants might stay. At the same time, the privacy 

and purity of the household itself – and particularly of the women 

within it – would be ensured by the design of the house around 

an “intimacy gradient” (Ghaidan 1971), with successive rooms of 

increasing levels of privacy. Over time, with what appears to have 

been increasing proscriptions on female appearances in public life, 

this could have led to the development of the house blocks seen in 

eighteenth-century towns such as Lamu, in which women were able 

to move between houses without having to venture outdoors. An 

earlier form of this was simply the idea that family houses would 

exist in compound arrangements, or courtyard blocks.
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Ethnographically known Swahili houses were fundamentally 

associated with women, who might only rarely leave the house or 

block in which they lived. Matrilocal marriage patterns meant that 

over the course of generations, houses would need to be extended 

and divided to cater for incoming husbands and the growing family. 

This luidity of house size, and evolving architecture, necessitated 

against a rigid town plan and meant that inhabitants would priori-

tize the spaces around houses, and that house blocks or compound 

plans would develop organically. In addition, the interior spaces of 

the houses were strictly controlled by the rituals associated with 

marriage, birth, and death, with the family’s links with, and under-

standing of, the spaces of the houses being renewed through these 

practices. In particular, this has been explored by Donley-Reid, who 

drew on a speciic ritual in which a newborn baby is formally intro-

duced to the interior spaces as a means of elaborating the spatiality 

of Swahili social structures and the ways that the house is both the 

medium and the expression of these.

These interpretations of the houses also rely heavily on ethno-

graphic data from twentieth-century Lamu, and it is necessary to 

take into account the diversity of houses in the fourteenth to if-

teenth centuries, as well as the importance of change over time that 

might relect changing meanings relating to the houses (Fleisher 

and LaViolette 2007). Rather than simply assuming an unchanging 

conceptual map for the conined spaces, though, these approaches 

do provide an important dynamic approach to space. The emphasis 

on practice and ritual as linked to the lifecycle of the houses could be 

extended to think through the delimited exterior spaces of the urban 

layout on a larger scale. A focus on practice, and the lifecycle of the 

house through the generations of its inhabitants, offers a more lex-

ible and useful mechanism for understanding the layout of Swahili 

sites, and incorporating the diversity observed among the different 

town plans. It also brings some of the insights of the regional studies 

of Swahili urbanism into the town, thinking through the ways that 

urbanism was created through mapping interactions, rather than 

simply documenting its form.

At sites such as Jumba la Mtwana on the Kenyan coast (Figure 4.9), 

which do not seem to conform to the centralized pattern at all, the 

practice-based model offers a heuristic tool that allows us an entry 

point into an otherwise anomalous layout. In fact, the scattered town 

plan of Jumba, which it has been suggested may have offered space 
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for individual farmsteads or gardens (Sassoon 1981), could also have 

been a tactic within a new settlement for families building houses 

that they knew might need expansion over time. Such a consider-

ation would tend to favor a dispersed site pattern. Likewise, one of 

the standing buildings at Jumba – the one known as the “House of the 

Many Doors” – offers a direct glimpse of the process of development 

in microcosm, as the building was adapted numerous times during its 

period of occupation, resulting in the many in-illed doors that give it 

its name. With each change, the building was further extended and 

subdivided – once so extensively that it seems to have been almost 

demolished and rebuilt at a higher level – until it ended its days as a 

series of “apartments,” which Sassoon (1981) suggests may even have 

housed visiting merchants, as they appear to be small housing units.

At Songo Mnara, in Tanzania, the numerous stone houses 

arranged around the site without any obvious street pattern or reg-

ular plan also speak to this type of spatial structuring (Figure 4.10). 

The orientation of the houses is clear, and what regular patterning 

does exist is formed by the house blocks, which have been built up 

around courtyards and through houses that shared some of the 

partition walls. Even the town wall, which enclosed the site to the 

landward side, is developed in parts through the joining together of 

several houses: a pattern that is mirrored at other walled sites. Songo 

Mnara also speaks to one of the advantages of exploring Swahili 

urban space in this way, as the site contains a structure known as 

the “palace” (Garlake 1966), as well as several other huge domes-

tic structures. Each can actually be seen as compound structures, 

with numerous room blocks leading onto central areas, and shar-

ing adjoining walls. These structures are very different from the 

palace of Husuni Kubwa at Kilwa, which is a unique example of a 

planned layout associated with a particular sultan. If a correlation of 

space and social structure based on a single elite ruler is assumed, 

the “palace” at Songo Mnara must be seen as analogous, despite the 

presence of numerous other contenders for that title, ignoring the 

very real differences between it and Husuni Kubwa. Likewise, pal-

aces have been identiied at Tumbatu (Pearce 1920:402) and at Gedi 

(Kirkman 1963). A practice-based approach to the urban layout that 

instead explores these structures as built up through the functions 

and lifecycles of the inhabitants allows a more nuanced discussion 

of the differences between these sites and thus a greater understand-

ing of the way the urban conigurations would have been created.
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Importantly, an approach to function, practice, and activity within 

the towns also allows for a consideration of the delimited spaces, 

built up through the positioning of the structures, but nonetheless 

implicated in the activities and needs of daily life. Delimited spaces 

within Swahili towns commonly include areas within and against 

town walls, courtyards, areas surrounding central congregational 

mosques, especially near entrances and outside the north-facing 

mihrab or prayer niche, central open spaces delimited by domestic 

architecture, and less frequently by streets and alleys. Although few 

archaeologists have developed methodologies adequate to investi-

gate these spaces, most support Wilson (1982:207), who argues that 

open spaces in Swahili towns “played an important part in the 

social, political and economic life of the community.” Suggestions 

as to the use of these spaces, which are present in most Swahili 

towns, include: open-air meeting places (Garlake 2002:181), market 

areas, protected space for future town growth (Kusimba 1993:122; 

1996:711), gardens and/or orchards (Garlake 2002; Kusimba 1993; see 

also Stark, Chapter 11 in this volume, for Mesoamerican examples); 

areas of impermanent architecture, and areas of industrial produc-

tion (Garlake 2002; Gensheimer 1997:328–339; Kusimba 1993:122). 

Historic and ethnographic data support some of these hypotheses: 

Early sixteenth-century Portuguese accounts indicate that the sul-

tan of Kilwa was crowned in an open space adjacent to the palace, 

while specially designated open spaces in Comorian cities, called 

fumboni, were contexts for social gatherings, weddings, feasts, and 

game playing (Gensheimer 1997:334). Archaeologists have also 

explored certain aspects of these spaces; on Pemba Island, Tanzania 

(Fleisher and LaViolette 1999; LaViolette and Fleisher 2009) and Gedi, 

Kenya (Koplin and LaViolette 2008), excavations have demonstrated 

that some “open areas” were actually dense with earth-and-thatch 

houses; at Shanga in Kenya, evidence of possible trade kiosks has 

been located in the central open space of the town (Horton 1996).

CITIES AS PROCESSES, NOT PRODUCTS

We suggest that a practice-based model is an important route to 

understanding Swahili urban spaces. It does not deny or replace 

the models derived from Shanga’s plan, but instead attempts to 

take into account the historicity of Swahili sites, and the ways that 

urban spaces can be built up through daily practice and through the 
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lifecycles of the inhabitants and their social spaces. Approaching the 

site plans through the buildings that make them up can also provide 

insights into the ways that sites can develop, even at those places 

where there does seem to have been some element of regularized 

patterning, such as Takwa (Horton and Middleton 2000; Smith 2007; 

Wilson 1982). As Allen (1979:8) puts it: “[A]s settlements developed in 

size and complexity, the need for a town plan became more press-

ing, and the owners of interlocking stone houses had to take this 

into account.” Although we might question whether the “need” for 

a town plan develops with size, this quotation does illustrate the 

notion that a plan is built up from the houses, rather than imposed 

on them.

What is compelling about the notion of town planning through 

delimited space and through practices that were intertwined with 

architecture is that it allows us to start thinking beyond the inte-

rior spaces or monumental architecture. The delimited space of the 

site, which – although external – is deined through the built struc-

tures, could include those communal spaces and structures that are 

created through their placement. In particular, many Swahili sites 

seem often to have contained open areas commonly associated with 

the mosque area. At Mtwapa, Kusimba (1996) suggests several uses 

for the open areas near the mosque, assuming that elite members of 

society deliberately created and controlled them. He suggests that 

open areas were reserved for future expansion, causing less pow-

erful residents to have to build outside the town walls. Similarly, at 

Takwa, Wilson explains the open spaces just inside the town wall 

gates as possible storage areas for market produce. Both of these 

explanations rely on the notion of centralized planning and elite 

control of open space. As Horton cogently argues, open spaces sur-

rounding the mosque assumed important roles. However, rather 

than seeing such spaces as atomistic parts of an idealized Swahili 

town plan, a practice-based approach to open spaces might explore 

them as the spatial effects of house development, which may them-

selves have structured the patterning of buildings, and as spaces 

that came to have meaning through their use rather than by design 

(M.L. Smith 2008). Thus, for example, Horton assumed that a cen-

tral open space was part of Shanga’s plan from the start, a protected 

space with ritual structures; yet, there is little consideration that this 

space may have become important through the process of building 

a mosque, as well as other lanking domestic structures nearby. In 
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this alternative, rather than seeking out town plans from twentieth-

century Mijikenda kayas or Swahili towns, we might rather examine 

the architectural development of the town, and the changing use of 

delimited spaces. At Shanga, we can ask questions about why the 

central space, imbued with such importance, was encroached upon 

in later centuries, such that by the settlement’s abandonment the 

central space ceased to exist. A narrow focus on architecture and 

street layout does not give us the tools to approach such questions 

or to view the towns as products of the activities conducted within 

them. We therefore feel that the approach pioneered by Allen for the 

Swahili house, which has already been extremely inluential in the 

ways that we have viewed stonehouses, can be usefully extended to 

the entire urban environment and give us the tools to better under-

stand Swahili urban space.

We have begun that work at the ifteenth- to sixteenth-century 

site of Songo Mnara, on the southern Tanzanian coast (Fleisher 

and Wynne-Jones 2010). There, a central open space seems to be a 

constant part of the town plan, albeit for a short period of occupa-

tion. However, even this open space emerges through practices that 

delimited it, and seems to be anchored more closely to houses in the 

southern part of the site rather than those in the north. Although we 

are only beginning to tease apart the developmental history of open 

spaces at Songo Mnara, the central space there provides a crucial 

place to examine the interplay between high/middle and low-level 

meanings. As yet, it is unclear whether this area was structured 

around the building of a small central mosque and cemetery or if it 

was the delimited result of domestic structures to the south, east, and 

north. In either case, the space itself evidently became the place of a 

set of practices related to burial and memorialization. These ongo-

ing acts of commemoration were crucial to the way that the area 

was preserved and maintained, a striking contrast to the open space 

at Shanga. In the case of Songo Mnara, then, we need not envision 

that the town was built with a predetermined idea of a memorial, 

open space. Through the construction of houses, their expansion, as 

well as the placement of a mosque and burials associated with it, the 

“open space” at Songo Mnara, may have emerged through a history 

of only loosely interlinked practices. This does not, in any way, take 

away from the prominence and importance that this space assumed 

in the daily life of the town.
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What we argue is that the acts of powerful people and places 

need not have been predetermined; the emergence of a town plan 

does not need to be the result of elites directing the construction and 

maintenance of town buildings and spaces. The generational power 

of elite people at Swahili sites relied not so much on structuring a 

town around the high-level meanings of Islam, purity, and pedigree, 

but rather their ability to imbue places and spaces with meaning that 

emerged through the developmental life of the town. The construc-

tion of tombs in the central open space, and the conduct of memo-

rial practices at these sites is one example of how this might have 

been manifest. In this way, high-level meaning was easily located in 

the form and development of urban town plans, as el-Zein demon-

strates. However, we need to be careful not to substitute elite ideo-

logical notions of town plans, ones that were probably part of their 

ongoing power and authority within towns, for an historical model 

of how towns actually grew into various forms. Although we cannot 

lose sight of high- and middle-level meanings that contributed to the 

structuring of Swahili towns, we would be foolish to assume that 

these alone were the determinants of town plans. There is no doubt 

that structural power was a contributing factor in the organization 

of Swahili towns, but as we learn from the regional study of Swahili 

towns and the emergence of the Swahili house, the practices of peo-

ple are foundational in understanding how they emerge.
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The Production of Space and Identity at 

Classic-Period Chunchucmil, Yucatán, Mexico

Aline Magnoni, Traci Ardren, Scott R. Hutson, and Bruce Dahlin

While some researchers have questioned the degree of lowland Maya urbanism, 
this chapter demonstrates that Chunchucmil was a major urban center, with a pop-
ulation of 30,000–40,000 people and the highest settlement density of any site in 

the Maya lowlands. Located along a vigorous maritime trade route, it developed as 

a city in the late Early Classic (AD 400–650) with a complex infrastructure and 

market economy to accommodate its residents and the inlux of rural and foreign 

visitors. This paper looks at the production and construction of urban spaces by 

Chunchucmil’s residents and how lived experience helped to create a distinctive 

built environment.

In vain, great-hearted Kublai, shall I attempt to describe Zaira, 
city of high bastions. I could tell you how many steps make up 
the streets rising like stairways, and the degree or the arcades’ 
curves, and what kind of zinc scales cover the roofs; but I already 
know this would be the same as telling you nothing. The city 
does not consist of this, but of relationships between the mea-
surement of its space and the events of its past . . . . As this wave 
from memories lows in, the city soaks it up like a sponge and 
expands. A description of Zaira as it is today should contain all 
of Zaira’s past. The city, however, does not tell its past, but con-
tains it like the lines of a hand, written in the corner of streets, 
the gratings of windows, the banisters of the steps, the anten-
nae of the lightning rods, the poles of the lags, every segment 
marked in turn with scratches, indentations, scrolls.

Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities (1974 [1972]:10)

In this chapter we reconstruct the experience of urbanism in ancient 
Chunchucmil, a large Classic Maya urban trading center in northwest 
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Yucatán (Figure 5.1). First, we deine the material characteristics of 
urbanism at Chunchucmil and then we focus on the social expe-
rience of living in a distinctive Maya urban center. Just like the 
explorer Marco Polo in Italo Calvino’s novel (1974 [1972]), Invisible 

Cities describes to the emperor Kublai Khan a myriad of fantastic 
cities with a multiplicity of forms and inhabitants – each unique 
and distinct in its own way and each being the result of the rela-
tions between peoples and their places; we also attempt to show that 
Chunchucmil is substantially different from other Classic-period 
cities in the Maya region. In addition, in agreement with what Marco 
Polo says about the city of Zaira, we understand that the description 
of a city’s material characteristics and its spatial measurements is 

Figure 5.1 Map of the 
Chunchucmil region 

showing the different 
ecological areas and 

map of the Maya region 
(drawn by authors).
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limited unless we recognize that peoples’ actions, memories, stories, 
and lives have been engraved in and have shaped the materiality of 
the urban landscape.

There is no agreement on the criteria used in the deinition of 
ancient or modern cities (Marcus and Sabloff 2008; Smith 2003). Even 
today criteria for deining modern cities, mostly based on popula-
tion size, vary from country to country. For the deinition of prein-
dustrial cities, population size and density, aerial extent of the site, 
and presence of specialization are some of the major criteria used 
by most researchers (e.g., Sanders and Webster 1988). Other schol-
ars have chosen to deine cities as central places that fulill political, 
economic, religious, and sociocultural functions to their hinterland, 
regardless of their population size (e.g., Blanton 1976, 1981; Hardoy 
1999[1962]; Marcus 1983). In Mesoamerica, there has been much 
debate and speculation about the level of cultural complexity and 
the degree of urbanism reached by ancient Maya centers (Chase and 
Chase 1996; Ciudad Ruiz et al. 2001 Demarest 1992; Folan 1989; Fox 
et al. 1996; Haviland 1970; Kurjack 1999; Marcus 1983, 1993; Martin 
and Grube 1995; Sanders and Webster 1988; Webster 1997; Webster 
and Sanders 2001; and articles in Trejo 1998). Contrasts between 
the Central Mexican highland centers and the sites of the Eastern 
Mesoamerican lowlands have been emphasized, often to suggest 
that Maya centers were not truly urban (Sanders and Webster 1988; 
Webster and Sanders 2001). Maya sites have been characterized as 
having a dispersed settlement (Bullard 1960; Drennan 1988; Freidel 
1981). This lack of compact nucleation has often been used to argue 
against the urban nature of these centers. Researchers agree that the 
dispersed settlement of Maya sites is the result of the incorporation 
of the rural into the urban by retaining ield space that was inten-
sively cultivated (Becker 2001; Chase and Chase 1998; Chase et al. 
2001; Cobos 2001; Drennan 1988; Dunning 1992; Killion et al. 1989; cf. 
Stark, Chapter 11 in this volume).

Many Mayanists prefer to use a functional deinition of urban-
ism based on the sociopolitical functions of sites rather than their 
demographic characteristics because population size and den-
sity of Maya sites was much smaller than that of most Old World 
cities or Central Mexican cities. The application of Richard Fox’s 
(1977) typology of preindustrial cities to Mesoamerica conines 
all Mesoamerican centers into two major categories: regal-ritual 
cities or administrative cities (Sanders and Webster 1988). This is 
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misleading because it fails to capture the diversity of urban forms, 
and thus reduces the  variability of Mesoamerican cities (Chase et al. 
1990; Cowgill 2004; Smith 1989). According to this typology, most 
Mesoamerican centers and all Maya sites are considered regal-rit-
ual centers, whereas only a few administrative cities existed in the 
Basin of Mexico (Sanders and Webster 1988; Webster 1997; Webster 
and Sanders 2001). Although Fox’s typology was useful in the 1980s 
for understanding the close ties between ritual theater and nascent 
urbanism within the Maya area, the strict dichotomy of two sepa-
rate categories of city has not held up over time. Evidence for large-
scale specialized craft production and administration has now been 
documented at many royal Maya cities (Moholy-Nagy 1997) while 
small hamlets with little architectural complexity have yielded 
noble burials (Hageman 2004). A new model of Maya urbanism that 
accounts for the multiplicity of urban forms is needed. In this chap-
ter, we provide a detailed account of a distinctively large trading 
city in the Maya area. The data discussed here form a basis for fur-
ther comparative examination in order to build a more complex and 
nuanced model of Maya urbanism.

CHUNCHUCMIL AS AN ANCIENT MAYA URBAN CENTER

Here we argue that Chunchucmil, in the northern Maya lowlands, 
was a demographically large urban center that functioned as a 
central place for the surrounding region during the middle of the 
Classic period ca. AD 400–600 (Ardren et al. 2003; Dahlin 2003; 
Hutson et al. 2008; Magnoni et al. 2012). Chunchucmil fulills both 
the demographic pattern and the variety of functions performed by 
regional central places, characteristics required by most deinitions 
of urbanism. According to the Archaeological Atlas of Yucatán com-
piled in the 1970s, Chunchucmil was the only Rank II, or town-sized, 
site in the immediate region, surrounded by forty Rank IV sites, 
which were hamlet size (Garza Tarazona and Kurjack 1980). In the 
Classic period, there were only four Rank I sites in Yucatán: Chichén 
Itzá, Izamal, Uxmal, and T’ho (now under the city of Merida), which 
were characterized by large settlements and substantial monu-
mental architecture at their site centers. Chunchucmil was one 
of fourteen Rank II sites, while there were more than a thousand 
Rank III, IV, and V sites recorded in western Yuctán. The main rea-
son Chunchucmil is not considered a Rank I site is the lack of large 
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monumental architecture at its site center; the extensive and dense 
settlement is otherwise comparable to Rank I sites.

From 1993–2006, the Pakbeh Regional Economy Project (PREP) 
mapped a contiguous area of 9.4 km2 and ive transects to estimate 
the site limits (extending the map coverage to 11.7 km2) (Figure 5.2). 
These transects together with aerial photographs and satellite imag-
ery allowed us to deine the limits of urban Chunchucmil to an 
area of 20–25 km2 (Hutson et al. 2008). Regional surveys conducted 
by PREP members David Hixson and Daniel Mazeau to the west, 
north, and east of the site documented several previously unre-
corded hamlet-size sites, but have conirmed that Chunchucmil was 
the only Rank II site in the region (Hutson et al. 2008). Because of its 
size, and the lack of any competing site in the surrounding region, 
Chunchucmil must have provided all urban functions for its hinter-
land. In Chunchucmil, the dense residential core (ca. 8.5 km2) has 
950 structures/km2 and the surrounding residential periphery (ca. 
17 km2) has 350 structures/km2, whereas beyond the city boundaries 
in the rural hinterland, structural density drops to 39–64 structures/

Figure 5.2 Map 
showing Chunchucmil’s 
settlement zones, 
including Greater 
Chunchucmil. Polygons 
with solid outlines 
rep resent areas with 
100% mapping coverage. 
Shapes with dashed 
outlines represent 
hypo thetical zone 
boundaries. Triangles 
indicate sites registered 
by regional surveys 
before and during the 
Pakbeh project (drawn 
by authors). 
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km2 (Hutson et al. 2008) (Figure 5.2). Hamlets within a 5 km radius 
showed strong economic and social ties with the city of Chunchucmil 
through the participation in economic exchange (visible from obsid-
ian distribution) and the use of boundary walls to emulate the urban 
layout. Because such connections were absent from sites outside of 
the 5 km radius, we deined the 64 km2 area (enclosed by the 5 km 

Figure 5.3 Map of Chunchucmil (9.4 km2). The lines indicate the boundary walls 
(albarradas) that enclose residential groups and demarcate winding streets, whereas 
the solid black features are structures (drawn by authors).
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radius) as Greater Chunchucmil to emphasize the strong economic 
and social ties between the urban center and its hinterland (Hutson 
et al. 2008) (Figure 5.2).

In a separate publication, Magnoni (2007) has shown that 
Chunchucmil was the most densely settled Classic-period site in 
the Maya area with 31,000–43,000 people residing in the 20–25 km2 
urban area during the middle of the Classic period (AD 400–600) 
(Figures 5.2 and 5.3). At Chunchucmil, like other Maya sites, space 
was retained around residences to conduct a variety of domestic 
activities (including crafts and gardening), yet structural density was 
the highest known for a Classic period Maya site. Because residences 
are generally used to estimate past population in this region, this 
high structural density (8,213 residential structures in 25 km2 or an 
average of 329 residential structures per km2) implies a high popula-
tion density.1 To put these results in perspective, we can weigh them 
against population estimates for Tikal, considered to be the largest 
Maya site. If we compare Chunchucmil’s population estimates to 
Tikal’s highest population estimates (Culbert et al. 1990), we can see 
that the total population estimated for Tikal – 62,000 people – is con-
siderably larger than Chunchucmil’s igure of 31,000–43,000. Tikal 
residents, however, were spread out over an area of 120 km2, while 
urban Chunchucmil covered only 20–25 km2. More speciically, if we 
compare the central 9 km2 of these sites, central Chunchucmil had 
three times (24,000 persons) the population of central Tikal (8,300 per-
sons). Only the central core of Late Classic Copán had a higher den-
sity of structures and population (5,797–9,464 people/km2) than the 
one estimated for Chunchucmil, but it covered a restricted area of 0.6 
km2 (Webster and Freter 1990). The whole Copán valley (500 km2) at 
its peak of occupation in the Late Classic period is estimated to have 
been home to only 18,000–25,000 people (Webster and Freter 1990).

One of the research questions PREP tried to answer is what 
attracted so many people to settle in such an agriculturally mar-
ginal region. Chunchucmil is located in the northwest corner of 
the Yucatán peninsula, the driest portion of the entire Maya area. 
Besides having low rainfall, this region has shallow and sparse soils, 
a high evapotranspiration rate (i.e., the rate at which water evapo-
rates before iniltrating the ground), and bedrock covers a third of 
the landscape (Beach 1998; Dahlin et al. 2005; Sweetwood et al. 2009; 
Vlcek et al. 1978) (Figure 5.1). All these characteristics severely limit 
the region’s agricultural potential (Dahlin et al. 2005). Palaeoclimatic 
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studies indicate that conditions were similar in the past,  particularly 
 during the middle of the Classic period (Curtis et al. 1996; Hodell 
et al. 1995; Leyden et al. 1996; Whitmore et al. 1996). PREP has pro-
posed that Chunchucmil’s emergence as a densely populated urban 
place in such an agriculturally marginal area was the result of its 
strategic location with respect to the exploitation of coastal and 
savannah resources (especially salt), redistribution of goods to 
the interior, and the provisioning of maritime and overland trad-
ers (Ardren et al. 2003; Dahlin 2003; Dahlin et al. 1998; Dahlin and 
Ardren 2002; Hutson et al. 2010). Chunchucmil was located as far 
west toward the Gulf of Mexico as possible on the last cultivable 
soils at the edge of a seasonally inundated savannah. This strategic 
location provided access to the rich resources of the savannah and 
positioned Chunchucmil to dominate coastal-inland trade as well as 
most urban functions for the surrounding region.

THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT OF THE CITY OF CHUNCHUCMIL

The settlement layout and architectural design of Chunchucmil sug-
gest that it was not a typical regal-ritual city (Fox 1977; Sanders and 
Webster 1988), but an urban center that relied on commerce for its 
livelihood. Maya sites are characterized by having large acropoli 
and a concentration of monumental architecture in their site cen-
ters, which represent the focus of divine rulership and power. These 
buildings required substantial resources to construct and such 
resources were only available within the ruling class. In addition, 
at many Maya centers, carved stelae portrayed rulers and recorded 
their historical actions, such as accession to the throne, victory 
or defeat in battles, and capture of prisoners from an enemy site. 
Chunchucmil lacks such a concentration of elaborate monumental 
architecture and no carved monuments have been discovered to 
date. Instead, Chunchucmil has several architectural complexes of 
similar size and shape dispersed over the central 1 km2 (Figure 5.4). 
These architectural complexes – quadrangles – consist of a rela-
tively large, quadrangular patio with low-range structures on three 
sides, a monumental pyramid on the fourth side, and a low free-
standing platform in the center of the patio. With the exception of 
a handful of isolated examples found in sites a few dozen km to 
the east of Chunchucmil, other Maya centers lack quadrangles. We 
have mapped ifteen of these quadrangles, eleven of which are in 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



the site center and mostly connected by sacbes – raised processional 
avenues – whereas four quadrangles are located at varying distances 
of 800 m to 2 km from the site center.

Given the absence of other ritual or elite residential architecture, 
each quadrangle may have been the ceremonial and administrative 
focus of a certain segment of the population. Because of the limited 
size of the patio (640–7,700 m2 of enclosed area, with an average area 
of 2,760 m2) of each quadrangle, only portions of the Chunchucmil 

Figure 5.4 Map of central Chunchucmil showing eleven quadrangles (marked in 
gray) and connecting sacbes (drawn by authors).
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population and of visiting traders could have participated in the 
 ceremonies and rituals conducted within these architectural com-
plexes (Magnoni et al. 2008). The groups with larger patio areas 
(1,765–7,000 m2), which also had a higher volume of architecture, 
were concentrated in the site center, while those at a distance from 
the site center had smaller patios (640–1,700 m2) and a smaller vol-
ume of architecture. These differences in scale, in addition to the 
lack of more traditional forms of Maya royal architecture, suggest to 
us that the quadrangles were the key locations of political and eco-
nomic power at Chunchucmil. Long range structures surrounding a 
central patio with restricted access and an adjacent pyramid temple 
could have provided a relatively private environment for the trade 
and exchange of goods that fueled the economy of Chunchucmil.

Excavations at the smallest of these central quadrangles, the Pich 
Quadrangle, carried out by Traci Ardren, revealed that the lanking 
structures faced into the patio of the quadrangle: a pyramid framed 
the east side of the patio and lanking staircases were identiied on 
the range structures of at least two other sides of the patio (Figure 5.5). 
This architectural coniguration, while limiting access to the interior 
patio area, put emphasis on this patio as a performative space for 
ceremonies and rituals. The small central platform facing the pyra-
mid could have been an important staging area. The internal patio, 
thus, could have been an area for the resident elite to receive tribute 
payments, as suggested by Ringle and Bey (2001) based on ethnohis-
toric literature, or as a place from which to conduct trading negotia-
tions and bestow exotic gifts. In addition to the structures arranged 
along the sides of the patio, in a few cases, clusters of elite domes-
tic structures were also attached to the side of the central patio of 
some quadrangles. These attached residential structures seem to 
have served as elite living areas, based on the scale of living space, 
quality of stonework including vaulted architecture, and their prox-
imity to the Pich group pyramidal structure. This cluster may have 
replaced the more typical palace compound found at other Maya 
sites. We believe this architectural difference indicates a conceptual 
difference as well, and that the many quadrangles of Chunchucmil 
represent multiple elite house societies, or social groups, which each 
held signiicant economic, political, and social power at the site.

One of the quadrangles, the centrally located Chacah  quadrangle, 
has several distinctive features that set it apart from the others 
(Figure 5.4). Although its main pyramid is only slightly taller (17.5 
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m) than other quadrangle pyramids, the volume of its main and 
secondary pyramids and its attached architecture are signiicantly 
larger than that of other quadrangles. In addition, the only ball court 
at the site is associated with the Chacah quadrangle. These features, 
together with the central location at the junction of the two main 
sacbes, suggest that this architectural complex may have functioned 
as the primary locus for administrative functions at Chunchucmil. 
Keeping in mind that the lack of extensive excavations at this group 
or other quadrangles limits our interpretations, we argue that if 
 consolidation of power in the hands of one governing faction took 
place at the Chacah quadrangle, political power had to be shared to 
a certain degree among strong competing factions at Chunchucmil. 
The presence of ifteen quadrangles throughout the site, and espe-
cially the concentration of ten large quadrangles around Chacah in 

Figure 5.5 Map of 
Chunchucmil showing 
Pich quadrangle (the 
smallest of the centrally 
located quadrangles) 
and the dense 
residential areas with 
house lots demarcated 
by boundary walls. 
Also note the presence 
of streets between 
residential groups 
and how these streets 
intersect with the 
narrow sacbe leading 
northwest (drawn by 
authors). 
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the central portion of the site, indicate that strong competing power 
holders would have hindered a hierarchical monopoly of power in 
the hands of one ruling lineage (Dahlin 2003; Magnoni et al. 2008). 
This may be indicative of a more heterarchical system, perhaps 
one based on a market-and-trading economy that provided multi-
ple sources of economic and political power to competing factions 
as well as to a more widespread portion of the Chunchucmil pop-
ulation (Dahlin 2003; Hutson et al. 2010), similar to the corporate 
power strategy described by Blanton et al. (1996) or the heterarchi-
cal/consensual political organization described by Stone (2008) (see 
Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this volume, for a discussion of a heterar-
chical/consensual polity in northern Mesopotamia).

In addition to the distinctive character of the central part of the site, 
with its lack of concentrated monumental architecture so common 
at other Maya sites, the residential areas of Chunchucmil were also 
markedly distinct (Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5). Residential quarters were 
characterized by the presence of stone boundary walls that enclosed 
groups of structures and adjacent open areas. These boundary walls 
were rare at other Classic period sites – with the exception of Cobá, 
where, however, they did not always completely enclose residential 
groups and did not form streets as in Chunchucmil (Folan et al. 1983). 
Stone boundary walls enclosing small residential areas, empty lots 
(possibly gardens), and in some cases, streets became more common 
at some Postclassic sites, like Mayapán (Bullard 1952, 1954; Smith 1962) 
and those of the eastern Caribbean Coast (e.g., Benavides Castillo 
1981; Sierra Sosa 1994; Vargas et al. 1985). In addition to stone bound-
ary walls to demarcate residential groups, narrow, raised, winding 
causeways – chichbes – were also used. Chichbes (less than 1 m high 
and 0.5–3 m wide) were less common than the stone boundary walls, 
but the two could have been used interchangeably to demarcate the 
same house lot. Chichbes may have been used as planting surfaces for 
cacti such as nopal, or other plants, to provide a tall boundary delim-
itation as well as to create raised and well-drained planting surfaces 
for economically viable species (Magnoni et al. 2012).

At Chunchucmil, the arrangement of domestic groups is similar 
to the typical patio layout (Ashmore 1981) present throughout the 
Maya area, but the use of boundary walls and chichbes to completely 
demarcate household groups is original (Magnoni et al. 2012). 
Because of the high density of structures, most of Chunchucmil’s 
residential groups shared these stone boundary walls and in some 
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cases, space was left between parallel running walls to create narrow 
streets that allowed the low of foot trafic. These streets, which in 
some cases intersected sacbes, directed trafic in the crowded urban 
landscape. They also provided important venues for communication 
between local residents as well as between locals and outsiders, such 
as merchants and visitors. Only in the residential periphery, where 
structure density diminishes, were open spaces left between distinct 
residential groups and streets no longer appeared.

The erection of boundary walls and chichbes at Chunchucmil 
points to the intention of demarcating household land by creating 
physical barriers between adjacent house lots to protect the household 
space not only from neighbors, but also from the numerous visitors, 
traders, and passersby who would have entered the city. These stone 
walls – in some cases, only a course high – and the chichbes that may 
have been planted with vegetation served as symbolic, yet tangible, 
boundary markers that helped forge a household identity, in terms 
of a claim to and identiication with a designated space in the city. By 
delineating the space belonging to individual households, the mate-
riality of the stone boundary walls deined the spatial arena for daily 
practices. Because households were the primary production and 
consumption units, the deinition of the private realm would have 
been necessary to demarcate the place for household cooperation 
and everyday practices. These activities that related people, places, 
and objects in a daily entanglement would have been essential in the 
creation of a shared household identity (Hutson 2010; Hutson et al. 
2004; Magnoni et al. 2012) and “sense of place” (Feld and Basso 1996, 
Lynch 1981). A sense of place refers to the recognition and attach-
ment to the distinctive and particular qualities and characteristics 
that set a place – household, neighborhood, city – apart from other 
places (Lynch 1981:131). The symbolic importance of stone boundary 
walls is underscored by their presence in the residential periphery 
of Chunchucmil, where the structural density was lower and there-
fore, physical boundary markers would not have been necessary to 
delineate individual households.

Some of the hamlet-size sites within Greater Chunchucmil also 
have boundary walls around residential groups, suggesting that the 
use of stone walls in these low-density hinterland sites would have 
been for the purpose of social afiliation with the urban center, to 
be part of the “imagined community” (Anderson 1991; see Hutson 
et al. 2008:33–34 for a longer description). The concept of imagined 
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community was developed by Anderson (1991) to describe the recent 
phenomenon of nationalism, where a nation is a socially produced 
community made of people who imagine themselves as part of that 
group, but who are not necessarily engaged in everyday face-to-face 
interactions. This concept, however, has been successfully employed 
in archaeological contexts to deine communities that are not nec-
essarily spatially contiguous, but which share material symbols, 
cultural practices of afiliation, or elements of an identity discourse 
(e.g., Isbell 2000; Joyce and Hendon 2000; Knapp 2003; Preucel 2000; 
Yaeger 2000). In our interpretation, we view the use of stone bound-
ary walls around domestic groups by rural residents as a strategic 
practice of cultural afiliation and ideological connection toward the 
urban center to create “a continuity of place across discontinuous 
space” (Hutson et al. 2008:34).

The boundary walls and chichbes at Chunchucmil enclosed both 
the household’s structures and the non-built space adjacent to the 
structures. In the tropics, many activities take place outside and eth-
nographic studies of domestic yards (solares) in Mesoamerica indi-
cate that outdoor spaces were essential for conducting a variety of 
domestic activities, such as food preparation, washing clothes, tend-
ing animals, processing agricultural products, and craft activities 
(e.g., pottery and basketry) (Anderson 1996; Arnold 1990; Caballero 
1992; Hayden and Cannon 1983, 1984; Herrera Castro 1993, 1994; 
Isendahl 2002; Killion 1990; Ortega et al. 1993; Rico-Gray et al. 1990; 
see Stark this volume for an extensive discussion of the importance 
of urban open spaces in Mesoamerica). In addition, two separate 
areas for growing plants can be found in these ethnographic solares: 
an area of intensive or horticultural management close to the liv-
ing quarters, where economically useful species are grown, and an 
extensively managed portion of the garden containing trees, which 
often mimic the forest composition, and other useful economic spe-
cies (Anderson 1996; Caballero 1992; Herrera Castro 1993, 1994; Ortega 
et al. 1993; Rico-Gray et al. 1990; cf. Stark, Chapter 11 in this volume). 
Our detailed excavations at several of these Early Classic residential 
groups have shown that solares were used for similar activities in the 
past (Hutson 2010; Hutson et al. 2007; Magnoni 2008).

In the crowded urban landscape, the retention of solar space would 
be an important economic asset. The empty area around the struc-
tures and enclosed by the boundary walls at Chunchucmil varied in 
size from 442–15,206 m2 with an average space consisting of 3,595 m2 
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and a standard deviation of 2,351 m2 (Magnoni et al. 2012). A strong 
correlation was found between the size of solar and the area cov-
ered by architecture, as well as the volume of architecture. Of these 
last two variables, volume of architecture can be a good indicator of 
the amount of power a household can exercise in controlling labor 
and resources, and thus, can be a proxy for group prosperity and 
wealth (Abrams 1994). It is important to note that prosperous house-
holds with higher volumes of architecture and larger solares were 
dispersed throughout urban Chunchucmil and not concentrated in 
the site center (Hutson et al. 2006; Magnoni et al. 2012:igures 9 and 
10). In Maya sites, we tend to see concentrations of larger and wealth-
ier residential groups in site centers with smaller habitational com-
plexes in the surrounding areas (e.g., Fletcher and Kintz 1983; Folan 
et al. 2009; Folan et al. 1982; Kurjack 1974). At Chunchucmil, instead, 
prosperous residences with a large volume of architecture and 
extensive garden areas were located next to smaller and less-afluent 
households throughout the site, often sharing boundary walls and 
streets (Figures 5.3 and 5.5). Although we may not fully understand 
the forces that brought people of different socioeconomic status to 
reside close together, we can certainly envision the impact of such 
arrangements, as we will explain in more detail. As a result of living 
in a settlement with closely spaced neighbors of different socioeco-
nomic backgrounds, Chunchucmil residents would have engaged in 
extra-household interactions, regardless of social distinctions.

SOCIAL PRODUCTION OF PLACE AND IDENTITY AT 

CHUNCHUCMIL

Cultivating a Sense of Place

Physical features alone, like large settlement size and high popula-
tion density, cannot fully deine the urban nature of a city. As Marco 
Polo tells the Chinese emperor, “The city does not consist of this 
[spatial materiality], but of relationships between the measurement 
of its space and the events of its past” (Calvino 1974:10) and those 
past events are inscribed in every material aspect of the city. Early 
deinitions of urbanism (Childe 1950; Simmel 2002 [1903]; Weber 
1958; Wirth 1938) stressed the social experience of living in a city. 
Recent considerations of urbanism continue to place importance 
on how human action and human relations play integral roles in 
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constituting cities. For example, in discussing the “spatial speciic-
ity of  urbanism,” Soja (2000:5) considers not just the coniguration of 
the built environment, but also the social relations and the human 
activities that take place within it. The proximity caused by dense 
settlement creates an increase in social interactions between urban 
dwellers. As a result, interdependencies among social groups and 
individuals are formed, which in turn affect the spatialization of 
social life (Bourdieu 1977; Joyce 2001; Joyce and Hendon 2000). Thus, 
the materiality of the built environment is simultaneously the means, 
medium, and outcome of social reproduction (Soja 1989). The inter-
dependencies about which Soja writes make cities the center of large 
social networks. Experience of and involvement in these networks 
can cause residents, as well as the hinterland inhabitants, to identify 
with cities (e.g., Yaeger 2003). Cities are “places – that is, speciic loca-
tions in space that provide an anchor and a meaning to who we are” 
(Orum and Chen 2003:1). This sense of placeness and identity is real-
ized through everyday interactions of people with the materiality 
of the urban setting (Bourdieu 1977; Joyce and Hendon 2000; Yaeger 
and Canuto 2000; see also Fisher, Chapter 6 in this volume).

In sum, cities are not just buildings and demography, but also a 
set of shared experiences that cultivate a sense of place with which 
people come to identify. In this section of the paper, we claim that 
a unique sense of place did indeed develop at Chunchucmil, dif-
ferentiating it from other Maya cities. People did things differently 
at Chunchucmil and, to be expected of anthropologists, we attempt 
to pinpoint the factors that made Chunchucmil different. The basic 
notion that people come to identify with cities appears in widely cir-
culated readers about urban anthropology (e.g., Rotenberg 2002). Yet 
even a whiff of the word “identity” may occasion discontent among 
those with materialist leanings. Without doubt, the concept of iden-
tity, like all broad concepts, is imprecise. For example, Brubaker and 
Cooper (2000) argue that identity has come to mean too many things – 
philosophical notions of permanence, psychoanalytic notions of the 
self, sociological notions of roles, subaltern notions of race, class, 
gender, and more. At the same time, Brubaker and Cooper recog-
nize that even if the term identity has become too ambiguous and 
encumbered, the work it has been tasked with – charting how peo-
ple’s histories, predicaments, commonalities, and self-understand-
ings inform the claims they make and the way they live – remains 
important and valid. The lorescence of archaeology books on the 
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subject of identity (e.g., Casella and Fowler 2005;  Díaz-Andreu et al. 
2005; Insoll 2007) suggest that the relevance of identity will not soon 
abate. In the interests of semantic hygiene, we limit our use of the 
word identity to refer to the shared bonds that result from the pro-
cess of establishing similarities and differences (Jenkins 2004:5).

Experiencing the Materiality of the Built Environment

Two aspects of Chunchucmil’s built environment make it quite 
 different from other Maya centers: houselot boundary walls and 
quadrangles. We have already discussed both of these at length 
and will only add short comments about them before attempting to 
explain how these features came to be shared. With regard to stone 
boundary walls, whatever practical function they served (for exam-
ple, clarifying claims to space in a dense context where space was at 
a premium) cannot fully explain why so many people chose to build 
them. This is because the people of Chunchucmil built these walls 
not just where occupation was dense and space was scarce, but also 
at the edge of the site where space was abundant and walls would 
no longer be needed for communicating claims to space or creating 
privacy. Quadrangles and domestic groups at Chunchucmil share 
the same basic layout. Quadrangles, which have a tall pyramid on 
the east side and range structures facing the patio on the other three 
sides, repeat on a larger scale the layout of domestic groups: residen-
tial structures arranged around a patio with a domestic shrine on the 
east side. Although this plan is a common architectural arrangement 
for small domestic groups at other Maya sites, it is very rare as a tem-
plate for monumental architecture at other Maya sites. It is unusual to 
ind that nearly all of Chunchucmil’s large architectural compounds 
take a form so rarely found in monumental compounds beyond 
Chunchucmil. Also, in large residential groups at Chunchucmil with 
tall eastern shrines, a small central platform (similar to that found in 
quadrangles) is often present, indicating a continuity of architectural 
form and meaning (Figure 5.5). The elite architectural complexes at 
Chunchucmil seem to have grown from the bottom-up emulation 
of the common disposition of Maya domestic architecture arranged 
around a patio and with a shrine on the eastern side, albeit at a larger 
scale (Ardren et al. 2003; Magnoni 2008).

What can explain these two distinguishing features of 
Chunchucmil’s built environment? In other words, why did nearly 
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all households use boundary walls and why did nearly all massive 
 building projects take the form of quadrangles? Unlike other sites that 
have massive plazas for ceremonies that may have integrated their pop-
ulaces, Chunchucmil lacked any spaces large enough to accommodate 
more than a fraction of the people living at the site (see Inomata 2006). 
In fact, Chunchucmil is better known for ceremonial spaces in domes-
tic contexts. Of particular relevance here are the domestic shrines 
located on the east side of the domestic patios, where residents would 
have participated in common rituals and ceremonies (Figure 5.5). At 
least 34 percent and possibly as many as two-thirds of residential 
groups at Chunchucmil showed an eastern domestic shrine (Magnoni 
et al. 2012). Eastern domestic shrines were commonly found at other 
Maya sites (Becker 1991, 1999, 2003; Leventhal 1983; Tourtellot 1983), 
but they were not present in such abundance at all sites. For instance, 
at Tikal where the eastern shrines have been extensively studied, only 
14 percent of residential groups had a domestic shrine (Becker 1999). 
The large quantity of eastern shrines at Chunchucmil is particularly 
signiicant given the absence of large public religious buildings and 
plazas for the practice of worship at an urban level. Instead, worship 
took place within the walls of the residential groups or in the quad-
rangles, the largest of which could not hold even a tenth of the site’s 
maximum estimated population.

These rituals would have helped reinforce social bonds among 
residential groups or larger groups that shared an afiliation with a 
particular quadrangle, but they would not have created a city-wide 
identity. Each of the four excavated domestic shrines had unique 
architectural aspects that set them apart from their neighbors and 
reinforced a distinctive household identity (Ardren and Lowry 2011; 
Hutson et al. 2004, Magnoni et al. 2012). These domestic shrines with 
continuous architectural remodeling and the presence of ancestor 
burials and dedicatory offerings with inalienable goods would have 
been places for negotiating household power relations and express-
ing social coherence and identity (see Nishimura, Chapter 3 in this 
volume, for a discussion of household tombs underneath house loors 
in northern Mesopotamia). These shrines would have also been 
important in creating and maintaining the household’s social mem-
ory by permanently inscribing these sacred places in the domestic 
landscape (Connerton 1989). Detailed excavations in these shrines 
have revealed the reaccession of the sealed deposits, indicating that 
the knowledge of the location of such deposits – together with their 
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histories and memories – were passed down from  generation to 
generation and formed part of the social memory of the household 
(Hutson 2010; Magnoni 2008).

Participating in Long-Distance Trade and Commerce

Thus, the shared bonds implied by similarities found across 
Chunchucmil – boundary walls and quadrangles – could not have 
been created by site-wide ceremonies because Chunchucmil lacked 
a venue for such large ceremonies. If participation in ceremonies did 
create a sense of unity at Chunchucmil, such unity was fostered at 
much smaller scales in residences and quadrangles. We argue that 
understanding how people at Chunchucmil came to share bonds 
requires looking at other practices and the relations engendered 
by those practices. A critical practice at Chunchucmil was partici-
pation in long-distance trade and market exchange. Participation in 
long-distance trade and the presence of a marketplace where local 
residents and visiting traders could have exchanged their goods is 
corroborated by the widespread distribution of obsidian in house-
holds at Chunchucmil. The large majority (97 percent) of the obsid-
ian at Chunchucmil comes from El Chayal, located 670 km away in 
highland Guatemala. Our excavations in 162 locations across the site 
representing each type of architectural and residential group has 
shown an abundant and equal distribution of obsidian prismatic 
blades across all households independent of size and socioeconomic 
status (Hutson and Dahlin 2008; Hutson et al. 2010). Such an egali-
tarian distribution of obsidian blades would not have been possible 
under economies based on redistribution or reciprocity; only market 
exchange could have distributed so widely an exotic material like 
obsidian (Hirth 1998; Masson and Freidel 2012). Conigurational data 
support the presence of a marketplace at Chunchucmil. Dahlin (2003; 
Dahlin et al. 2007) interpreted a lat, leveled 1 ha area bounded by 
the three major sacbes in the site center as a marketplace (Figure 5.4). 
Excavations exposed several short rock alignments – the remains 
of makeshift market stalls – accompanied by unusually high phos-
phate values, which accumulated as the result of intense wastage 
and spillage of organic items. Moreover, the battered condition of 
small sherds and tiny fragments of obsidian, which were recovered 
close to the market stalls, would be consistent with continuous tram-
pling and sweeping.
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The presence of similar amounts of obsidian at large quad-
rangles and small residential groups indicated that everybody in 
Chunchucmil, independent of their social status, had access to this 
long-distance traded material through market exchange. The abun-
dance of obsidian prismatic blades across large and small house-
holds alike shows that socioeconomic hierarchical relations may 
have been mitigated by heterarchical ones (Hutson and Magnoni 
2011). In fact, Hutson et al. (2010) suggested that supra-household 
collectives based in the quadrangles, but in collaboration with other 
households, may have managed the obsidian trade and redistribu-
tion because the scale of the undertaking would have been too sig-
niicant for individual households. This level of supra-household 
cooperation, which would have crossed social hierarchies, would 
have reinforced a common identity built around the experiences 
of long-distance trade and market exchange. In addition, it would 
have been in the best interest of the collectives to reduce competi-
tion and increase cooperation in order to foster optimal conditions 
for long-distance trade and a lourishing market economy (Hutson 
et al. 2010).

As discussed in greater length in Hutson et al. 2008, hamlets in 
the rural hinterland belonging to Greater Chunchucmil showed six 
times the amount of obsidian found in settlements outside of the 
5-km radius of Greater Chunchucmil. Even though the amount of 
obsidian present at the rural hamlets within Greater Chunchucmil 
was only a third of the amount present in urban Chunchucmil, it 
indicated participation in the Chunchucmil economy. Given that 
inhabitants of the rural hinterland of Greater Chunchucmil partic-
ipated in Chunchucmil’s obsidian market, it may come as no sur-
prise that these rural inhabitants also used stone boundary walls 
to demarcate their residential groups. In this hinterland portion of 
Chunchucmil, consisting of hamlets with low-settlement density, 
boundary walls would not have been needed for practical purposes 
of deining space or maintaining privacy. Rural inhabitants chose to 
mark their connection with the city in an effort to emulate the urban 
life and be part of Chunchucmil’s “imagined community” (Anderson 
1991; see also Isbell 2000; Knapp 2003; Yaeger 2000). Were these rural 
house lots with boundary walls the product of urban household is-
sioning as households in the city grew in size through time? If so, 
these would have been urban dwellers moving to the hinterland 
and taking with them their own internalized way of experiencing 
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and recreating the material settings. Or were these rural inhabitants 
newcomers to the area trying to create a sense of place and identity 
by emulating the urban lifeways? Unfortunately, our data cannot 
provide us answers with respect to the origins of these rural dwell-
ers, but it is clear that in Greater Chunchucmil, the production of a 
spatial materiality at the residential level that attempted to replicate 
the urban form was a statement of afiliation and participation in the 
urban identity (Hutson et al. 2008).

Reinforcing Social Bonds

Another component that reinforced the social bonds that resulted in 
shared ways of doing things at Chunchucmil was the lack of spatial 
segregation between residential groups of different sizes and eco-
nomic levels. No neighborhoods with a concentration of large and 
wealthy households (measured in terms of volume of architecture 
and yard size) were found at Chunchucmil; instead, small domes-
tic units were often placed next to large ones, whereby they shared 
a common wall or a street (Figures 5.3 and 5.5). In addition, our 
detailed mapping and testpitting program at 162 locations across 
the site and detailed excavations at six groups have failed to iden-
tify neighborhoods inhabited by different ethnic groups, or speciic 
craftsmen. Even though we cannot detect archaeologically distinc-
tive neighborhoods at Chunchucmil, we suspect that intermediate 
social units of interaction between the household and the city would 
have been present at the level of the neighborhood, particularly in a 
city as dense as Chunchucmil. Although we cannot identify a spatial 
concentration of archaeological markers of ethnic groups or the clus-
tering of speciic occupations or crafts at Chunchucmil, we suspect 
that spatial segments of the city bounded by streets may have been 
neighborhoods – localized spatial units created from the bottom-up 
where residents would have had face-to-face social interactions and 
shared use of space (Feinman and Nicholas 2012; Smith and Novic 
2012). The low boundary walls (never higher than 1–1.5 m); the low, 
winding chichbes (which may have supported tall plants); and the 
narrow streets, on average 2 m wide, provided frequent opportuni-
ties for neighbors of different socioeconomic levels to interact with 
each other and form extra-household relations. Whether walking 
down the narrow streets or being able to see and relate to neigh-
bors over the low boundary walls in the crowded urban landscape, 
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Chunchucmil citizens were never isolated from their neighbors 
and passersby walking down the streets. The spatial materiality of 
the urban environment – the lack of segregation of domestic units 
based on wealth in conjunction with the shared fences and narrow 
alleyways interspersed in the dense settlement – favored continued 
social interactions among households, which would have contrib-
uted enormously to the strengthening of social bonds (Hutson and 
Magnoni 2011; Magnoni et al. 2012). In turn, the built environment 
that Chunchucmil residents left for us to study was the outcome of 
social negotiations and collaborations among neighbors. Levels of 
supra-household coordination and cooperation, at least at the neigh-
borhood level, are visible in the irregular, yet functional, layout of 
boundary walls and streets allowing trafic across the city, which 
would not have required a centralized planning effort (Dahlin and 
Ardren 2002; Hutson et al. 2008). This adaptive strategy of self-orga-
nization at the neighborhood level – “the introversion of the interme-
diate units” (Blanton and Fargher 2012:42) – is the result of multiple 
self-governing neighborhoods providing public goods when these 
are not offered by the state. These stone boundary walls were erected 
around living spaces by individual households, but in coordination 
with neighbors, to place boundaries in the appropriate places and 
leave enough space for narrow streets (see Creekmore, Chapter 2 
in this volume, for examples of supra-household, but decentralized 
planning, in Upper Mesopotamian cities of the third millennium).

The layout of the central portion of the city – the lack of impressive 
focal monumental architecture and the arrangement of quadrangles 
interspersed with residential groups within the central portion of 
the site – suggests a lack of centralized planning. We believe that this 
architectural coniguration is indicative of the lack of hierarchical 
and centralized ruling authority that would have supervised civic 
administration of the city. Only six quadrangles and the four main 
connecting sacbes in the site center seem to have been spatially orga-
nized following a “coordinated arrangement of buildings and space” 
(Smith 2007:8) (Figure 5.4). In addition, the spontaneous and organic 
growth of tightly bound residential groups and winding streets, 
generated by individual household practices, also indicates a lack 
of centralized civic planning of residential areas. Another impor-
tant distinction in Chunchucmil’s settlement pattern is the use of 
sacbes. At sites throughout the Maya region, these straight and broad 
processional avenues are considered the product of organized labor 
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from a centralized authority, as they connected large  monumental 
groups symbolizing the alliances and relations between elite groups 
(Kurjack and Andrews 1976; Shaw 2001). Chunchucmil’s central 
sacbes (15–25 m-wide processional causeways that extended for 
130–300 m) were no different as they connected several of the cen-
tral quadrangles, but ten additional sacbes, which were narrower 
(maximum width of 6 m), radiated out of the site center (up to 800 m 
away) and intersected with the street network (Figures 5.4 and 5.5). 
Whereas a centralized authority may have created these narrow and, 
in some cases, curving sacbes to allow easy access to the central part 
of the site, city dwellers built boundary walls against these sacbes to 
protect the privacy of their residential groups and created intersec-
tions of the streets with the sacbes to facilitate trafic (Figure 5.5). In 
this process, Chunchucmil residents were appropriating the urban 
features, possibly imposed by a centralized authority, and produc-
ing a different urban landscape that would it their needs (cf. Fisher, 
Chapter 6 in this volume, for a discussion of similar processes in 
Cyprus). Thus, even though the central sacbes may have been used 
for public, ceremonial processions and events as in other Maya sites, 
the long and narrow sacbes leading away from the site center and 
intersecting with the connective tissues of the urban layout – streets 
and boundary walls – may have carried more mundane trafic of 
local residents, as well as traders and visitors coming and going on 
a day-to-day basis.

By dwelling at Chunchucmil, its citizens were no longer simply 
part of kin-based social networks, but participated in extra-house-
hold social networks such as cooperative associations based on com-
merce and neighborhood maintenance. This increase in the network 
of contacts through participation in groups outside the households 
in turn created a high level of economic and social interdependence 
between a variety of groups from the city, its hinterland, and the 
trading partners (Ardren et al. 2003; Feinman and Nicholas 2012; 
Smith 2003). In this recursive process of spatialization and social pro-
duction, we have to acknowledge the practices of individual social 
actors, even though it can be hard to isolate speciic people in the 
archaeological record (e.g., Cowgill 2004; Smith 2003).

Cities are loci for socially generative practices: partaking in polit-
ical or civic performances and administrative occurrences, or simply 
daily trading activities, would have provided the opportunity for 
interactions with a wide range of urban dwellers, as well as visiting 
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traders. In these circumstances, social relations were built across 
the resident and visiting population spectrum regardless of social 
distinctions. This continuous interaction would have facilitated the 
creation of a shared identity that united them as the residents of this 
city, beyond the level of the household identity (Hutson et al. 2008, 
Magnoni et al. 2012). This mutual understanding of similarities was 
shaped by their common experiences of sharing an urban landscape 
charged with the architectural identiiers of hierarchy, such as the 
quadrangles and sacbes, and densely populated by similar social 
units based in the bounded house lots with which they interacted in 
supra-household groups (Magnoni 2008). This shared urban identity 
generated by supra-household interactions may have, on some occa-
sions, stood in contrast to – and on other occasions, complemented – 
the speciic social identities created at the household level, which 
have been extensively documented by our intensive research in spe-
ciic residential groups (Hutson 2010; Hutson et al. 2004; Magnoni 
2008; Magnoni et al. 2012).

Urban Imaginary

To better understand the notion of urban identity, we now turn to 
the concept of the “urban imaginary” (Ardren, et al. 2003; LiPuma 
and Koelble 2005). The urban imaginary can be conceptualized as a 
“culturally imaginary space” that is created and continuously trans-
formed on one side by the overlapping circulations of people, goods, 
ideas, and ways of life, and on the other side by the stabilizing 
practices of the city’s administrative powers and its infrastructure 
(LiPuma and Koelble 2005:154). The urban imaginary is constructed 
and transformed by the social experience of dwelling in the city 
and even its hinterland, in part by the constant interactions with 
the materiality of the city (the crowded residential groups, the nar-
row streets, the tall pyramids of the quadrangles) and in part by 
the continuous intersections of individual and collective ways of 
being and experiencing the city (the circulation of stories, shared 
experiences, and social identities at the household or supra-house-
hold level). Chunchucmil residents, like those inhabiting other cit-
ies, may have perceived their social existence through the “urban 
imaginary,” or the “enabling socio-semiotic matrix within which 
those that inhabit the city imagine and act as urban-making collec-
tive agents” (LiPuma and Koelble 2005:155). The daily circulations of 
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local and exotic goods, residents and foreigners, stories, experiences, 
and ideas through Chunchucmil’s built environment led to spe-
ciic understandings and production of the identity of “being from 
there.” We acknowledge that despite the presence of many factors 
favoring the creation of a shared urban identity, multifarious ways of 
internalizing, experiencing, and expressing this urban identity must 
have been present at Chunchucmil and its hinterland as the result of 
individual idiosyncrasies and histories.

CONCLUSION

In this chapter, we have attempted to reconstruct the experience of 
urbanism at ancient Chunchucmil. First we looked at a variety of 
data that relect the built environment in order to deine the notion 
of urbanism at this unique city. We argued that the large extent of 
settlement – with a dense core of 8.5 km² and a greater metropol-
itan zone of 64 km², coupled with the highest population density 
of any known Classic-period Maya city – qualiies Chunchucmil 
as a central place of truly urban proportions. The use of bound-
ary walls around modest domestic groups and internal roads that 
directed foot trafic in and out of the center likewise contributed to 
a highly interactive and dynamic city in which diverse groups of 
people lived in close association. The presence of trade goods at all 
socioeconomic levels and across the metropolitan area suggests a 
notion of the city as an unbounded arena for exchange and social 
interaction.

Our second goal was to explore the social experience of living at 
Chunchucmil, in part because it is a distinctive urban center when 
compared to other Classic Maya cities and faces particular envi-
ronmental challenges. Lacking a central acropolis, the urban core 
is instead characterized by a series of eleven quadrangles that vary 
in dimension, but conform to the same design. We suggest that 
these monumental architectural spaces were the loci of political and 
 economic powers; perhaps the materializations of competing house 
societies or economic networks. With these spaces as a framework for 
trade and negotiation, the walled house groups and narrow wind-
ing streets all suggest that claims to privacy and use rights were 
valued. These architectural forms indicate an urban imaginary that 
promoted the simultaneous economic activities of multiple groups of 
people who in turn must have helped maintain such an imaginary 
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by constructing, living, and performing their shared identity within 
these spaces.

The draw to become a Chunchucmil resident must have been 
strong because, despite poor agricultural soils and dense urban 
crowding, people were willing to move to the city in large num-
bers in the middle of the Classic period. The prospect for increased 
wealth through commerce, the access to a variety of goods and 
opportunities that were not available in rural settings, and, more 
importantly, the participation in social experiences larger than 
the individual and the household – or simply the expectations of 
all these factors – must have been powerful attractions for hinter-
land and rural people to consider moving to Chunchucmil. The 
process of urban growth was likely a rapid one, according to our 
ceramic chronology. Chunchucmil grew from a small Preclassic 
settlement to a large city in a relatively brief period, but the dense 
urban settlement did not last for long. By AD 650–700, the site was 
mostly depopulated and in the Late-Terminal Classic period (AD 
700–1100), only 300–700 people were living on twenty platforms 
dispersed among the ruins of the site. The urban grandeur and 
its imaginary were forever gone, although new memories of the 
ancient urban center may have developed among later inhabit-
ants and possibly created new identities around the ruined city 
(Magnoni et al. 2008).
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NOTES

1 It is important to note that estimates for structural density at Chunchucmil only 
include residential structures, which are used for calculating population estimates. 
Ancillary structures, temples, shrines, and large nonresidential architecture have 
been removed from this igure. Thus, the igures reported for Chunchucmil with 
only residential structures are different from the commonly cited igures at other 
Maya sites, which report total numbers of structures including nonresidential 
ones. The full details for these calculations are explained in Magnoni 2007, but a 
few points are important to mention here. First, the presence of boundary walls 
and streets indicate that this settlement functioned as a contemporaneous site. In 
addition, 115 of these residential groups have been tested with off-mound test pits, 
while four have undergone extensive excavations, conirming that these groups 
were contemporaneous domestic units in the middle of the Classic period. Finally, 
a correction factor to account for abandoned structures and structures not in use 
for a speciic period of time was used in the calculation. We should still be mind-
ful, however, that the igures proposed here are estimates and without census 
igures, we cannot accurately calculate the number of residences and inhabitants 
at prehistoric sites.
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Making the First Cities on Cyprus: Urbanism 

and Social Change in the Late Bronze Age

Kevin D. Fisher

Compared with its eastern Mediterranean neighbors, the island of Cyprus is 
remarkable for the rapid and rather late appearance of urban centers during the Late 
Bronze Age. Using an approach that focuses on the role of built environments as 
contexts for social interaction, I argue instead that the irst cities were the result of 
place-making by the various groups and individuals that made up an increasingly 
complex Late Bronze Age society. This took place at multiple spatial scales from the 
top-down planning of ruling elites that gave shape to the urban landscape, through 
the formation of neighborhoods, to the bottom-up actions of individual households 
and their members. As such, the new urban centers were both product and produc-
ers of social life and catalysts for the far-reaching social transformations that char-
acterized the Late Bronze Age on Cyprus.

Even before V. Gordon Childe irst coined the phrase “urban 
 revolution,” the eastern Mediterranean and Near East had long 
been recognized as one of the so-called cradles of urbanism (Childe 
1936). Cities irst appear in Mesopotamia by the mid-fourth millen-
nium BC and by the early third millennium, we see the emergence 
of fortiied urban centers, generally thought to represent city-states, 
in the Levant and Anatolia. In the Aegean, urban centers with vast 
palace complexes were built on Crete by the beginning of the sec-
ond millennium BC, if not earlier. Amid these developments, the 
island of Cyprus is somewhat of an anomaly, with urban centers 
not appearing until the Late Bronze Age (LBA; ca. 1650–1100 BC) 
and scholars have frequently noted its late arrival on the urban 
scene (e.g., Held 1993:29; Keswani 1996:217–218; Wright 1992:84–85). 
Explanations for the eventual appearance of cities on Cyprus have 
tended to see the process as an almost natural outcome of demo-
graphic growth and politico-economic development through sec-
ondary state formation.
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The aim of this paper is to rethink the emergence of urbanism 
on Cyprus by placing it at the center of the profound social changes 
that took place during the Late Bronze Age. I see the new cities as 
intentional creations resulting from a process of place-making by 
which space was appropriated, deined, and turned into mean-
ingful contexts for social interaction. By the fully urban period of 
the fourteenth through twelfth centuries BC, this process mani-
fested itself at a number of levels from the top-down planning of 
the streets and fortiications of urban centers by ruling elites, to the 
design and construction of neighborhoods, individual buildings, 
and their constituent spaces, which involved decisions by various 
stakeholders, including the grassroots actions of various individuals 
and urban communities. This was truly an urban revolution in that 
it utterly changed the way many Cypriotes lived their lives. The new 
built environments became the primary arenas in which the social 
dynamics of the LBA were enacted, forging new relationships and 
identities in the process.

To examine these developments, I will begin by briely discussing 
previous considerations of LBA Cypriot urbanism, before introduc-
ing an approach that investigates the mutually constituting relation-
ship between people and places through a focus on social interaction. 
I then outline what we know about the rapid rise of urbanism dur-
ing the LBA and address the social production of space in the irst 
Cypriot cities by examining place-making at various scales, from the 
top-down planning of ruling elites, through the formation of neigh-
borhoods, to the bottom-up actions of individual households.

WAYS OF LOOKING AT LATE CYPRIOT CITIES

In spite of excavations at a number of LBA (or Late Cypriot [LC], 
as it is called locally) urban sites, there has been a notable absence 
of research into the social aspects of their architectural remains. 
Until recently, most studies of ancient Cypriot built environments, 
informed by traditional art-historical and culture-historical para-
digms, have been descriptive rather than explanatory, focusing on 
issues such as stylistic classiication and change, chronology, or the 
technical aspects of construction. In probably the most comprehen-
sive work on ancient Cypriot architecture, Wright (1992), while rec-
ognizing the signiicance of the emergence of “urban society” in 
the Bronze Age, offers no explanation as to its cause or profound 
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social effects. Recognizing the limitations of such approaches, some 
scholars in the 1990s tried to explain the rise of urbanism in terms 
of the emergence and development of sociopolitical complexity (e.g., 
Keswani 1993; Knapp 1993; Knapp et al. 1994). Inluenced by the pro-
cessual paradigm in archaeology, the appearance of cities on Late 
Bronze Age Cyprus was viewed as the result of processes of demo-
graphic growth and nucleation and politico-economic develop-
ment, usually characterized as “state formation.” Such an approach 
emphasized the function of the new settlements within systems of 
production and exchange, classifying them according to their place 
within a politico-economic hierarchy (Keswani 1993, Knapp 1997:ch. 
5; Negbi 2005; Peltenburg 1996).

Although these approaches are important in highlighting the 
function and articulation of settlement systems in a general sense, 
they ultimately fail to shed light on the far more signiicant social 
role that cities played in revolutionizing the lives of the people that 
lived in and around them. Even recent agent-based approaches that 
recognize the vital role of the built environment in social reproduc-
tion (e.g., Bolger 2003; Knapp 2008) have not adequately addressed 
the transformative nature of the new cities. Archaeologists working 
in Cyprus have often been reluctant to call the new urban settle-
ments “cities,” preferring instead to use the terms “centers” or, more 
often, “towns” (e.g., Knapp 2008; Negbi 2005; South 1995; Wright 
1992). This reluctance likely stems in part from the relatively small 
size attributed to most LC urban sites, with two of the best known, 
Enkomi and Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios, having sizes of 14 and 11.5 
ha, respectively.1 As Iacovou (2007) rightly points out, however, such 
estimates as published in various tables and charts (e.g., Knapp 
1997:igure 5 and table 2) have taken on the weight of fact, in spite of 
being based on sources that use very little hard data or that amal-
gamate data from several phases of occupation. In any case, I have 
no dificulty deining the urban centers discussed here as cities.

Trying to deine city is a complicated matter and there is no con-
sensus among archaeologists, or even among scholars of contem-
porary urbanism. Factors such as large size, a dense aggregation of 
people, socioeconomic heterogeneity, and the performance of spe-
cialized functions in relation to their hinterlands are commonly cited 
as characteristics of cities (Kostof 1991:37; Trigger 2003:120; Wirth 
1938:8). Yet, I would agree with Cowgill’s (2004:526) argument that a 
“somewhat fuzzy core concept” is more appropriate than deinitions 
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based on speciic sizes or population levels – neither of which is 
 easily determined in archaeological contexts (also Trigger 2003:120). 
We might deine a city, therefore, as “a permanent settlement within 
the larger territory occupied by a society, considered home to a sig-
niicant number of residents whose activities, roles, practices, experi-
ences, identities, and attitudes differ signiicantly from those of other 
members of the society who identify most closely with ‘rural’ lands 
outside such settlements” (Cowgill 2004:526). An important distinc-
tion between urban (referring to “city-ness” [Cowgill 2004:527]) and 
nonurban, then, is one of identities. Monica Smith (2003:8) refers to it 
as an urban “ethos.”

To see a city as being about its effects on people’s lives and the for-
mation of their identities is to see it as a place: the dynamic, socially 
constructed and meaningful context of human action and experi-
ence (Feld and Basso 1996; Low and Lawrence-Zúñiga 2003; Preucel 
and Meskell 2004; Rodman 1992; Tuan 1977). In trying to understand 
the relationship between people and their built environments, I take 
an approach that acknowledges the agency of both. It is informed on 
a theoretical level by the work of Giddens (1979, 1984) and others (e.g., 
Bourdieu 1973, 1977; Lefebvre 1991) who argue for a mutually consti-
tuting relationship between human action and social reproduction. 
More than mere settings for these actions, built environments play 
an active role in the structuring and routinizing of embodied prac-
tice through which the structural properties of social systems are 
produced, reproduced, and transformed. In this way cities are both 
producer and product of social life. Their creation and transforma-
tion are acts of place-making carried out by a range of individuals 
and groups at various spatial scales (M. L. Smith 2003; Soja 2000).

To investigate how this social dynamic played out in the LC 
built environment, I have developed an integrative approach (see 
Lawrence and Low 1990:482–491) that allows one to examine how 
built form provides contexts for various social interactions, includ-
ing public-inclusive and private-exclusive social occasions, through 
which social boundaries and identities are negotiated and mate-
rialized (Fisher 2007, 2009a; see also Goffman 1963). The approach 
examines how built environments inluence movement and inter-
action potential through their coniguration and by encoding and 
nonverbally communicating meanings that are perceived by their 
occupants and visitors, potentially inluencing their behavior (see 
Hillier and Hanson 1984; Rapoport 1990). The aim of the integrative 
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approach, therefore, is to repopulate the contexts in which past social 
interactions took place. I have applied this approach to the analysis 
of LC monumental buildings (Fisher 2007, 2009b) and, more recently, 
used it to examine the changing nature of house and household in 
the LC period and their articulation with urban communities (Fisher 
2014). These are what Isbell (2000; after Anderson 1991) refers to as 
“imagined communities,” which are dynamic, luid, and changing 
social institutions, formed as actors select among available alterna-
tives while striving to create new ones in order to achieve their goals. 
They are historically contingent and “ever-emergent” communities 
that generate and are generated by supra-household interactions that 
are structured and synchronized by a set of places within a particu-
lar span of time (Yaeger and Canuto 2000:5–6; also Knapp 2003).

Building on this work, I will discuss how acts of place-making 
were materialized in LC urban landscapes at a range of spatial scales, 
from various levels of urban community such as the city itself and its 
neighborhoods, to individual buildings and their constituent spaces. 
First, however, I will briely outline some of the key developments 
that accompanied the rise of the irst cities on Cyprus.

THE RISE OF URBANISM ON CYPRUS

It is important to bear in mind that, up until the mid-third millen-
nium BC, Cypriotes continued to live in small villages of circular, 
stone and mudbrick single-room dwellings, a settlement form dat-
ing back at least to the Late Aceramic Neolithic (ca. 7000/6500–5500 
BC). The transition to the Early Bronze Age (locally, Early Cypriot) 
ca. 2500 BC brought important cultural changes, spurred in part by 
the exploitation of Cyprus’s rich copper resources by local emerg-
ing elites and the adoption and adaption of cultural innovations 
brought by immigrants from Anatolia (Knapp 2008:ch.3; Manning 
1993; Steel 2004:ch.5). Emerging social inequalities were manifested 
most clearly in the elaboration of burial practices and deposition of 
wealth seen in some cemeteries (notably at Lapithos-Vrysi tou Barba 
and Bellapais-Vounous) in the northwestern part of the island (see 
Keswani 2004:42–46; Figure 6.1). Although these cemeteries are 
exceptional, it is clear that the funerary realm became the primary 
arena for display and supra-household social interaction at this time 
(Keswani 2005). The growing social complexity seen in the northern 
cemeteries is not, however, borne out in other elements of the built 

 

 

 



environment. In spite of the appearance at this time of  rectilinear, 
multiroom, agglomerative domestic architecture, there is currently 
no evidence for urban settlements, settlement hierarchies, or mon-
umental architecture of any sort until the seventeenth century BC 
(Keswani 1996). If the evidence from Marki-Alonia, which spans 
most of the Early and Middle Bronze Age, is any indication, the typ-
ical house consisted of two or three covered rooms at the back of 
a larger courtyard, an “idealized concept” that remained in place 
throughout the life of the settlement (Frankel and Webb 2006:299). 

Figure 6.1 Map of Cyprus showing Bronze Age sites mentioned in text. Shaded area 
is land greater than 300 m asl (drawn by author).
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The long-standing adherence to traditional “rural” architectural 
types can perhaps be tied to what Peltenburg (1993; 1996:27) has 
described as an “egalitarian ethos” and segmentary social organiza-
tion that characterized pre-Bronze Age Cypriot society and largely 
persisted outside of the northern part of the island until the near end 
of the Middle Bronze Age (locally, the Middle Cypriot).

Cyprus then entered a period of rapid and profound change, cul-
minating in what some scholars see as the emergence of state-level 
sociopolitical organization. Whether the island was ruled as a uni-
ied political entity or as a series of independent, regional “peer” 
polities (or possibly vacillated between these two forms of organi-
zation) is a matter of debate (see Knapp 2008:144–159, 324–341 for a 
detailed discussion of these issues; cf. Peltenburg 2012). In any case, 
it is clear that emerging inequalities gave way to social hierarchies as 
elites institutionalized their power through intensiied control over 
increasingly specialized systems of production and exchange, legit-
imized through ideological means (see Knapp 1986; 2008:159–172). 
The basis for this control extended beyond the island’s boundaries 
as Cyprus became ever more integrated into the wider politico-eco-
nomic relations of the eastern Mediterranean and Near East. At the 
same time, society became increasingly heterarchical as various col-
lectivities emerged in the context of new social, political, and eco-
nomic networks and opportunities (Keswani 1996; 2004:154–157). 
These changes took place within the context of further agricultural 
intensiication that supported demographic growth and nucleation, 
seen in an increase in settlement numbers and, more importantly, 
size and density (Knapp 1997:47–48). At the same time, we see far-
reaching changes to the island’s built environment, including the 
rise of the island’s irst urban centers and the appearance of mon-
umental buildings and new types of domestic and mortuary archi-
tecture. As I noted in the introduction, I would see the new built 
environments as a driving force behind the profound sociopolitical 
changes of the LBA, rather than as their side effect. Cities were both 
product and producer of these transformations through the creation 
and use of meaningful contexts for social interactions.

The Proto-Urban Period

The earliest urban centers on the island were founded during what 
I have termed a “Proto-urban” period covering roughly the Middle 
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Cypriot (MC) III through Late Cypriot (LC) IIB; ca. 1750–1340/15 
BC. Admittedly, my use of this term speaks more to the lack of data 
about the formative period of Cypriot cities than any certainty about 
the nature of these irst urban settlements. We are greatly hampered 
by the relatively limited exposures of nearly all sites. Generally less 
than 5 percent of any site has been excavated and even those expo-
sures tend to be fragmented into discontinuous areas. It is also likely 
that the earliest foundations of the cities have been obscured by 
the more substantial remains of their fully urban successors. Even 
though it appears that Enkomi, Morphou-Toumba tou Skourou, Hala 
Sultan Tekke, and Maroni are among the irst of these Proto-urban 
settlements, only Enkomi provides any signiicant insight into its 
formative levels.

Excavations have revealed two important features from Proto-
urban Enkomi: the so-called Fortress – one of the island’s irst mon-
umental buildings – and a large domestic complex. Located at the 
northern end of the site, the Fortress is a large rectangular build-
ing, roughly 30 x 10 m in size, that contained evidence for large-
scale copper working (Dikaios 1969–1971:plates 245–248; Figure 6.2). 
This is but one of a series of so-called forts, some twenty-one in all, 
which appear in the northern and eastern parts of the island dur-
ing the transition from the Middle to Late Bronze Age (Fortin 1981; 
Peltenburg 1996). These were by far the largest structures built on 
the island to this point, representing an unprecedented investment 
in material and human resources. Peltenburg (1996) has argued that 
these forts were part of a strategy to secure the routes from new 
coastal settlements, like Enkomi, to the copper sources in the Troodos 
Mountains. Control of this copper production was undoubtedly one 
of the primary economic underpinnings of the power of emerging 
elites. I have argued that Enkomi’s Fortress materialized both the 
large-scale appropriation and enclosure of space, as well as efforts 
to control physical and visual access to the vital copper-working 
facilities and their associated technologies in its west wing (Fisher 
2007:199–204, igure 7.4).

If excavations in the later city center are any indication, the initial 
settlement that was constructed to the south of Enkomi’s Fortress 
was fundamentally different from the agglomerative, village-based 
domestic architecture of the Early through Middle Bronze Age peri-
ods. It was characterized, at least in part, by large domestic com-
plexes (see Dikaios 1969–1971:plates 267–271). The earliest complex 

 

   



recovered beneath the Ashlar Building occupies an area of about 30 x 
22 m and has wings of rooms arranged around a central court, open 
on one end. It is important to note that this structure is freestanding, 
separated from other possible adjacent structures by open spaces. 
And, in a distinct break from thousands of years of burial in extra-
mural cemeteries, we see that these open spaces are used for burials 
in subterranean chamber tombs. These tombs were a vital part of 
the Proto-urban built environments. Their location in the open space 
between individual buildings (rather than collective placement in 

Figure 6.2 Schematic plan of Enkomi, c. 1200 BC (adapted by author from Courtois 
et al. 1986:igure 1 and Schaeffer 1971:plan IV).
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extramural cemeteries) and their continued reuse throughout the 
Proto-urban period indicates that they were the primary means of 
status display (Keswani 2004) and were used in the negotiation and 
demarcation of both physical and social boundaries between rival 
groups. These tombs provided a direct link to ancestors as well as a 
statement of territoriality, legitimizing these groups’ claims to spa-
tial control. They were undoubtedly meant to be encountered in the 
course of daily practice, as seen in the two tombs built directly in 
front of the Fortress’s main entrance.

Keswani’s (2004) important study of Cypriot mortuary prac-
tices reveals that this dynamic would change signiicantly over the 
course of the LBA. She notes a decreasing elaboration of ritual treat-
ment accompanied by a decline in investment in mortuary architec-
ture and the value of deposited grave goods. These trends point to a 
decline in the importance of funerary ritual. I agree with Keswani’s 
(2004:143–144,159–160) suggestion that increasingly complex politi-
cal and economic opportunities became available as the LBA pro-
gressed, creating new contexts for the accumulation of wealth and 
the establishment of social status. This supported the emergence of 
political and religious institutions with oficials, dependents, and 
functionaries whose social status and identity were increasingly 
independent of their associations with the earlier (Proto-urban) kin 
groups. It is no coincidence that the island’s irst urban centers were 
built at this same time.

PLACE-MAKING IN LATE CYPRIOT URBAN LANDSCAPES

The Proto-urban phase was followed by a phase from the mid-four-
teenth century BC through to the end of the Bronze Age in ca. 1100 BC 
(LC IIC–IIIA periods) that witnessed the (re)construction, urbaniza-
tion, and monumentalization of a number of settlements. Although 
we can bring evidence to bear from a larger number of sites to dis-
cuss this, it is important to emphasize that the following account 
is still based on limited and discontinuous exposures. Enkomi is 
the exception with nearly 20 percent of the known area of the site 
from this phase excavated (Figure 6.2), but there are various unre-
solved issues regarding the site’s stratigraphic sequence that limit 
its use in understanding some aspects of LC urbanism (see Fisher 
2007:120–122 for a summary). In any case, if excavations at sites such 
as Enkomi and Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios are any indication (and 
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to this we can add glimpses from Alassa, Hala Sultan Tekke, Kition, 
Episkopi (Kourion)-Bamboula, and Pyla-Kokkinokremos), the construc-
tion of many of the new cities involved the architectural deinition 
and enclosure of the majority of space within the urban areas through 
the contiguous placement of building walls and streets (Åström 1996; 
Courtois et al. 1986:5–8, igure 1; Hadjisavvas 1986; Karageorghis and 
Demas 1984, 1985; Weinberg 1983; Wright 1992:115). We can begin by 
examining this at the spatial scale of the city as a whole – the urban 
landscape – and attempts by ruling elites to impose order on it.

The Planned City: Elite Place-Making Writ Large

One of the most striking features of many LC cities is the exten-
sive use of urban planning, often characterized by particular street 
arrangements, which determined the position and alignment of 
most of their constituent buildings. This is seen most clearly at 
Enkomi, which, after a major destruction ca. 1200 BC, was rebuilt in 
an impressive manner exhibiting a number of the hallmarks of cen-
tralized planning recently discussed by Michael Smith (2007). These 
include formality and a coordinated arrangement of buildings and 
spaces combined through the use of a modular orthogonal plan 
(Figure 6.2). The grid, oriented to about 7 degrees west of north, con-
sists of a single, central north-south artery dissected by nine evenly 
spaced, east–west running streets, forming twenty blocks. The fact 
that the outer walls of the Ashlar Building follow the boundaries of 
an underlying building from the previous phase might suggest that 
at least some elements of this layout were already in place before the 
city’s reconstruction (see Dikaios 1969–1971:plates 292–293; Wright 
1992). This was demarcated by a “cyclopean” fortiication wall (i.e., 
made with a base of massive roughly shaped boulders) with towers 
that enclosed an area of about 14 ha (Courtois et al. 1986:5–8, igure 1). 
A ring road appears to have run around the inside of the fortiica-
tions. The plan also exhibits monumentality in the construction of a 
number of monumental buildings built partially or wholly of ashlar 
masonry, some of the most impressive of which (Building 18 [which 
is actually a series of elite residential units] and the Ashlar Building) 
are found along the city’s central axes. The existence or nature of any 
settlement outside the walls is unknown (Iacovou 2007:10).

The failure of the published plans from the French excavations 
(e.g., Schaeffer 1971:plan IV) to distinguish among walls of various 
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phases makes it dificult to ascertain the precise boundaries and 
internal structure of many of Enkomi’s individual buildings. The 
centrally located Ashlar Building (Dikaios 1969–1971:171–190; Fisher 
2007:ch. 6) is substantially larger than any other structure, but it 
appears to have been an elite residence and lacks compelling evi-
dence for administrative activities. The lack of a single obvious 
administrative center and the generally widespread distribution of 
the highest status goods among elite graves throughout the city has 
led Keswani (1996; 2004:115) to suggest that there was no single focus 
of administrative power at Enkomi and that the site was therefore 
characterized by a heterarchical sociopolitical organization with 
power dispersed among multiple nodes (also Manning 1998:53; see 
Magnoni et al., Chapter 5 of this volume for a similar situation at the 
Classic Maya site of Chunchucmil).

The city of Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios, dating mainly to the 
LC IIC period (ca. 1340/15–1200 BC), represents a somewhat differ-
ent spatial coniguration. Excavations in several areas of this site 
reveal various buildings and roads that are generally oriented to 
25 degrees west of north, indicating that the city was laid out on 
a preconceived plan (South 1980, 1995; Figure 6.3). No fortiication 
wall has yet been found, but the distribution-of-surface inds and 
architectural remains suggest that the site was about 11.5 ha in size. 
The plan consists of at least one major “north-south” street and one 
or more transverse “east-west” streets (Wright 1992:115).2 The main 
north-south street, roughly 3.8 m wide, appears to extend at least 
150 m through three separate excavation areas. Not enough of the 
urban fabric has been recovered to determine whether the plan is a 
modular orthogonal grid such as at Enkomi, or a simpler integrated 
orthogonal plan in which the buildings are aligned to one or more 
large-scale features (see Smith 2007:12–21). Some form of zoning may 
have been imposed in which the monumental administrative build-
ings were in the northeast, whereas higher-status residences, some 
of which also contained industrial facilities, were found in the east-
ern and central parts of the city, and smaller, and nonelite dwellings 
were on the western outskirts (Wright 1992:115). The latter are on a 
slightly different alignment (closer to north) than the rest of the city’s 
buildings and infrastructure. Elsewhere, the plan exhibits symme-
try and conformity, seen in the alignment of buildings on opposite 
sides of the street and the possible existence of “lots” demarcated by 
long stretches of wall (South 1995:192).

 

 

 

 

 

 



South (1988:223) has argued that a large wall excavated along the 
north and east side of the Northeast Area may have enclosed this 
part of the site, which contained monumental structures, including 
Building X – the largest and most architecturally elaborate building 

Figure 6.3 Schematic plan of Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios (drawn by author based on 
topographic data provided by Alison South).

 

 



yet found at the site and likely its administrative focus. A recent 
survey by the Kalavasos and Maroni Built Environments (KAMBE) 
Project using archaeological geophysics appears to support this 
contention, suggesting an arrangement of structures delineating 
the southern limit of the Northeast Area (Fisher et al. 2011–2012; 
Figure 6.4). Where these features intersect with the main north-
south road, there appears to be a structure that narrowed the road-
way, possibly indicating an attempt to control physical and visual 
access to this area of the city, yet another hallmark of centralized 
planning (Smith 2007:23–25). The presence of this single and separate 

Figure 6.4 Detail of Northeast, Central and East excavation areas at Kalavasos-Ayios 
Dhimitrios, including results of ground-penetrating radar (GPR) survey (see Fisher 
et al. 2011–2012 for details; adapted by author from plan provided by Alison South).
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administrative area implies a hierarchical organization of power at 
Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios, with a paramount ruling individual or 
group (Keswani 1996).

The urban centers of Maroni and Alassa likewise had monumen-
tal zones that appear to have been the primary focus of elite power 
at each site, although it is unclear how they articulated with nearby 
settlement areas. A survey in the Maroni Valley suggests a fairly 
continuous 15–25 ha area of LC occupation down to the shoreline, 
although it is presently unclear whether remains of buildings and 
tombs found at Vournes, Aspres, Kapsaloudhia and Tsaroukkas repre-
sent continuous or dispersed urban development (Fisher et al. 2011–
2012; Manning 1998:42; Manning et al. 1994; Manning and Conwell 
1992; Manning and De Mita 1997; cf. Iacovou 2007:7; Figure 6.5). 
Excavations of an elevated zone at Maroni-Vournes revealed a mon-
umental building complex dating to Late Cypriot IIC that included 
the Ashlar Building, a 30.5 x 21 m structure built in part with ashlar 
masonry and separated from an adjacent storage building by a 4.5 
m wide street (Cadogan 1984, 1992). A few small sterile trenches to 
the east of Vournes led Cadogan (1984:2) to conclude that it was phys-
ically separated from contemporaneous utilitarian buildings and 
tombs found at the coastal site of Maroni-Tsaroukkas, nearly 500 m 
to the southeast. These buildings are on a different alignment (ca. 
25 degrees west of north) than those at Vournes (ca. 45 degrees west 
of north). Ongoing geophysical survey and test excavations by the 
KAMBE Project at Maroni between Vournes and Tsaroukkas (Fisher 
et al. 2010–2011) have revealed the remains of contemporary LBA 
structures interspersed with open spaces, suggesting a lower-den-
sity or less-integrated form of urbanism than seen at sites such as 
Kalavasos or Enkomi.

Like Maroni, Alassa-Paliotaverna is characterized by the pres-
ence of monumental structures dating to the LC IIC-IIIA, including 
Building II, a massive court-centered building (37.7 m per side) built 
almost entirely of elaborate ashlar masonry (see Hadjisavvas 1986; 
1996). To the south, across a 4.3 m wide street, was a large, pillared 
hall, also built of ashlar masonry (Building I). Paliotaverna appears to 
have been separated from an area of nonelite domestic architecture 
found downslope at Alassa-Pano Mandilaris, nearly 200 m to the east 
and built on a different alignment (Figure 6.6).

The coordinated arrangement of buildings and spaces seen 
within the monumental areas of both Maroni and Alassa is indicative 

 

   

  

 

  

 

 



Figure 6.5 Map of the Maroni region with schematic plans of excavation areas 
at Vournes and Tsaroukkas (adapted by author from Manning 1998:igure 2; Fisher 
2007:igure 7.24; Fisher et al. 2011–2012:igure 9).

 



of centralized planning, even if these areas were not tied to nearby 
domestic areas through an orthogonal grid. Similarly, one could per-
haps see areas of domestic architecture at both Hala Sultan Tekke 
and Pyla-Kokkinokremos, in which several adjoined houses were 
aligned on the same orientation, as the result of higher-level plan-
ning (Åström 1989; Karageorghis and Demas 1984; Figures 6.7 and 
6.8). As Smith (2007:14–16) points out, however, this sort of pattern 
could potentially arise from the actions of individual builders who 
made additions or new structures next to existing ones based on fac-
tors of practicality, eficiency, or, in the case of Pyla, the presence 
of the plateau edge. Åström (1996:10) claims that Hala Sultan Tekke 
had an orthogonal town plan with streets at right angles (he uses 
the term “Hippodamic”), but it is dificult to substantiate this on the 
basis of the published plans (e.g., Åström 1989:igure 2; Figure 6.7).

Based on the available evidence, it appears that there was no 
ideal plan for a Late Bronze Age city on Cyprus and that each was a 
product of individual site histories and trajectories of urban devel-
opment (Iacovou 2007). The urban landscape of Maroni, and per-
haps the still poorly understood LBA occupation of Palaepaphos 
(Iacovou 2007:3–6), may represent lower-density forms of urbanism 
than those materialized in the more integrated or nucleated plans 
of cities such as Enkomi and Kalavasos. In many cases, these cities 
share spatial conigurations in which physical and social boundaries 

Figure 6.6 Map of the site of Alassa, showing the Paliotaverna and Pano Mandilaris 
localities (adapted by author from map by A. Kattos in Hadjisavvas 2003:igure 2).
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were increasingly deined through the construction of buildings and 
street systems. For the most part, open spaces – the control of which 
had likely been negotiated among competing groups through the 
placement of tombs in the Proto-urban phase (again, based mainly 
on limited exposures from Enkomi) – were now incorporated within 
the structure of contiguously placed buildings on well-deined 
streets. This is quite clear in Area I at Enkomi, where a succession 
of Proto-urban buildings centered around multiple courtyards that 
were open on one side was replaced by the fully enclosed LC IIIA 
Ashlar Building (Dikaios 1969–1971:153–190). Here, the function of 
the tombs as territorial markers was preserved in the LC IIIA street 
pattern on the north and south of the new Ashlar Building. In some 
cases, earlier elite tombs continued to be used in the new urban 
environments, marking an attempt to demonstrate real or ictive 
continuity of ownership and power (e.g., Tomb 13 and its newly built 
subsidiary Tomb 12 in the street west of Building X at Kalavasos-
Ayios Dhimitrios; South 1995:72). In other cases, as at Maroni-Vournes 
(Manning 1998), new elites marked their ascendancy over the 

Figure 6.7 Hala Sultan 
Tekke, schematic plan 

of excavation Areas 
8 and 22 (adapted by 
author from Åström 

1989:igure 2). 

 

 

 

 



Figure 6.8 Pyla-Kokkinokremos, schematic plan of Complexes A–E (adapted by author 
from Karageorghis and Demas 1984:plan 1).

previous sociopolitical order by constructing their new buildings 
directly on top of the  earlier tombs.

I would argue that the overall plans (streets, fortiications, and 
monumental buildings) of the new cities were products of top-down 
decision making by ruling elites, whether they exercised political 
power locally or at some wider regional or island-wide level. As 
Kostof (1991:33) argues in The City Shaped, “[c]ities, even those attrib-
uted to spontaneous processes inherent in a region, are never entirely 
processual events: at some level, city making always entails an act of 
will on the part of a leader or collectivity.” Indeed, the general form 
of the new urban environments was a product of elite place-making 
writ large, symbolized at some sites by the use of the grid, which has 
been recognized as a tool of dominance and oppression in societies 
engaged in centralizing authority (e.g., Grant 2001; Love 1999). A close 
association exists between the constitution of authority of political 
regimes and the form and aesthetic of urban political landscapes (A. 
Smith 2003). In a similar vein, Foucault (1977) has demonstrated how 
the coniguration of space contributes to the maintenance of power 
of one group over another through the control and surveillance of 
the movement of bodies through space.

In addition, other than the streets, there is a notable lack of large, 
open, publically accessible spaces that could be used for spontaneous 
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gatherings or planned public-inclusive social occasions among a 
city’s inhabitants and visitors. This could be seen as an attempt by 
those who planned the city’s infrastructure to limit the occurrence 
of large-scale, uncontrolled social gatherings. A number of studies 
have found that open public spaces stimulate political action, civic 
engagement, and democratic practices (Shin 2009:426). Monica Smith 
(2008) argues that open spaces provide lexible venues for planned 
and unplanned performances and the opportunity for consensus 
building in dense populations. The central square at Enkomi (see 
Figure 6.2), located at the city’s main crossroads (the North-South 
Artery and Street 5), was one of few such spaces and likely an impor-
tant venue for both informal gatherings and public-inclusive social 
occasions. Given its capacity (as many as 380 standing persons 
based on modern architectural conventions [see Fisher 2009a:444], 
not including the adjoining road space), such a place had the poten-
tial to serve as a prime context for interactions aimed at resisting or 
undermining the social order represented by the nearby monumen-
tal buildings and the overall urban plan.

Other large, open spaces tended to be more carefully  controlled. 
For example, I previously noted that the main north-south road 
at Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios may have reached some form of 
intervening structure as it approached the Northeast Area (see 
Figure 6.4). Beyond this point, the road widens to 6 m, creating 
a large space more than 30 m long that may have functioned as 
the terminus of a processional or ceremonial way or similar per-
formative space. Here, earlier elite tombs (Tombs 12, 13, 14, and 
15) would have been visible in the street, their entrances marked 
with vertically placed stones and possibly posts (South 1997:170). 
The street was bounded on the east by the poorly preserved ash-
lar façade of Building XII, and ended at the southwest corner of 
Building X. This was Building X’s most impressive façade, made 
with a plinth of monumental ashlar blocks with drafted margins 
and lifting bosses, topped by an orthostat of large blocks, also with 
drafted margins. The space deined by these façades undoubtedly 
provided an imposing context for social occasions that took place 
here, including the arrival or departure of Building X’s elite inhab-
itants, as well as the arrival of visitors who were permitted access 
to this part of the city, perhaps as participants in the feasting events 
that occasionally took place within Buildings X and XII (see Fisher 
2009b; South 2008).
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The cities of the fully urban phase of the LBA were the ulti-
mate expressions of the desire to control movement and interaction, 
irst seen in the Proto-urban forts. Their extant remains indicate 
the large-scale appropriation of space and its incorporation into 
planned, imageable built environments. Kevin Lynch (1960:9) sees 
imageability as “that quality in a physical object which gives it a high 
probability of evoking a strong image in any given observer. It is that 
shape, color, or arrangement which facilitates the making of vividly 
identiied, powerfully structured, highly useful mental images of 
the environment.” The enclosure of some urban environments (e.g., 
Enkomi and Kition) by massive cyclopean fortiications undoubt-
edly contributed to this imageability, while providing ruling elites 
additional means to control movement and participation in partic-
ular social interactions. In addition to their military and defensive 
functions, these walls vividly materialized the boundaries of the 
city proper and those who lived within them may have increasingly 
identiied themselves in terms of a built-up, complex, ordered, and 
perhaps cosmopolitan cityscape that stood in contrast to the rural 
lands beyond – regardless of the failure of such an ideal to relect the 
socioeconomic reality of city-hinterland interdependence.

The highly imageable urban center was likely one the more 
clearly deined places with which many Late Cypriot people 
identiied. Indeed, Cowgill’s deinition of a city outlined earlier 
emphasizes the formation of a distinct urban identity through 
daily practice. Environmental psychologists have long noted the 
important role of place attachment at various scales in the forma-
tion of self- and group identities (Fisher and Creekmore, Chapter 1 
of this volume; Proshansky 1978; Proshansky et al. 1983; Twigger-
Ross and Uzzell 1996). Proshansky (1978:161) argues that an urban 
identity arises from the physical characteristics and requirements 
of life in urban contexts that socialize individuals to move, think, 
feel, play social roles, and solve problems in ways that are uniquely 
urban. Therefore, the experience of living in urban environments 
(i.e., an urban lifestyle) or, in some cases, attachment to particu-
lar cities, can form the basis of urban identities (Feldman 1990; 
Graumann 2002:109–110; Lalli 1992; Magnoni et al., Chapter 5 of 
this volume; Proshansky et al. 1983:78). This sort of place identity 
also developed through more localized forms of place-making that 
resulted in the production of (and attachment to) neighborhoods 
and households.
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Between City and Household: Late Cypriot Neighborhoods

Urban communities that were intermediate between the city and the 
household undoubtedly existed in LC cities, although deining their 
social and material boundaries is no simple matter. Michael Smith 
(2010) recently argued that the division of cities into neighborhoods 
and districts was a universal of urban life for all time periods. He 
deines a neighborhood as a residential zone that exhibits a great deal 
of face-to-face interaction and is distinctive on the basis of physi-
cal and/or social characteristics, while a district is a larger adminis-
trative unit within a city (Smith 2010:139–140). Distinct districts are 
dificult to substantiate in LC urban centers, given their relatively 
small size and limited exposures, but we are perhaps better able to 
identify neighborhoods. In modern urban settings, neighborhoods 
have long been acknowledged as an important level of social orga-
nization (recently, Garrioch and Peel 2006). They become political 
and social communities, providing a frame of reference for the indi-
vidual and a venue for the exchange of skills, emergency assistance, 
and mutual protection (Hallman 1984:11; M. L. Smith 2003:20–21). 
Neighborhoods have also been noted as being particularly impor-
tant in the formation of individual and group identities and place 
attachment (often referred to as “neighborhood attachment”) among 
their residents (Brown et al. 2003; Comstock et al. 2010). Although 
mostly absent from discussions of LC cities (cf. Weinberg 1983), neigh-
borhoods have been recognized in other ancient contexts, includ-
ing Mesoamerica (e.g., Arnauld et al. 2012) and Mesopotamia (e.g., 
Creekmore 2008, Chapter 2 of this volume; Nishimura, Chapter 3 of 
this volume; Stone 1996; cf. van de Mieroop 1992). Textual sources 
from Mesopotamian cities of the Old Babylonian period indicate 
that neighborhood associations actively mediated between house-
holds and the city-level bureaucracy (Keith 2003). In Mesoamarica, 
Cowgill (1992) has suggested the existence of neighborhoods based 
on ethnic groups at Teotihuacan.

An early form of neighborhood on Cyprus might be traced back 
to the founding of Proto-urban Enkomi and Morphou-Toumba tou 

Skourou in the seventeenth century BC. Keswani (1996) argues that 
these sites were initially formed by residents of other communities 
and even other regions, who gathered in localities well suited to 
exploiting foreign trade. The dispersed arrangement of compounds 
at early Enkomi and the residential and industrial zones associated 
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with multiple mounds attested at Toumba tou Skourou (Vermeule and 
Wolsky 1990) might relect the existence of nascent neighborhoods 
rooted in these heterogeneous origins. This contrasts with fully 
urban Enkomi during the LC IIIA (ca. 1200 BC), which was arranged 
in clearly deined blocks by the street system previously discussed 
(see Figure 6.2). Although the internal arrangements of most of these 
blocks are unclear owing to the conlation of various architectural 
phases in published plans (e.g., Courtois et al. 1986:igure 1), it appears 
that each consisted of a number of contiguously placed buildings of 
various shapes and sizes. Several blocks (especially blocks 4E, 5E, 
5W, and 6E) exhibit a fairly regular wall line bisecting them along 
their east-west axes, perhaps further evidence of higher-level plan-
ning through the use of regular lot depths. While it is possible that 
these blocks might have constituted some form of neighborhood, 
residents would likely have had greater occasion to interact with 
those who lived in units across the main streets. This socio-spatial 
arrangement is referred to as a “face-block” neighborhood, deined 
as two sides of one street between intersecting streets (Suttles 1972; 
American Planning Association 2006:409). Distinctive features, such 
as the ashlar façade pierced with unique windows that ran along the 
north side of Street 5 West (i.e., the south wall of Building 18), gave 
some of these face-blocks high imageability.

Karageorghis and Demas (1988:58) appear to be referring to a 
neighborhood when they suggest that Buildings II and IV at Maa-
Palaeokastro combined with Areas 96 and 99 and Rooms 73, 76, and 
77 to form an “architectural grouping” that might have represented 
a level of integration between individual households and the wider 
settlement (Figure 6.9). In other cities, there were areas deined by 
the concentration of particular building types that might also be 
seen as neighborhoods. The administrative areas of Kalavasos 
(the Northeast Area), Maroni (the Vournes locality), and Alassa (the 
Paliotaverna locality) discussed earlier, with their monumental ash-
lar buildings and evidence for production and storage, or Area II at 
Kition where ive temples connected by courtyards and workshops 
were recovered (Karageorghis and Demas 1985; cf. J. Smith 2009), 
were all distinct in this way. But, these areas were not primarily res-
idential and many social interactions would have been limited to 
particular times of day or other activity cycles.

At Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios, the area of what Wright (1992:115) 
describes as “poorer” dwellings in the western-most part of the site 
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might be an example of a neighborhood based on socioeconomic sta-
tus (see Figure 6.3). As noted previously, the buildings (likely houses) 
in this part of the site are on a slightly different alignment (closer to 
north) than the rest of the site’s architecture and appear to have sig-
niicant spaces between the buildings, in contrast to the contiguous 
and more ordered construction seen along the main north-south road. 
It is important to bear in mind that this part of the site was incom-
pletely excavated and that any conclusions regarding the status of its 
inhabitants are based mainly on the generally smaller size of these 
buildings and the lower quality of their extant masonry compared 
with houses recovered to the east (South 1980:42). A similar dynamic 
may have existed at Episkopi-Bamboula, where Area E has generally 
larger houses, which were arranged in orderly blocks delimited by 
streets, in contrast with the smaller and more organically arranged 
dwellings of Area A (Weinberg 1983:52–57, igures 18–20). This could 
represent a form of zoning as part of the overall urban plan. Such 
practices have sociopolitical implications as authority (legally based 
or otherwise) is employed to control social relations through the 
segregation or exclusion of certain groups (Madanipour 1998; Shin 
2009:431). In modern cities, spatial and residential segregation is 

Figure 6.9 Schematic 
plan of Maa-Palaeokastro, 

Area III (adapted by 
author from Karageo-

rghis and Demas 
1988:igure 15). 
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known to create social enclaves and categorical relationships by lim-
iting social interaction within racially, socioeconomically, and cul-
turally homogeneous social groups, raising the potential for conlict 
and tension among segregated groups (Shin 2009:434).

The use of shared facilities could have been an additional basis 
for the kind of face-to-face interactions that deined particular neigh-
borhoods (Keith 2003). For example, in spite of Bolger’s (2003:49) con-
tention that the water supply became increasingly privatized in LBA 
Cyprus, dwellings from a number of sites have no evidence for their 
own permanent water extraction or collection facilities, such as wells 
or cisterns. This suggests that many, if not most, households would 
have used communal water facilities, such as the large, well-built 
well found in Area B at Episkopi-Bamboula. This feature was 1.8 m 
square, aligned to the cardinal points, and does not appear to have 
been enclosed by any architecture (Weinberg 1983:32, plate 8). At 
Hala Sultan Tekke, even though Buildings A, C, and D had their own 
wells, the well (F 1620) located in Room 59 was located at the end of 
what Åström (1998:54–8) describes as a raised, communal passage-
way accessed by a street that ran along the northern edge of Building 
C (Figure 6.7). In addition, Karageorghis and Demas (1988:61) suggest 
that Buildings II and IV at Maa- Palaeokastro may have shared com-
munal food preparation facilities in Area 96, Room 76, and possibly 
Area 99 (Figure 6.9).

Urban Households: Place-Making from the Bottom-up

It is clear that there were likely several overlapping bases around 
which neighborhoods might have formed, but each would have con-
sisted of a number of individual households. Like neighborhood, 
household is a concept with interwoven material-spatial and social 
components. It is traditionally seen as a minimal social unit that meets 
certain basic needs of its members (economic, social, and biological) 
and is generally distinguished from family by co-residence, or at least 
locality, rather than kinship (Bender 1967; Rogers 1995; Santley and 
Hirth 1993; Yanagisako 1979). Current approaches instead emphasize 
the social interactions within and between households, seeing them 
not as functional units, but rather as a set of social relations enacted 
through practice (Hendon 2004; Meskell 1998). As Wilk and Rathje 
(1982:618) famously stated, archaeologists do not dig up households, 
but must infer them from the material record of houses and their 
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associated artifacts. The house can act as a medium through which 
the wider community can exercise a measure of control over what 
goes on within, yet it also provides a means of separating the actions 
of household members from that wider community (Allison 1999:1; 
Ardener 1993:11; also Altman and Gauvain 1981:287). The design of 
domestic space interacts with human action and meaning to create 
places “in which the house becomes integral to the construction of 
social identities through a process of . . . movements, views and spa-
tial arrangements” (Hendon 2004:276).

Individual houses have been identiied in all of the major LC 
urban centers. Unfortunately, individual urban buildings have often 
been distinguished in binary terms of “private” domestic architec-
ture and “public” monumental architecture, in spite of the fact that 
both building types contained spaces that were, to varying degrees, 
public and private (domestic). Whatever administrative, economic, 
and ideological functions they may have had (and in spite of their 
size and architectural elaboration), most monumental buildings 
were, in fact, dwellings for elite households, likely including a num-
ber of retainers. I have presented detailed arguments elsewhere 
regarding the vital roles that the monumental buildings and new 
types of nonelite housing both played in LC sociopolitical dynam-
ics (Fisher 2007, 2009b, 2014). These new types of urban buildings 
and their constituent spaces provided the contexts for much of daily 
practice as well as occasional social interactions (such as feasts) that 
brought various individuals and groups together as social identities, 
roles, and statuses were negotiated, established, and displayed. Here 
I will briely consider how these individual buildings and the house-
holds who lived in them were woven into the wider urban fabric.

In spite of the perception of LC settlement plans consisting of 
independent freestanding structures (e.g., Bolger 2003:49), most of 
the buildings from the fully urban period show, rather, an agglom-
erative (albeit ordered) arrangement in which they were constructed 
side by side and often shared outer walls. It was necessary for resi-
dents of such built environments, where nearly all space was archi-
tecturally deined, to demarcate and maintain the boundaries of 
the area under their direct control as unambiguously as possible. 
These boundaries deined what Altman (1975:111–120) refers to as 
household members’ primary territory – spaces used by them on a 
relatively permanent basis and central to their day-to-day lives. Such 
spaces tend to have markers more closely relective of the personal 
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qualities and central values of the occupants (Brown 1987). They also 
relect an increased concern for privacy during the LBA and Bolger’s 
(2003:49) contention that this period witnessed greater privatization 
of domestic activities is borne out in the limited physical and visual 
accessibility of LBA houses from the outside (Fisher 2014). Given the 
relationship between power and knowledge through surveillance 
(Foucault 1977), this might be seen on one level as an act of resis-
tance against the power structures that came to intervene in various 
aspects of LBA life.

The importance of boundary maintenance is also apparent in the 
number of LC houses that show evidence of rebuilding on the same or 
nearly identical plan. For example, at LC IIIA Episkopi-Bamboula, the 
houses of Area A were destroyed at the end of Stratum D (Weinberg 
1983:9–26). Houses A.V and A.VI were rebuilt in Stratum E using the 
same layout by leveling the debris, raising the loors and thresholds, 
and constructing new walls directly on top of the old foundations 
(Figure 6.10). Such continuity is not merely a demonstration of endur-
ing property ownership, but indicates a constancy of dwelling that 
materialized a household’s attachment to a  particular place through 
the accumulation of meanings and the formation of individual and 
collective memories (Ingold 2000:175; Zerubavel 2003:41). Attempts to 
demonstrate such continuity of spatial use and control were an essen-
tial part of place-making throughout the urban social hierarchy.

In spite of such efforts at boundary demarcation and mainte-
nance, LC urban landscapes were also places of negotiation, luidity, 
and change. House A.VIII at Episkopi was built de novo in Stratum E 
and extended beyond the remains of House A.VIa, which it replaced, 
whereas House A.IV went out of use (see Figure 6.10), demonstrating 
that urban development was a dynamic process as some households 
in a given neighborhood grew or contracted; owners vacated, trans-
ferred, or subdivided their properties – processes that were materi-
alized in the unique biographies of individual houses (see Tringham 
1995; Düring 2005). The transformation of the Fortress at Enkomi 
from a freestanding monumental building and center of power at the 
beginning of the LC period, to a series of non-monumental domestic 
units that formed part of an urban block in LC II–III also attests to 
this dynamic (Fisher 2007:199–217; Pickles and Peltenburg 1998).

A notable example of the ambiguity of some boundaries can 
be seen in the design of the large external courtyards that fronted 
Complexes A, B, and D at Pyla-Kokkinokremos (see Karageorghis and 

 

 

  

 

 



Figure 6.10 Episkopi-Bamboula, Area A (Stratum E, twelfth century BC). Schematic 
plan showing houses A.IV, A.V, A.VI (now abandoned) and the newly built A.VIII. 
Shaded area in House A.VIII shows extent of earlier House A.VIa (from Stratum D). 
Note appropriation of street space by House A.IV (Stratum D) and House A.V (Strata 
D and E) (adapted by author from Weinberg 1983:igures 7, 23, and 24).
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Demas 1984:6–32; Figure 6.8). The fact that these courtyards appear 
to have been completely open to the space in front of the houses – 
presumably a street – indicates that they were intended to be both 
readily accessible and completely visible from the street. The func-
tion of these courts is unclear. The one in Complex A (Room 34) was 
not entirely excavated, while three ashy deposits that may have been 
hearths were found in the court in Complex D (Room 28). The court 
in Complex B (Room 22) contained a bronze “foundry hoard” hidden 
in a pit, as well as a fragmentary pithos and another pit containing 
copper slag, but with no associated ash (thus, likely ruling out met-
allurgical activity). The courts otherwise contained no built features. 
Although it is possible that their boundaries with the street were reg-
ulated through implicit norms or conventions (e.g., Lawrence 1990:77), 
the lack of a material border is rather unusual given the tendency to 
deine spaces architecturally in LC IIC–IIIA urban environments, and 
introduces opportunities for negotiation and contestation. I would 
argue that these spaces were likely what Altman (1975) refers to as 
secondary territories, which are accessible to a wider range of users, 
although regular occupants often exert some degree of control over 
who can enter a space and their behavior. Because secondary terri-
tories combine public or semipublic access with control by regular 
occupants, there is potential for uncertainty and social conlict as 
boundaries are established, tested, and violated (Altman 1975:114; see 
also Lawrence’s [1990] discussion of “collective” spaces).

In addition to the negotiation invited by the ambiguous bound-
aries of these transitional spaces, there is evidence suggesting that 
the efforts of ruling elites to impose order through top-down urban 
planning were sometimes undermined by bottom-up actions of 
individual households. In some cities, there are instances of house-
holds laying some claim to sections of what would appear to be pub-
lic streets. At Maa-Palaeokastro, a screen made of wooden posts and 
other perishable materials was erected, running perpendicular to 
the east wall of Room 73, blocking off part of the open space (likely a 
street) between Buildings II and III (Karageorghis and Demas 1988; 
see Figure 6.9). Elsewhere, the owners of Houses A.V and A.IV at 
Episkopi-Bamboula (Stratum D) constructed partition walls in front 
of their houses using wooden posts or shallow trenches and ield 
stones, thereby appropriating part of the street that ran inside the 
circuit wall (Figure 6.10). The relative permanence of this arrange-
ment is seen by the fact that the wall in front of House A.V was 
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rebuilt along with the rest of the house in Stratum E. The placement 
of new tombs in the streets and open areas in Area E at Episkopi-
Bamboula (Benson 1972; Weinberg 1983:igure 25) and at Alassa-Pano 

Mandilaris (Hadjisavvas 1986) was one of the most potent symbols 
of the contesting, if not appropriation, of public space and indicates 
that at least some streets were deemed by adjacent households as a 
secondary territory or collective space. These acts of place-making 
suggest that even established, well-marked boundaries could be 
ignored, challenged, or at least open to negotiation. The success or 
permanence of such actions likely depended on the existence and 
degree of enforcement of norms or laws regarding the use of space 
established at the neighborhood and city levels, as well as the chang-
ing sociopolitical and economic fortunes of the people involved.

CONCLUSIONS

The new cities of the LC period fundamentally altered the island’s 
physical and social landscape. They were created in the interplay 
of decisions made at various levels by multiple stakeholders, taking 
into account factors such as available material and human resources, 
topography, and whether or not there was preexisting architecture 
that had to be incorporated or removed (Fisher 2009b:189; Locock 
1994:5; Markus 1993:23). On one hand, people made these decisions 
inluenced by shared cultural ideas of what constitutes proper 
built form, giving rise to standardized building types or methods 
of construction and embellishment. We can see this in terms of the 
structural properties of social systems that, according to Giddens 
(1984:17), make it possible for similar social practices to exist across 
various spans of space and time and that give systemic form to these 
practices. This is manifested in the culturally contingent “limited 
palette of elements” and “display rules,” which people combine to 
create their built environments (Rapoport 1990:igure 17). On the 
other hand, Rapoport (1990:15–16, 21) argues that many of the mean-
ings that make a building a place are those encoded by its occupants 
and users through the process of personalization as they take pos-
session of, complete, and change their built environment. This can 
be seen as a form of marking one’s primary territory by encoding 
messages regarding self- or household identity (Brown 1987:519–
521). The numerous idiosyncrasies in coniguration and design even 
between the so-called twin Complexes A and B at Pyla-Kokkinokremos 
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(Karageorghis and Demas 1984: 9; see Figure 6.8) are testament to 
this process (Fisher 2014).

I have argued that the overall form of LC cities was largely the 
result of top-down decision making by ruling elites who rose to 
power in the LBA. As Knapp (2008:159) recently claimed, these elites 
“sought to integrate society more closely than in the past, to resolve 
ambiguities . . . and to restructure social relationships in a manner 
that clariied their identity beyond doubt.” The large-scale appro-
priation and control of space through urban planning was a vital 
component of these efforts, materialized in the gridded streets and 
fortiications of cities like Enkomi. Yet, this place-making could be 
met with resistance or subject to negotiation as individual house-
holds sought to create places of their own. Shared socioeconomic 
status or prior community afiliations among these households and 
the use of common facilities helped to generate the social interac-
tions and built forms that characterized particular neighborhoods. 
These processes made LC cities places of contestation and luidity, 
despite efforts to deine social boundaries unambiguously through 
architectural design and other forms of nonverbal communication. 
The unique urban landscapes that resulted were at once creator and 
materialization of the increasingly complex and heterogeneous soci-
ety that characterized LBA Cyprus. The new cities became an impor-
tant element in the identities of these individuals and groups, drawn 
together in the “evocative potency” (A. Smith 2003:27) and “social 
drama” (Mumford 1937[2003]:94) of the urban experience.
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NOTES

1 The name of a Cypriot archaeological site typically consists of both a irst name 
referring to the municipality in which it is found, followed by an italicized topo-
nym that refers to the speciic locality. Some sites, such as Enkomi-Ayios Iakovos 
are more typically known only by their irst name.

2 Unless otherwise noted, architectural descriptions at Kalavasos-Ayios Dhimitrios 
are given as though the roads and buildings were aligned to the cardinal points 
(rather than 25º west of north, etc.).
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7

Urbanization and the Emergence of the Greek 

Polis: The Case of Azoria, Crete

Rodney D. Fitzsimons

Perhaps the most striking development accompanying the emergence of the Greek 
city-state (ca. 1200–480 BC) was the appearance of new urban centers whose form, 
contents, and construction provided the most visible and effective means of creat-
ing, reinforcing, and symbolizing the social, political, and economic relationships 
that characterized the new polis system. Excavations at the site of Azoria (East 
Crete) have brought to light an unparalleled collection of architectural data, largely 
unobscured by later activities, that provides one of the best opportunities to study 
the architectural correlates of urbanization in the Greek world. This paper explores 
three levels of the built environment at Azoria – the domestic, the civic, and the 
urban – and demonstrates that the architectural landscape of the nascent city-state 
not only served to relect the dramatic social and political developments that accom-
panied the emergence of the polis, but in effect, also functioned as an active agent 
in their creation.

Current models of state formation in the Greek world envision a rad-

ical shift in sociopolitical structure from either pastoral or mixed 

village-farming communities operating within a chiefdom-based or 

big-man society to more elaborate sociopolitical and economic sys-

tems characterized by drastically rearranged social organizations, 

complex inter- and intraregional trade networks, and more exten-

sive integration between rural landscapes and their new urban cen-

ters (Donlan 1985, 1997; Foxhall 1995; Morris 1997a; Nowicki 1999, 
2002; Osborne 1996; Small 2010; Tandy 1997; Wallace 2001, 2003a, 
2006). This process of transformation, which unfolded at different 
paces in different regions of the Aegean world from the end of the 
Late Bronze Age (ca. 1200–1050 BC), through the Early Iron Age (ca. 
1050–600 BC) to the end of the Archaic Period (ca. 600–480 BC), cul-
minated in the appearance of that characteristic Greek political insti-
tution, the city-state or polis (e.g., Hansen 2006; Hansen and Nielsen 
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2005; Morris 1997b; Mitchell and Rhodes 1997; Perlman 2004; Small 
2010; Snodgrass 2006; Wallace 2010). One important, yet understud-
ied, aspect of the emergence of the Greek polis involves the process of 
urbanization, a phenomenon that resulted in the appearance of cities 
throughout much of the Aegean Basin over the course of the eighth 
through sixth centuries BC (Andersen et al. 1997; Andreev 1989; 
Kotsonas 2002:50–57; Lang 2002, 2007; Osborne 2005). Indeed, even 
though the precise deinition of the term urbanization varies from 
culture to culture (Cowgill 2004:526–528; Vink 1997:111–118), studies 
of numerous preindustrial societies throughout the Old and New 
Worlds have demonstrated the intimate connection between the cre-
ation of urban space and state formation (Adams 1966; Blanton 1976; 
Cowgill 2004; Fox 1977; Marcus 1983; A. Smith 2003; M. Smith 2003; 
Hansen 2000, 2002; Nichols and Charlton 1997; Sanders and Santley 
1983; Storey 2006). As these studies have shown, the construction of 
these new urban landscapes provides perhaps the most visible and 
effective means of creating, reinforcing, and symbolizing the new 
social, political, and economic relationships in these developing pol-
ities (Abrams 1989:48; Abrams and Bolland 1999:263–264; Cowgill 
2004:528; A. Smith 2003; see Miller 1995 for Athens).

Despite the integral relationship between urbanization and 
polis formation, however, previous examinations of the role played 
by the built environment have been hampered by the general pau-
city of structural remains dating to the seventh and sixth centuries 
BC (Kotsonas 2002:48–50; Nowicki 2002:150, 170). Whereas studies 
of larger, “successful” city-states such as Corinth and Athens have 
yielded abundant historical and archaeological evidence for this 
ield of study, the majority of the architectural data dating to the 
relevant periods from non-sanctuary contexts remain buried or oth-
erwise obscured by centuries, even millennia, of later construction 
activities and, as a result, the overall form of these early urban cen-
ters beyond their primary cult centers is fragmentary at best (e.g., 
Harris-Cline 1999; Hurwit 1999:85–137; Papadopoulos 2003:280–297; 
Pfaff 2003; Rhodes 2003; Robertson 1998; Schmalz 2006; Shear 1994; 
Weir 1995). Similarly, although the eighth-century BC architectural 
remains at smaller sites such as Emporio on Chios (Boardman 1967), 
Koukounaries on Paros (Schilardi 1983), Vroulia on Rhodes (Kinch 
1914; Melander 1988), and Zagora on Andros (Cambitoglou et al. 1971, 
1988; Green 1990; Vink 1997) are clearly visible in the archaeological 
record, their potential contribution to this discussion is limited by 
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the fact that they were abandoned at a relatively early phase in their 
development.

The dearth of evidence for these initial stages of urbanization 
is even more pronounced on the island of Crete, where there is a 
remarkable decline in the quantity not only of settlement remains, 
but also funerary and ritual activity in the sixth century BC. This sit-
uation has led many scholars to suggest that the island witnessed a 
dramatic drop in population during this period (e.g., Coldstream and 
Huxley 1999; Kotsonas 2002; Prent 1996–1997; Van der Vliet 1996–1997; 
Vink 1996–1997). Such a population decline is particularly surprising 
considering that the preceding three centuries were characterized 
by intense and dynamic cultural interaction between the inhabitants 
of Crete, the Aegean islands, the Greek mainland, and the Near East. 
Moreover, it was precisely during this period that the state entities 
that dominated the political landscape of the island during the sec-
ond half of the irst millennium BC seem to have had their formative 
years. New studies being conducted at such sites as Afrati and Kato 
Syme (Erickson 2002), Eleutherna (Erickson 2004; Stampolidis 1990, 
2002), Itanos (Apostolakou et al. 2004–2005; Duplouy 2009; Greco et al. 
2003), Kommos (Shaw 2000), Praisos (Whitley 2006; Whitley et al. 
1995; Whitley et al. 1999), and Vrokastro (Hayden 2004a, 2004b), how-
ever, have begun to shed some much-needed light on this  so-called 
Dark Age and, as a result, challenge more traditional views of stag-
nation on the island. Of particular importance in this regard is the 
site of Azoria, where recent excavations have produced a wealth of 
evidence suggesting that the seventh and sixth centuries BC was a 
period of active sociopolitical development.

Azoria is located atop a double-peaked hill in eastern Crete, 
roughly 1 km southeast of the modern village of Kavousi and 3 km 
from the Aegean Sea (Figure 7.1). The site commands an excellent 
view of the coastal plain of Tholos to the north, and is strategically 
located at the western end of the system of mountain valleys that 
leads to the eastern end of the island, and at the northern end of the 
Ierapetra Isthmus, a narrow neck of land roughly 15 km in length. 
This isthmus served as a primary route of land-based communica-
tion linking the Aegean Sea to the Mediterranean Sea throughout 
the history of the island. Azoria was irst explored by Harriet Boyd 
in 1900 (Boyd 1901), but it was not until 2002, when a ive-year cam-
paign of excavation under the direction of Donald C. Haggis and 
Margaret S. Mook was initiated, that systematic investigations of the 
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site began (Azoria I-VI). Although these excavations have yielded 
abundant artifactual and scattered architectural evidence for occu-
pation as early as the Final Neolithic Period (Azoria I:390; Azoria 
II:276; Azoria III:668–696, 706–707), the primary phase of occupation 
appears to date to the seventh through early ifth centuries BC, the 
very period of the so-called Cretan “Dark Age.” Moreover, unlike 
the majority of other relevant sites in the Aegean, Azoria was aban-
doned in the irst quarter of the ifth century BC, and reoccupied on 
a very limited scale for only a brief period in the late third and early 
second centuries BC (Azoria I:372, 379; Azoria II:266–269, 294–295, 
305; Azoria IV:1–4). This exceptional occupational history has thus 
preserved the urban landscape of the seventh and sixth centuries BC 
in a relatively intact fashion, and provides a unique opportunity to 
study the process of urbanization as it unfolded in this region of the 
Greek world (Figure 7.2). This paper explores three functional and 
ideological levels of the built environment at Azoria (dubbed here, 
landscapes) – the domestic, the civic, and the urban – and demon-
strates that the architectural landscape of the nascent city-state not 
only served to relect the dramatic social and political developments 
that accompanied the emergence of the polis, but in effect also func-
tioned as an active agent in their creation.

THE DOMESTIC LANDSCAPE

Excavations along the eastern and western slopes of the North 
Acropolis and the northern, western, and southern slopes of the 

Figure 7.1 Map of 
eastern Crete, showing 
the location of sites 
mentioned in the 
text (redrawn by 
author from Coulson 
and Tsipopoulou 
1994:igure 1; inset 
redrawn from Azoria 
I:igure 1).
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Figure 7.2 Site plan of 
Azoria (drawn by author 

and G. Damaskanakis). 



South Acropolis have brought to light the remains of up to a dozen 
houses, the best preserved and most illustrative example of which is 
the Northeast Building (Figure 7.3; Azoria I:364–367; Azoria II:246–
252; Azoria V:434–437). This structure was composed of a suite of 
three rectangular rooms (A300, A400, A1700) and one irregularly 
shaped room (A2300) arranged in axial fashion (northwest-southeast) 
along a single, broad terrace (ca. 5.30 m wide). The narrow, northwest 
façade of the building faced onto a small courtyard (A500) that sat 
at the end of a street leading from the north and was pierced by a 
well-built doorway framed by megalithic masonry set in the center 
of the wall. This door opened onto a shallow room (A300), perhaps 
an entry vestibule, which in turn opened onto a deep, rectangular 
chamber (A400) that yielded a large collection of drinking, dining, 
and storage vessels and that has been identiied as the main hall of 
the house. A well-built doorway set into the western part of the rear 
wall of this room granted access to another large chamber (A1700) 
found littered with smashed pithoi (storage jars), pot stands, and the 
remains of cereal grains and olive pits, attesting to its function as the 
primary storage facility of the house. Additional storage and work 
space was provided by the stone-lined bin and work platform set 
into the triangular alcove southwest of the corridor (A2300) that ran 
southeast from the south corner of A1700. This passage ended at the 
bottom of a sloped ramp cut into the bedrock at the bottom of a short 
staircase that opened onto the street running northwest-southeast 
along the terrace immediately southwest of and above the Northeast 

Figure 7.3 Plan of the Northeast Building at Azoria, late seventh/early sixth century 
BC (drawn by author).

 

 

 

 

 

 



Building. The southeast end of this street was marked by a triangu-
lar-shaped courtyard (A1800) set before a large, irregularly shaped 
room (A2100) with a side hearth and work platform that appears to 
have functioned as the kitchen for the Northeast Building.

Although only partially preserved or awaiting further excava-
tion, the scattered fragments of house remains unearthed elsewhere 
on the South Acropolis appear to conform to the same basic blue-
print of formal and functional arrangement evident in the Northeast 
Building (Figure 7.4; Azoria I:370–372; Azoria II:265–269; Azoria V).1 
Moreover, the presence of a similarly designed domestic structure 
on the North Acropolis, the North Acropolis Building (Azoria V:463–
477), suggests that this blueprint was not restricted to a speciic sub-
section of the settlement (i.e., the South Acropolis or its summit), 
but rather extended across the entire site (Figures 7.1 and 7.4). Thus, 
even though it is true that no two houses were identical in terms 
of plan, elaboration, or scale, the repeated pattern of archaeological 
features evident in the extant remains suggests that their builders 
subscribed to a single, common approach to the conception, design, 
and utilization of domestic space. This approach was characterized 
by an emphasis on the front of the house through the construction 
of an elaborate façade and/or the presence of an exterior court; the 

Figure 7.4 Plan of the Archaic houses at Azoria, showing the distribution of room 
functions, late seventh/early sixth century BC (drawn by author).
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separation of spaces devoted to the storage, processing, and con-
sumption of foodstuffs (i.e., storeroom, kitchen, main hall), with 
the kitchen often set in isolation from the rest of the house and the 
storeroom juxtaposed with the main hall; the use of the main hall 
for multiple domestic, industrial, and social activities, most notably 
the performance of dining and drinking rituals; and the preference 
for arranging these functional spaces in axial fashion along a single 
terrace.

The axial approach to house planning was not unique to Azoria, 
but appears to have been standard practice on Crete well into the 
fourth century BC, when the court-centered house common else-
where in the Greek world made its irst appearance on the island 
(Westgate 2007a).2 In fact, the axial house plan can be traced as far 
back as the end of the Late Bronze Age on Crete, when the collapse 
of the Mycenaean palatial administration that had dominated the 
Aegean for the preceding two or three centuries necessitated a rad-
ical restructuring of the sociopolitical landscape. Three Early Iron 
Age sites in the immediate vicinity of Azoria preserve substantial 
remains of houses that seem to conform to this pattern (Figure 7.1). 
Although two of them, Kastro (Coulson 1997, 1998; Haggis et al. 1997; 
Mook 1998, 2004) and Halasmenos (Coulson and Tsipopoulou 1994; 
Paschalides 2006; Rupp 2007; Tsipopoulou 2004), await detailed pub-
lication before a thorough analysis of their domestic landscape can 
be undertaken, the third, Vronda, provides clear evidence for the 
prevalence of the axial house plan and its role in both shaping and 
relecting the sociopolitical landscape prior to the emergence of the 
polis.

Excavations at Vronda have brought to light the remains of twelve 
to ifteen houses dating to the twelfth and early eleventh centuries 
BC (Figure 7.5; Day et al. 1986; Day et al. 2009; Gesell et al. 1995:68–92, 
116–117). These houses were organized into several large clusters 
scattered over the hilltop (Buildings A-B, C-D, E, G, I-O-N, J-K, and 
L-M), the best preserved of which is Building I-O-N, an agglomera-
tion of at least twelve partially interconnected rooms located along 
the southwest edge of the settlement (Figure 7.6). Detailed analysis 
of the structural remains associated with this complex has revealed 
that its inal form resulted from the addition and expansion of sev-
eral new suites of rooms, collectively dubbed Buildings O and N, to 
an initial three-room complex, Building I, over the course of several 
generations (Glowacki 2002:39–42, 2004:127–131, 2007:132). Similar 
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analysis of four additional building clusters on the site (Buildings 
C-D, E, J-K, and L-M), despite their more fragmentary state of preser-
vation, suggests a conformance to the same basic arrangement evi-
dent in Building I-O-N,3 with each cluster being composed of two or 
more suites of rooms (Glowacki 2002:38, 42, 2004:134, 2007:134–135, 
136–137).

Even though great strides have been made in the study and 
reconstruction of domestic groupings on the basis of archaeolog-
ical and ethnographic evidence in other parts of the world in recent 
decades (e.g., Allison 1999; Johnston and Gonlin 1998; Samson 1990; 
Yanagisako 1979), the deinition and identiication of such basic fea-
tures as “family,” “house,” and “household” are much less devel-
oped for Early Iron Age Crete, in large part because of the paucity 
of relevant remains from across the island. Nevertheless, despite the 
small sample size, the extant evidence from across the island (e.g., 
Coulson 1998; Haggis et al. 1997; Hayden 1983; Mook 1998; Nowicki 

Figure 7.5 Site plan 
of Vronda, showing 

the location of house 
clusters, twelfth and 

eleventh centuries 
BC (after Glowacki 

2007:igure 14:1).
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2002:156–158, 161; Yasur-Landau 2003–2004, 2006) supports current 
scholarly opinion that the basic building block of Cretan society 
throughout the irst half of the irst millennium BC was the oikos 
unit (e.g., Day and Snyder 2004:78; Donlan 1985:299–300; Glowacki 
2004:134; Small 1998:289; Nowicki 1999:147), a somewhat luid entity 
comprised of an extended nuclear family (i.e., three generations) and 
its varied cadre of non-kin retainers.

Although the evidence is admittedly fragmentary, the remains at 
both Vronda and Azoria seem to conirm this pattern. At the former, 
the best example is provided by Building I-O-N, where the recur-
rence of repetitive suites of artifact types and the duplication of ixed 
installations such as hearths and ovens throughout its various com-
ponent parts has led Glowacki to argue that each suite of rooms was 

Figure 7.6 Plan of Building I-O-N at Vronda, showing phases of construction, 
twelfth and eleventh centuries BC (after Glowacki 2007:igure 14:4).
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occupied by a single, nuclear family – in other words, an oikos unit 
(Glowacki 2002:46, 2004:129, 2007:133–134). Similarly, at Azoria, the 
repetition of formal and functional areas in each of the excavated 
domestic structures across the settlement has led the excavators to 
suggest that each axial unit served to house an individual oikos unit 
(Azoria V:484–485). On one level, then, the evidence from Vronda 
and Azoria reveals that the individual family, embodied in the basic 
axial unit, continued to play a dominant role in the social, political, 
and physical fabric of Cretan settlements throughout the irst half of 
the irst millennium BC.

At the same time, however, the widespread building program 
undertaken on the hilltops at Azoria toward the end of the seventh 
century BC ushered in several signiicant structural changes that both 
relected, and perhaps served as a catalyst for, corresponding changes 
in the position of the family within the new urban environment. Most 
obvious, perhaps, is the increase in the size of the basic axial unit: the 
footprint of the largest house at Vronda (N2-N3-N5) measures roughly 
82.9 m2 (Glowacki 2007:135, 2012:134–135, 2013 personal communica-
tion), while that of the Northeast Building (A300, A400, A1700, A2300) 
covers an area of approximately 144 m2. Moreover, if the area covered 
by the two courtyards, A500 and A1800, and the associated kitchen, 
A2100, were included in this measurement (totaling approximately 
260 m2), the size of the Northeast Building would even exceed that 
calculated for the so-called Big Man’s house, Building A/B, at Vronda 
(approximately 198 m2; Day et al. 2009:26–27; Glowacki 2007:135, 2013 
personal communication). Associated with this increase in the size 
of the houses at Azoria is a corresponding escalation in the absolute 
wealth of at least some of its inhabitants, a phenomenon marked not 
only by the extensive provisions for the storage and production of 
agricultural goods, but also the expansion of household property and 
membership relected in the addition of non-adjacent structures (e.g., 
A2100) and intervening spaces to the basic axial unit. Just as, if not 
more, signiicant, however, was the resulting physical and symbolic 
change in the distribution of houses across the settlement. At Vronda, 
Glowacki has reasonably concluded that the larger clusters of room 
suites across the settlement (i.e., Buildings A-B, C-D, E, G, I-O-N, J-K, 
and L-M) were occupied by extended family groups (i.e., groups of 
related families), with each appended suite of rooms representing 
the appearance of a newly spawned oikos unit. The resulting agglom-
erations likely relect the underlying importance of kinship-based 
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associations in the deinition of social and political identity in the 
early Iron Age (Glowacki 2002:38, 42, 2004:134, 2007:134–135, 136–137). 
At Azoria, on the other hand, the distribution of axial (i.e., family) 
units in more disparate and isolated fashion across the hilltops and 
the absence of any evidence for their subsequent expansion over the 
course of ive or six generations of occupation at the site suggests a 
weakening of these more traditional afiliations and the emergence of 
the individual family as a more independent entity within the com-
munity. What appears to have emerged with the urbanization of the 
landscape in the seventh and sixth centuries BC was less a change 
in the internal nature of the individual family, but rather a transfor-
mation in the manner in which it advertised its position within the 
sociopolitical fabric of the new urban environment. Although kinship 
relations continued to play an important role in negotiating power 
relationships within the community, and indeed while the house 
continued to serve as a signiicant vehicle for the advertisement of 
wealth and status,4 it was now the position of the family within the 
larger polis landscape, rather than its juxtaposition to previous or con-
temporary generations, that afforded the highest levels of rank and 
prestige (cf. Westgate 2007b).

THE CIVIC LANDSCAPE

Coinciding with and serving as a prime catalyst for this redeinition 
of the sociopolitical position of the individual household unit within 
the larger urban community was a dramatic change in settlement 
pattern that took place at the end of the seventh century BC in the 
Kavousi region (Haggis 1993, 1996, 2001, 2005). Intensive survey in 
the area has demonstrated that whereas the Early Iron Age land-
scape was dotted by a series of small, agricultural villages organized 
into regional clusters relecting larger kinship groupings, by the 
beginning of the Archaic Period, the majority of these rural settle-
ments had been partially or entirely abandoned as their inhabitants 
looded into the new urban center at Azoria. This nucleation of dis-
parate population groups, a phenomenon that has also been noted 
for other areas of the island during this period (Wallace 2003b:256–
262), necessitated a dramatic reorganization of the sociopolitical and 
economic relationships within the nascent community. In the pro-
cess, the traditional kinship groups of the preceding era coalesced 
into a single, political entity.
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Throughout Greek history, one of the primary means of 
 negotiating social and political status between and among the var-
ious competing factions within a community was through the per-
formance of ritualized dining and drinking activities (e.g., Murray 
1983, 1990; Lissarrague 1991; Lynch 2007; Topper 2009; Wright 2004). 
Such rituals provide opportunities not only to forge and negotiate 
inter- and intragroup relationships through the sharing of food and 
drink and the exchange of information in institutionalized settings, 
but also to establish and reinforce social and political inequali-
ties through the display, exchange, and consumption of superior 
resources (Arnold 1999; Dietler 1990, 1996, 1999; Dietler and Hayden 
2001; Joffee 1998). The emphasis on the main hall, the proximity of 
the storeroom with its richly decorated pithoi, and the prevalence of 
vessels intended for the production and consumption of foodstuffs 
in the Archaic houses at Azoria illustrate the importance of such 
activities operating at the household level in the new urban environ-
ment of the seventh and sixth centuries BC. A similar focus on the 
hearth, the oven, and the processing of foodstuffs at Vronda indi-
cates a corresponding emphasis on household dining and drinking 
activities during the twelfth and eleventh centuries BC.

There is also evidence for the performance of more complex ritu-
als involving participants drawn from beyond the individual house-
hold or kinship group at Vronda. Building A/B (Figure 7.4; Day et al. 
2009:48–63; Day and Snyder 2004; Glowacki 2002:38–39, 2007:135–136), 
situated on the eastern slope of the hill at its highest point, assumed 
the form of a large, rectangular room with a central hearth (Building 
A) lanked to the north by a narrower room, perhaps a storeroom, 
and to the south by an open court. A second suite of four small, 
doorless rooms bordering the court to the east (Building B) and con-
taining numerous pithoi, cooking vessels, and drinking cups, has 
been interpreted as storage magazines. Externally, a long, megalithic 
terrace wall provided a monumental façade to viewers from the east. 
The size and elaboration of the architecture of Building A/B, together 
with the quantity and quality of its contents, led Day and Snyder to 
identify it as the house of the local ruler, who may have sponsored 
communal dining and drinking activities at his own expense in 
order to forge and reinforce social and political ties among the vari-
ous members of the community (Day and Snyder 2004:73, 78).

At Azoria, too, there is clear evidence for the performance of 
similarly elaborate rituals attended by a wider cross-section of the 
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Figure 7.7 Plan of the 
Communal Dining 
Buil ding at Azoria, late 
seventh/early sixth 
century BC (drawn by 
author). 
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community, although here the buildings in which they were enacted 
assumed a distinctly civic character. One such building (Figure 7.7), 
dubbed the Communal Dining Building, is a sprawling complex 
of at least ten rooms divided into two functional sections distrib-
uted across the upper two terraces of the West Acropolis, immedi-
ately below the summit (Azoria I:367–370, 373–390; Azoria II:253–265; 
Azoria IV:4–16). The rooms to the north were devoted to cooking 
(A600, A1600), the processing of wine (A1300), and the storage of 
foodstuffs (A1200, A1500, and perhaps A1400) and cooking and 
drinking vessels (A1500), whereas those to the south and east appear 
to have housed activities associated with dining and drinking (A800, 
A2000) and the display of prestige artifacts (A1900), including mar-
tial paraphernalia.

A second public facility (Figure 7.8) devoted, at least partially, to 
communal feasting was unearthed a short distance to the south and 
has been dubbed the Monumental Civic Building (Azoria II:295–301; 
Azoria IV:16–28, 39–41). This structure, which assumed the form of a 
huge trapezoidal chamber (D500) measuring 10 m in width and 20.5 m 
and 22.5 m long along its eastern and western sides respectively, was 
lined with two tiers of benches composed of hammer-dressed stones 
arranged along its southern, eastern, and northern walls. Substantial 
quantities of rooing material preserved along the eastern wall and 
two well-dressed post supports, as well as numerous outcroppings 
of roughly worked bedrock that would have functioned in a simi-
lar capacity, and traces of burnt beam impressions, indicate that the 
entire space, despite its immense size (ca. 200 m2) was roofed (Azoria 
II:298; Azoria IV:21–22). The main entrance to the building appears 
to have been located at the southern end of its western wall. Here, a 
handful of risers and a large schist slab bearing a massive pivot hole 
mark the position of a short staircase leading up to a double door. 
Although few complete vessels were recovered, copious amounts 
of food debris found atop the loor of the building suggest at least 
one of its functions was to house feasting and sacriicial activities. 
A second, smaller entrance cut through the north wall of this room 
granted access to a short corridor running along the top of a set of 
theatral-like seats (D1400) that lined the street below, which in turn 
opened onto an irregularly shaped kitchen (D1000) and a small, rect-
angular room (D900). This small room (D900) contained a central 
hearth abutting the north face of a stone altar that was found lit-
tered with ritual implements (Azoria IV:28–38). Also associated with 
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Figure 7.8 Plan of the 
Monumental Civic 
Building and the 
Archaic Hearth Shrine 
at Azoria, late seventh/
early sixth century BC 
(drawn by author). 
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this complex was a suite of interconnecting rooms and open courts 
located a short distance to the south, which the excavators have iden-
tiied as a Service Building (Azoria II:274–295; Azoria IV:43–62). Two 
large kitchens (B1500, B2200/2300) ran along the east side of an as 
yet unexcavated street connecting two open spaces (B1700, B3100) 
in which various activities, including food processing and perhaps 
textile manufacture (Azoria II:286, 288–289, 301; Azoria IV:43), took 
place. Both kitchens contained a rectangular hearth and multiple 
work platforms as well as numerous vessels for storage, dining, and 
drinking, whereas an adjoining room (B700) was devoted to the stor-
age of foodstuffs and serving and processing equipment. An iso-
lated room to the south of the south court (B3300) housed additional 
food processing activities, whereas two large rooms at the northern 
end of the complex were devoted to the production and storage of 
olive oil (D300).

The absence of both inscriptional evidence from Azoria and 
architectural comparanda from elsewhere on the island makes it 
impossible to determine the speciic nomenclature applied to these 
complexes by the ancient inhabitants of the site. The evidence for 
the large-scale processing, storage, and consumption of food and the 
display of aristocratic artifacts in the irst building (Figure 7.7) has 
led the excavators to suggest a possible identiication as an Andreion 
Complex (Azoria I:380–382, 387–390, 391–393; Azoria II:253, 263–265; 
Azoria IV:4–16). This building type is known from literary and epi-
graphic sources to have housed such activities and to have acted as a 
forum for the competition for status by elite males (Azoria I:387–390; 
Azoria IV:4–6; Koehl 1997). Similar activities have also been ascribed 
to the Monumental Civic Building, where the presence of theatral-
like seating designed for accommodating large-scale public gather-
ings and the intimate connection with the cult activities housed in 
the neighboring shrine building both ind parallels in the formal and 
functional arrangement of the later city centers at Lato (Demargne 
1903:216–221; Ducrey and Picard 1971, 1972; Miller 1978:78–86) 
and Dreros (Demargne and van Effenterre 1937:10–16; Marinatos 
1936:254; Xanthoudides 1918).5 These features also recall the descrip-
tions of the so-called Prytaneion, known from later historical and 
epigraphic sources (Miller 1978). Whether or not the inhabitants of 
the site referred to these structures as an Andreion and a Prytaneion, 
however, is less relevant than the fact that they housed the sorts of 
activities that would come to be ascribed to such complexes by later 
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authors (Azoria IV:4–6, 39–41). Indeed, the scale on which both of 
these structures were designed and constructed, the multiplicity 
of facilities devoted to the production, consumption, and storage of 
foodstuffs they housed, and the sheer volume of material unearthed 
within them makes it clear that they operated well above the level 
of the individual household, and instead belonged to the purview of 
the nascent civic authority.

Despite the functional similarities between these two complexes 
and the fact that they were both designed to accommodate public, 
or perhaps rather communal (Sjögren 2007:149–150), activities, they 
nevertheless appear to have been designed for somewhat different 
purposes and audiences. The relatively small size of the dining facil-
ities in A2000, the measures taken to limit visual and physical access 
to its inner rooms through the creation of multiple doorways and 
circuitous routes of passage, and the emphasis on the display of elite 
artifacts in A1900 and A800 suggest that the gatherings housed in 
the Communal Dining Building were of a more restricted, intimate 
nature and it is tempting to associate them with commensal meet-
ings attended and/or hosted by the traditional leaders and senior 
members of individual kinship associations. By contrast, the strik-
ingly open design of the Monumental Civic Building, the extensive 
provisions for seating or standing arranged along its perimeter, and 
the expansive arrangement of associated facilities – that is, the Civic 
Shrine to the north and the Service Building to the south – arranged 
in a very unrestricted fashion along a major thoroughfare, indicate 
that this complex was designed to accommodate much larger gath-
erings of people in a much more public setting, and it is tempting to 
identify it as a sort of public assembly hall where citizens of the new 
polis would convene to discuss and deliberate social, political, and 
economic matters affecting the city-state as a whole.

THE URBAN LANDSCAPE

The emergence of new social and political bodies operating at the 
civic level also inds its expression in the overall plan of the settlement 
that, although lacking the symmetry of the so-called Hippodamian 
arrangement so characteristic of many contemporary colonies in 
Magna Graecia and later cities throughout the Aegean, nevertheless 
displays a marked degree of overall organization. Here, the cohesive 
element is not the orthogonal street plan, but rather the network of 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

 

 



megalithic spine walls erected in roughly concentric fashion along 
the natural contours of both Acropolis hills (Figure 7.9; Azoria I:349–
352; Azoria IV:2; Azoria V:432–434; for spine walls, see Fagerström 
1988:113–114). These structures, characterized by the frequent use 
of massive, cyclopean boulders reaching upwards of 1 m in length 
along their maximum dimensions, served to retain the terraces on 
which the refashioned settlement was constructed, and thus acted as 
the armature around which the new urban landscape was fashioned 
(Figure 7.10).

Although no detailed energetics approaches comparable to the 
studies conducted by Abrams on the Maya have yet been applied 
to Early Iron Age Greece (Abrams 1989, 1994; Abrams and Bolland 
1999), it seems unlikely that the volume of human and animal labor 
required for the successful completion of this undertaking could 
have been supplied by members of a single or limited number of 
kinship groups. Instead, it seems more reasonable to hypothesize 
that the creation of this new urban landscape could only have been 
achieved through the participation and cooperation of gangs of 
workmen drawn from the expanded population base of the newly 
coalesced community. Indeed, the ambitious nature of this building 
program and the extensive scale on which it was executed, as well 
as the absence of any substantial later modiications to it (Azoria 
IV:2; Azoria V:439, 477), would seem to provide clear indication of 
the existence of a communal authority operating far above the level 

Figure 7.9 Site plan of Azoria, showing the network of spine walls, late seventh/
early sixth century BC (drawn by author).
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of the earlier family or extended kinship groups that would appear 
to have been responsible for the organization and execution of con-
struction projects undertaken in the Early Iron Age. If this deduc-
tion is correct, it therefore follows that the widespread renovations 
undertaken to the hilltops at Azoria themselves indicate the corre-
sponding emergence of some sort of civic administration capable of 
mobilizing, organizing, and directing quantities of human, capital, 
and symbolic resources on a scale not evident since the Mycenaean 
Age, one perhaps able to provide its own forms of compensation to 
its citizens (see Perlman 2004 for epigraphic evidence for various 
forms of state and non-state compensation in Archaic Crete).

More than acting as a mere passive relection of the new socio-
political order, however, the very creation of this urban landscape 
also played an active role in the restructuring of social and political 
networks within the community. It is likely that the construction of 
most private dwellings would still have been undertaken by indi-
viduals from the immediate family unit for whom they were origi-
nally erected, aided by various members of that particular family’s 
extended kinship and social network (for ethnographic parallels, 
see Cameron 1999). In the process, some familial groups with access 
to superior resources may have assumed (a larger) responsibility 
for the creation of certain civic monuments or parts thereof as a 
means of reinforcing or enhancing their social and political status. 
On the other hand, the majority of the public building projects that 

Figure 7.10. Photograph 
of Wall A602 from the 
south, showing typical 
spine wall construction, 
late seventh/early sixth 
century BC (photograph 
by author). 
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comprised the new urban landscape must have been the products of 
enterprises that assumed a much more communal character. Thus, 
for example, decisions regarding the course and layout of the spine 
wall system and the network of terraces it framed; the location and 
design of major civic structures such as the Cult Building (Azoria 
II:269–273, 301–302; Small 2010:201), the Communal Dining Building, 
and the Monumental Civic Building and its Service Building; and the 
allotment of land to private families for house construction, farm-
ing, and other economic activities must have arisen, at least in part, 
through the consensus and collaboration of community leaders. The 
collective nature of these building activities, with individuals from 
different kinship groups working side-by-side across the settlement 
for extended periods of time, would have served as one more cohe-
sive mechanism that reinforced the notions of group membership 
and civic identity fostered by the new city-state by obscuring the 
more traditional kinship ties that had characterized the irst few 
centuries of the irst millennium BC. In this context, it is perhaps 
worth noting that large-scale public building projects often serve 
as effective vehicles for promoting group solidarity during times 
of social and political stress (Abrams 1989:62; Trigger 1990:127–128), 
a description that seems highly applicable to an era that witnessed 
both the widespread movement of population groups resulting 
in the nucleation of settlement at the site, the dissolution of long-
standing social and political afiliations, and the institution of new 

Figure 7.11 Plan of Azoria, showing the location of Early Iron Age architectural 
remains (drawn by author).
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forms of kinship and civic relationships that would characterize the 
nascent polis.

Interestingly, this rearrangement of the traditional sociopolit-
ical network and the creation of a new, more inclusive civic iden-
tity may have been further reinforced through the transformation 
of the physical landscape itself. Scattered traces of architecture dat-
ing to the Early Iron Age have been revealed in numerous places 
along the western slope of the South Acropolis (Figure 7.11; Azoria 
III:696–705; Azoria IV:45; Azoria V:432, 456–457, 461; Azoria VI), nota-
bly in the areas west of the northern rooms of the Communal Dining 
Building (Trench D600, the bench sanctuary), north (Trenches B3100, 
D200, and D400), east (Trench B800), and south (Trench B1700) of the 
Service Building, and north of, east of, and beneath the Southwest 
Building (Trenches B3000, B3500, B3700, and B3900). Even though 
these remains are preserved in too fragmentary a form to allow for 
a reliable reconstruction of their overall appearance, they neverthe-
less provide tantalizing evidence that the architectural landscape of 
the Early Iron Age settlement may have been intentionally obscured 
during the seventh and sixth century renovations undertaken at the 
site (Azoria III:701).

The clearest evidence for such activity can be seen in the area 
of the northern room of the Service Building (Figures 7.12–7.13; 
Trenches B2200/2300, 3100, and D400), where the course and posi-
tion of the preexisting structural remains were not only ignored 
by the builders of the Archaic complex, but also obscured, perhaps 
deliberately, by the deposition of massive amounts of cobble ill that 
preceded the construction of the later complex. Similar deposits of 
cobble ill have been found in connection with a large number of 
structures, both private and public, erected across the settlement 
in the Archaic Period, including the Northeast Building (Azoria 
I:364), the Communal Dining Building (Azoria I:366, 370, 375; Azoria 
II:253, 265; Azoria IV:10), and the area south of the Monumental 
Civic Building (Azoria III:701). Although it is possible that these ills 
were laid for purely practical reasons – namely, to provide stable 
foundations and drainage for the new constructions – the ubiqui-
tous nature of the cobbles, the massive amounts of labor required 
for their laying, and the fact that none of the preexisting walls 
were reused, raises the distinct possibility, if not likelihood, that 
the resulting disappearance of the Early Iron Age landscape was 
entirely intentional.
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Figure 7.12 Plan of the northern end of the Service Building, showing the Early Iron 
Age and Archaic structural remains (drawn by author).

Figure 7.13 Photograph 
of the northern end of 
the Service Building, 

showing the Early 
Iron Age and Archaic 

structural remains 
(photograph by author).
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Interestingly, this obfuscation of the preexisting architectural 
landscape differs markedly from the treatment afforded to the mate-
rial possessions of its occupants. Indeed, the presence, for example, 
of the Late Minoan (LM) IIIC (twelfth century BC) pithos in the 
storeroom (B300) of the so-called East Corridor House (Azoria I:354), 
the Daedalic plaque in the kitchen of the North Acropolis Building 
(Azoria V:468), the Early Iron Age igurine from the south kitchen of 
the Service Complex (Azoria III:700–701), the Protogeometric krater 
in the north room of the Civic Shrine (Azoria IV: 36), and the handful 
of early igurines from its altar (Azoria IV:31–35), suggest an inter-
est on the part of (at least) some individual families in preserving 
some of the material elements from earlier generations. Although 
some of these objects may well have been kept for purely practical 
purposes, in some cases at least (notably the ritual artifacts from the 
Hearth Shrine and its attendant storeroom), the likelihood is that 
they were intentionally preserved and displayed as heirlooms in an 
effort to maintain physical, symbolic, and emotional ties to the social 
environment of the immediate and more distant past (Azoria II:304; 
Azoria III:699, 708; Azoria IV:37; Lillios 1999).

If the residents of Azoria were in fact keeping heirlooms, it 
would appear that the dramatic sociopolitical changes that accom-
panied the process of urbanization at this site did not necessitate 
the total eradication of the entire social network that had operated 
in the region in the irst few centuries of the irst millennium BC, 
but rather, resulted in its removal (in architectural form) from the 
physical and visible realm of public spectacle. Interestingly, this sit-
uation appears to contrast with evidence elsewhere on the island, 
where the deliberate reuse of and reference to earlier settlement, cul-
tic, and mortuary sites as a means of legitimizing and strengthening 
kinship structures and regional identities has been stressed (Azoria 
III:707–708; Prent 2003; Wallace 2003b). The setting of Early Iron Age 
shrines within, or in close proximity to, clearly visible Bronze Age 
remains at Ayia Triada and Kommos is a manifestation of this phe-
nomenon (see Wallace 2003b:263–264 for references). The ambitious 
building program undertaken by the leaders of the new polis com-
munity at Azoria, which resulted in the deletion of the preexisting 
settlement plan, might therefore be understood as a deliberate ini-
tiative intended to eliminate the social and political relationships 
embodied in the preexisting built environment from the new corpo-
rate consciousness (Abrams 1989:62). In effect, then, the new urban 
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landscape created in the inal decades of the seventh century BC 
operated not only as a physical expression of the nascent polis, but 
also as a social and ideological symbol of the sociopolitical transfor-
mations that had accompanied its appearance.

CONCLUSIONS

The factors that led to the abandonment of the hilltops at Azoria in 
the irst quarter of the ifth century BC and prevented the imme-
diate return of its inhabitants remain unidentiied. Nevertheless, 
the iery destruction that swept across the settlement shortly after 
their departure served to preserve in reasonably intact condition the 
structural and material environment that existed at the time of their 
exodus. Moreover, although there are clear indications that minor 
alterations were made to some of the buildings on the site prior to its 
inal desertion, it is nevertheless the case that the original physical 
framework that was established during the dramatic reshufling of 
population that transpired around the transition from the seventh 
to the sixth century BC survived relatively unchanged until the inal 
demise of the settlement. As a result, the recent excavations at Azoria 
have yielded unparalleled insight into the archaeological correlates 
of state formation and urbanization as it unfolded on Crete at the 
beginning of the Archaic Period.

Analysis of the results from these excavations demonstrates that 
the urbanization of the landscape at Azoria was a complex, active 
process stemming from, and in turn encouraging, a series of deliber-
ate and conscious decisions undertaken by, and ultimately affecting, 
a wide variety of different social and political levels throughout the 
community (Cowgill 2004:528). The effects of these decisions were 
not restricted to the tangible components of settlement, but rather 
encompassed a wide range of intangible elements as well, signal-
ing the redeinition of preexisting sociopolitical and economic rela-
tionships between and within the various vertical and horizontal 
factions of the community, necessitating the creation and implemen-
tation of new mechanisms for negotiating standing and identity 
for and between citizens, and marking the emergence of the “civic” 
rather than the “kin” as the primary measure of status and prestige 
within the new urban environment. In effect, then, this transfor-
mational process resulted not only in the creation of a new physi-
cal and ideological landscape, but also – intimately connected with 
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its appearance – the destruction and obliteration of the preexisting 
settlement topography and the traditional social, political, and eco-
nomic associations it had once embodied.
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NOTES

1 Two structures excavated on the southern slope of the South Acropolis, the so-
called East and West Corridor Houses (Azoria I:352–363), were irst identiied as 
having belonged to a different type of house plan, one characterized by the pres-
ence of a corridor/storeroom running alongside a main hall (Azoria I:360–361; 
Haggis and Mook 2011). Recent reanalysis of the architectural, ceramic, and strati-
graphic evidence from these buildings, however, suggests that this original inter-
pretation may not be entirely accurate, although whether they conform to the same 
pattern of design exempliied by the Northeast Building is yet to be ascertained.

2 It is true that, to some extent, the form of the axial house is dictated by the fact 
that artiicial terraces are required for construction because of the topography of 
many Cretan settlements. However, there are, as of yet, no indications that these 
axial units were constructed on adjacent terraces at Azoria, nor that any attempt 
was made to provide direct communication between terraces from within the 
houses – as was the case, for example, in the houses erected on the west slope of 
Lato (Demargne 1903:207–210).

3 Two complexes on the site, Buildings A-B and G, do not conform to the general 
pattern of house design discussed here. The former has been interpreted as the 
leader’s house, and will be discussed in the context of the civic landscape below. 
The latter (Day 1997:400–403; Eliopoulos 2004; Klein 2004; Glowacki 2007:135, 137–
138) belongs to a class of structure known as a bench sanctuary (Eliopoulos 2004; 
Klein and Glowacki 2009; Prent 2005:188–200, 616–617), an integral element in the 
architectural landscape of Early Iron Age Crete known from several sites in the 
immediate vicinity of Vronda, including Azoria, Halasmenos (Tsipopoulou 2001), 
Kephala Vasilikis (Eliopoulos 1998, 2004), and Pakhlitzani Agriadha (Alexiou 
1965).

4 Of particular interest in this regard was the discovery of two pairs of agrimi (a 
wild or feral domestic goat on Crete, also known as the kri-kri) horn cores in rooms 
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A400 and A1700 of the Northeast Building, which the excavators have interpreted 
as symbolic expressions of power (Azoria II:248). A collection of agrimi horns and 
cattle skulls in Building B at Vronda has been similarly interpreted as representa-
tions of elite male power (Day and Snyder 2004:69–71; Prent 2005453).

5 Despite attempts to identify the complex of rooms south of the Geometric Temple 
at Dreros as a Prytaneion (Demargne and van Effenterre 1937:16–26; Miller 
1978:93–98), two more likely candidates for such a structure at this site are pro-
vided by the so-called Agora (Demargne and van Effenterre 1937:10–16) and the 
building excavated by Xanthoudides (1918) on the Western Acropolis. Both of 
these structures are the subject of new excavations currently being conducted by 
Alexandre Farnoux of the French School of Archaeology in Athens.
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The Rise of a Minoan City and the  

(Re)Structuring of Its Hinterlands: A View from 

Galatas

D. Matthew Buell

Data from both recent excavation and survey work at the Minoan city of Galatas, 
which is located in the Pediada in central Crete, allow one to situate an early 
Neopalatial (ca. 1700–1600 BC) palace in both its urban and rural contexts. Through 
the employment of Michael Smith’s novel approach to analyzing city planning, and 
consideration of the associated meanings that may be attached to it, it becomes clear 
that certain elements of the city of Galatas were constructed with a view toward 
promoting group cohesion, while at the same time emphasizing, maintaining, and 
enforcing social differentiation. The fact that these were real concerns for those who 
constructed the city is highlighted by the various changes to the region’s sociopo-
litical and economic framework. The impetus for the construction of the city of 
Galatas remains little understood, but it is tentatively posited that it was owing to 
the expansion of Knossos in the early part of the Neopalatial period.

To date, there have been relatively few discussions concerning the 
nature of Minoan urbanism, especially as it pertains to city plan-
ning. Scholars have suggested that Minoan society was not very 
urban (e.g., Renfrew 1972:242–244), and that if it was, there was lit-
tle formal organization or planning involved (e.g., Branigan 2001:45; 
Hutchinson 1950). Those who argue for planning within Minoan cit-
ies do so through models emphasizing the presence of street grids 
(e.g., Cunningham 2001:78–81), or the use of modular planning (e.g., 
Palyvou 2002; Preziosi 1983), and metrological systems (e.g., Graham 
1960, 1987) in the construction of one element of the urban environ-
ment, the palace. Perhaps the fact that very few have attempted to 
assess the urban environment in its totality is not so surprising, given 
that there has been an almost exclusive focus on excavation of the pal-
aces. This myopic viewpoint has led to a general reluctance among 
scholars to describe such settlements as cities. I argue that Minoan set-
tlements with palatial complexes were in fact cities because they were 
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highly differentiated from their rural hinterlands, yet  functionally 
interconnected to them as they served as the locations for a number 
of specialized activities ranging from the political to the ideological; 
many scholars consider these to be deining characteristics of cities (cf. 
Cowgill 2004:527; Grove 1972:560; Redman 1978:215–216; Smith 2007:4; 
Southall 1973:6; Trigger 1972). On this basis, I contend that settlements 
with palatial complexes were cities and that signiicant parts of these 
cities were planned by rulers with a view toward promoting speciic 
messages about identity and social status.

Rapoport (1990:10) argues that parts of the built environment 
are actively created in order to relect social expressions of culture, 
including groups, family structures, institutions, social networks, 
and status relations. For Rapoport (1988, 1990) there are three levels of 
meanings embedded within the built environment, including high-
level meanings (cosmological and supernatural), mid-level mean-
ings (identity, status, and power), and low-level meanings (behavior 
and movement). According to Smith (2007:30), these three levels pro-
vide an appropriate framework for examining both the intentions of 
rulers and builders, and the effects of city planning on urban visi-
tors and inhabitants. These different levels of meaning are neither 
independent, nor are they mutually exclusive as two or three levels 
are often conveyed in cities and their individual buildings (cf. Fisher 
and Creekmore, Chapter 1 of this volume; Fitzsimons, Chapter 7 of 
this volume). I will examine only mid-level and low-level meanings, 
for high-level ones are dificult to substantiate in the present case 
study and more generally (Smith 2007:34–35).

Because parts of the built environment convey messages asso-
ciated with identity and power relationships, it should be under-
stood that certain aspects of a cultural group’s ideology are infused 
within it. The creation, control, and proliferation of ideology serve 
as important instruments of social stability and change (Miller and 
Tilley 1984:8; Mumford 2003; Preucel and Meskell 2003; Whitley 
1998:17). Through the strategic employment of ideology, here in its 
materialized sense, elites may use it as a powerful tool to both repro-
duce and transform their own social roles within society (DeMarrais 
et al. 1996; Knapp 1988:139). Because speciic parts of the built envi-
ronment are the products of deliberate, strategic planning by cer-
tain individuals, personal agency is implied (cf. Dobres and Robb 
2000:8–9). Thus, there is a link between the elites, agency, and power, 
which is manifested in certain parts of the built environment.
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Minoan cities were planned with a view toward promoting 
both mid- and low-level meanings, for buildings and spaces were 
organized with speciic reference (i.e., simple coordination) to one 
another, a number of buildings were both formally arranged and 
monumental in scope, and they were often designed with a view 
toward controlling and restricting both access and visibility. Taken 
as a group (i.e., simple coordination, formality, and monumentality) 
these elements of planning may be referred to as coordination among 
buildings and spaces (Carter 1983; Smith 2007:8). When cities across 
Crete are compared to each other, a remarkable number of similar-
ities in design, form, orientation, building materials, and, perhaps, 
even the use of a common metrological system can be noted. In other 
words, Minoan cities shared a number of standardized features (cf. 
Ellis 1995; Smith 2007:8). At its most basic level, the presence of a 
coordination of buildings, along with some degree of standardiza-
tion, suggests that there was an active program of central planning 
that was shared among Minoan cities.

In light of the foregoing discussion, I argue that Minoan cities 
were distinct and differentiated from their hinterlands, and that sig-
niicant parts of them were planned by speciic individuals in order 
to promote mid-level and low-level meanings, speciically those that 
are concerned with group identity and hierarchical institutions. 
I assess the relative degree of planning using Smith’s (2007, 2008) 
model for ancient city planning. The constituent parts of this model 
include: simple coordination, formality, and monumentality; access 
and visibility; and standardization amongst a number of other cities 
within a cultural koine. These units of analysis can then be linked 
to meaning. The clearest mid-level meanings of ancient cities, for 
example, are derived from expressions of monumentality and for-
mality, whereas low-level meanings – those that are concerned with 
the recursive relationship between architecture and behavior – may 
be analyzed through a study of visibility and accessibility (Smith 
2007:35–37). As is the case for certain elements of Minoan cities, I 
believe that the hinterlands of cities were often reorganized to meet 
certain demands imposed by the rulers living within cities.

In order to illustrate the claims presented here, I apply Smith’s 
(2007) model for urban planning to the Minoan city of Galatas, 
which is located in central Crete in the region of the Pediada 
(Figure 8.1). Galatas, which has been continuously excavated by 
G. Rethemiotakis since 1992, presents an excellent case study for 
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Table 8.1 Minoan chronology (after Warren and Hankey 1989:137–169)

Ceramic Phase  Date

Early Minoan I

(EM I)

Prepalatial

3650/3500–3000/2900 BC

Early Minoan II

(EM II) 2900–2300/2026 BC

Early Minoan III

(EM III) 2300/2150–2160/2025 BC

Middle Minoan IA

(MM IA) 2160/1979–20th century BC

Middle Minoan IB

(MM IB)

Protopalatial

19th century BC

Middle Minoan II

(MM II) 19th century–1700/1650 BC

Middle Minoan IIIA

(MM IIIA)

Neopalatial

1700/1650–1640/1630 BC

Middle Minoan IIIB

(MM IIIB) 1640/1630–1600 BC

Late Minoan IA

(LM IA) 1600/1580–1480 BC

Late Minoan IB

(LM IB) 1480–1425 BC

Late Minoan II

(LM II)

Postpalatial

1425–1390 BC

Late Minoan IIIA1 1390–1370/1360 BC

Figure 8.1 Plan of Crete with study region highlighted (drawn by author).
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investigations of Minoan urbanism, especially those pertaining 
to city planning, because it was built anew in Middle Minoan 
IIIA following a period of abandonment in Middle Minoan II (see 
Table 8.1 for Minoan chronology). As a result of its clear building 
history, one can fully assess the level of planning and the sociopo-
litical messages that it conveyed. In addition, the recent survey of 
Galatas’s territory conducted by the State University of New York 
at Buffalo allows us to expand the scope of analysis to examine 
how the newly imposed city changed traditional rural lifestyles 
(Watrous et al. 2014). The survey data suggest that the ruler(s) of 
Galatas’s concern for promoting messages connected to social rank, 
power, and group identity was very real and that these messages 
signiicantly affected the day-to-day lives of people living within 
Galatas’s hinterlands. The integrated excavation and survey data 
also offer some tantalizing clues as to the identity of those who built 
the city on the Galatas Kephala (i.e., hilltop). It seems as though the 
construction of this new city in the Pediada may have been part of 
a political strategy employed by Knossos as it expanded the scope 
of its regional state.

THE CITY

Excavation and surface survey indicate that the Galatas Kephala was 
irst occupied in Early Minoan I (Buell 2014a; Rethemiotakis and 
Christakis 2011: 195), whereas the irst recorded architectural remains 
at the settlement belong to Middle Minoan IA. Following Middle 
Minoan IB, the Kephala was abandoned until Middle Minoan IIIA 
when an extensive building program, which included a palatial com-
plex, was initiated (Figure 8.2). Besides the palace, Middle Minoan 
IIIA witnessed the construction of several new, elite residential 
buildings on the Kephala, including Buildings 1, 6, and 7. Building 
3, which was initially constructed in Middle Minoan IA-IB, was also 
rebuilt in this period (Rethemiotakis 2007–2008:105, 2008–2009:95–
97). Following a destruction event at the end of Middle Minoan 
IIIA – probably the result of an earthquake – all buildings, including 
the palatial compound, were immediately rebuilt and occupied in 
Middle Minoan IIIB. As was the case for other Neopalatial palaces 
on Crete (i.e., Knossos, Phaistos, Malia, and Zakros) the complex at 
Galatas consisted of four wings organized around a central court-
yard. Occupying an area of nearly 1 ha, the palace possessed spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

    

 



for storage, ceremonial activities, and industry. Galatas ultimately 
lost its palatial character in the early Late Minoan IA as only a small 
part of the palace remained in use (Rethemiotakis 2002:63). The set-
tlement continued to be occupied until the end of Late Minoan IB 
when it was destroyed by ire. Besides the buildings that have been 
excavated, the University at Buffalo survey has identiied the remains 
of a number of other Neopalatial structures spread throughout the 
settlement (Buell 2014b; Figure 8.3). Although a precise date cannot 
be assigned to these buildings, it is assumed, based on the dates of 
their associated surface pottery, that they are contemporary with the 
Middle Minoan IIIA-B palace.

Coordination of Buildings and Spaces

According to Smith (2007:8), simple coordination refers to cases in 
which buildings and spaces are arranged with speciic reference 
to one another. At Galatas, all features of the urban environment 
shared a common reference to the palace in that they all possessed a 
general north-south orientation (Figure 8.3). Because all buildings of 

Figure 8.2 Plan of the palace of Galatas (redrawn from Rethemiotakis and Christakis 
2011:igure 2).
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the palace complex were oriented with respect to the central court-
yard, this space should be seen as the principal organizing feature of 
the city. What makes this more acute is that buildings situated in dif-
ferent topographical locations, including Building 1 and two other 
buildings identiied by the University at Buffalo survey, adhered to 
this common orientation (Buell 2014b; Figure 8.3). Topography, there-
fore, did not seem to be a key factor in the orientation of buildings 
on the Kephala.

Buildings and spaces at Galatas were also constructed with ref-
erence to streets. Roads, streets, and paths serve as key elements in 
the armature of urban environments because they provide coher-
ence for different structures and they unite these same buildings 
(MacDonald 1986:256; see also Creekmore, Chapter 2 in this volume). 
These features also help social actors in their negotiations within 
a particular environment because they may be used to direct indi-
viduals to spaces important in structuring and enforcing social 
relationships (Lynch 1960:49–62). Evidence for the construction of 

Figure 8.3 Site plan 
of the city of Galatas 
(redrawn and adapted 
from Rethemiotakis and 
Christakis 2011:igure 1). 
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roads and streets at Galatas is unfortunately quite limited.1 There 
does, however, seem to have been a main north-south artery (i.e., 
a main city street) on the Kephala, which ran from the bottom of 
the hill through the settlement and then up to the palace. Large 
urban blocks, with narrow alleyways providing access to individual 
buildings within these blocks, were laid out along it (Rethemiotakis 
2008–2009:94–95). Once the street reached the southern courtyard of 
the palace, it split into two branches with each one running along 
opposite sides of the palace’s exterior before joining together at the 
northern-most part of the palace, creating a ring road. Because the 
main street led up to and terminated at the palace, it can be said that 
it possessed a speciic directional quality that situated the palace 
as the most prominent feature in the urban environment. This was 
reinforced by the fact that as one traveled toward the palace, one 
was constantly moving upward in elevation. The effect of this is that 
the palace would have been seen to loom above the individual, cre-
ating a visual effect wherein it was made more imposing (cf. Moore 
1996:92–120). According to Rapoport (1990:107), the use of higher ele-
vation is a nearly universal nonverbal cue indicating higher status. 
The belief that this was indeed planned is suggested by the fact that 
there was an open courtyard on the palace’s southern side (the direc-
tion of its major approach), which provided travelers with an unob-
structed view of the palace and its monumental southern façade (cf. 
Letesson and Vansteenhuyse 2006:93–94). This concern for provid-
ing clear views of the palace’s monumental facades was repeated on 
its northern and eastern sides, as neither topographical features nor 
architecture restricted the views of these elements. In fact, because 
the palace occupied the most prominent part of the settlement on 
the northern tip of the ridge, it was visible in some areas to the north 
and east for distances of nearly 6 km as veriied by geographic infor-
mation system (GIS) viewshed analysis (Buell 2014b). Given its place-
ment on the Kephala, the power and prestige of the palace would 
have been communicated to both local inhabitants and visitors to 
the city.

The street system also linked three courtyards (i.e., the southern, 
northwestern, and northern courtyards), which were themselves 
built with speciic reference to the palace as they were positioned on 
its periphery. Because these three courtyards interrupted the linear 
low of the primary street system, they would have served as junc-
tions or nodes within the armature of the city of Galatas. Given the 
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ceremonial functions of these courtyards, as will be discussed, and 
their architectural elaborations, which included the ashlar facades 
of the palace walls that faced them, the streets that connected them 
would have possessed prominence in the minds of travelers (cf. 
Lynch 1960:50–51). In addition to directing individuals to places of 
social interaction, the palace’s abilities to command both material 
and human labor would have been relected in the construction of 
the street system. Thus, apart from having served as a unifying or 
structuring element, one that helped in the simple coordination of 
buildings and spaces, Galatas’s street system served as a material-
ized form of ideology as it helped to highlight the social position of 
those responsible for its construction. 

One inal element that highlights the notion of simple coordina-
tion is that there may have been districts of similarly designed build-
ings within the city of Galatas. Unfortunately, given the current focus 
of excavation on the monumental core, we are, at present, unable 
to discuss the presence and composition of speciic neighborhoods. 
In contrast, districts, which often possess multiple neighborhoods, 
are discernible in Galatas’s archaeological record, for these areas are 
usually separated from each other through the use of homogenous 
architecture (Smith 2010:140). The distinct architectural forms and 
the social activities conducted within districts provide them with 
speciic social identities, which, in turn, allow observers to mentally 
visualize them (Lynch 1960:66; Smith 2010:140). At Galatas, two or 
perhaps three distinct districts are apparent within its architectural 
remains.

Galatas’s monumental core served as an administrative dis-
trict, for it acted as the political, economic, and ideological center 
for the city and the region. This urban core was surrounded by a 
number of large, freestanding structures (i.e., Buildings 1, 3, 5, 6, 
and 7), all of which possessed a number of architectural elabora-
tions including the use of ashlar masonry, wall paintings, or spe-
cialized rooms like the Minoan Hall complex.2 Given the size and 
elaboration of some of these residences, it may be that these build-
ings comprised an elite district at Galatas. A nonelite district may 
have existed at the fringes of the settlement as a number of walls 
belonging to distinct, small structures constructed from ieldstones 
were identiied by the University at Buffalo survey (Buell 2014b). 
Because these houses were constructed in a common architectural  
style, seem to have been about the same size, and were all located 
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within the same general area, it may be that they formed a discrete 
district of residential units on the fringes of the settlement at Galatas. 
Within such a scenario, one where successive districts radiated out 
from a central point, Galatas’s monumental core served as the city’s 
epicenter or nucleus (cf. Park et al. 1925).

Formality and Monumentality

When buildings, spaces, and their layouts are constructed in clearly 
articulated and directed space, they can be said to be formally 
arranged (Lynch 1960:105–108; Steinhardt 1990:5–12; Smith 2007:12). 
At Galatas, formality is recognized in the construction of the court-
yards associated with the palace (i.e., the central, southern, north-
western, and northern courtyards) as each one was constructed in 
a clearly delineated space and each one possessed a clearly recog-
nizable and simplistic (i.e., easily understood) architectural form, 
consisting of a large open space facing at least one of the palace’s 
monumental facades (cf. Lynch 1960:105–108). Because the courtyards 
served as junctions or breaks in the transportation network of the 
settlement, they would have forced travelers to make decisions, and, 
as a consequence, attention would have been heightened and nearby 
elements perceived with more than normal clarity (Lynch 1960:72–
73). One particular element that would have been noticed was the 
change in architectural form from rubble and mudbrick house exte-
riors to the ashlar facades of the palace that framed the activities 
conducted within these spaces. Because of the expense of the ashlar 
facades, individuals would have been constantly reminded of the 
power and wealth of those who commissioned their construction 
while using the courtyards or simply passing through them.

The relative levels of accessibility and visibility among Galatas’s 
courtyards suggests that there was a hierarchy of courtyards and 
that each one was designed to be used by a speciic group of people. 
The central courtyard, which occupied the central position of the 
palatial complex, was quite restricted in terms of both accessibility 
and visibility. The narrowness of the corridors that provided access 
into the central courtyard, for example, produced a funneling effect 
as one moved from the street into it, limiting the number of people 
that could enter concurrently. Two of the three corridors also pos-
sessed lights of steps, which, given the uneven ground levels, lim-
ited visibility into the central courtyard and the activities  conducted 
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within it. The restricted nature of both the accessibility and visibility 
into the central courtyard suggests that it was only used by select 
groups of individuals, perhaps the elite (cf. Gesell 1987:125).

The open space of the central courtyard was framed by an elab-
orate architectural setting utilizing ashlar masonry, which created a 
boundary for the ceremonial activities conducted within it. Deposits 
containing many drinking, pouring, and serving vessels – along with 
faunal refuse (Rethemiotakis 1999a, 1999b, 2002:56–57) and architec-
tural spaces including areas for cooking, storage, and dining (e.g., 
Rooms 17 and 22) – were found within close proximity to the central 
courtyard, suggesting that feasting and associated ritual activities 
took place in this area (cf. Borgna 2004; Dietler and Hayden 2001; 
Gero 1992). Unequal social relationships between local elites (those 
who were able to participate in the activities in the central courtyard) 
and other segments of society (those who were not), may have been 
stressed and reafirmed through the process of exclusion. Likewise, 
the act of inclusion served the purpose of creating a sense of group 
identity among those permitted into this space through the commu-
nal act of sharing food and drink (cf. Hayden 2001:28; Potter 2000:471; 
Wright 2004:134). And inally, the relative scale of the feast demon-
strated the palace’s abilities, and thus its position within society, to 
command substantial amounts of foodstuffs collected through trib-
ute assessments within the territory.

The rest of the community may have used the northern, north-
western, and southern courtyards, for these were each easily 
accessed via streets that led into and through them, and they were 
highly visible. As with the central courtyards, the open public 
courtyards almost certainly served as venues for ceremonial activ-
ities, as suggested by the presence of exedras, raised causeways, or 
tripartite facades (Rethemiotakis 2002–2003:78–80). The latter are 
often connected to ceremonial activities because of their appear-
ance in conjunction with cultic activity in Minoan iconography (e.g., 
the relief rhyton from Kato Zakros, the “Grand Stand” fresco from 
Knossos, etc.) (Goodison 2004; Shaw 1978:443–445, igures 17 and 
18). Additional evidence for ceremonial activity can be seen in the 
southern courtyard where a baetyl was located. Like the tripartite 
facades, these objects often appear in Minoan glyptic art in associa-
tion with ritual or ceremonial activity (Warren 1990:193). The mate-
rial remains recovered in these areas also support their association 
with ritual or ceremonial activities as a number of objects related to 
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these activities – including pedestalled chalices, animal igurines, 
and a stone libation table – were found within close proximity to the 
northern and southern courtyards (Rethemiotakis and Christakis 
2013). The close proximity of the palace suggests its sponsorship of 
the activities conducted within these courtyards. It may be that cer-
emonial activities were conducted in all courtyards at the same time 
in an effort to unite groups of people together in a social setting (cf. 
Fitzsimons, Chapter 7 in this volume, for a similar case of building 
civic identity through ceremonial activities).

The promotion of messages connected to wealth, power, and 
status was also relected in the monumentality of buildings and 
spaces within the city of Galatas. For Trigger (1990:119), the principle-
deining feature of monumental architecture is that both its scale 
and elaboration exceed the requirements of utilitarian or practical 
functions that a particular building is intended to perform. Through 
the conspicuous consumption of both materials and human labor, 
power relations are displayed and reinforced (Trigger 1990:124–125, 
128). Thus, monumental buildings play an active role in both the con-
stitution and the reproduction of asymmetrical relations of power 
and authority (Fisher 2009:184). Monumental architecture should 
be considered to be a form of indexical communication because 
it is concerned with claims of advancement in wealth and status 
(cf. Blanton 1993). In fact, it serves as a relatively eficient means of 
indexical communication because these types of buildings, given 
their size, were visible to large populations and their seemingly per-
manent nature guarantees that they would have been seen by many 
people over a long period of time (Blanton 1989:413; DeMarrais et al. 
1996:18). As Dovey (1999:15–16) argues, monumental ediices can pro-
vide illusions of stability and/or change, and they help to promote 
and differentiate group identity. These types of buildings are often 
constructed when group solidarity is needed most, such as during 
periods of sociopolitical or economic stress (Abrams 1989:62). In a 
speciically Minoan context, Driessen (1995), for instance, argues that 
there was a period of monumental building following the Santorini 
eruption at the end of Late Minoan IA in an effort to help stabilize 
society. Surely, this could also be said for the formation of a polity, 
especially one such as Galatas, which, as will be discussed later, may 
have been built by Knossos as it expanded its state system.

Measuring the monumentality of a building (i.e., a quantita-
tive analysis) is a dificult task, especially given the poor state of 
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preservation of Galatas’s architectural remains (cf. Abrams 1989, 
1994; Abrams and Bolland 1999). Instead, a number of qualitative 
aspects may be used to verify a particular building’s monumentality. 
These aspects may include the use of specialized masonry styles, 
the presence of certain decorative elements, and the complexity of 
design and layout. Further qualitative variables may include the rel-
ative permanence of a construction, its location within a settlement, 
its degree of visibility, and its ubiquity (cf. Moore 1996:139–140).3 It 
is these qualitative elements that make monumental buildings both 
imageable and legible (Lynch 1960), ensuring that their meanings 
are quite clear and easily understood by observers.

The cost of building, both in terms of materials and human labor, 
is relected in all stages of the palace at Galatas’s creation. Prior to 
its construction, suitable building space for the palace had to be pre-
pared. This included the leveling of ground and the construction of a 
number of retaining walls and terraces to help support the building 
against the edge of the ridge, especially in the areas of the northern 
and eastern wings of the palace. Because the preparatory work was 
quite complex and time consuming, there was considerable expen-
diture in terms of both materials and human labor (cf. Fotou 1990). 
The high cost of building is also relected in the ordinary utilitarian 
walls of the palace, for these walls, which were constructed of rub-
ble foundations with plastered mudbrick superstructures, could be 
quite long (upward of ca. 30 m) and many were required in the con-
struction of the building, which approached nearly 1 ha in total area 
(cf. Devolder 2012).

Important areas of the palace, including the walls of the cen-
tral court, the Minoan Hall in the northern wing, the Pillar and 
Columnar Halls in the eastern wing, and the external walls of the 
palatial complex, were itted with extensive facades of limestone 
ashlar blocks, several of which bore mason’s marks similar to those 
found at Knossos. The limestone itself was quarried from the area 
of Alagni, a distance of 4 km from Galatas (Rethemiotakis 2002:60). 
Other specialized materials and building techniques, including the 
use of special stones for pillars and column bases and the construc-
tion of elaborately paved loors, were used to decorate select areas 
of the palace complex, including the Minoan Hall and the Pillar 
and Columnar Halls (Rethemiotakis 2000–2001:127, 2002:60, 2002–
2003:79). Gypsum, which was quarried from an outcrop 13 km away, 
was used as a building material for the door jambs and two pillar 
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bases of the Minoan Hall (Chlouveraki 2005:294–305). The excavators 
also uncovered a fragment of a miniature pictorial fresco in the Pillar 
Hall (Rethemiotakis 1999b, 2002:57, plate XVIa). This fragment may 
have formed part of a landscape scene complete with a red wavy ter-
rain line, stylized rocks, and a loral arrangement. Based on stylistic 
afinities with frescoes from Knossos, Rethemiotakis (2002:57) argues 
that those at Galatas may have been the work of painters trained 
at Knossos. The Knossian mason’s marks and Knossian-style fres-
coes found at Galatas suggest that there was a special relationship 
between the two cities. The presence of these architectural elements 
may serve as an indication of the deployment of skilled stone masons 
and artists from Knossos to the Galatas Kephala (Bevan 2010:42–43; 
Chlouveraki 2002; Warren 2004:160). Whatever the case may be, these 
particular elements document the arrival of a new sociopolitical 
order, one with speciic elements of Knossian design, in an area that 
possessed no previous comparable architectural tradition.

The areas that employed specialized materials and techniques in 
their construction were all highly conspicuous spaces where visitors 
may have participated in a number of special activities. Although 
the evidence is far from complete, the Pillar Hall and, perhaps, the 
Columnar Hall, may have served as the locations for commensal 
activities, judging from their semi-ixed features (i.e., hearths and 
benches) and close connection to the East Magazines, and areas 
associated with food preparation (i.e., Rooms 11 and 12) (Christakis 
2008:50–15, igure 15; Rethemiotakis 1999a, 1999b, 2002). Because 
of the restricted access and visibility of these interior spaces, it is 
hypothesized that they were used only by elites. In this way then, 
architectural elaboration served as a material agent at Galatas, one 
that complemented a number of specialized activities that drew sep-
arate audiences together (e.g., the general populace in the courtyards 
outside of the palace and groups of elites within the interior rooms 
of the palace).

Each stage in the construction of the palace and, indeed, as 
Abrams (1989:54) reminds us, its continued maintenance, required 
much in terms of organization or central planning, along with the 
ability and authority to command both materials and human labor. 
In the case of Minoan Crete, this may have been derived from both 
specialized craftsmen, either itinerant or attached to the palace, and 
corvée labor. It is even possible that through participation in monu-
mental building projects, such as that of the palace of Galatas, these 
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individuals developed a sense of identity with their city and ruler as 
they took pride in their endeavors, as was the case in a number of 
historically documented examples (e.g., Smith 2000; Pauketat 2000).

Standardization

Smith (2007:25) argues that the presence of similar buildings and 
layouts within a series of related cities suggests some adherence 
to a common plan or idea of city planning. Standardization can 
be discussed in terms of common architectural inventories, spa-
tial patterns, orientation, and metrology (Smith 2007:25). Although 
there may have been earlier monumental buildings, which served 
as predecessors to the palaces, the earliest unambiguous evidence 
for the development of the irst (i.e., Protopalatial) palaces belongs 
to the Middle IB-II periods (Schoep 2004; Shaw 2009:161; Warren 
1987:47). The palace at Galatas seems to be one of the earliest con-
structed in the Neopalatial period, for those at Malia, Phaistos, and 
Zakros were seemingly built in either Late Minoan IA or IB (Carinci 
1989; La Rosa 2002; MacDonald 2002; Platon 2004; van Effenterre 
1980:336–337). Although it is poorly understood because of inten-
sive rebuilding throughout its life history, it seems as though a 
new palace was also constructed in Middle Minoan III at Knossos 
(MacDonald 2002).

Despite their relative periods of construction, all of the palaces 
employed similar concepts in planning, design, and function, although 
they often differed in scale and coniguration. For example, although 
each palace’s central courtyard shares proportions of roughly 1:2 and 
all, with the exception of that at Zakros, follow a general north-south 
orientation, their relative areas differ dramatically.4 Additionally, 
although other spaces such as storage, those devoted to ritual and cer-
emony, and “residential suites” were present and often possessed sim-
ilar architectural forms, they were often positioned in different places 
within the palaces (McEnroe 2010:87). It can thus be stated that on the 
one hand, each palace possessed similar types of areas dedicated to 
speciic functions, while on the other hand, these areas were often of 
dissimilar sizes and situated in different locations.

Turning to orientation, four of the ive palaces shared a simi-
lar north-south orientation, falling within about 15 degrees of one 
another (Shaw 1973:47). Zakros is the only palace that does not share 
the general north-south orientation. Many buildings, within each of 
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these cities, regardless of their topographic situation, shared a sim-
ilar orientation to their respective palaces. Malia, for example, pro-
vides a good example of this because of its lat topography. Here, 
where builders were not limited by topography, buildings were 
constructed following a similar orientation to the palace (McEnroe 
1979:342; Shaw 1973:52). Such an orientation, which according to 
Shaw (1973) and later Goodison (2004) was a long-standing principal 
of design going back to at least the Protopalatial period, may have 
been the product of a cosmological desire to orient the buildings in 
the western wings of the palaces to the rising sun, which was itself 
an important iconographical element present in depictions of ritual 
activity in glyptic art (e.g., Goodison 2001:plates XVIIIa-XVIIIe).

As noted in the introduction to this paper, both metrology and 
modularity have been utilized in discussions of Minoan architec-
tural planning. Graham (1960, 1987), Preziosi (1983:489–493), and 
Cherry (1986), for instance, have proposed that the Minoans used 
a common metrological system in their buildings. As the issue 
stands today, however, there is no scholarly agreement on this sub-
ject as each scholar proposes a different standard of measurement. 
Generally speaking, as Smith (2007:29) notes, although the metrol-
ogy of ancient cities has been examined, the results, as is the case for 
Minoan Crete, are often not widely accepted and remain controver-
sial. Preziosi (1983) and later Palyvou (2002:170–171, plate LVI) suggest 
that the palaces may have been laid out according to the principles 
of a grid-based design, following the 1:2 proportions of the central 
courts, which represented one half of an original square module. 
McEnroe (1984:601), however, points out several shortcomings to this 
approach, including the extreme lexibility of this application and 
the fact that building histories (e.g., construction, reconstruction, 
rebuilding, and destruction) are seldom taken into account. Given 
the inherent problems with these two approaches, neither metrology 
nor modular planning can at present be used as reliable evidence for 
urban planning in Minoan cities.

The Planned City of Galatas

On the basis of the evidence previously detailed, certain key aspects 
of the Minoan city of Galatas were centrally planned as they pos-
sessed some degree of simple coordination, formality, and mon-
umentality. Architectural elements following these principles of 
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design were constructed with the very speciic intention of convey-
ing messages concerned with the promotion of status differentiations 
and social cohesion, those which are associated with Rapoport’s 
mid- and low-level meanings. Relative levels of accessibility and vis-
ibility within and between spaces were used as a means of further 
reinforcing these very speciic sociopolitical messages. Further, this 
planning followed a somewhat standardized formula; one which 
was, perhaps, developed in the preceding Protopalatial period, and 
can be seen in cities geographically removed from each other. This 
suggests the existence of some preconceived ideas concerning the 
planning of Minoan cities. Given the speciic messages conveyed by 
Galatas’s built environment, it is posited that the city, or at least spe-
ciic parts of it such as the urban core, was built at the behest of a 
central authority – perhaps, given certain architectural afinities, one 
originating from Knossos. It is of interest that the city of Galatas was 
built in an area that, as we shall see, was sparsely populated and 
where no prior city existed. The rapid construction of the city corre-
sponded to a complete restructuring of the local political and socio-
economic situation. Through this restructuring, the inhabitants of 
Galatas’s hinterlands became intimately bound to the new city and, 
as a consequence, its rulers.

THE REGION

On the basis of surface surveys, there was a substantial rise of 
60.5 percent in the number of sites between the Protopalatial period 
and the Neopalatial period in the Upper Pediada (cf. Figures 8.4 and 
8.5).5 Not only did the number of sites increase, but several (i.e., 44, 
82, and 139) also became quite large in the Neopalatial period. The 
expansion of the city of Galatas following a period of abandonment 
in Middle Minoan II was the most signiicant, as it expanded to an 
area of around 25 ha in Middle Minoan III. The dramatic increase in 
the number of new sites and the substantial growth of others sug-
gests that the local population increased dramatically at the begin-
ning of the Neopalatial period, far beyond what could be accounted 
for by normal growth.6 For the most part, the Protopalatial settle-
ment pattern was much like that of earlier periods (e.g., Neolithic 
and Early Minoan) in that sites remained fairly small (less than 1 
ha) and were situationally dispersed from one another on hilltops, 
perhaps relecting a concern for defense (Figure 8.4). The situation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 



in the Neopalatial period, however, was quite different as a num-
ber of larger sites (greater than 3 ha) – including 44 (Galatas), 82, 
and 139 – came to be spread out evenly across the landscape at dis-
tances of approximately 4 km away from their next-nearest neighbor 
(Figure 8.5). Such a settlement situation suggests that these larger 
settlements possessed agricultural catchments of about 2 km in 
radius (Figure 8.6). This distance of 2 km may perhaps be explained 
as the distance in which urban-based farmers began to experience 
diminished returns on their agricultural production owing to exces-
sive travel times between home and ield (cf. Marchetti 1994; Blanton 
2004:212). A number of smaller sites – which probably represent small 
numbers of households or, perhaps, agricultural villages – were 
spread throughout every class of land within each one of these agri-
cultural catchments. These smaller sites may be understood as the 
agricultural producers for the larger sites within each catchment.

Several sites with seemingly specialized functions also appeared 
in the Neopalatial period (Buell 2014b). Site 17, which is located on 

Figure 8.4 Plan detailing all Protopalatial sites identiied by the Galatas Survey 
Project (drawn by author).

 

 

 



the periphery of Galatas’s local catchment, is particularly important 
because a large, monumental multiroomed structure was found 
there. A mason’s mark in the shape of a cross (+) was found on one of 
the building’s ashlar blocks. Similar marks also appear on the mon-
umental buildings at both Knossos and Galatas. The building’s mon-
umental size and its ine building materials, along with the presence 
of the mason’s mark, suggest that it served some special purpose 
and that it was constructed at the behest of a central authority, pre-
sumably one at Galatas. Because the building’s material assemblage 
consisted primarily of large storage vessels, its purpose may have 
been connected to storage. Taken at face value, this new Neopalatial 
situation – one that sees a number of smaller agricultural sites situ-
ated on all types of land and a number of seemingly special-purpose 
sites such as Site 17 – is indicative of a process of increased socio-
spatial stratiication of the landscape.

In order to feed the new, predominantly urban population and, 
perhaps, to meet the demands for tribute imposed by the new 

Figure 8.5 Plan detailing all Neopalatial sites identiied by the Galatas Survey 
Project (drawn by author). Sites mentioned in text are circled.

 

 

 

 



political regime centered at Galatas, agricultural practices became 
more intensive in the Neopalatial period. As mentioned previously, 
Neopalatial sites in the survey zone were located in more diverse 
topographic positions (i.e., all classes of land) and, often, away from 
water, suggesting a desire to exploit all potential land. Furthermore, 
the land within close proximity to most Neopalatial sites was inten-
sively utilized, for these sites possessed distinctive “haloes” of mate-
rial remains; perhaps representing the residual artifacts that were 
spread on ields and gardens along with manure (cf. Bintliff and 
Howard 1999; Bintliff and Snodgrass 1988; Wilkinson 1982, 1988, 1989). 
The fact that the Minoans used manuring in their ields and gar-
dens is known from the site of Pseira where fecal biomarkers mixed 
with sherds were found in the excavation of a Neopalatial terrace 
(Bull et al. 1999, 2001). The use of manuring is indicative of a highly 
organized agricultural strategy, one that was aimed at achieving 
the maximum potential output from ields and gardens because the 
use of manure encourages general productivity; it renews nutrients, 

Figure 8.6 Plan of Neopalatial Galatas and its territory with agricultural catchments 
indicated (drawn by author). Sites mentioned in text are circled.
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improves root penetration, and it helps to both aerate the soil and 
keep it moist. One inal correlate to this evidence for agricultural 
intensiication is that the number of groundstone tools associated 
with agricultural production (e.g., rubbers, pounders, and querns) 
increased dramatically as more than 50 percent of all Neopalatial 
sites produced at least one of these objects.

Other than cereals, olive and grapevine cultivation became 
important in the Upper Pediada during the Neopalatial period as 
many sites were situated in more marginal locations on the thin 
soils of hills; sites that were suitable for these types of agricultural 
endeavors (Foxhall 2007:112). The expansion of olive and vine culti-
vation is further conirmed by the substantial increase in the num-
ber of sites that produced storage vessels in the Neopalatial period 
(i.e., 75 percent of Neopalatial sites compared with only 19 percent of 
Protopalatial sites). Ethnographic work testiies to the signiicant pro-
portion (greater than 60 percent) of storage pithoi being dedicated to 
olive oil and wine (Christakis 1999:6). The tending of vines and, per-
haps to a lesser extent, olive trees, is a time-consuming and expensive 
endeavor, which requires some degree of specialized knowledge for 
successful harvests (cf. Hamilakis 1999; Stallsmith 2004:41). Because 
these practices may have been more suitable for people who had the 
ability to take risks and experiment, the palace itself may have spon-
sored certain individuals involved in these operations. The fact that 
wine, in particular, was a commodity that the palatial elite desired 
is conirmed by the later Linear B documents from Knossos, which 
do not record wine as having been a ration for lower-level personnel, 
but rather as a commodity used in banqueting and feasting within 
the palaces and some associated sanctuaries (Palmer 1989).

The intensiied agricultural regime may be related to one part 
of Galatas’s more general political economy. In short, these new 
practices may have been a product of the newly founded palace’s 
demand for tribute. Movement of local products upward as tribute 
involved the functioning of three distinct types of storage: central, 
regional, and household (Smyth 1989). The end point in this mobi-
lization, central storage, is represented by the storage magazines 
within the palace at Galatas (Christakis 1999:6). The presence of these 
architecturally recognized storage areas points to a formalized eco-
nomic system of storage (Adams 2006:21). Regional storage may have 
been required because of the palace’s limited storage capacity and 
the long distances in which bulky agricultural goods would have to 
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travel before reaching it. Regional storage may have been conducted 
at Site 17, which, as described earlier, was positioned on the edge 
of Galatas’s agricultural catchment and possessed suitable evidence 
for an oficial character and storage function. If Site 17 served as a 
storage facility, it would have expanded Galatas’s local catchment 
signiicantly.

Once collected, surpluses – whether stored at central or regional 
locations – may have been used to support palace dependents (e.g., 
bureaucrats, priests, craftsmen, architects, laborers, etc.) and to fund 
various state enterprises, one of which was almost certainly feast-
ing as evidenced by the deposits indicative of this activity found 
at Galatas (cf. Earle 1978:184–185; Brumiel and Earle 1987; Dietler 
and Hayden 2001:13; Hayden 2001:29–30). The direct control of stor-
age equates to some control of the economy and, as a result, the 
livelihoods of individuals within this area (cf. D’Altroy and Earle 
1985:192). There is thus an implicit ideological aspect in both central-
ized and regional storage because direction of the surplus and the 
mechanism of this control guaranteed the independence and viabil-
ity of the palace itself.

The presence of household storage in the Upper Pediada is 
relected in the rise in the absolute number of storage vessels found 
on all sites. It may be that household storage was increased in 
order to meet the demands for tribute imposed on the household 
by the newly developed polity. These developments, which include 
increased agricultural production and more complex storage strate-
gies, may be related to the development of a system of staple inance, 
wherein obligatory payments (i.e., tribute) are sent to the state in the 
form of basic goods (cf. D’Altroy and Earle 1985:188; Earle 1997; Earle 
and D’Altroy 1982:266).

It is noteworthy that amphibolite-stone drill guides, which are 
usually associated with the production of stone vases, were found at 
ive sites: 22, 44 (Galatas Kephala), 48, 55, and 118 (cf. Bevan 2007:58, 
igure 4.13; Carter 2004:71–72, plate 21, nos. IC.389–393). As suggested 
by the close spatial proximity between stone vessel workshops and 
the palace itself, the stone-vase industry at both Site 44 (Galatas) and 
Site 22, which is located on a hilltop immediately to the south of 
Galatas, may have operated under direct palatial control, whereas the 
other three sites (e.g., 48, 55, and 118) seem to have been outside of its 
control – these were located far from the city of Galatas at  distances 
upward of 6 km. Because stone vases were prestige objects, given 
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the labor and specialized knowledge involved in their production, 
they, like monumental architecture, served as a form of materialized 
ideology, which helped to structure and enforce unequal social rela-
tionships (Bevan 2007:188–192).7 Given the ideological value attached 
to these products, and the fact that some stone-vase workshops on 
Crete tended to be associated with elite buildings, it is reasonable 
to suggest that the other three centers of production in our survey 
area were attached to and working for local elites.8 If this is the case, 
then stone vessels may have circulated within a system of prestige 
exchange between the elites centered on the palace and those living 
in other areas of the survey zone. 

Stone vessels may therefore have formed part of a wealth-inance 
system in operation within the Upper Pediada (D’Altroy and Earle 
1985). This is a system wherein a central polity employs high-value 
goods to fund state operations (Nakassis 2010:128). Craft special-
ists – those who did not have the opportunity or time to produce 
their own subsistence products because they worked at the palace 
or within its immediate locale (i.e., Site 22) – may have been sup-
ported by the staple goods that were collected through tribute and 
later stored within the palace (cf. Brumiel and Earle 1987). As such, 
some staple products, because they were used to fund dependent 
craft workers, were converted directly into wealth by the palace (cf. 
D’Altroy and Earle 1985:188; Halstead 1999, 2000). By directing the 
low of these objects, the palace could use specialized products as 
a form of political currency because high-value goods may have 
been given to local elites in exchange for various obligations (Earle 
1994:445). In other words, they may have been used to create recip-
rocal debt and to foster loyalty to the palace. These objects would 
have, in turn, been used by local elites as a means of displaying their 
connection to the palace, and thus legitimizing their own local social 
status (cf. Knapp 1997:49).

One activity that seems to have operated outside of palatial 
involvement is ceramic production, which was identiied by the pres-
ence of kiln fragments and wasters at a number of sites (i.e., 28, 82, 
143, and 147) within the survey zone. The Neopalatial sites possess-
ing evidence for this activity were long-lived and all were situated 
on natural trade routes along the Karteros River, which connected 
the northern and southern coasts. Furthermore, the local potting 
tradition is long-standing, stretching from the Neolithic period to 
the present (e.g., Voyatzoglou 1984). With this stated, it is important 
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to note that there was an abrupt change in local production in the 
Neopalatial period as local potters began to make vessels imitative 
of those made at Knossos (cf. Rethemiotakis 2002:57). Because these 
vessels were found at both urban and rural sites, it may be that they 
formed some part of the local tribute system.

DISCUSSION

The factors that led to the rapid construction of the city of Galatas – 
including its monumental urban core – remain undetermined, but it 
is important to note that the construction of this city corresponds to 
a period of reconstruction at the city of Knossos in Middle Minoan 
IIIA through IIIB (cf. McDonald 2002). Indeed, the city of Knossos 
appears to have grown to such a size in the Neopalatial period that 
the land needed to sustain its population encroached upon Galatas’s 
territory (e.g., Christakis 2008:134; Hood 1958; Hood and Smyth 
1981:10; Panagiotakis 2004; Warren 2004; Whitelaw 2004:igure10.6). 
At the same time, a new architectural form (i.e., palatial architec-
ture), one that employed speciic elements of Knossian design and 
materials (e.g., gypsum) from the area of Knossos, appeared rather 
suddenly on the Galatas Kephala in an area with little previous evi-
dence for the sort of political organization that would have been 
required to build a city ex nihilo (cf. Bevan 2010). These data should 
be viewed comparatively with those from the survey of Galatas and 
its hinterlands. One of the most important of these is the evidence 
for the growth and development of the city of Galatas and the cor-
responding increase in population within its local environs. There is 
an undeniable correlation between this massive rise in population 
and the adaptation of speciic aspects of Knossian material culture 
as represented by the change in local potting traditions. Given such 
evidence, slight as it is, it may be proposed that Galatas and its terri-
tory came to be populated by individuals from the area of Knossos 
in the early part of the Neopalatial period. If this is the case, it may 
be that Knossos built the city of Galatas and populated it as a means 
of drawing the resource-rich Upper Pediada into its state system (cf. 
Warren 2004; Wiener 2007). This falls in line with several studies 
suggesting that the process of urbanization may, in some cases, be 
connected to the development and growth of state systems (Blanton 
1976; Cowgill 2004; Marcus 1983; A. Smith 2003). If we accept this, 
then the city of Galatas could be viewed as a second-tier site in a 
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much larger regional-settlement system, one that was centered on 
Knossos.

Although this is somewhat speculative, we are, given the argu-
ments presented in this paper, still left with two strong conclu-
sions. First, I have argued that the city of Galatas was well planned, 
presumably by some central authority, perhaps at the initiative of 
Knossos itself. This is revealed through the employment of Smith’s 
(2007) approach to analyzing urban planning, which highlights the 
concepts of a coordination of space between buildings, formality, 
and monumentality, and standardization between cities. Such plan-
ning is particularly noted in the city’s monumental urban core, an 
area that was charged with symbolic meaning. Through consider-
ation of these planning schemes, it can be seen that the builders of 
the city were speciically concerned with creating, enforcing, and 
legitimizing unequal social relationships. At the same time, these 
rulers were also concerned with promoting messages associated 
with the establishment of group identity, probably for the purposes 
of creating social cohesion. Given the fact that the city was rapidly 
constructed in an area that did not possess an earlier urban center, 
this strategy would have been essential for maintaining political and 
economic control of the territory around the city. In this way, the 
city itself became an active player in the daily lives of its inhabit-
ants and those living in its hinterlands. Secondly, I discussed how 
the landscape outside of the conines of the city also changed dra-
matically with the founding of the city. It is my belief that Galatas’s 
rural hinterlands were restructured in order to meet the demands 
imposed by the new political order situated on the Galatas Kephala. 
As such, the city became functionally interconnected with the hin-
terland. Its reorganization, therefore, serves as evidence for top-
down planning initiated by elites at Galatas (possibly at the behest 
of Knossos), resulting in the formation of a new urban landscape in 
the Neopalatial period.
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NOTES

1 “Street” is used here in reference to a built track within an urban environment, 
whereas “road” refers to a track that connects further distances (i.e., town to 
town).

2 The Minoan Hall was a standardized suite of rooms consisting of a large main 
room, which was divided by a pier-and-door partition, with at least one side open-
ing onto a portico, and a light well and forehall.

3 Although Moore (1996:139–140) applies these variables to buildings and spaces 
with ritual associations, I believe that they may broadly be applied to all types of 
monumental buildings.

4 Knossos’s central courtyard, for example, possessed an area of 1484 m2, whereas 
that at Galatas was 525 m2.

5 The University at Buffalo survey project was an intensive and diachronic pedes-
trian survey. One of its principal aims was to situate the city of Galatas within its 
regional framework (Watrous et al. 2014). Because the survey monograph is still in 
preparation, all data and interpretations made in this section remain preliminary 
in nature.

6 Using the formula PR
(Vpresent Vpast)

Vpast
=

−
× 100 with the University at Buffalo 

survey’s estimate for populations in the Protopalatial period (1,870–2,580) and 
Neopalatial period (10,840–13,480) and then dividing the number by N (the total 
number of years, which amounts to 200 between the two periods), provides a 
yearly growth rate of between 2.11 and 2.38 percent (Buell 2014a). Annual growth 
rates in prehistory were normally on the order of about 0.1 percent, whereas a 
growth rate of more than 1 percent per annum was as unlikely as it was unsus-
tainable (Cowgill 1975; Hassan 1981:253).

7 It is noted that, as Bevan (2007, 2010) argues, different types of vessels probably 
possessed different values. At present, because no uninished or broken stone ves-
sels were found at any of the sites identiied by the survey project, we do not know 
what kind kinds of vessels were being manufactured.

8 For later, Late Minoan IB examples of stone-vase workshops in close association to 
elite buildings, see Building BS/BV and, perhaps, AE at Pseira and the Artisans’ 
Quarters and Chalinomouri at Mochlos.
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9

Cahokia: The Processes and Principles of the 

Creation of an Early Mississippian City

John E. Kelly and James A. Brown

As North America’s only pre-Columbian city, Cahokia represents a unique con-
iguration characterized some ifty years after its outset by four quadrilateral 
plazas centered on Monks Mound. This ritualized core of large earthen platform 
mounds, large constructed plazas, and massive wooden architecture comprises a 
landscape encompassing more than 100 ha. This built environment is at the heart 
of a ritual city covering nearly 15 km2 and has its roots in the site’s late-Emergent 

Mississippian community. This chapter focuses on the processes leading to the cre-

ation of this urban space and the American Indian cosmological principles that 

underlie them.

Only in the last few decades has the deinition of urbanism been broad-

ened to accommodate large and socially diversiied Amerindian set-

tlements that lack the political apparatus of the state or the stimulus 

of market-driven economies. At the same time, the inding has been 

generally accepted that cities emerged independently in a number of 

areas of the world. In many cases of pristine development, urbanism 

was sustained – often for millennia (Marcus and Sabloff 2008; Smith 

2003). But what of those that faltered early and fell short of sustained 

growth? For any understanding of the processes of urbanism, it is 

precisely these areas that offer crucial information about the incep-

tion of the process. Cahokia (Figure 9.1) is a place that offers just such 

a window and one that comes from eastern North America, an area 

that has yet to contribute to a comprehensive picture on the origins 

of urbanism. In the following discussion, we focus on the processes 

leading to the creation of Cahokia and the American Indian cosmo-

logical principles that structure its space.

Recent comparative studies (Cowgill 2004; Smith 2002, 2007) have 

effectively disengaged the city from its timeworn role as a marker 
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of the state and a market economy. As a result, the number of places 

now deined as ancient cities has blossomed. As part of this rethink-

ing, Fletcher (2009) has pointed to the presence of “low density, 

agrarian urbanism” in different parts of the globe. In discussing the 

early stages of urbanism in the Middle Niger in West Africa and the 

Late Neolithic along the Yellow River of northeast China, McIntosh 

(1991, 2005) has proposed the concept of “urban cluster” to describe 

Figure 9.1 (a) Map of 
the American Bottom 
(base map adapted from 
Bushnell 1922); (b) plan 
of central Cahokia (base 
map adapted from Mink 
1999:27). 
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large settlements in which monumental architecture is not present. 

Heckenberger and his colleagues (2008) have argued that the large 

(ca. 30–50 ha) pre-Columbian communities of the Amazon Basin 

are urban and part of a “galactic” settlement system. Michael Smith 

(2002, 2007) has pinpointed internal site planning and the relation-

ship a site has to its hinterland as especially critical to what deines 

a city.

By removing the city as a deining element of the state, research 

in the ancient Americas has moved away from traditional models of 

cities and has instead focused on the role of religion, ritual, cosmol-

ogy, and ideology as important elements in the creation and conigu-

ration of the city (Ashmore 1991), as well as how these cities articulate 

with smaller communities within the region. We argue here that 

with respect to site plan, scale, monumentality, and a socially differ-

entiated hinterland, Cahokia merits serious consideration as being 

a city. We believe it is important to lay out the basis for deining 

Cahokia’s urban character with attention to its historical antecedents 

and Amerindian cosmological principles (Kelly 1996a). In what fol-

lows, we irst review the context of the debate over Cahokia’s status 

as a city and then describe in detail its physical structure. Finally, 

we interpret Cahokia’s structure and meaning in light of ethnohis-

toric and ethnographic data. Key features of Cahokia that we con-

sider in our analysis include the horizontal organization of plazas 

and mounds, the vertical differentiation between sunken plazas and 

elevated platforms and mounds, the pairing of mounds, the removal 

of soil, and the use of speciic kinds of soils in the construction of the 

site’s monuments. In these features, we see the hands of different cor-

porate groups in Cahokian society (Saitta 1994; Trubitt 2000) whose 

actions cemented sociopolitical relationships and emphasized group 

identity even as they competed to make their mark on urban space. 

Our application of indigenous beliefs and meaning to Cahokia from 

ethnographic sources cannot be fully corroborated by archaeolog-

ical data, but we believe that our interpretations are well-grounded 

possibilities that enrich an understanding of the city.

CAHOKIA AS A CITY: PAST PERSPECTIVES

The ‘City of the Sun’ is the theme of the Interpretive Center at Cahokia, 

a World Heritage site located just east of St. Louis, Missouri. Although 

the site’s sociopolitical complexity and degree of centralization have 
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received substantial discussion (Holt 2009; Pauketat 2004, 2007) 

remarkably little has been devoted to Cahokia as a city. O’Brien 

(1972), using Childe’s (1950) criteria, was perhaps the irst to argue 

that Cahokia was a city. She also followed Childe’s link between 

urbanism and state-level society, consistently arguing for Cahokia 

being a state (O’Brien 1989, 1992; see also Gibbon 1974 and, for a more 

recent novel perspective, Holt 2009). The early writings of Fowler 

(1974, 1975, 1976) and a more recent volume (Young and Fowler 2000) 

often allude to Cahokia as a city, with particular emphasis on the 

alignments and axes that undergird the site’s spatial arrangement 

(Morgan 1980; Rolingson 1996; Sherrod and Rolingson 1987).

O’Brien’s perspective received renewed emphasis from Kehoe 

(1998:169), who not only advocated the site as the center of a state, but 

who has also consistently argued that both Chaco and Cahokia were 

basically derived from the Toltec Empire of central Mexico during 

its apogee between 900–1200 AD. Although there is little signiicant 

interaction between the southwest and Cahokia, there is even less 

between Cahokia and Mexico (Brown 2004; Brown and Kelly 2012; 

Hall 1989). There is no question that ideological parallels exist in the 

latter case and that some form of interaction was being maintained 

(Brown and Kelly 2012; Hall 2006), yet Cahokia remains an indige-

nous development together with the rest of Mississippian culture.

Several historians – including Roger Kennedy, Francis Jennings, 

and William Swagerty – have also provided perspectives on Cahokia 

as a city, “metropolis,” or “empire” (Jennings 1993:64–65; Kennedy 

1994; Swagerty 2000), whereas other recent volumes on Cahokia dis-

cuss its complexity to varying degrees (Chappell 2002; Dalan 1993; 

Dalan et al. 2003). Pauketat (2004, 2007, 2009) has followed in the 

earlier footsteps of O’Brien and Kehoe in pushing the level of the 

site’s sociopolitical complexity to a point beyond what can be sup-

ported by extant data, especially when it is asserted mainly because 

Cahokia is large. Iseminger (2010), following Smith’s recent work on 

degrees of urban planning and the key features of cities (Smith 2002, 

2007) treats Cahokia as “America’s First City,” echoing Pfeiffer’s 

(1973, 1974) use of this label decades earlier.

Large, complex sites in North America are generally considered 

incapable of contributing to the study of ancient cities. In the Eastern 

Woodlands, the emergence of urbanism is commonly denied or 

basically ignored (Welch 2004) although the region is known for its 

long tradition of earthen monumental architecture. Southeastern 
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archaeologists, in fact, go out of their way not to describe Cahokia 

as a city, but instead as a “mega-center” or Great Town (Holley 

1999). Although Cahokia, the largest site in eastern North America, 

is sometimes thought of as urban, it is just as often dismissed as a 

standard temple-town settlement writ large. The general lack of dis-

cussion about Cahokia as a city is indicative of the discomfort that 

many archaeologists have with the idea. We advocate examining the 

problem in an unaccustomed way. Instead of judging the merits of 

the urban label with deinitive criteria in a checklist or trait list, it 

is more worthwhile, generally speaking, to think of urbanism as a 

process in which no deinitive line exists to separate non-cities from 

cities. Consequently, many of the distinguishing traits of cities are 

ones that emerge or develop in more differentiated ways during the 

expansion of large, internally diversiied central places through the 

social production of space.

For Amerindians of the mid-continent, it is not until the eleventh 

century AD that the process of urbanization becomes clearly iden-

tiiable near St. Louis in the central Mississippi Valley. The nature 

of these changes in community aggregation and nucleation over a 

period of 500 years ultimately is the foundation of Cahokia (Kelly 

1992). The creation of Cahokia and its coniguration as a city may 

have been the inspiration for urban centers that developed else-

where in the Midwest and Southeast (cf. Pauketat 2004, 2007), such as 

Moundville (Knight and Steponaitis 1998), where parallel but slightly 

later developmental processes appear to have been well underway. 

Beginning in the twelfth century, smaller nucleated settlements, tra-

ditionally referred to by indigenous Muskogean peoples as talwas or 

towns, emerged at the core of most southeastern polities (Ethridge 

2003:96).

In many respects, the Mississippian world can be visualized as an 

example of incipient urbanism, and arguably a pristine case of devel-

opment within the Eastern Woodlands of North America. Certainly, 

Mississippian towns are more than large villages with mounds; they 

are planned residential communities with large central plazas and 

monumental architecture such as mounds, public buildings, and 

in many instances, wooden fortiication walls (see Lewis and Stout 

1998). What makes this important to understanding developments 

on a global scale is the short-lived nature of the Mississippian tradi-

tion (i.e., ive centuries) and thus the lack of a long, drawn-out his-

tory of urbanization compared with many other parts of the world. It 
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is extremely dificult at this time to investigate the onset of urbanism 

in these other areas through plans of excavated cities, but Cahokia’s 

relatively short chronology provides a unique opportunity to ana-

lyze this process.

We choose to address the process of urbanism at Cahokia from 

the inhabitants’ points of view by interpreting the built environment 

through the lens of ethnographic records from the region. Although 

we cannot capture the expectations, motivations, and adjustment 

strategies of living in large communities, we can make use of aspects 

of the material record, both major and minor, that relect the agency of 

those that inhabit any major aggregation. What impresses us most is 

the strength of multigenerational trends that measure a group’s mate-

rial response to the challenge of continued close living. The cultural 

structures “inhabited” by groups at all social and political levels have 

moments of conscious creation – “events” in Sewell’s terms – in which 

structural transformation is achieved through the addition of a new 

structural element (Sewell 2005).

Throughout its nearly four centuries of history, Cahokia reveals 

a dynamic interplay between its size and the production of differ-

entiated space. This makes Cahokia particularly appropriate for the 

theme of how space in cities is conigured and socially produced. 

Our primary focus in this chapter is the epicenter that dominates the 

heart of this Amerindian community (Figure 9.2). Covering nearly 

150 ha, this is an area much larger than most ancient cities elsewhere 

in the world. The principles that underlie the creation of Cahokia’s 

heart are those embedded in Amerindian communities historically 

and are intricately linked to their cosmology.

CAHOKIA: THE CITYSCAPE

Cahokia is situated within the widest expanse of the Mississippi 

loodplain 180 km north of the Mississippi river embayment where 

the loodplain expands dramatically outward (Figure 9.1a). As a 13 

km2 place on the landscape with more than 100 earthen mounds 

of varying sizes and shapes (Figure 9.1b), Cahokia is a product of 

human activity that has appropriated and transformed both space 

and nature (cf. Pred 1984:279). Cahokia was established amid a com-

plex mosaic of abandoned Mississippi River meanders, Spring Lake 

and Edelhardt, which created topographically differentiated envi-

ronments that accentuated aquatic resources (Delcourt and Delcourt 
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2004; Milner 2006). Based on the earlier soil work of Woods (1987, 

2004) it is probably no accident that Cahokia is situated on the west-

ern margins of the largest area of tillable soils in the region (Dalan 

et al. 2003:85).

The area that encompasses the immediate environs of Cahokia 

provided most of the subsistence resources and building materials 

for domestic structures and storage facilities. However, the lithic 

raw materials employed in the production of the basic tools used 

in the construction of buildings, houses, mounds, and in clear-

ing ields for agricultural use needed to be procured at distances 

Figure 9.2 Cahokia’s 
Early Mississippian 
Epi center (drawn by 

author). 
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beyond 15 km. The Ozarks, more than 30 km to the southwest, 

are an important part of the larger landscape (Diaz-Granados and 

Duncan 2000; Kelly 1980, 1984, 2011; Koldehoff and Brennan 2011). 

It is here that additional lithic raw materials, such as galena and 

hematite, were procured along with trees such as red cedar – all 

of which were imbued with sacred qualities by historic Native 

American groups such as the Osage (e.g., Bailey 1995). This lithic 

landscape also included unique places such as caves and rock 

shelters that ethnographic studies indicate were used as important 

spiritual portals between different worlds for Native American 

communities (see Diaz-Granados 2004). Thus, the materials and 

places on the landscape may have formed an integral part of the 

Cahokian’s cosmos.

The surrounding social landscape was the most dynamic aspect 

of Cahokia with the settlement system being highly differenti-

ated and in a constant state of lux. In spite of its dynamic nature, 

Cahokia endured for nearly four centuries and thus gave people 

a sense of sacred place. Over the last three decades, a number of 

researchers have provided descriptions and interpretations of the 

regional settlement systems in Cahokia’s immediate hinterland 

(Emerson 1997; Mehrer 1995; Mehrer and Collins 1995; Milner 2006; 

and Vermilion 2005). Other towns were established lasting about 

a century or less (Kelly 2008b). Researchers remain divided on the 

political signiicance of these nearby towns and debate the degree 

to which Cahokia dominated and effectively controlled its hinter-

land (Beck 2006).

The overall extent of Cahokia seems to be without irm boundar-

ies. In size, it approaches Teotihuacán, but without the tenfold greater 

density of occupation of the latter (cf. Fowler 1976). Archaeologists 

traditionally deine Cahokia’s margins by four large marker mounds 

set at the cardinal directions (Fowler 1974). At the center lies Monks 

Mound, which is also at the center of four large plazas. When we 

examine Cahokia’s landscape beyond this epicenter, the surround-

ing settlement scatter, particularly along the natural levee stretching 

to the west, resembles contemporary urban sprawl. Recent efforts to 

delineate the distribution of non-mound occupation (Hall et al. 1995; 

Holley 1990, 1995; Keller et al. 1994; Kelly and Koldehoff 1996; Kelly 

et al. 2001) provide a more accurate deinition of the community over 

time. For example, Mounds 1 and 2 (Figure 9.1b), which date to the 

late thirteenth century and deine the eastern margin of the site, are 
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separated from the site core by nearly 1 km, and there is little evi-

dence of occupation in the intervening area. Likewise, the western 

Powell group and nearby Fingerhut Tract may together represent a 

relatively early suburb or town dating to the site’s apogee. The actual 

area of the Powell/Fingerhut complex stretches to the west beyond 

the current site boundary.

Pre-Mississippian Configuration

Over time, the structure of Cahokia as a community changed in 

the following ways. First, aggregated Late Woodland and early 

Emergent Mississippian villages of the seventh through ninth cen-

turies AD, typically with populations of less than 100 people, were 

dispersed across the landscape of the American Bottom and adja-

cent uplands (Kelly 1990a, 1990b, 2000, 2002). These villages were 

scattered within the area of Cahokia; however, there is no indica-

tion of continuity until the end of the tenth and beginning of the 

eleventh centuries. These earlier settlements exhibit distinct plans 

centered on an open public space or community square with three 

types of symbolically charged central elements (Figure 9.3). By the 

middle of the tenth century, small, village populations were nucle-

ated into larger villages with more than 200 people (Kelly 1992). The 

new plans integrate the central symbolic elements of the earlier com-

munities into large (400–900 sq. m), centrally located, quadrilateral 

plazas and attendant courtyards (Figure 9.4). As a well-established 

feature of late Emergent Mississippian villages (Kelly 1990a; Kelly 

et al. 2007c), the largest rectangular residences fronted on these pla-

zas, with another large (36 m2) building at the end of the earliest 

plaza. However, mounds were absent from village plans with very 

few exceptions. One exception – the Morrison site located immedi-

ately northwest of Cahokia – has two low (less than 1 m) mounds 

with an intervening plaza (Pauketat et al. 1998) some 70 m in length. 

A similar arrangement is evident at the Washausen site some 30 km 

south of Cahokia (Bailey 2007; Chapman 2005). Both date to the ini-

tial decades of the eleventh century.

The late Emergent Mississippian settlement at Cahokia extends 

at least 1.7 km along the natural levee of an abandoned meander 

(Figure 9.5). The population for this 17–34 ha area could have been 

3,400–6,800 people if settlement was continuous and the density 
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corresponds to the 1 ha George Reeves-phase village at the Range 

site (Kelly 1990a; Kelly et al. 2007c), which had a population of 

approximately 200 people. Pauketat (2009) suggests a rather small 

population of 1,000 for pre-“Big Bang” Cahokia (i.e., the Emergent 

Mississippian period just before the site’s rapid expansion and trans-

formation around 1050 AD), albeit without providing supporting 

documentation in terms of settlement area and density. Dalan et al. 

(2003:igure 20) suggest an extensive (greater than 4 km²) Emergent 

Mississippian occupation from the eastern margins of the site to 

its western end, concentrated along the natural levee containing 

the Canteen and Cahokia Creek conluence to the north. Present 

Figure 9.3 Emergent 
Mississippian 1 com-
munity plans (base map 
adapted from Kelly 
1996a:igure 8.6b). 
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evidence for this foundational settlement, however, lacks monumen-

tal architecture and a clearly deined epicenter and may conform to 

the “Urban Cluster” coniguration described by McIntosh (1991) for 

West Africa and the Neolithic of northeast China.

We argue that the community squares or plazas seen in the ear-

lier Emergent Mississippian community plans were the focus of 

community life and the symbolic embodiment of community cohe-

sion that can be seen in the subsequent Mississippian communities. 

Because they were essential to community integration, we believe 

that these plans are the foundation for Cahokia’s quadripartite 

design. The community squares and plazas are symbolically the 

heart and soul of these communities.

Figure 9.4 Nucleated 
Late Emergent Missis-

sippian village at the 
Range site (base map 

adapted from Kelly 
1990a:igure 40). 
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Early Mississippian Configuration

By the mid-eleventh century, Cahokia saw a series of rapid changes 

in community organization and size. These changes involve popu-

lation increase (Milner 1986, 2006; Pauketat and Lopinot 1997) and 

subsistence intensiication with the conspicuous rise in the impor-

tance of maize (Fritz and Lopinot 2007). Intensely occupied residen-

tial enclaves such as the Interpretative Center Tract southeast of the 

Grand Plaza exhibit a population density between 100 and 200 peo-

ple per ha. More than demographic growth was involved, however. 

Cahokia’s ritual epicenter was initially designed to accommodate 

large numbers of people from the region that were in excess of local 

demographic growth. As proposed by Pauketat (2003), migration from 

more distant locales must have been involved as well. Cahokia’s sud-

den growth incorporated a number of local traditions. The ceramic 

record, as Vogel (1975:70) and Hall (1975) noted more than forty years 

ago, indicates a pluralistic amalgamation of different populations 

from both within and outside the region into Cahokia and, in some 

instances, the creation of new settlements. Signiicant to this review is 

the advocacy by Beck (2003 and 2006) of Cahokia as a magnet for rit-

ual observance by being an active attractor of religious supplicants.

Migration is not new to the archaeological literature of the 

Eastern Woodlands. Gordon Willey (1953, see Waring 1968) drew 

Figure 9.5 Central 
Cahokia’s Late 
Emergent Mississippian 
occupation (drawn by 
author).
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upon the origin myths of Muskhogeans to explain the appearance of 

the Early Mississippian center of Macon Plateau in central Georgia. 

The impact of immigrants on the established population is condi-

tioned by the consideration of the relative increase in populations. As 

with the differences in population estimates, the issue becomes one 

of identifying the actual evidence of migration, the number of immi-

grants, and the impact of migration as a process. The importance of 

new faces appearing in cities relates to the pluralistic nature of the 

community. Researchers have long recognized the potential role of 

new ideas entering the American Bottom (Vogel 1975, Hall 1975). In 

many respects, certain Cahokians were very gifted in their ability 

to take new technologies and ideas and recast them into something 

uniquely different – a Middle Mississippian culture. As stressed by 

Hall (2006), adoption was one of the ways in which outsiders could 

be readily incorporated into Cahokian society together with their 

craft skills. Historically, ritual was the vehicle for this process.

At the onset of the Mississippian settlement pattern at Cahokia 

in the mid-eleventh century, the landscape was abruptly altered 

by creating a broad north-south occupational and ritual space of 

urban dimensions to accommodate the planned core or epicenter of 

the site. After Cahokia was reconigured, the preexisting Emergent 

Mississippian village plan was easily quadrupled. Four monumen-

tally sized plazas were laid out as arms of a giant cruciform (Kelly 

1996a), although the precise timing of their emplacement has yet to 

be pinned down archaeologically. However, as Holley and his col-

leagues have noted (Holley et al. 1993), the creation of the Grand Plaza 

and possibly the West Plaza (Kelly 1996a) were already underway 

before the Big-Bang at 1050 AD, the conventional date for Cahokia’s 

rapid transformation. The four-sided plaza is a well-rooted feature 

of public architecture. The form in which the four duplicate plazas 

were united expresses their subordination to a center occupied by 

Monks Mound. In eastern North American cosmology, the center 

stands for the center of the world – a concept recapitulated by the 

Omaha camp circle with its attendant connections to less-complex 

cultural organization (Brown 2011). The cross accentuates the four 

cardinal directions and the incorporation of a well-rooted feature of 

public architecture in the form of a central plaza and its internal archi-

tecture. These features expanded on past Emergent Mississippian 

planning principles by including an emerging vision of a larger 

corporate society enshrined in a cruciform of quadrilateral plazas 
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(Kelly 1996a). The very center, where Monks Mound now rests, may 

have been emptied of residential occupation at the time, although 

the relevant 6 ha surface is deeply buried by the colossal mound.

In the past, the initial construction of Monks Mound has been 

placed in the tenth century based on radiometric dates from cores 

(Fowler 1997). A recent reexamination of these data in conjunction 

with new data from cores and excavations has prompted Schilling 

(2010) to suggest that a rapid buildup of this earthen ediice occurred 

in the mid-twelfth century after Cahokia had become an urban cen-

ter. This may make more sense if Monks Mound serves to connect 

with and commemorate what lies beneath it, similar to constructions 

in some of the Mesoamerican centers (cf. Heyden 1975). An impor-

tant feature may lie beneath the mound. In his study of previous 

coring investigations beneath the northwest part of Monks Mound, 

Schilling (2010) identiied a depression that does not appear to be a 

borrow pit (that is, an area where earth was removed to construct 

mounds) because of earlier Late Woodland deposits that are in place 

at the bottom of the depression. There is no clear geomorphic expla-

nation for this feature because this area is part of the natural levee of 

the Edelhardt meander.

THE EPICENTER

For Cahokia, two important urban components shared with many 

ancient cities stand out. The irst is the site’s monumental epicenter. 

Central Cahokia is restricted to a 7.5 km2 area (Figure 9.2). The 150 

ha epicenter, measuring 1.5 km north-south by 1.25 km east-west, 

is characterized by four, large plazas centered on Monks Mound 

(Kelly 1996a). Fowler’s work (1969, 1974), reveals the signiicance of its 

importance. The rectangular shape of each plaza creates inlexibility 

in the order of place setting along the perimeter (Hillier and Hanson 

1984; Hunter-Anderson 1977). Corners are created that have unequal 

value, hence special signiicance. A relevant parallel is the effect 

that corners in quadrangular dwellings have on lexibility in rear-

ranging furniture. The epicenter was the heart of Cahokia for more 

than a century. Surrounding the epicenter are additional mounds 

and smaller plazas with substantial residential areas (Collins 1990; 

O’Brien 1972; Pauketat 1998). The second urban component is the 

site’s immediate hinterland (Smith 2007), which is very dynamic in 

terms of the ongoing settlement changes. A diversity of settlement 

types of differing orders of scale, as described by Fowler (1974) and 
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reined by Emerson (1997) and others, included mound centers and 

towns of varying sizes, along with villages, numerous farmsteads, 

and small, specialized nodal sites that comprised the larger urban 

polity.

Spatially, plazas vary in size (6–21 ha) and in the number of 

mounds (four to nine) that ultimately deined the enclosed spaces. 

The largest arena, the Grand Plaza (Figure 9.6a), was originally a 

natural landscape of ridges and swales before it was leveled (Dalan 

1993; Holley et al. 1993). More recent investigations in the Grand 

Plaza have proposed that the plaza was being illed in (Alt et al. 

2010), although this may be related to the erosion of Monks Mound. 

Mapping over the last decade indicates that the plaza is actually 

sunken or at least accentuated by low, earthen platforms constructed 

on three of its four sides (Holley et al. 1990; Trubitt 2003). The north 

side facing Monks Mound is also elevated, naturally. The pairing 

of mounds around the remaining three sides of the Grand Plaza is 

of importance, particularly the twin mortuary mounds along the 

south side.

Harriet Smith’s (1973) salvage work at the Murdock mound 

located at the south end of the east row of mounds in the Grand 

Plaza provided the earliest insights on the architecture of the plaza 

edge. Her work documented the unique nature of pre-mound build-

ings (Figure 9.6b) and mound construction. The earliest building 

is a cross-shaped structure placed within a circular basin. This is 

followed by a large circular building or sweat lodge located just 

north of a rectangular structure. These were constructed in the area 

beneath the mound’s northeast corner. Presumably, other structures 

were part of this pre-mound landscape.

In addition to this architecture, two large mounds were placed 

within the Grand Plaza. The Jesse Ramey mound, possibly terraced 

(Dalan 1993; Dalan et al. 1993; Dalan et al. 2003), was oriented north-

south and located just to the southeast of the plaza’s geometric center 

(Figure 9.6a). Testing of the east-west oriented Mound 49 by Pauketat 

and Rees (1996; Pauketat et al. 2010), has provided additional insights 

into mound construction. It is positioned just west of the plaza’s 

north-south axis and centrally located along the east-west axis of the 

plaza’s northwest quadrant.

The West Plaza is bounded by paired mounds on three of its 

sides (Figure 9.7). The west and south consist of a pair each, whereas 

the east side consists of two pairs. The north side is open on the 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 9.6 Plan of central Cahokia showing (a) Grand Plaza; (b) with Murdock 
mound inset (adapted from Smith 1973:igures 29, 33, 34, and 37); (c) ICT-II Residential 
Area inset (adapted from Collins 1990:igure 1.9).
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Edelhardt meander and Cahokia Creek. The 1950 University of 

Michigan test excavations into the low-lying Mound 76 on the pla-

za’s northwest corner indicate that ill was added to the face of the 

natural levee to accommodate an extension of the mound (Kelly and 

Brown 2001). This suggests that mound placement was carefully 

calculated. The loor beneath the mound was covered with a thin 

veneer of sand, generally indicative of ritual puriication (Adair 1930; 

Hawkins 1848).

Evidence of interior plaza architecture is best expressed in the 

West Plaza (Figures 9.8 and 9.9) initially deined by Wittry and 

Vogel (1962) in the early 1960s salvage work at Cahokia (Valese 2012). 

The sequence of unusually large enclosures (25–30 m in extent) 

that occupy the north-central end of this area provides important 

insights into the nature of the ritual activities taking place. There 

Figure 9.7 Cahokia, 
plan of West Plaza area 

(base map adapted from 
Kelly 1996c).
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is an architectural, stylistic, and presumed symbolic shift from an 

initial series of large (30 m in diameter) circular structures to large 

rectilinear enclosures with circular bastions. The latter can be sty-

listically linked to the initial palisade bastions from the end of the 

twelfth century. Subsequent excavations have identiied a series of 

large post pits that may mark the center of the plaza. A series of 

other post pits to the west appear to be earlier and were placed along 

an east-west axis across the center of this area. Also present are two 

large T-shaped buildings (Kelly 1996b).

The four sides of the North Plaza are identiied by four separate 

mounds (Figure 9.10), each of which establishes a dichotomy that 

accentuates size, distance, and directionality. The largest mound 

(Mound 5) – placed at the eastern end – is spatially distant from those 

on the other sides. The southernmost mound is also not oriented to 

the cardinal directions, but 40 degrees west of north. The whole tab-

leau of the North Plaza has been purposely placed into the Edelhardt 

meander at a lower elevation than the other plazas, although this 

Figure 9.8 Cahokia, 
arc hitecture from north 
end of West Plaza (base 
map adapted from Kelly 
1996c).
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Figure 9.9 Cahokia, architecture from center of West Plaza (base map adapted from 
Kelly 1996c).

Figure 9.10 Cahokia, 
North Plaza (drawn by 

author).

landscape is slightly elevated with recent coring, thereby suggesting 

ill had been added to create it (Kelly et al. 2007b; Kelly 2012).

The East Plaza is the most dificult to deine because, unlike 

the other plazas, mounds do not clearly demarcate this space 

(Figure 9.11). Deinition of this plaza is based largely on negative 

evidence; that is, the lack of any early Mississippian residential 

occupation in the excavated palisade transect (Iseminger et al. 1990). 

The distribution of materials from controlled surface collections 
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Figure 9.11 Cahokia, 
East Plaza (drawn by 
author).

exhibits a virtual lack of material in the area to the south of Mound 

36 (Benchley 1981; Vander Leest 1980), an absence that appears to 

extend below the surface according to a recent geophysical survey 

(Hargrave 2011). In addition to the ive mounds present within this 

area, two platforms are also present; one to the northeast of Mound 

36 is broad and low and is cut by the palisade (Mound B). Another 

artiicially constructed area (Mound C) is immediately north of the 

aforementioned platform and is also superimposed by the pali-

sade (Kelly 2012). If this is indeed an architectural component on 

the northeast corner of this plaza, then it compliments Mound 76 

on the northwest corner of the West Plaza. Mound 17 appears on 

the northwest corner of the plaza just below the northeast corner of 

Monks Mound. The area on the north is otherwise open on the low-

lying Edelhardt meander landscape. The plaza’s southern edge is 

delimited by Mound 51, located on the northeast corner of the Grand 

Plaza. Although this plaza landscape is perhaps the most dificult to 

understand in terms of its architectural elements, it is possible that 

we have a different coniguration in which a large mound, Mound 

36, is at its “center,” although offset to the west. 
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DOMESTIC DWELLINGS AND SETTLEMENT

Surrounding the epicenter lies a sprawling occupation of domes-

tic dwellings and smaller, peripheral plazas and courtyards as evi-

dent in the case of the Interpretive Center Tract -II (ICT-II) (Collins 

1990, 1997); Tract 15-A (Pauketat 1998) (see Figure 9.3 and 9.6c); and 

the Kunnemann Tract (Holley 1990, 1995). Residences are dispersed 

around courtyards and oriented along the epicenter axes, especially 

in the early part of the sequence. Except for its slightly larger size, 

domestic architecture in the city was the same as outside the site 

(Collins 1990). The early residential structures (i.e., late Lohmann 

phase), such as those on the ICT-II just southeast of the Grand Plaza, 

are initially oriented with the site grid, whereas the houses in the 

subsequent Stirling phase (1100–1200 AD) have axial orientations that 

are off-grid and are organized around a small plaza with mounds. 

This may relect the ability of various kin groups within the site to 

control the organization of their subcommunities, thereby focusing 

inward on their community rather than outward toward the larger 

urban community.

As a planned city, Cahokia stood on the preceding Emergent 

Mississippian period site that comfortably occupied the natural 

levee (Dalan et al. 2003:70). However, its core expanded signii-

cantly to the north and south of this natural landscape and into 

areas not normally amenable to occupation. All of the plazas and 

most mounds rest to varying degrees on a modiied landscape. An 

important key to this new plan was the Grand Plaza (Figure 9.6a), 

which was created through the physical process of inilling the nat-

ural depressions or swales that were separated from the adjacent 

high ground of natural ridges that were part of this point-bar land-

form (Holley et al. 1993). A portion of this ground on the north-

east corner, at its junction with the southern margins of the East 

Plaza, was removed, creating a large borrow pit of unknown size 

that was some 3 m in depth (Chmurny 1973). Shortly thereafter, 

it was rapidly backilled with midden, ritual objects, and feasting 

debris (Pauketat et al. 2002). Known as the sub-Mound 51 borrow 

pit, most of the debris was associated with feasting activity, espe-

cially during its preparation (L. Kelly 2000, 2001). As a unique epi-

sode of landscape modiication, the activities provide insights into 

the social mechanisms employed in the mobilization of labor to cre-

ate this landscape.
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Late Mississippian Configuration

Toward the end of the twelfth century, a major change took place 

within the overall coniguration of the epicenter (Figure 9.12a) 

involving the construction of a large palisade wall around Monks 

Mound, the Grand Plaza, and possibly the West Plaza (Anderson 

1969; Iseminger et al. 1990; Trubitt 2003). As an example of monu-

mental architecture, the palisade is perhaps one of the largest con-

struction projects at the site, second only to Monks Mound itself 

(Milner 2006). As a 3 km long wooden wall, rebuilt three times, it 

encompassed nearly 200 ha and remained in use for at least another 

century. Immediately east of the palisade, the second largest plaza 

with its attendant mounds and borrow areas was created, covering 

nearly 50 ha. The Ramey borrow pit north of the mound and plaza 

complex resulted in the removal and destruction of a large (up to 

10 ha) residential area (Kelly and Brown 2012). The scale of Cahokia 

became reduced in size, and the site appears to be made up of small, 

widely dispersed occupational loci such as the residential zone in 

the Woodhenge area (Hall 1975; Pauketat 1998); the Fingerhut Tract 

and an intrusive cemetery into the Powell No. 2 mound on the west-

ern margins (Keller et al. 1994; Kelly and Koldehoff 1996; Hall et al. 

1995); and Mounds 1 and 2 on the east (Kelly et al. 2001).

These changes took place roughly in concert with a transfor-

mation in the way that food was served. Before about 1200 AD the 

presentation of food was dominated by small (ca. 1 liter in volume) 

serving vessels, whereas after that date, larger (ca. 3 liters in volume) 

openmouthed bowls, known as plates, with broad lat rims were 

incorporated into a ceramic assemblage in which the frequency of 

serving vessels doubled (Hamlin 2004; Kelly 2001). Another signii-

cant change was the transfer of a common repertoire of cosmic sym-

bolism from the shoulders of open-mouthed (Ramey Incised) jars 

to the outlaring rims surrounding the centers of large open (Wells 

Incised) plates. Concordant with this change was a shift in the place-

ment of concentrations of exotic materials, particularly Gulf Coast 

marine shell, found in house basins. Trubitt (2000) has demonstrated 

that between 1200–1275 AD these exotics were correlated with house 

size in that large houses had more exotics and small houses had 

fewer, whereas prior to 1200 AD, no relationship existed between the 

size of the residential unit and exotic accumulation. From these lines 
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Figure 9.12 (a) Central  
Cahokia, Late 

Mississippian coni-
guration; (b) detail of 

Ramey Plaza (base map 
adapted from Kelly 

1996a:igure 8.4). 
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of evidence, it becomes clear that the household economics and com-

munity feasting ritual at Cahokia had shifted in a direction away 

from preexisting cultural norms. In general, houses increased in size 

during the thirteenth century (Milner et al. 1984; Vogel 1975), and 

household orientation at the beginning of the thirteenth century fol-

lowed the site grid. Of particular importance was increased distance 

between households, perhaps suggestive of nearby gardens (see also 

Stark, Chapter 11 in this volume, and Magnoni et al., Chapter 5 in 

this volume, for a discussion of open spaces and household delinea-

tion in Mesoamerican cities) or an effort to minimize the ability of 

ires to spread if the settlement were attacked.

Outside the palisade to the east, the Ramey Plaza was created 

(Kelly et al. 2007a). This sunken plaza is second in size to the Grand 

Plaza at 10 ha. It was excavated to a depth of 1 m below the sur-

rounding landscape. Low foundational platforms similar to those in 

the Grand Plaza are evident on the north and west sides. The Ramey 

Plaza dates to the thirteenth century and contains materials related 

to the pan-southeastern expression of high art on high-value mate-

rials commonly known as the Southeastern Ceremonial Complex 

(Brown and Kelly 2000; King 2007a, 2007b). Although there are sig-

niicant changes at the end of the twelfth century, Cahokia continued 

to function as an incipient urban center. The density of settlements 

in the hinterland was reduced while the epicenter remained intact. 

Many of the mounds had been capped (Pauketat 1993; Trubitt 2000), 

including Monks Mound (Fischer 1972; Reed 2009), thereby memori-

alizing these ediices in an act of burial. Changes continued to occur, 

with the urban character of the settlement no longer intact by the 

end of the thirteenth century. The settlement that existed was spread 

around Monks Mound on the west and the south among the earthen 

monuments. There was little evidence of any additional monumen-

tal construction.

SETTLEMENT HISTORY, EVOLUTION, AND COSMOLOGY

On the basis of the previous observations, it is possible to describe a 

historical process that charts shifts in social interaction that preigure 

some of the forms recognizable in an established urban setting. The 

development of a new gustatory etiquette, together with changes to 

the engine of vested economic power, testiies to the strength of the 

effects of the urban setting on human action and vice versa. These 
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reasons alone are suficient to justify a consideration of Cahokia as 

a site that evolved toward fully urban life. The text for this process 

is encoded in the cosmology as expressed in the rituals undertaken 

by the corporate groups that lived in this urban landscape. Such 

an emblematically conceived “fresh start” of a macro-community 

construction fulills an important criterion for cities – that is, they 

are more than simply villages or towns writ large. After 1050 AD, 

Cahokia was designed to accommodate the integration of the major 

corporate groups by assigning each a role in the implementation of 

its cosmic charter.

Although we cannot directly access the minds of the Cahokians, 

we can gain insight into the purpose and meaning of their settle-

ment plan by interpreting the site’s structure and features through 

the cosmology of related Native American groups, such as the 

Osage and Omaha, Dhegihan-Siouan speaking groups with origins 

in the Ohio River Valley, or the Chickasaw of the southeast (Bailey 

1995, 2010; Burns 2004, 2005; Knight 1998; O’Shea and Ludwickson 

1992; Welsch 1981). The knowledge of the cosmos that resided his-

torically among groups such as the Osage was carefully partitioned 

among the religious specialists or priests of each kin group (Bailey 

1995). Each clan was responsible for the knowledge that resided in 

their portion of the cosmos. In order for a speciic ritual to work, it 

was necessary for the religious agents of each clan to come together 

with what they knew and create what was necessary. Although this 

rendition of Dhegiha Siouan cosmology belongs to the late nine-

teenth century AD, there is reason to think that this convention 

extended back to places such as Cahokia that have been connected 

with early Dhegihan society (Brown 2011; Kelly 2006). It is impor-

tant to remember that Cahokia probably represents the ancestral 

roots of the descendant Dhegihan-speaking societies. Although the 

speciics have changed over the centuries, the principles remain 

intact and are critical in the production of public space that is at the 

city’s core.

The principles that underlie urban planning of Cahokia are 

embedded in its epicenter. Paraphrasing the Osage, Garrick Bailey 

(1995) states that the cosmos was encoded in their community and 

society. The principles of reciprocity represented by dualism relect 

the various elements within society and the cosmos that were in a 

constant state of opposition; in the end, these principles resulted in 

an effort to attain a balance or harmony of the whole and were thus in 
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a constant state of negotiation. Large mounds are paired with small 

mounds. The dichotomy created by these pairings of unequal size 

relects an important indigenous principle that focuses on maintain-

ing a balance in the cosmos; night versus day; male versus female; 

large versus small; and so forth. A similar pairing is evident on the 

West Plaza. The square platform is placed opposite a circular coni-

cal mound, one on the east, the other to the west, respectively; or, in 

other instances, the former to the south and the latter to the north. 

Like a mountain, Monks Mound rises above the surrounding four 

plazas – lat expanses of space that created an arena in which peo-

ple came together to negotiate with their past and to ensure societal 

continuity for the future.

The four mounds that demarcate the North Plaza (Figure 9.10) 

accentuate spatially the size, distance, and directionality of this 

landscape. Given their position within the Edelhardt meander at 

a lower elevation than the other plazas, they can be seen as being 

tethered to the underworld and to the origins of the earth in the 

selection of sediments of different colors and sources that appear to 

have been dictated by mythological associations. The earth diver, a 

mythical creature common in Native American origin stories, is one 

such connection (Köngās 1960). In this case, the earth diver assists 

in the creation of the earth by diving beneath the primordial waters 

to retrieve muck from the aquatic loor (Hall 1997). Black mucky 

soils are occasionally inter-layered with light-colored soils in Monks 

Mound. It is believed that much of the earth was removed in this 

area to construct Monks Mound (Kelly et al. 2007b).

The four plazas with their attendant mounds relect the principle 

of quadrilateralism. In ethnographic texts, four is a sacred number 

that points in the direction of the universe with the rising and set-

ting of the sun each day in the east and west, respectively (Bailey 

1995). The North Plaza is placed within the watery matrix of the 

Edelhardt meander. In the earth-diver origin stories discussed ear-

lier, it is from this watery world that mud is collected to establish 

life. It is from this area that we suspect that mud was taken to create 

Monks Mound. To the south is death, as represented in the twin 

mounds at the south end of the Grand Plaza and beyond this is an 

earlier mortuary display of death in Mound 72 with four headless 

and handless males marking the center (Fowler et al. 1999). Beyond 

this is the largest mortuary structure, the Harding, or Rattlesnake 

Mound (Fowler 1997; Moorehead 1929; Pauketat and Barker 2000) 
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placed within and rising out of a watery matrix where life begins. 

Mound 72 is not wholly about sacriices, but as Brown (2003, 2006) 

has noted, a performance that reenacts the origins of the cosmos in 

the initial mound. Indigenous groups saw death as part of an inter-

generational cycle. It is this geometric form – the circle – that encap-

sulates the continuum of life and death.

A hallmark of urban settlement complexity is the partitioning of 

space into places for dedicated purposes. At Cahokia, plazas, court-

yards, residential areas, mounds, and other specialized architec-

ture – such as the woodhenge – had their predetermined locations. 

Some of these locations, and perhaps all, were determined by cos-

mological order, in the vein of the Omaha summer-camp circle that 

will be described (Ridington and Hastings 1997). For our purposes, 

the plaza is the most important space to be discussed. Each of the 

four plazas at the heart of Cahokia are deined by large, open spaces 

bounded by mounds placed at the edges. In general, plazas are an 

integral part of the architectural space of Mississippian mound cen-

ters or towns and have a long history in the Eastern Woodlands 

going back into the Archaic period. Plazas continued into the historic 

period and are an integral part of traditional ceremonies of Indian 

communities today, as seen in southeastern Indian towns of the 

past. Although these communities, called talwa in the Creek Indian 

language, exist as a dispersed settlement pattern, they maintain a 

ritual/public center consisting of a town square or square ground. 

Thus, among Southeastern tribes, space for community activities 

occupies a conspicuous location and sacred sanctions are usually 

invoked in public rituals. Consequently, the places where such ritu-

als are performed has to be ritually puriied and declared off-limits 

to women and outsiders (Swanton 1931). These rituals create town-

wide cohesion through appeal to the sacred. The plazas of Cahokia 

may have hosted similar rituals for both local inhabitants and the 

larger regional community.

Certain studies of urbanism have used selected spatial relation-

ships as their guide to understanding this process of urbanization. 

Examples include viewsheds, visual orientation, metriication, and 

geometric relationships (e.g., Dalan et al. 2003). At Cahokia, objects 

of orientation – or the key architectural building units – are Monks 

Mound at the center, platform mounds generally, ridge-top mounds, 

conical mounds, large posts, and plazas. At a larger scale, the geomet-

ric arrangement of the epicenter and its celestial orientation become 
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important. Surrounding the epicenter lies a sprawling, yet struc-

tured and organized occupation of domestic dwellings and smaller, 

peripheral plazas and courtyards, as evident in the Interpretive 

Center Tract-II (Collins 1990, 1997) and Tract 15-A (Pauketat 1998) (see 

Figures 9.3 and 9.6c). Residences are dispersed around courtyards 

and orientated along the epicenter axes, especially in the early part 

of the sequence.

Cosmology, Feasting, and the “Big Bang”

The major event of about 1050 AD, the so-called Big Bang, appears to 

mark the time when a sudden inlux of people entered Cahokia from 

the surrounding region and, to a limited extent, from other nearby 

regions. It is possible that astronomical events provided some impe-

tus for this cultural change (Beck et al. 2007) among  people whose 

descendants, in ethnographic texts, were keen observers of celestial 

events, which they viewed as omens. Kelly (1996a) speculated on the 

possibility that the appearance of Haley’s comet around the time of 

the spring equinox at 1066 coincided with the Big-Bang. Pauketat 

(2009; Pauketat and Loren 2005:17) suggests a link between the Big 

Bang and a 1054 supernova irst noted by Diaz-Granados and Duncan 

(2000) in the rock art of eastern Missouri. It is also important to note 

that the largest supernova to be recorded historically appeared in 

the spring of 1006 AD and continued to be present intermittently for 

the next three years (Stephenson 2002). We have no clear material 

correlates of the 1006 event, but the appearance of these asterisms 

ties in with the elite-centered imagery of Morning Star depicted in 

rock art from Picture Cave in east-central Missouri (Diaz-Granados 

and Duncan 2000; Diaz-Granados et al. 2001) and Gottschall rock 

shelter in southwestern Wisconsin (Salzer and Rajnovich 2001), both 

of which date to around 1000 AD.

Regardless of the possible role of astronomical events in spark-

ing the Big Bang, this inlux of people may be related in part to the 

scheduling of annual community-wide feasts at a central location 

(Kelly 2008a, 2008c). The ability of leaders to host such large-scale 

events for the region and beyond at Cahokia may have stemmed 

in part from the high productivity of nearby soils (Schroeder 1999, 

2004). The ields represented the most important resource that cer-

tain kin groups at Cahokia and adjacent communities may have 

controlled. Thus, food represents one commodity that could be 
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used to draw others beyond the immediate sphere to participate 

not only in its consumption and the attendant rituals, but what 

others bring to the so-called table – that is Cahokia – in the way 

of raw materials and inished products. In sum, the local abun-

dance of food becomes an important factor in attracting to Cahokia 

a population living well beyond the immediate vicinity. As a con-

sequence, the feasts would not only reinforce the political power 

of the hosts, but they would mark Cahokia as the font of the lar-

gess and, by extension, the place where the spiritual power to pro-

duce food can be accessed (Byers 2006). This system, with its roots 

in the late Emergent Mississippian period, involved social groups 

from the family level up to the level of the community as a whole, 

with an initial invitation that extended in all four sacred directions 

beyond the region.

Cosmic Foundations

Interpreted on the basis of the ethnographic principles described 

here, Cahokian society incorporated multiple corporate groups 

through community ritual enacted within a purpose-built environ-

ment. These groups not only created this space, but also negotiated 

how that space was conigured and employed to represent their 

vision of the larger cosmos. As we will demonstrate, this process, 

well rooted in local traditions, represented a rapid and dynamic 

implementation of a corporate vision involving the creation of a 

four-fold multiplication of the quadrilateral plaza coniguration 

(Figure 9.2) that recreated the cosmos by tying them to a common 

center (Beck et al. 2007; Kelly 1996a) (see Howard 1968; Lankford 

2007). There is not only a horizontal dimension to the production 

of space, formalizing the relationships between individuals and the 

groups they are part of, but also a distinct vertical dimension that 

is in concordance with the multilayered cosmos (Lankford 2007). 

This verticality is not necessarily translated into social standing. 

The horizontal dimensions of the world they live in are connected 

through an axial center (axis mundi) from the lower worlds beneath 

the earth’s surface to the empyrean or upper world, above the sky. 

The creation of these different levels serves to place people with 

respect to the major spiritual forces represented, for example, by 

the sun on the one hand and the deities of the sky on the other hand 

(Brown 2011).
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Historically, each clan of Mississippian native groups was sym-

bolically represented within the village structure. The camp circle 

of the Omaha tribe represents one material version of this represen-

tation (Fletcher and LaFlesche 1911). The religious ediice known as 

the “House of Mystery” orders clans on a smaller scale among the 

Osage (Bailey 1995). As large public places, Cahokia’s plazas honor 

the four sacred directions and are uniied by a program of monumen-

tality. Investigations by a number of different researchers provide 

insights into them as part of the cityscape with different architec-

tural elements that comprise each plaza. The plazas are more than 

diagrammatic inscriptions on the landscape. Knight (1998) argued 

that the spatial organization of Moundville resembled the square 

ground of the Chickasaw Indians. We build on this insight to argue 

that plazas, particularly sunken plazas, articulate with mounds to 

form a vertical dimension to the surface arrangement of plazas and 

mounds. At Cahokia, two central plazas were sunken (the Grand 

Plaza and Ramey Plaza) to provide what can be regarded as an archi-

tectural way of displaying a tiered universe – this world of the cru-

ciform plan, the beneath world of the sunken plazas, and the upper 

world of the summit of Monks Mound. Other levels could also be 

represented. The Osage believed that there were an additional four 

worlds placed between this world and the empyrean (Duncan 2011; 

Reilly 2004).

CORPORATE GROUPS AND CITY SPACE

In this cosmically ordered city, the very large core of mounds stands 

at the center, with plazas radiating from the center that are, in at least 

the southern Grand Plaza, sunken beneath the site surface. Framing 

the plazas are earthen mounds on broad, low platforms, the verti-

cal dimensions of which were accentuated with the construction of 

wooden architecture. This arrangement, while conceptually in the 

builders’ cosmic vision, did not come about all at once. Although 

the central (Monks) mound was raised within a brief span of time, 

the mounds around and within each plaza were added over a longer 

span of time, some more actively than others. Like the cosmos, a 

distinct verticality is evident with multiple layers of monumental 

construction.

Following Knight’s (1998) application of the Chickasaw camp cir-

cle to the diagrammatic plan of Moundville, each mound or paired 
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mounds along the plaza margins at Cahokia hypothetically repre-

sented a particular corporate entity. Four clans would have been rep-

resented in the North Plaza; three would be present around the West 

Plaza; four would have been present around the Grand Plaza; and it 

is unclear, given the lack of pairing, how many were associated with 

the East Plaza, perhaps three. In effect, at least four separate “multi-

corporate communities” would have had cosmically ordained posi-

tions within the ritual epicenter. The mounds, we believe, represent 

the placement of speciic buildings that served to personify the reli-

gious component of each respective corporate group. This is evi-

dent later at Mound 34 where an underlying complex of structures, 

including a copper-working house, may have been capped by an 

extensive 0.70 m high earthen platform that supported other struc-

tures, including what became Mounds 34, 33, and 32 along the west 

side of the Ramey Plaza (Figure 9.12). Harriet Smith (1973) identi-

ied a suite of unique buildings beneath the Murdock mound, along 

the Grand Plaza’s east side, that were eventually capped by a series 

of thin earthen blankets. In light of ethnographic cases, each of the 

mound layers relects the repetitious death of the initial pre-mound 

building(s) and their subsequent rebirth. The inal cap, in effect a 

memorial, personiies an ancestral corporate group.

In some respects, we have presented an oversimpliication of a 

complex socio-religious landscape that shows abundant evidence of 

shifting land use over time. We are only beginning to understand 

how Cahokia’s citizenry were arranged within its cosmologically 

deined layout. The plazas laid out in cosmologically important 

directions created the format within which shrines were situated. 

Each had its designated place around the edge of each plaza. Not 

all construction obeyed the implicit format; several mounds invaded 

the central place. Judging by the size and span of time involved in 

mound construction and mound use, some of the clans and/or sodal-

ities appear wealthier than others – perhaps embracing more mem-

bers. With these caveats in mind, we have found it very useful to 

think within the framework of Dhegihan social order as represented 

by the Omaha and Osage systems (Bailey 1995; Brown 2011; Duncan 

2011; Hall 2004, 2005; Ridington and Hastings 1997). In these systems, 

each individual component social group, usually a clan, was respon-

sible for a unique component of sacred knowledge. Performance 

of the entirety of this knowledge in the annual ritual cycle uniied 

these tribes by creating ritual obligations for each social segment, no 
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matter how minor, toward the maintenance of harmonious balance 

in the universe.

Tapping into the persuasive politics thesis of Rob Beck (2006), 

we could propose that as outside social groups were attracted to 

Cahokia, they were allotted space according to some cosmically 

ordained calculus. One of the unintended effects may have been to 

promote alternate urban agglomerations, such as the East St. Louis 

town that may have attempted to undercut the political designs of 

the Cahokian elite (Kelly 2008b). Located some 10 km to the south-

west of Cahokia, this urban complex was undoubtedly second in 

size to Cahokia within the larger Mississippian world. It appears 

that this urban complex consists of a ritual core of mounds and a 

central plaza with the residential area separated by a wide, low-

lying slough 1 km to the north. It may be signiicant that East St. 

Louis may have had a cruciform plaza of its own. At Cahokia, one 

plaza – the predominant Grand Plaza with the largest number of 

mounds – may even have prospered at the expense of the other pla-

zas, especially when it continued along with Monks Mound as the 

surviving  ritualized core late into the city’s existence (Figure 9.6a).

CONCLUSIONS: CAHOKIA AS A CITY REVISITED

Despite the reluctance of Eastern Woodlands archaeologists to 

adopt the position that Cahokia is a city, we join with students of 

the general topic in seeing essential aspects of urbanism at Cahokia. 

Beginning with a crossed-shaped plan of four plazas, the site was 

clearly, by the end, partitioned internally with a walled precinct, 

craft specialization took place in both secular and sacred contexts, 

an art style was reined, and a hinterland was drawn to its service. 

Although the limits of this settlement seem messy, recent reviews of 

low-density agrarian settlements make clear that compact cities are 

something of an exception (Fletcher 2009). It is the structural and 

functional differentiation of the community and its relationship to 

the extra-settlement catchment that make the city.

Viewing Cahokia as a city has the beneit of addressing the inter-

nal social and economic structure of the site and its hinterland along 

useful lines. The central Monks Mound was created to deine the 

city architecturally and to unite each of the plazas within an ideo-

logically potent plan. It allows us to examine the creative role of 

the plaza organization, which ixed the place of constituent groups 
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within an ideologically sanctioned overarching scheme. The mound 

architecture associated with these groups would stand as a visible 

materialization of each lineage’s ability to muster resources and to 

declare its potency to succeeding generations. If historic uses of 

the cult of the Sacred Hawk among the Osage are any guide to past 

beliefs, it would appear that its Birdman-centered corollary dealt 

directly with the propagation of one’s lineage. Once extinct, the line-

age’s monuments would testify to their former relative importance 

in a permanent way. The strength of this city organization is testi-

ied by the appearance midway in its history of regularity in house-

hold size and economic potency. After 1200 AD, larger households 

came to dominate the acquisition and deposition of exotics so that 

the amount of exotics is more closely related to the size of the associ-

ated building. A weakness in the organizational structure lay in the 

inability of the collective format to survive the emergence of an overt 

hierarchy in an unconstrained environment. Any challenge to the 

collectivity would promote breakup along factional lines.

Although our interpretations of the meaning of Cahokia’s 

 structure rely heavily on ethnographic data, cultural continuity dur-

ing the 400 years between the time of Cahokia’s demise and the ear-

liest ethnohistoric texts and the more recent ethnographies of the late 

nineteenth and early twentieth centuries makes it possible to pro-

vide reasonable explanations for the planning principles evident at 

Cahokia. Archaeological evidence for feasting, mortuary practices, 

household change over time, regional settlement restructuring, and 

monuments that were carefully built and maintained, dovetail with 

ethnographic accounts of the cosmic order in the ancient American 

Indian settlements of the Cahokian region. In light of the scale and 

complexity of this planning, along with the socioeconomic and reli-

gious factors described here, we argue that in Cahokia, we see the 

expression of Native North American urbanism – a process that was 

not taken up at the same scale as Cahokia in subsequent periods, 

leaving the (false) impression that North America lacks ancient cities. 

We further argue that this is an incipient and pristine example of the 

emergence of urbanism in the Eastern Woodlands of North America.
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Comparing East and West: Aspects of Urban 

Manufacture and Retail in the Capitals of the 

Roman and Han Empires

Anna Razeto

This chapter explores the archaeological and literary evidence for marketplaces 
and urban forms connected to the manufacturing of bricks and metalworking in 
the capital cities of the contemporary empires of Rome and Han China (ca. 200 

BC–200 AD). A comparative analysis of the physical aspects of these urban struc-

tures informs a discussion of the impact of the political, practical, ideological, and 

economic circumstances of the two empires on the distribution and features of the 

architecture and industries presented. This highlights the extent to which the urban 

architecture of the capitals was involved in the social and political processes that 

characterized the production of space in these cities.

This chapter presents a comparison of urban structures connected 

to the economy of the Roman and Han empires within their capital 

cities during the irst two centuries BC and AD. During this period, 

Rome and China became the world’s largest agrarian empires, and 

their capital cities were shaped for the irst time by the urban elites 

to be symbols of the power of their relatively newly formed political 

systems. In 210 BC, the Western Han Dynasty took control of the 

Chinese territories conquered by the Qin Dynasty and created an 

empire that lasted until the advent of the Republic in AD 1911. In the 

Han period, the Chinese created a new and stable urban form rep-

resentative of not only a state, but of an entire universe: the imperial 

capital. Simultaneously, the Han imperial ideology came to focus on 

the notion of the emperor as the center of the world and the link 

between heaven, earth, and humans. By that time in the West, the 

city of Rome had become the capital of a powerful Republic engaged 

in active territorial expansion, and its urban features had undergone 

the modiications necessary to transform it into the new imperial 

capital. Thus, it was during the same broad period, and particularly 
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in the irst centuries BC and AD, that the two capitals of Rome and 

Chang’an acted as theaters for the transformation of imperial ideolo-

gies and religious beliefs, which were tightly connected to the alter-

ation of their political institutions. These changes were expressed in 

the material forms of the capitals, the design of city buildings, and in 

the location of structures within the urban landscape.

Control is a critical element that must be considered when dis-

cussing different levels of spatial production in ancient cities. In 

this context, control references both the ownership of land on which 

architecture is built and control of activities within the property. The 

Han Empire had a strong autonomous and absolutist character, with 

a strictly stratiied society that showed continuous interweaving 

of political and administrative urban hierarchies, as well as a lack 

of distinct religious elites (Eisenstadt and Shachar 1987:126). Social 

classes were mainly determined by literary-political criteria of sta-

tus deinition, where the class of scholars was considered superior to 

those of farmers, artisans, and merchants (Ch’ü 1972:64–66, 84–88).

Considering this simpliied characterization of the sociopolitical 

structure of the Han period, it is possible to infer that the ruling 

elites – composed of emperor, literati, and oficials – were irmly in 

control of the utilization of urban land, regardless of whether or not 

they personally owned the property. The social and political struc-

ture of the Roman Empire was also characterized by hierarchical 

criteria such as social ranking classiied by wealth (with senatorial 

and equestrian ranks at the top of the scale [Suetonius 1914a:15]), 

ancestry (or the division between patricians and the rest of the pop-

ulation – the plebeians [Livy 1919:1.8]), and the degree of citizenship 

possessed (Nicolet 1980). The social classiication of Rome allowed 

room for social mobility, mainly through loss or gain of wealth and 

through career progression, resulting in a ruling class that was rela-

tively luid in its composition. It follows that, in contrast to the Han 

situation, the sociopolitical scene of Rome was characterized by a 

plurality of actors, which could inluence the control over the land 

and the production of space, according to a combination of their own 

interests and those of the res publica.

The distinctiveness of the political and administrative systems 

of the two empires was ultimately relected in the construction of 

their cities, and of their capitals in particular. The center of Rome, 

as well as of minor Roman cities, had always contained the forum, 

which initially served as a democratic symbol of the interests of 
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the citizens, the locus of economic activities as well as social and 

 political meetings, and the site of the main religious and civic build-

ings. In contrast, the urban space of the Chinese capital was arranged 

around a walled enclosure within which could be found the pal-

ace, administration, and court of the emperor (who was, by the Han 

period, considered ruler of the world and keystone of the universe), 

or at least his provincial representative. Within the city, political and 

economic activities appear to have been physically separated (Lewis 

2006:151–152). Because common people in ancient China received 

no civil rights and did not take part in public religious or political 

affairs, a city had no need for an open center for social, political, and 

economic activity like the Roman forum. It follows that the produc-

tion of space in Rome appears to have been driven by a combination 

of top-down and mid-level dynamics, in which the impact of the 

middle levels of society was comparatively low, but still discernible, 

whereas the evidence for Chang’an shows a mostly top-down pro-

cess. During the transition from Republic to Principate, the produc-

tion of space in the Roman capital shifted from operating at multiple 

levels (relecting the plurality of sponsors constituting the top part 

of the Republican society) toward a concentration in the interests 

of the emperor. Such differences in the social drive for the produc-

tion of space seem to reinforce the impression of an indissoluble 

link between imperialism, society, and the urban landscape that can 

also be observed in relation to the urban structures connected to the 

economy of the capitals, on which this study mainly focuses.

SOURCES

This chapter presents data from literary and archaeological sources 

relating to Rome and Chang’an, all of which need to be taken into 

account in a critical manner to provide a broader perspective on urban 

life in the ancient world. In highly bureaucratized empires like Han 

China and Rome, texts were deeply connected to the political and 

ideological activities of the central authorities. Chinese traditional 

historiography, in particular, has been explicitly and continuously 

produced for millennia by oficials employed by the governments 

of successive dynasties, who created historical records combining 

primary and secondary sources with the aim of consolidating the 

legality of the status of a dynasty through the creation of moral-

izing accounts of past events (Mittag 2008:143; von Falkenhausen 
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1993:839; Wang 2000:17; Wilkinson 2000:483, 490–491). Although 

 archaeological evidence provides a different perspective on past 

social, cultural, and economic conditions, it is now widely acknowl-

edged that the remains of the past are not value-free either, as their 

interpretation can signiicantly rely on the modern social, political, 

and economic context within which archaeologists necessarily oper-

ate (Shanks and Tilley 1987a, 1987b; Watson 1990). Textual evidence 

relating to the economic structures of Rome selected for this study 

derives mainly from epigraphic inscriptions and from the works of 

Roman scholars, poets, and jurists, who sometimes referred to the 

existence of particular economic establishments in the capital.

The main written sources discussing economic and social condi-

tions under the Han dynasties are oficial dynastic histories such as 

Shi Ji (Records of the Grand Historian), Han Shu (Book of Han), and Hou 

Han Shu (Book of Later Han). Information on state monopolies also 

derives from Yan Tie Lun (The Discourses on Salt and Iron), a compi-

lation addressing themes from a political debate on state economic 

policies concerning the salt and iron industries, which took place 

in 81 BC.1 These texts mainly offer information of general economic 

character, with rare references to the urban structures of the capitals. 

Archaeological excavations of workshops in Chang’an carried out in 

the 1990s, and in Rome, have also been of critical importance in the 

analysis of the distribution of productive and redistributive urban 

structures presented in this chapter.

METHODOLOGY

Signiicant similarities noted during the period under examination 

have singled out the Han and Roman Empires and their capitals as 

ideal cases for an intensive comparative analysis characterized by 

a high level of contextualization. In addition, the Han and Roman 

Empires displayed suficient diversity in their cultural and socio-

political contexts to allow for a more vibrant investigation of the 

connections between their speciic circumstances and the material 

structures of the selected cities.

The scale of comparison considered in this study comprises three 

levels: two empires represent the broad units of the analysis, two cit-

ies constitute the medium-scale elements, and several speciic urban 

features make up its small-scale components. At the broadest scale, 

the study is carried out in a more general and abstract manner in 

the context of the ideological, sociopolitical, and cultural speciics of 
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the two empires, whereas at the smallest scale of investigation, the 

individual structures of the capitals are analyzed in a detailed and 

concrete manner. At the medium level of the capitals of Rome and 

Chang’an, the analysis is supported by a combination of less-abstract 

theories tailored to the study of urbanism that Smith calls “empirical 

urban theories” (2011), which will principally make use of a combi-

nation of theoretical approaches consisting of urban morphology (or 

morphogenesis), normative urban theory, and architectural commu-

nication. On one hand, the combination of urban morphology and 

normative urban theory provides a structure for investigating the 

general characteristics of a city as seen in its entirety, in relation to the 

form of its ground plan and its historical transformations, its inter-

nal layout, as well as its visual aspects and functions. On the other 

hand, architectural communication theories help to understand how 

certain features of the individual urban elements chosen for the com-

parison – namely, their scale, design, and location in relation to the 

existing urban environment – can be read as a projection of ideo-

logical and propagandistic messages (Favro 1993). The materializa-

tion of ideologies in the urban environment can be achieved through 

different mechanisms, such as topographical associations triggered 

through physical proximity to other structures, or through the more-

or-less explicit symbolic character of design elements, which depend 

on the cultural traditions and context of the societies to which they 

pertain (Rapoport 1990). Through these different but complemen-

tary levels of analysis, the present comparative research will not only 

uncover similarities and differences in the economic structures of the 

Roman and Han capital cities, but it will also reveal unique aspects of 

the relationship between imperialism and urban form that would be 

dificult to detect when considering each context in isolation.

On the basis of the methodological framework thus presented, 

this chapter explores some retail and production structures in 

Rome and Chang’an, basing the analysis on the assumption that the 

economies of both empires showed high levels of commercializa-

tion, with abundant circulation of coin (Scheidel 2009), competitive 

markets, and precocious means of mass production (Barbieri-Low 

2007). Trading in the capitals was undertaken at varying scales of 

activity and in different types of structures: private and state con-

trolled or owned. Manufacturing was also carried out as private and 

 state-controlled production. The extent to which each of these  levels 

of activity was represented inside the conines of a city, and in what 

ways the location and morphology of their structures could be seen 
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as a relection of the social, political, and economic organization of 

their empires, is not yet clear. In view of this, data relating to the 

permanent architecture of marketplaces and to establishments con-

nected to brickwork and metal production, which constituted impor-

tant and proitable sectors of the speciically urban aspects of the 

economies of Rome and Han China, have been selected for analysis. 

Textual and archaeological data are discussed in relation to the mor-

phology and scale of the buildings and their location in the urban 

environment in order to determine how different levels of state and 

private involvement are relected in the architectural features and 

in the spatial relationship the markets and workshops had with the 

urban fabric. The selected elements and their dimensions of analysis 

will help bring into focus different levels of urban production in the 

ancient world, particularly private and state managed, as well as the 

degree of state control exercised not just over the city structures ded-

icated to manufacturing and retailing, but also over the distribution 

of inished products.

GENERAL LAYOUT, DISTRIBUTION, AND SCALE OF RETAIL 

AND MANUFACTURE STRUCTURES

An analysis of the morphology, location, and scale of the surviving 

evidence for markets and production establishments in Rome and 

Chang’an can be indicative of the extent to which different kinds of 

structures were present in the urban contexts of the two imperial 

capitals. Moreover, these categories can also show the inluence that 

state policies, ideologies, and different traditions of urbanism had 

on the various forms of architecture dedicated to retail. Although 

permanent marketplaces and shops were not the only structures 

dedicated to commerce in the two empires, the archaeological and 

literary evidence for other types of architecture – such as Roman 

basilicas, porticoes, areas dedicated to auctions, and temporary mar-

kets – is not of comparable quality and quantity for both empires, 

making it impossible to analyze those features here in a convincing 

manner.

Markets

Permanent marketplaces were among the most important  structures 

for the exchange and redistribution of goods in preindustrial 
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societies and as such, they were often imposing government-built 

structures subjected to a high level of state control (cf. Magnoni et al., 

Chapter 5 in this volume). This is especially true for the markets of 

Chang’an. Literary sources indicate that Chang’an had nine major 

markets (Ban Gu, Liang Du Fu [Rhapsody on The Two Capitals]; Zhang 

Heng, Xi Du Fu [Rhapsody on The Western Capital]), although in 

Chinese tradition, the word nine might have simply been used as a 

general number meaning numerous markets. Some of these markets 

may have been situated to the northwest of the capital because sev-

eral satellite towns were located in that direction, but others could 

have been found near key buildings (Barbieri-Low 2007:124; Sahara 

1985; Zhou 2001:172–190). Inside Chang’an, there were three markets: 

the East Market, the West Market, and the Xiaoli Market. The loca-

tion and identiication of the remains of the markets of Chang’an, 

among other issues related to the layout of the Western Han capital, 

have been long debated by Yang Kuan and Liu Qingzhu (see Liu 

[1992:632, 640, 2000:152–176] and Yang [1984, 1989, 1993a, 1993b] for a 

full discussion). Liu identiied the East and West Markets with the 

archaeological remains found inside the inner walls whereas Yang, 

basing his theory mainly on historical records, indicated their loca-

tion as being outside the city walls. Liu’s identiication of the East 

and West Markets with the structures found inside Chang’an is the 

most widely accepted theory to date, although the location of the 

Xiaoli Market is still unclear.

The East Market was the commercial center of the capital, estab-

lished by the founder of the Western Han Dynasty in 201 BC before 

the city walls were built, at a time when it was known as Da Shi, the 

Great Market (Sima Qian 1993, Yearly Table of Statesmen, Generals and 

Oficials since the Han Dynasty’s Founding, Table 10, Volume 22). The 

markets of the capital were probably larger than those in other cit-

ies, and surveys have shown that the East Market was much larger 

than the western one, occupying an extraordinary area of more than 

500,000 m² (Liu 1987:264, 1996, 2003:161; Zhou 2001:174). The West 

Market, founded in 189 BC after the completion of the city walls, 

was the manufacturing center and contained workshops and fac-

tories of all sizes, the products of which could then be sold in the 

East Market (Liu 2000:152–161). The West Market occupied an area 

of more than 250,000 m² (Liu 1987:264). Both markets were located 

behind the imperial palaces inside the city walls, approximately 

north and northwest respectively of Bei and Gui Palaces (Figure 10.1). 
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These positions seem to have respected the detailed prescriptions 

for the layout of an ideal city contained in the Jiang Ren Ying Guo (On 

Building a Capital City) section of the Kao Gong Ji (Record of Trades or 

Artiicers’ Record), a late Warring States period text substituted in the 

irst century BC for a lost part of the Zhou Li (Rites of Zhou), which is 

considered to be one of the Chinese historical sources most relevant 

to the planning of ancient cities.

It is known from archaeological surveys that the East and West 

Markets of Chang’an had two gates on each side and were crossed 

by four roads intersecting at right angles, dividing each market into 

nine sectors, further subdivided into rows of stalls (Liu 2003:161). 

In every corner of the walls were storage structures, which were 

among the only buildings in the markets apart from the gates and 

the shi lou, the multistoried administrative building for local gov-

ernment-appointed oficers in charge of controlling the trade and 

levying taxes (Zhou 2001:172–176). Investigations in Chang’an have 

Figure 10.1 Plan of the 
Western Han capital 

Chang’an, showing the 
location of markets, 

metal workshops 
(square), pri vate ceramic 

workshops (triangle), 
and state-run ceramic 

workshops (circle) 
(drawn by Tobias 

Richter).
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also recovered the remains of a huge structure between the East and 

West Markets, which Liu suggested to be the shi lou (Liu 1987:942, 

2003:161).

An impressed tomb brick excavated in Sichuan, probably rep-

resenting the Blue Ram Market of Chengdu (one of the metropo-

lises of the Han period), seems to conirm the information on the 

markets of Chang’an derived from texts and archaeological excava-

tions (Figure 10.2). The market depicted on the brick shows walls 

surrounding the compound, with gates piercing the walls and two 

intersecting roads with three lanes each. In the middle of the cross-

roads there stands a tower building, the shi lou. Evidence from the 

Eastern Han capital Luoyang does not further the understanding of 

markets of the Han period, as none of its three main commercial 

areas have so far been clearly identiied or excavated. The problem-

atic situation posed by the markets of Luoyang is somewhat mir-

rored by the evidence for the marketplaces of Rome.

Literary sources mention that from the sixth century BC onward, 

markets in Rome were held on the banks of the Tiber, southwest of 

the Roman Forum. There stood the cattle market ( forum boarium) 

and the vegetable market ( forum holitorium), whereas the main mar-

kets for ish and meat ( fora piscarium et cuppedinis) were held in the 

Forum (Ovid 1989:6.295). Gradually, other businesses were located 

Figure 10.2 Drawing 
of impressed brick 
found near Chengdu in 
Sichuan Province and 
representing a market-
place with the central 
government building, shi 
lou, in evidence (drawn 
by Guenevere Bjerre 
Thaarup).
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nearer the river, and in the Classical period, only money chang-

ers, goldsmiths, and jewelers remained in the area of the Forum 

(Cicero 1988:2.266; Livy 1936: 39.44.7, 1943:26.11, 26.27.2, 1963:9.40.16, 

1989a:3.48.5, 1989b:44.16.10). During the third century BC, as the 

Forum became more monumental and thus less suitable for ordi-

nary domestic shopping, all the commercial activities were concen-

trated north of it, in an area that seems to have absorbed the initially 

separated installations of the meat and ish markets, as well as other 

specialist markets (Figure 10.3).

It is known from Livy that the forum piscarium was one of the 

buildings devastated by a ire that spread in the center of Rome in 

210 BC (Livy 1943:26.27.1–3, 1978: 6.17.2). Its reconstruction began 

in 209 BC, but this time the author, referring to the market struc-

ture, mentions a macellum, not a forum (Livy 1943:27.11.16). A state-

ment from Varro strongly suggests that the new macellum integrated 

the various specialized markets into a centralized provision mar-

ket, and perhaps the term macellum denoted a building, more than 

just a commercial function (Varro 1958:5.146–147). We can probably 

assume that the construction of a major, general-provision market 

building was part of the process of monumentalization of the Forum 

and its clearer division between civic and commercial roles, which 

had begun earlier in the Republican period.

Figure 10.3. Location of the macellum in the Roman Forum during the Republican 
Period (redrawn from Coarelli 1983:33).

 

 

 

 

 



It appears that during mid- to late Republican times, only one 
monumental market building existed in Rome, situated to the 
north of the Forum, possibly near the Argiletum (Varro 1958:5.145, 

152) (Figures 10.3 and 10.4), although it is not clear if this was the same 

building supposed to replace the one that burned in 210 BC. During 

the early Principate, a growth in demand for goods distribution led 

to the construction of two new macella in Rome, of which very lit-

tle remains. The Macellum Liviae, situated just outside the Esquiline 

Gate (Figure 10.4), consisted of a vast rectangle with remains of a 

fountain and drainage system in the center; the structure was sur-

rounded by arcades behind which shops opened on at least three 

sides. These remains were discovered in the late nineteenth century 

and there is no real evidence to suggest when or under whose orders 

Figure 10.4 Schematic map of Rome showing the location of permanent marketplaces 
(small squares), brick-making workshops (circles), and metal workshops (big squares) 
(drawn by Alexis Pantos).
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the building was constructed (although its name might indicate that 

it was a state construction [Richardson 1992:241]).

The Macellum Augusti, or Macellum Magnum, was located on the 

Caelian Hill and dedicated by Nero in AD 59 (Cassius Dio 1927:62.18.3; 

Robinson 1992:131) (Figure 10.4). Its layout might be connected to a 

fragment of the Forma Urbis Romae, a marble map carved between 

AD 203 and 211, which depicted the plan of every architectural fea-

ture in the ancient city. The Macellum consisted of a rectangular area 

surrounded by arcades; the internal court was enclosed by two rows 

of shops and the remains of a curved colonnade point to the exis-

tence of a tholos element, as can be seen from epigraphic and numis-

matic evidence (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876-2001: VI:1648, 

9183; Fuchs 1969:46, igures 133–136; Mattingly 1923:1, nos. 191–197, 

335–337, plate 43, nos. 5, 6, 7; Rainbird, Sear and Simpson 1971:40–46) 

(Figure 10.5).

At the end of the irst century and beginning of the second cen-

tury AD, the complex now called the Markets of Trajan was built 

(Amici 1982; Pensabene et al. 1989). Its creation furthered the pro-

cess of removing from the Roman Forum and its surrounding area 

the business activity considered inappropriate to its new dignity 

as the oficial center of the empire. The markets formed an integral 

part of the new Forum of Trajan, apparently occupying its back 

end (Meneghini 2010; Packer 1997), and served multiple needs, 

from storage and distribution of commodities to retail business 

and administration (Bianchini 1991, 1992; Meneghini 1990, 2003, 

2010) (Figure 10.6). In terms of layout, the markets were arranged 

on three loors, designed to conceal the scar left by cutting away 

the hillside (Sear 1982:160–164). Remains of the big hemicycle of 

shops echoing the eastern exedra of the forum consist of eleven 

commercial spaces carved out of the hillside; on the second loor, 

a barrel-vaulted corridor gives access to ten additional shops 

Figure 10.5 Replica of 
dupondius with depiction 

of Macellum Augusti, 
minted under Nero 

(photo by Anna Razeto).

  

 

 

 

 



(Coarelli 2008:121–125). The top loor was most probably a prome-

nade gallery; shops on this level do not open on the forum, but on 

the Via Biberatica behind. Another building opposite the hemicy-

cle shows groups of rooms of different sizes, probably used for the 

administration of the complex or as warehouses. Although their 

architectural arrangement was impressive, the markets were not 

signiicantly different from the shop facilities built onto the sides 

of the earlier fora.

Marketplaces in Rome and Chang’an seem to have represented a 

focal point for the urban population to mingle and socialize, as well 

as shop. These structures often united within their boundaries many 

smaller commercial premises, creating the impression of spaces more 

similar to modern, planned shopping centers than to any of the many 

ancient traditional-market structures. Although they do not appear 

to have been very similar in terms of aspect, mainly owing to very 

different architectural traditions, marketplaces in the two capitals 

represented the physical embodiment of the involvement of the state 

in their economic lives. This was evident on a visual and physical 

level through the use of imposing architectural forms symbolic of 

control over trade, but also on a legal level through the regulation 

of prices, measurements, and schedules. Roman and Chinese mar-

ketplaces appear to have also housed productive activities in their 

numerous shops and workshops. However, these permanent struc-

tures were not the only areas where commercial and manufacturing 

Figure 10.6 General site plan of the Imperial Fora with the Markets of Trajan 
highlighted (from Patterson 1992:208, igure 4).
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units could be found in the capitals (and other cities) of the two 

empires.

Production Establishments

The shops and workshops of a Roman town, also known as taber-

nae, were ubiquitous features, unavoidable by all but the richest 

inhabitants (Varro 1958:5.160; Laurence 1994), as attested by their 

frequency on the fragmentary evidence for the capital provided by 

the Forma Urbis Romae (MacDonald 1986:122; McKay 1975:77; Packer 

1967:81; Purcell 1994:661). In Han towns, the situation depicted by 

literary sources appears to have been considerably different. As 

already discussed, according to the prescriptions of the Kao Gong 

Ji, markets in the ideal city were to be located at the back of the pal-

ace, within the outer walls. Most scholars suggest that, owing to 

the high level of state control over trade and production, from the 

Warring States period (circa 475–221 BC) until the Song Dynasty 

(AD 960–1279) all shops and the vast majority of workshops were 

placed inside the market wards (Sadao 1986:575–576). This view is 

challenged by more recent excavations in Chang’an, where certain 

types of private, as well as state-run workshops, have been found 

in other areas of the city, as in the case of brick-making facilities 

(Han City Archaeological Team 1996). On a morphological level, 

the basic form of the workshop/shop structure in Chinese and 

Roman cities was very comparable; a versatile walled space of var-

ious dimensions with an opening on a road from which to attract 

customers, provide ventilation, and facilitate transportation of 

goods (Barbieri-Low 2007:68, 276; Frasca 1994:246; Livy 1919:1.35.10; 

Luoyang Museum 1975:116–124, 134). Whether the road it opened 

onto was situated inside a market ward or in the open center of 

town seems to constitute the main difference. Workshops rely-

ing on more specialized productive techniques, like ceramic or 

metal working, necessitated the presence of speciic instruments 

and installations such as kilns and furnaces. Because of this, the 

remains of such production establishments can be more readily 

identiied, as I will now discuss in more detail.

BRICK MANUFACTURE

According to Chinese traditional beliefs, wood was the appro-

priate element for the ediication of all buildings intended for 
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the use of the living, but their foundations were made of tamped 

earth and tiles were used to cover the roofs (Needham 1962:61, 

65). Apart from wood, bricks and tiles were the basic construction 

materials in China during the early dynasties. Although the crea-

tion of the new capital city of Chang’an by the irst Han emperor, 

Gaozu, accelerated the development of the brick- and tile-making 

industry, masonry and brickwork in Han architecture were still 

conined to those elements that did not come into contact with the 

space inhabited or utilized by the living (Needham 1962:61, 65). 

Tombs, walls, defensive features, and terraces were therefore the 

only structures for which stones and ceramic building material 

were utilized. During the Han period, large molded, hollow, terra-

cotta slabs depicting scenes of daily life or abstract patterns were 

also produced alongside ordinary ired bricks. They were mainly 

used as decoration in tombs. In the Warring States period, bricks 

were mostly made out of sun-dried mud, but under Han rule, the 

ired variety became more common. During the construction of 

Chang’an, many of the city’s structures used brickwork, especially 

the numerous walls separating the individual palace wards and 

many quarters of the town.

Remains of kilns for bricks and tiles were located and excavated 

in the northwest, in the center, and in the northeast of Chang’an. The 

ceramic workshops found in the northwest of Chang’an were rel-

atively small facilities, mostly located in the western and southern 

parts of the West Market (Han City Archaeological Team 1991:18–22, 

1994: 986–995) (Figure 10.1). These types of kilns were usually pri-

vately run and did not appear to have been strictly regulated. They 

produced a wide variety of average quality items for the daily needs 

of the inhabitants of Chang’an, which were probably sold in the mar-

kets of the city (Han City Archaeological Team 1991, 1992, 1994; Liu 

2003:171, 174). The eleven kilns found in the center of Chang’an, by 

contrast, were more likely state-run structures producing mainly 

tiles, such as those used for the rooing of imperial buildings; they 

have been dated to the early Western Han period (Liu 2003:172–174). 

Most of these state facilities were arranged systematically south 

of the Bei Palace and north of Zhi Cheng Men Street (Han City 

Archaeological Team 1996). State-run furnaces were also located in 

the northeast of the city, where twenty-one kilns have been exca-

vated to date (Han City Archaeological Team 1994). These facilities 

have been identiied with the oficial kilns of the Shao Fu, the major 
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administrative center of the Han manufacturing industry (Han City 

Archaeological Team 1994:99–129; Liu 2003:175–180).

Several of the issues connected to the production of building 

material in Chang’an have also emerged from the evidence in Rome, 

a city characterized by frequent construction projects sponsored by 

the state and by private individuals. Because the Roman people had 

no compunction about building with permanent materials, many 

structures were made of bricks. Fired bricks came into general use 

during the Augustan period because of their higher durability and 

resistance to ire and pressure, thus supplanting the production of 

the sun-dried type, which had been popular in previous periods 

(DeLaine 2000; Helen 1975:16–20). Although literary sources illus-

trating brickwork production in Rome, or in any other city of the 

empire, are rare (Vitruvius 1935:2.3), there is suficient archaeological 

data relating to brick manufacturing facilities in the capital to allow 

for an analysis of the local production.

Many of the brickyards supplying Rome seem to have been 

located in the suburban area as close as possible to either natural clay 

pits or transport routes, such as rivers or consular roads. The areas of 

the Esquiline, Caelian, and the beginning of the Via Appia were spe-

ciically known for their clays and clay-derived products (Petracca 

and Vigna 1985). The Tiber Valley was a center of brick production, 

thanks to the abundance of clay, fuel, and ease of transportation 

offered by the river. Even so, several furnaces were also discovered 

in the urban environment of the capital, where the availability of 

raw material allowed for the establishment of a ceramic industry. 

A passage from Varro points to the presence of speciic facilities for 

the production of ceramic implements (iglinae) in the vicinity of the 

Esquiline Hill (1958:5.50). Excavations have conirmed this; two kilns 

were discovered in this area (Figure 10.4). The irst furnace, dated 

to the Republican period, was located on the Esquiline Hill, on the 

corner between Via dello Statuto and Via Merulana. The second kiln 

was a small structure on the southwest corner of Via Isonzo and Via 

Tevere, accompanied by two tubs for the manipulation of clay (Cozzo 

1928:133; Gatti 1925:282–288; Platner and Ashby 1929:209; Steinby 

1978:1507). Remains of ceramic production were also identiied on 

the Janiculum Hill (Moccheggiani-Carpano 1982:25–35), whereas 

Juvenal pointed to the existence of potters’ workshops on the Vatican 

Hill (Juvenal 2004:6) (Figure 10.4). Furthermore, toponyms attested 

for the city of Rome indicate the presence of brick production in 
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the urban area (Frutaz 1962: II, plate 103; III, plates 412, 550, 552, 570, 

588, 591, 615, 620). Even so, most of Rome’s brickields were located 

in the suburban areas, as indicated by three furnaces discovered 

in the areas surrounding the Via Cassia (Messineo, Petracca, and 

Vigna 1984:250; Petracca and Vigna 1985:132, 134–136), and two facili-

ties along the Via Flaminia (Petracca and Vigna 1985:134, 136), among 

others (Figure 10.4). These productive structures were all roughly 

datable to the beginning of the Principate, apart from the kiln on the 

Esquiline Hill near Via Merulana, which was dated by Cozzo to the 

Republican period (1928:133). The furnaces seem to have been typical 

structures for iring bricks (especially if the chamber was large), or 

vases and tiles (if the smaller chamber was round [Cuomo di Caprio 

1971–1972:436–437]).

The high occurrence of construction projects taking place in 

the capitals of the Han and Roman Empires certainly relied on the 

intensive production of bricks, regardless of whether entire struc-

tures were made of brickwork, or whether they were used only for 

the surrounding walls so often mentioned for the Chinese capitals. 

Remains of kilns for iring bricks discovered in the central areas of 

Rome and Chang’an show that their production took place in the 

urban areas of both cities. The different location of structures for 

the manufacture of bricks in the two cities can probably be attrib-

uted to the difference between a city of new construction with much 

open space within its boundaries, as with Chang’an, and a large and 

already built capital with limited urban areas suitable for the bulky 

production of bricks. Apart from a few particular cases found in the 

center of the city, Roman brickields were mostly located in the sub-

urban area, in close proximity to the agricultural estates of the urban 

elites to whom they often belonged, and within easy reach of both 

the necessary clay pits and main roads or rivers leading to the cap-

ital. Although it is true that many of the excavated Chinese kilns 

for iring bricks were located near the construction sites within the 

city, it is not clear whether the clay was transported to the construc-

tion sites and successively manipulated, dried, and ired on site, or 

whether only the iring stage of production was carried out on the 

locations where the furnaces were found. Perhaps the position of 

several kilns in the northeast and northwest of Chang’an indicated 

a concentration of production of the inished bricks in the area. This 

could be further explained by the proximity of the area to the mar-

kets, the river, and the gates closest to it, which could have facilitated 
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the transportation of large quantities of clay to be worked in these 

workshops.

The kilns situated closer to the construction sites of Chang’an and 

identiied as the oficial sites producing bricks and rooing material 

for the palaces were either completely or at least heavily controlled 

by the state. Nevertheless, there seems to have been a certain num-

ber of structures producing items for private construction projects or 

for retail in the urban markets. The industry does not appear to have 

been entirely in the hands of the Han state, and the same observa-

tion can be made for the Roman manufacturing of bricks. Given the 

detailed information on Roman brick stamps, it is possible to recon-

struct a fuller picture of the industry and its organization inside 

the capital and its suburban areas. Many stamps convey the name 

of the owner of the estate(s) that supplied the raw material, as well 

as the date of production and names of responsible managers and 

workers (Helen 1975). These stamps show that many of the rich land-

owners engaged in an industry that, because of its close ties to agri-

culture, did not carry the social stigma attached to commerce and 

small workshop production (Cicero 1923:89–90 1976:18.9–10; Kehoe 

2007:561–562; Livy 1963:8.20.4; Pliny the Elder 1952: 3.49). It was also 

extremely proitable. A lack of any social stigma is also suggested 

by the high frequency of female names on the brick stamps (Helen 

1975:112–113) as well as male names, showing how an association 

with this respectable industry did not represent a point of dishonor 

for the more vulnerable members of the higher social classes. These 

women could have been owners of the estates or tenants of the 

brickields, although they almost never igured as workers (Corpus 

Inscriptionum Latinarum  1887:XV:587, 646–651; Helen 1975:113). After 

the accession of Antoninus Pius (AD 138–161) and Marcus Aurelius 

(AD 161–180), the factories owned by the emperors as private citizens 

became part of the estate of the imperial family, which resulted in 

their ownership of a large share of the brickields of Rome and its 

suburbium (Loane 1938:102–103). Although the imperial control over 

brick production increased in later times, it does not appear to have 

ever become an oficial state monopoly. During the Flavian period 

and in later imperial years, brick stamps still show the existence of 

many privately owned brickyards (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 

1887:XV), proving the coexistence of state and privately owned struc-

tures in the capital, in a similar way to the contemporary situation 

of the Han period. 
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METALWORK

Aside from brick making, metalworking was another industry that 

beneitted from the manipulation and iring of natural materials, 

and whose workshops were attested in both urban and rural envi-

ronments in the Han and Roman Empires. Besides the metal objects 

recovered from tombs of the Han period, most of the data for met-

alworking under the Han Dynasties are related to the organization 

and monopoly of iron production. Evidence derives principally from 

the oficial historical sources and from the Yan Tie Lun, (Ban et al. 

1950: Biography of Usurers, Volume 91; for a deeper analysis of the con-

tents of the text, see Wagner [2001]). From Han Wu Di’s period, in 117 

or 119 BC (Ban Gu et al. 1950: Treatise on Food and Money, Volume 24; 

Sima Qian 1993: Treatise on The Balanced Standard, Treatise 8, Volume 

30), iron production from the smelting of the metal to the sale of 

the inal products was entirely controlled by the government (Liu 

2003:181–182; Pirazzoli-T’Serstevens 1982:71–72; Wagner 2001). Iron 

manufacture had been a long-practiced industry even before the 

reign of Wu Di. By monopolizing it, the Han government incorpo-

rated its vast proits, which had until then beneited private entrepre-

neurs. These actions caused criticism of the state and resulted in a 

series of government reforms throughout the Han Dynasties aimed 

at reorganizing the production. The state monopoly of salt and iron 

was abolished in 44 BC, but reinstated again in 41 BC (Ban Gu et al. 

1950:  Treatise on Food and Money, Volume 24). During the Eastern 

Han Dynasty, the Salt and Iron Ofices were transferred from the 

central administration to the ofices of local commanderies and pre-

fectures, signifying a loss of power for the central Han government 

(Fan Ye 1958: Treatise on The Hundred State Ofices Volumes 114 and 

116). From this period onward, salt and iron were no longer a state 

monopoly, although their large-scale manufacture still happened 

under direct supervision of the government (Wagner 2001:17). Urban 

metal manufacture was also affected by governmental policies, par-

ticularly with respect to the location of industrial structures. Before 

the introduction of the iron monopoly, manufacture was carried out 

under private management in both large- and small-scale work-

shops. More often than not, these structures were located as close as 

possible to fuel sources necessary to operate the furnaces (Ban Gu 

et al. 1950: Treatise on Food and Money, Volume 24; Huan Kan 1967:  

Chapter 6). Because of the dificulty of dealing with ires, smoke, and 

slag residues from smelting in an urban environment, large blast 
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furnaces processing iron from ore were situated outside the city 

walls. Foundries producing cast metal from material smelted else-

where, on the other hand, could also be found inside the urban pro-

duction areas (see Wagner 2001:table 2). After the institution of the 

iron monopoly, bureaucratic control brought many large smelting 

workshops within much closer range of the urban administrative 

centers, making their discovery somewhat easier for archaeologists 

investigating urban sites (Wagner 2001:38). In a way, the closer the 

ties of the central administration became to the metal production, 

the closer the physical position of the industrial workshops became 

to the administrative centers.

The only archaeological evidence available for metalworking in 

the urban area of Chang’an comes from the remains of a smelting 

and metal casting area in the south-central part of the West Market, 

where utensils like belt hooks and carriage ittings were discov-

ered (Han City Archaeological Team 1995:792–798, 1997:581–588) 

(Figure 10.1). The layout of such structures was very similar to that 

used for ceramic production. The features excavated consisted of a 

series of kilns and the base of a cupola furnace (or shaft furnace, see 

Wagner [2001:75–76] for more detailed description of the casting pro-

cess of such furnaces). Given the high degree of state control over the 

entire iron manufacturing cycle, it is possible that metal implements 

were sold only inside the market wards, where transactions could be 

monitored by oficials.

As in Chang’an, the evidence for metalworking in Rome is also 

principally derived from literary and epigraphic sources, although it 

relates mainly to the production of precious metals, not iron. Mining 

of metal ore was a very proitable industry both during the Republic 

and the Principate. Over time, as new territories were conquered, 

the Roman government increased the acquisition of mines, and 

strengthened its control over the smelting processes associated with 

them, often leasing out its exploitation to private companies (Kehoe 

2007:566–568; Lo Cascio 2007:643). It does not appear that Roman 

elites had a strong involvement in the mining industry, as this was 

one of the sectors of the Roman economy that saw the state taking 

control of the raw resources (Kehoe 2007:568).

The majority of inscriptions mentioning goldsmiths in Italy 

come from the capital, which suggests that Rome was a center for 

precious-metal production during the irst century of the Principate 

(Gummerus 1918:262). This was probably owing to a combination 
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of factors, including the availability of imported raw materials, the 

demand of the rich urban population, and the presence of skilled 

artisans (Loane 1938:87). Goldsmiths’ tabernae appear to have been 

small structures located throughout the city; for example, some are 

attested along the Via Sacra (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876–

2001: VI:9207), Vico Longo (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876–2001: 

VI:37469), Lacus Gallinae (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876–2001: 

VI:33835), and outside the Porta Flumentana (Corpus Inscriptionum 

Latinarum 1876–2001: VI:9208; Loane 1938:88) (Figure 10.4). 

Silversmithing was highly specialized, with labor divided into 

the different steps of production; different titles of expert artisans 

responsible for various stages of manufacture are attested in the epi-

graphic evidence (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876–2001: VI:9222, 

9432, 3928, 9950, 8839, 9418). Locations of workshops indicate an 

analogous situation to that of the goldsmiths’ tabernae because they 

were scattered throughout the city; some on the Via Sacra (Corpus 

Inscriptionum Latinarum 1876–2001: VI:9221) (Figure 10.4), others on 

the Via Sigillaria (Suetonius 1914b:16). Copper and bronze were also 

traded and worked in small shops across the city (Juvenal 2004: 7, 

223). Whether larger structures existed for the production of bronze 

and copper items in urban contexts is not certain, as no data has so 

far been found in the capital. There is also evidence of inscriptions 

mentioning the existence of ironsmiths in Rome making small imple-

ments for everyday use, such as keys and locks (Corpus Inscriptionum 

Latinarum 1876–2001:VI:9259, 9260), although they do not seem as 

abundant as those relating to goldsmiths.

Evidence for metal industries in the Han and Roman capitals has 

yielded different kinds of information. Chinese sources provide bet-

ter data on the organization of iron production, with evidence for 

smaller-scale workshops located inside the city. The Roman data for 

the capital point speciically to precious metalworking, especially 

gold and silver, but also copper, bronze, and iron. In view of the frag-

mentary evidence collected so far, it is not possible to reconstruct 

anything more than a very partial picture of the metal industry in 

the Roman and Han capitals. It appears that in Chang’an, workshops 

dealing with the production and retail of metal objects were located 

within the conines of the oficial markets, under the strict control 

of oficials. In Rome, these facilities were instead found in many 

areas of the town, often situated in proximity to major roads, possi-

bly to attract clientele, but also to facilitate the delivery of the rough 
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metal that had been smelted from ore on, or near, the extraction 

location (Kehoe 2007:566–568). Finished products were sold in the 

shops/workshops that produced them, but could also be sold inside 

purpose-built market structures. The Chinese and Roman evidence 

does not point to a heavy presence of large-scale workshops for the 

processing of metal in urban contexts, probably owing, at least in 

part, to hazards associated with ire, smoke, and the large quanti-

ties of refuse. Both the workshop found in Chang’an and the ones in 

Rome appear to have been small-scale structures for local produc-

tion and retailing of common-use metal implements. In the majority 

of cases documented so far, the manufacture of metal objects and 

bricks appears to have been conined to speciic small-scale, pur-

pose-built workshops or to assigned areas located inside or outside 

the urban conglomerate.

DISCUSSION

The presentation of the areas of urban manufacturing and retail-

ing discussed in this chapter is organized according to several main 

dimensions that were common to both Roman and Chinese urban 

economic structures. These dimensions are the layout, location, and 

distribution of workshops and markets in the capitals, the scale and 

ownership of premises, and the degree of state involvement in the 

selected businesses. I will now consider these dimensions of analysis 

together, addressing how the production of space operated in Rome 

and Chang’an and focusing particularly on the role of the state in 

such processes. Both governments inluenced not only the cycle of 

manufacture and sale of the products under study, but also the phys-

ical forms and locations of the urban structures connected to it, play-

ing an important role in the production of space in the capitals. The 

extent of their impact can be estimated through a broader reading of 

the morphology and location of the markets and workshops of the 

capitals.

Retail Space, Morphology, and Location

The irst and most immediate visual sign of the inluence of the state 

on the economic structures is to be found in the design of the oficial 

market buildings. Fixed marketplaces in both Rome and Chang’an 

were state-built monumental constructions located in relatively 
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central areas of the urban landscape. While in Chang’an it does 

not appear that the two main East and West Markets changed their 

form, size, or position of close proximity to the main imperial citadel 

in the course of their lifespans, markets in Rome underwent sev-

eral changes. Such transformations, which mainly concerned their 

location and layout, showed a parallel evolution in the production of 

space and of the role of the city and its institutions, from powerful 

urban center to capital of an empire. The additional construction of 

market buildings during the Principate further relects the increased 

economic necessities of a city that had become a real metropolis.

The Han marketplaces were also subjected to a higher level of 

governmental control than can be observed for their Roman coun-

terparts. This can be evinced from the existence of walls surround-

ing the East and West Markets in Chang’an, gates regulating access 

to the areas, and from the presence of an administrative ofice in 

the form of a tower building situated between the two compounds. 

Although the markets of the Han period can be considered as the 

only public foci of socialization and commercial exchange in the 

capitals, the very segregation and monumentality of their architec-

ture must have represented a constant reminder to the emperor’s 

subjects of their ruler’s authority and justice, especially considering 

that the markets of Chang’an were the customary stages for pub-

lic executions and punishment. On the contrary, like other public 

areas, Roman marketplaces did not appear to have been intended, 

or at least interpreted by the urban masses, as deterrents to their 

free use. In the Roman world, public areas were frequently appro-

priated by the population and adapted to their uses, and even to 

their entertainment, as indicated by evidence of game boards carved 

onto structures of the fora of provincial centers (Triiló 2011:312–331). 

There have also been recent studies that hinted at the possibility 

that the Basilica Aemilia in the Roman Forum could have doubled 

up from its commercial role to nothing less than a casino (Ertel and 

Freyburger 2007). This lexibility in the use of urban spaces in Rome 

contrasts with the strict control the Han exercised over the produc-

tion of space and use of urban structures.

Manufacture Space, Distribution, and Scale

Aside from the state-constructed market buildings, a broad look at 

the distribution and scale of the facilities for the manufacture and 
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sale of bricks and metal objects can offer pointers to understanding 

their connections to the central government. In general terms, the 

majority of workshops manufacturing bricks and metal implements 

investigated so far in Chang’an were located in the northern part of 

the city and within the market wards. This was because of a combi-

nation of practical and administrative reasons, such as ease of access 

to the routes of transportation of the raw material, and need for state 

control. Roman workshops were instead located throughout the 

capital, wherever demand arose for their services, with a predom-

inance of units in the center of the city and along the main roads, 

presumably to promote their visibility and transport raw materials 

and inal products more easily. In terms of scale of the facilities, the 

structures found in the urban environment were not large enough 

to support the idea of private or state-run large-scale production for 

export or wholesale. Workshops were mainly smaller units catering 

to the potentially high demands of the urban rulers, elites, and the 

common people.

The analysis of the evidence for shops and workshops in Rome 

shows that although the government was in command of several 

aspects of the state economy – such as the provisioning of grain, 

salt, and the extraction of metals – private entrepreneurs existed in 

Rome in ample number, and they belonged to all social classes, from 

emperor to slaves, depending on whether they were owners, employ-

ees (salaried or not), or independent workers. The existence of many 

private brick-making industries attested for the reign of Antoninus 

Pius, when a vast percentage of the brickyards of Rome and its subur-

bium were concentrated into the estates of the imperial family, makes 

it clear that although the princeps was an extremely inluential player 

in the Roman economy, he was nonetheless a player and not solely 

responsible for its state (Lo Cascio 2006:225). Regardless of the more 

strict state control on commercial activities in the Han capitals, pri-

vate workshops appear to have been present also in China, as indi-

cated by the interpretation of several brick-making workshops in 

Chang’an. This situation signiies that although the level of involve-

ment of the government in trade and production was conspicuous, 

such conditions did not stile private activities. While the govern-

ment policies adopted by the Han Empire in the economic sector 

emphasized the control of the authoritarian state, the Roman regu-

lations were based on, and fostered, the existence of private prop-

erty and the patron-client relationships typical of their society, with 
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the inluence of state administration showing mostly on structures 

located on public property.

Capital cities in general, and the Roman and Han ones in particu-

lar, have often been characterized by scholars as loci of concentrated 

consumption, veritable “consumer cities.” The “consumer city” con-

struct is built on the basis of the interpretation of the nature of the 

ancient economy as deined by the degree of economic reciprocity 

between town and hinterland. It was originally theorized by Weber 

and later revisited by Finley (Finley 1973; Weber 1978 [1922]:1215–

1217), and is still (often begrudgingly) considered the best heuristic 

device available to examine the mechanisms of the ancient economic 

cycle of production and consumption. Keeping in mind the some-

what limited evidence for production and consumption processes in 

the capitals of the Han and Roman Empires presented in this chap-

ter, it is possible to infer that although Rome and Chang’an showed 

strong signs of widespread commercial and productive activities, 

such indings do not indicate that competitive markets drove the 

economy and were the main form of redistribution. The Roman and 

Han urban societies still gained most of their livelihood from the 

surrounding territories, thus making the capitals of their respective 

empires essentially consumer cities. In view of this, the Roman and 

Han urban economies appear to ind a more itting element of com-

parison in each other than in the modern economy.

Production of Space in the Roman and Han Imperial Capitals

The analysis undertaken in this chapter indicates that the produc-

tion of space dedicated to economic activities in the Han capital was 

driven to a very large extent by its government, a situation that is 

especially evident in the enforced concentration of retail businesses 

and many production establishments within the enclosed wards of 

the marketplaces. These circumstances contrast deeply with the evi-

dence relating to the Roman capital. The foregoing analysis of the 

location of production and commercial activities and the degree of 

state control exercised over them has, in fact, indicated the existence 

of a plurality of actors and social dynamics inluencing the produc-

tion of Rome’s economic space. Despite the more scattered distribu-

tion of manufacturing establishments in Rome, certain areas of the 

capital appear to have attracted groups of similar trades, as attested 

by toponyms known from modern areas or from the classical sources. 
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There were Scalae Anularie, where jewelers sold rings and other trin-

kets; a Clivius Vitrarius for glass dealers; a Vicus Argentarius where 

money lenders could be found, and many areas of Rome still carry 

the traces in their names of the presence of clay and the facilities 

connected to its use (Frutaz 1962:II, plate 103, III, plates 412, 550, 552, 

570, 588, 591, 615, 620). This seems to indicate that in the Roman case, 

although many aspects of the ancient urban economy – especially 

concerning trade and permanent retail architecture – were con-

trolled by the government, some elements such as the naming of dis-

tricts of the cities could have been inluenced by the daily economic 

activities of their inhabitants. By contrast, known names for palaces, 

streets, and gates in Chang’an do not appear to have relected the 

existence of a tight relationship between production activities and 

urban space. Names of urban features and locations in the Han cap-

ital were mainly reminiscent of less prosaic and more poetic ideas, 

like the Cassia, Brilliant, and Everlasting Palaces (Gui, Ming Guang 

and Wei Yang palaces), or the Gate of Peace (An Men). It was the plu-

rality of social actors existing in Rome (not solely belonging to the 

highest social classes) that shaped the urban space of the capital. To 

put it in James Anderson’s words:

The businesses and artisans gave their names, their character 

and ultimately their very identities to the most heavily used 

streets and spaces in the city, the shopping and market districts 

and the streets that allowed access to and from them (Anderson 

1997:334).

CONCLUSION

The physical features of the capitals of the Roman and Han Empires 

clearly relect the different interests driving the development of the 

two societies and the production of urban space, as seen in the dif-

ference in distribution of production areas and how space was used. 

Although the material forms of Rome and Chang’an were produced 

by societies with different interests, it is important to remember that 

these capitals were not simply passive materializations of the inter-

ests of the forces at play. Rather, they were “living cities” – highly 

responsive and catalyzing foci of large-scale sociopolitical pro-

cesses, and their structures were both medium and outcome of such 

processes.
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The responsiveness of the built environment to sociohistorical 

events observed in the course of the analysis of a selection of pro-

duction and retail structures found in the Han and Roman capitals 

highlights the close connection existing between political structures, 

society, and the urban landscape. This connection has been brought 

out even more clearly through the comparative analysis of the urban 

structures of politically charged urban centers like these imperial 

capitals. The ways in which the daily activities of the inhabitants, 

as well as the great sociohistorical processes that took place in the 

capitals, shaped the urban space and remolded its identity, reveal the 

existence of multiple levels of spatial production and meaning that 

characterize the cities under examination not only in this chapter, 

but throughout this volume.
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NOTES

1 Ancient Chinese and Latin texts have been cited in this contribution according 

to the following guidelines: Chinese works have been cited with the pinyin trans-

literation of their title and the indication in English of the chapter or section dis-

cussed. Latin texts have been cited indicating the name of the author and title in 

Latin, and a numeral indication of the book and section of it under examination. 

Translations into English or French of classical texts have been referenced in the 

bibliography; when these were not available, modern Chinese language editions 

of Chinese sources have been referenced instead.

Chinese sources cited with attributed authors and dates:

Han Shu (Ban Gu, Ban Biao, Ban Zhao) (Ban Gu 32–92 AD) [covering 209 BC–25 

AD]

Hou Han Shu (Fan Ye) (398–445 AD) [covering 25–220 AD]

Liang Du Fu (Ban Gu) (32–92 AD)

Shi Ji (Sima Qian) (145–86? BC) [covering earliest times to 99 BC]
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Xi Du Fu (Zhang Heng) (78–139 AD)

Yan Tie Lun (Huan Kuan) [covering debate in 81 BC and previous Westen Han 

policies]

Zhou Li (Jiang Ren Ying Guo, Kao Gong Ji) (Liu Xin, ed.) (ca. 50 BC–AD 23) [cover-

ing ca. 476–221 BC]
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Ancient Open Space, Gardens, and Parks: A 

Comparative Discussion of Mesoamerican 

Urbanism

Barbara L. Stark

Gardens and parks are part of urban open space, with elite gardens often constitut-
ing substantial investments. Proportions of open space assist evaluation of settle-
ment nucleation. Three Mesoamerican cities demonstrate suficient open space near 
elaborate residences to have had associated gardens. Cerro de las Mesas, Veracruz, 
Mexico, exhibits peripheral reserve spaces, which, in combination with comparative 
data, suggests an urban model that combines aspects of Burgess’s (1925) concentric 

zones and Sjoberg’s (1960) model of the preindustrial city. Archaeological practices 

for deinition of settlement boundaries obscure the potential for a mosaic periphery 

that includes important green space as part of elite or other gardens and parks.

Issues concerning Mesoamerican urban open space, especially 

 gardens and parks, have received scant archaeological attention 

despite crucial implications for interpretations of ancient urbanism 

as well as for archaeological practices. To address a selection of these 

issues, the paper is organized in four parts. First, I discuss the concepts 

of gardens and parks as part of urban open space. Ancient gardens 

and parks range in elaborateness well beyond ordinary household 

gardens (also termed kitchen or home gardens); similarly, the range 

of functions includes food production, but extends far beyond. Elite 

and royal gardens are substantial investments in most ancient states 

and empires, and they serve a variety of symbolic and social func-

tions in addition to producing “practical items” (e.g., comestibles, 

wood, or medicines). Social ostentation is a frequent aspect of elabo-

rate gardens and parks (for the Aztecs, see Evans 2000).

Second, I note the utility of open-space measurement for settle-

ment density comparisons. Third, I examine Mesoamerican research 

concerning dispersed or low-density cities in the lowlands, where 

spaces among residences and other structures provided ample 
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opportunities for gardens at both palatial and ordinary household 

scales. I focus on elaborate gardens, a neglected subject in compar-

ison to home gardens. Possible palatial gardens are not solely an 

issue for low-density urbanism, however. I demonstrate that space 

was available for palatial gardens in Mesoamerican capitals through 

examples in both lowland Veracruz and highland Oaxaca. Fourth, 

I examine the implications of peripheral gardens and parks for 

archaeological decisions about settlement boundaries, arguing that 

settlement deinitions require consideration of possible peripheral 

green space.

CONCEPTS ABOUT URBAN OPEN SPACE: GARDENS 

AND PARKS

In an urban context, gardens and parks form part of settlement open 

space along with streets, plazas, and other installations, such as 

ball courts in Mesoamerica. Open space differs from roofed archi-

tecture and other structures (e.g., pyramidal platforms) in many 

uses, but the two may interdigitate in planned arrangements, such 

as porticos, which are open-air but roofed. Modern, historic, and 

archaeological approaches to urban open spaces have developed 

in different disciplines, leading to somewhat disparate conceptual 

frameworks and emphases. From the point of view of urban plan-

ning, Al-Hagla (2008:164–165) subdivides modern open space into 

green or gray space, according to whether plantings versus paving 

or other hard landscaping prevail (including dirt surfaces). Among 

the categories of green space, elaborate gardens and parks are my 

focus. Green and gray spaces form a punctuated continuum because 

many open spaces are designed with a mixture of features in vary-

ing proportions, as in the case of house lots (Killion 1990, 1992). An 

elaborate park or garden may include paved terraces or walkways 

(even a modern parking lot may have meager marginal vegetation 

required by city codes). Nevertheless, there are a number of open 

areas for which green or gray space is a hallmark, such as plazas 

versus gardens; the two concepts are useful to highlight quite con-

trastive design and function.

I deine gardens as well-delimited cultivated open spaces with 

a strongly designed live organic content, normally smaller in area 

than parks and usually more diverse in plant inventory than ields 

(polyculture gardens for food production are usually distinguished 
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terminologically from ields, which at a given time have  monoculture 

or a few inter-planted crops). Parks intergrade with gardens in the 

degree and kinds of manipulation (e.g., MacDougall 1972:41–44), 

sharing with them the characteristic of a delimited space, but accom-

modating less intensive efforts in a more extensive terrain – even 

if parts are intensively modiied (see Creighton 2009 concerning 

English hunting parks, which may contain palaces and gardens 

within them). In ancient complex societies, both gardens and parks 

often have a residential association (although it may be part time). 

Gardens and parks vary in the proportions of food, raw material, 

condiment, and medicinal production versus aesthetic and symbolic 

content. Across the broad range from home gardens to elaborate, 

palatial gardens and parks, neither comestibles nor symbols and 

aesthetics are an exclusive focus.

Home gardens are intensively cultivated areas near dwellings, 

usually geared to a mix of foods, condiments, ornamentals, medi-

cines, or raw materials; these contents are more prominent than 

those linked to social ostentation (Turner and Sanders 1992:265–266). 

Elaborate gardens may be attached to elite palaces, and some con-

stitute royal pleasure grounds that mix state and social functions. 

Much of the organic content may be selected for symbolic or aes-

thetic reasons. In Mesoamerican archaeological research, home gar-

dens have received the greatest amount of discussion and intergrade 

in a continuum with inield and outield cultivation (e.g., Ball and 

Kelsay 1992; Dunning 1992; Hughbanks 1998; Isendahl 2002; Killion 

1992; Killion et al. 1989; Smyth et al. 1995; see also Magnoni et al., 

Chapter 5 in this volume). The residential space may include both 

home gardens and outside cleared work areas (gray space [Killion 

1990:202–203]). Among elaborate, ostentatious gardens and parks, 

Aztec royal installations are the only Mesoamerican examples that 

have been analyzed, primarily through documents (Alva Ixtlilxóchitl 

1985[1868]:115–116; Evans 2000, 2004; Medina 1997; Mendizabál 1925; 

Moreno and Torres 2002; Musset 1986; Nuttall 1923; Solis Olguín 

2002).

Groves may be the primary constituents in gardens or parks 

(Bonnechere 2007; Chandrashekara and Sankar 1998; Evans 

2000:209–211; Falade 1984; Sheridan 2008; Uchiyamada 1998:181) 

or form an element of an internally differentiated garden or park. 

Groves are concentrations of trees largely cleared of any understory 

wood (Phibbs 1991:181). In many African societies, a solitary tree of 
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particular species may come to represent functions of a grove and 

have monumental or memorial roles (Ross 1995:223–231, 2002:58–62, 

2008). In Mesoamerica, species of symbolic importance included 

the ceiba (Ceiba pentandra, lowland tropics) and ahuehuete (Taxodium 

mucronatum Tenor, highland Mexico) (Granziera 2001). These trees 

or others may have appeared in green spaces, either solitary or in 

groves, including sacred groves (Gómez-Pompa et al. 1990). Also, 

cacao (Theobroma cacao L.), for its special economic and social value, 

may have been a component of gardens and parks where environ-

mental conditions permitted. I include groves in the scope of gar-

dens and parks.

Architecture, rather than open space, has predominated in anthro-

pological and archaeological studies of urbanism; in Lawrence and 

Low’s (1990:455) review of urban studies, for example, green space 

is scarcely mentioned. Among open spaces, plazas (spaces framed 

by buildings) have attracted ethnographic research (e.g., Low 2000) 

and archaeological studies (e.g., Inomata 2006; Moore 1996). Beyond 

anthropology in modern contexts, urban open spaces usually are 

part of planning public space (e.g., Carmona et al. 2008), with open 

space and public space sometimes treated interchangeably; however, 

authors often are more concerned with democratic ideals of the pub-

lic sphere than with the physical qualities of open space. In New 

Urbanist planning, open space is often evaluated in terms of fram-

ing buildings and their uses (Duany et al. 2010:10.1; see also Jacobs 

1993[1961]:123, 125), partly analogous to the “delimited open space” 

concept employed by Wynne-Jones and Fleisher (see Chapter 4 in 

this volume). In the New Urbanism, although access to “nature” is 

described as a basic right, types of green space and their social func-

tions are given little attention (Duany et al. 2010:4.10, 6.4).

In Mesoamerican archaeology, public gray space has received 

more attention than green space, especially plazas because of their 

intimate association with buildings, accommodation of assem-

blies, and frequent use for display of sculpture or low platforms 

for rituals. Like plazas, open-air ball courts had importance early 

in Mesoamerica, ca. 1600 BC (Hill and Clark 2001). Even earlier in 

preceramic times, Gheo-Shih yielded a cleared area 20 by 7 m, lined 

by cobbles; it has been interpreted as a dance ground (Marcus and 

Flannery 1996:59), but may have been a ball court in view of its mor-

phological resemblance to courts with lanking cobbles in Chihuahua 

and Sonora (Whalen and Minnis 1996:735–736).
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In archaeology, we often are confronted by mapped cities or 

towns for which architectural and topographic features are recorded, 

but for which open spaces cannot be characterized as green or gray 

without excavation. Were we able to characterize open spaces more 

accurately within these two categories, we would have an improved 

basis for comparing urban forms. Such information would be par-

ticularly useful for gauging (1) the extent to which food production 

may have been conducted within the urban environment; (2) the 

extent of social ostentation in gardens and parks; (3) the opportu-

nities for highly lexible social interactions and communications in 

certain kinds of open spaces, such as streets and plazas that could 

facilitate “bottom-up” social initiatives (see Wynne-Jones and 

Fleisher, Chapter 4 in this volume, for Swahili cities and Creekmore, 

Chapter 2 in this volume, for Upper Mesopotamia); and (4) the nature 

of urban boundaries. As addressed in this chapter, measurement of 

urban open space itself offers some analytical advantages for settle-

ment comparisons.

OPEN SPACE AND SETTLEMENT COMPARISONS

Even without subdivision of predominantly green versus gray open 

spaces, calculations of open space provide a basis to compare set-

tlements. The degree of nucleation of settlement has implications 

for a variety of urban issues, such as quality of life, sanitation and 

health, and urban food production. For the most part, archaeolo-

gists have compared population densities of ancient cities to analyze 

the degree of nucleation, rather than the proportions of open space. 

Whereas population igures for modern cities are readily available, 

such information is hard-won for ancient cities. Population calcula-

tions make a number of assumptions about household size or num-

bers of people in relation to architectural remains, such as residences 

or sleeping space (e.g., Rice and Culbert 1990), or to artifact densi-

ties (e.g., Sanders et al. 1979:34–40). Population density is valuable 

for comparing urban settlements, but the proportion of open space 

versus architectural space involves fewer assumptions. Of course, 

not all ancient settlements allow assessment of open spaces because 

surface architecture is not reliably visible.

Where we have information, the proportion of urban open space 

versus roofed architecture or structures covers a wide spectrum. For 

modern cities, Huang et al. (2007) used satellite imagery to determine 
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the percent of open space in 47 cities in developing countries, which 

had a standard deviation range of 13.56–39.6 percent open space. 

For 30 cities in developed countries, one standard deviation encom-

passed 9.23–24.88 percent open space. Combined, the 77 modern cit-

ies span approximately 9–40 percent open space across one standard 

deviation. Occasionally, ancient cities have been evaluated for open 

space. Jashemski (2008:15) characterized Roman Pompeii as just over 

one-third open space approximately equally divided between green 

and gray space. Jim and Liu (2001:359, citing Zeng 1991) state that 

around AD 300, gardens covered half of Guangzhou, China, some-

what higher than the modern range. Not well represented in the 

Huang et al. (2007:185) modern sample were tropical and mountain 

areas where cloud cover was an impediment to imagery; thus, low-

density tropical urbanism (Evans et al. 2007) is not adequately repre-

sented. At the tropical Mesoamerican capital of Cerro de las Mesas 

in Veracruz, where dispersed occupation is characteristic, conser-

vatively 90 percent or more of the city is open space (mapped in 

my ieldwork). Clearly, marked variation characterizes open spaces 

among cities, with low-density tropical cities at one extreme, possi-

bly as part of a continuum. Both Creekmore (Chapter 2 in this vol-

ume) and Fisher (Chapter 6 in this volume) remark on the paucity of 

open space for cities in third-millennium Upper Mesopotamia and 

Late Bronze Age Cyprus respectively, perhaps exhibiting extremes 

at the other end of the spectrum.

In the next section, I address one aspect of Mesoamerican urban 

open space – the archaeological potential for palatial gardens. Such 

gardens were recorded ethnohistorically for the Aztecs. Although 

other open spaces are important as well, the investments in royal 

and elite gardens deserve attention because of their potential labor 

investment and cultural and social roles. Instead, attention has 

focused to a considerable extent on the important subject of palaces, 

usually without consideration of associated open space (e.g., Christie 

2003; Christie and Sarro 2006; Evans and Pillsbury 2004; Inomata 

and Houston 2000, 2001).

PALATIAL GARDENS: MESOAMERICAN PROSPECTS

Palatial gardens are important green space for ancient states and 

empires because of the considerable investment in plantings, lay-

outs, embellishments, and upkeep. For Mesoamerica, the existence 
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of palatial gardens before the Aztecs is an open question that must 

be addressed archaeologically because of the scant portrayal of gar-

dens in imagery. Parks, because of their greater size, normally will 

be located beyond an ancient settlement or on its outskirts, so I focus 

more on gardens. Note that in modern U.S. usage, park is applied 

broadly to gardens, parks, forests, shores, and other phenomena 

with various sizes and functions and a broad range of locations, 

such as inside cities, on their edges, and far from them. Many former 

royal gardens in a variety of nations have been converted into pub-

lic parks or gardens (local terms vary). In the garden and landscape 

literature, the term garden is applied to more intensively managed 

green spaces of varying sizes, usually associated with residences 

or public buildings, and usually with well-delimited borders (see 

Doolittle 2004:398; Hunt 2000:14–29).

To address urban palatial gardens in Mesoamerica, several crite-

ria are relevant. First, I use examples of well-mapped urban settle-

ments in order to identify candidate garden spaces. Certainly, many 

Aztec royal gardens described in ethnohistoric accounts were outside 

the Aztec Triple Alliance capitals; many gardens and parks were sit-

uated in environmentally symbolic and commanding positions or at 

locations suited to particular purposes, such as hunting, or a lower 

altitude with a milder climate to accommodate a broader range of spe-

cies. Nevertheless, some gardens were established as part of elite or 

royal residences within cities. Elaborate gardens and parks are almost 

always accompanied by residential accommodations suited to the 

elevated status of the patron. Therefore, we can begin by examining 

the availability of space adjacent to palaces, with palaces deined here 

as elaborate residences of powerful elites or royals, not solely roy-

als (Webster’s [1963:605] second deinition of “a large stately house,” 

rather than the irst deinition: “the oficial residence of a sovereign”). 

Although at times archaeologists focus on rulers’ residences, a broader 

range of elaborate residences is of interest for my purposes, and, in 

any case, royals may maintain multiple palaces. Certainly other insti-

tutional buildings, such as temples, may have been accompanied by 

elaborate gardens – as was the case in ancient Egypt and Rome, for 

instance – but ethnohistoric data from Mesoamerica mainly address 

royal gardens and parks attached to palaces.

Identiication of adequate open space is a irst step in my inves-

tigation of urban gardens. Regrettably, comparative literature does 

not always present scaled drawings of palaces and their grounds to 
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guide us concerning how much open space to expect – and garden 

space surely varied. We might expect that gardens within densely 

built-up central districts often will be more cramped and might not 

be readily recognizable from surface indications. For my purposes, 

assessment will concentrate on evidence for sizable gardens, that is, 

garden space at least one or two times the area of the palace archi-

tecture; often the space will be far greater. Assessment focuses on 

spaces adjacent to palaces (or reached through bridges across water 

features) because of the characteristic integration of gardens with 

palatial architecture. Cross-culturally, palatial gardens were used 

for a variety of social entertainments, sports, strolls, contemplation, 

rituals, and social competition, making spatial contiguity with pal-

aces a priority. This proximity does not preclude additional gardens 

and parks, also with palatial accommodations. Elites and royals 

often enjoyed multiple residences. Recognition of appropriate space 

is less straightforward than it might irst appear. Palatial grounds 

often include kiosks, pavilions, shrines, and other structures. From a 

map of an abandoned city, such architectural remnants could mask 

the extent or presence of suficient garden space because such struc-

tures may appear similar to surface traces of residences. A further 

concern is the contemporaneity of different structures. Garden space 

for noble families may be abandoned and reoccupied later by other 

city dwellers. Despite these caveats, it is of interest to know if ade-

quate open space existed adjacent to Mesoamerican palaces.

A second consideration is waterworks or water-control devices. 

Waterworks (e.g., fountains, pools, streams, cascades) are one of 

the most common components of elaborate gardens comparatively. 

However, waterworks may vary enormously in scope, and only cer-

tain kinds are likely to be visible in surface mapping. In arid or semi-

arid environments, waterworks may have been part of the effort to 

sustain garden plants. Nevertheless, substantial labor for tending 

the garden may have been available to supply water as needed in dif-

ferent seasons, or parts of the garden may have been “hardscaped” 

with paths or other surfacing, reducing the need for water. In some 

cases, such as Monte Albán in Oaxaca, water supplies are not indi-

cated with obvious canals. How would gardens have been watered? 

Egyptian art shows servants performing hand watering of gardens 

(Wilkinson 1998:20–31), pointing to the possibility at Monte Albán 

of a combination of rainfall, labor investment in hand watering, and 

use of plants reasonably well adapted to the rainfall regime. Just as 
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in the case of monumental architecture, gardens can be examples of 

conspicuous use of labor. Paralleling Trigger’s (1990:119) deinition 

of monumental architecture as exceeding in scale and elaborateness 

what is functionally necessary, ostentatious gardens may present 

sizable installations and demand constant labor to water and tend 

plants. Thus, although water is an issue to be considered, arid or 

semiarid environments may rely on social solutions to the water 

(and nutrient) demands of plants through command of labor.

Delimitation of garden space is an additional criterion to consider, 

as walls may have surrounded gardens. Many gardens in ancient 

states are enclosed because they are associated with “private” resi-

dences, not public buildings. Without garden protection, plant deli-

cacies might be subject to depredations by people and animals, such 

as deer. However, walls can be constructed in various ways; puddled 

mud or mud bricks may, like houses, undergo decay and erosion, leav-

ing only a slightly elevated residue to represent the wall, or perhaps 

nothing visible. A more signiicant archaeological problem is the use 

of living fences that formed a blockade of trees, cactuses, or thorny 

plants to effectively screen off the space (Gutiérrez 2005). Thus, lack of 

remnant enclosing walls visible on the surface is not a secure basis to 

dismiss the possibility of palatial gardens. In the examples considered, 

walls are not evident – although caution is appropriate because faint 

features could be overlooked by archaeologists when not expected.

For Mesoamerica, Aztec royal gardens and parks are reported 

ethnohistorically (and documented archaeologically at Tetzcotzinco 

[Medina 1997; Parsons 1971:94–95, 122–125]). Through historical 

analogy and the abundant comparative cases of elaborate gardens 

in ancient states, we might suspect their presence earlier than the 

Aztecs. However, other expectations can be advanced. Perhaps suf-

icient space for palatial gardens will be detected in the tropical 

lowlands where low-density urbanism prevails, but not in compact 

highland cities where space is less abundant. Or, perhaps the abun-

dance of open green space in low-density urbanism renders special 

gardens overly redundant and less likely to be important for elite 

distinction (yet content may distinguish them) (see Magnoni et al., 

Chapter 5 in this volume). Thus, perhaps neither highland nor low-

land circumstances favor elaborate gardens. Ultimately, the issue of 

adequate space is an empirical question. Maps allow assessment as 

long as we bear in mind that urban places are remodeled with some 

frequency, which may obscure or blur past open spaces.
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As examples, I consider Cerro de las Mesas and Nopiloa, two 

successive capitals in south-central Veracruz, and Monte Albán, in 

highland Oaxaca (Figure 11.1). The former two represent low-density 

urbanism and the latter represents a compact capital on a series of 

terraced hills. At Monte Albán, the natural constriction of the upper 

hills might be thought to prohibit suficient space for palatial gar-

dens. As I demonstrate for all three cases, however, there is space for 

gardens adjacent to palaces. For each case, I assess open space (not 

occupied by architecture) in immediate proximity to palaces that is 

of suficient size to have accommodated an elaborate garden (at least 

equal to the footprint of the palace or larger). The issue of water sup-

ply for plants and boundary marking is discussed for each situation. 

In the designation of possible palatial garden space on igures, I arbi-

trarily draw rectangles to indicate open space; in some instances, 

even more space might be marked, but the point of the exercise is 

simply to indicate the presence of adequate space, not all potential 

space nor its exact shape. Archaeological excavations are required to 

assess space, in any case.

Cerro de las Mesas

This settlement is located within my Veracruz survey, which com-

prises several blocks along the Blanco and Guerengo Rivers in 

south-central Veracruz. Cerro de las Mesas is an Early Classic (AD 

Figure 11.1 Locations 
in Mexico of Cerro de 
las Mesas and Nopiloa, 
Veracruz, and Monte 
Albán, Oaxaca (drawn 
by author).
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300–600) capital in the Blanco Delta, with an earlier founding during 

the Late Preclassic period (600–300 BC) (Figure 11.2). It was the larg-

est ancient center in the region, unusual in its agglomerative con-

struction with repetition of monumental plaza groups in the core 

(Drucker 1943; Stark 1999, 2003; Stark and Ossa 2007; Stirling 1943). 

Cerro de las Mesas and other Classic-period centers in the region 

had waterworks – artiicial ponds – integrated into the design of the 

centers in various ways (Daneels 2002; Stark 1999; Stark and Ossa 

2007). The central pond at Cerro de las Mesas lies amid the con-

centration of temple mounds, but not proximate to palaces. These 

ponds took advantage of the proximity of the water table, and 

Figure 11.2 Cerro de 
las Mesas, possible 

palatial garden spaces. 
Contour-mapped 

areas of monumental 
construction are surro-

unded by a line; features 
outside that area were 

recorded during pedes-
trian survey (open 

circles). Monumental 
palatial platforms 

are 98, 59, 45, and 823; 
monu mental palatial 

platforms with temple 
mounds atop are 712, 
35, and 924 (drawn by 

author).
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their excavation undoubtedly contributed ill to the predominantly 

earthen  monumental architecture. The ponds appear to be part of 

the civic layout and only in a few cases incidentally close to palaces. 

Any palatial gardens could count on hand-dug wells down to the 

water table for “pot irrigation” of plants, that is, drawing water up 

by hand from a level likely only 6–8 m below (a practice employed 

today with gasoline pumps).

Massive rectangular platforms are the most obvious candidates 

for palatial residences (Stark 1999). Such functions for similar struc-

tures are conirmed by excavations at La Joya in the next drainage 

west (Daneels 2010). At Cerro de las Mesas, similar platforms some-

times have conical mounds added on top of the platform. Possibly 

these represent a conversion of a palace platform to support a funer-

ary or commemorative temple when a royal or other prominent 

individual died. A commemorative temple atop the massive East 

Platform is reported from La Joya (Daneels, Guerrero, and Liberotti 

2013), and funerary temples are known from the Maya lowlands (Coe 

1956). Thus, for Cerro de las Mesas, both kinds of massive platforms 

can be examined, but the ones with temple superstructures are less 

certain to have had a palatial function without excavations. Other 

elite residences are likely present at the center, involving mounds 

with attached lower aprons (terraces), but their functions are not yet 

studied through excavation, and they are not analyzed here.

All ive massive palatial platforms at the core of Cerro de las 

Mesas have adjacent space(s) suficient for a garden, as do the two 

comparable platforms with a pyramid on top (Figure 11.2). None of 

the open spaces marked as possible gardens has obvious delimita-

tion by a wall or other construction, but perishable or living fences 

may have been employed. Living fences are used in the region today 

around houses, and wooden posts cut from certain local species take 

root in the fence line around ields and form living fences.

Nopiloa

When paramount power waned at Cerro de las Mesas, several cen-

ters succeeded it, carving up the previously uniied territory during 

the Late Classic period (AD 600–900). Nopiloa was one of the succes-

sors, located to the south along the Guerengo River (Medellín 1987; 

Stark 1999, 2003) (Figure 11.3). The monumental core nestles in a bend 

of the Guerengo River, with some peripheral artiicial ponds further 
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restricting the central space. The artiicial ponds associated with the 

core are not located adjacent to the central palace platform, and thus, 

as with Cerro de las Mesas, they seem to have been designed as part 

of the civic layout, not the private purview of palaces.

At Nopiloa, the earlier tradition of massive rectangular pala-

tial platforms continued. During the Late Classic period here (and 

at other capitals), some palatial platforms occurred at varying dis-

tances from the monumental core. The largest palatial platform in 

the region is at the south end of the main plaza at Nopiloa (feature 

6382 in Figure 11.3), but possibly it is underlain by a natural hill. The 

river wraps around the eastern end of the monumental core where 

palatial platform 6382 is located. Today, a low, looded area north-

east of the large platform is partly a function of modern irrigation 

that drains from northern pastures to the Guerengo River. With less 

induced looding, this area may have provided space for a garden, 

as marked on Figure 11.3. Four other palatial platforms are scattered 

around the monumental core, within a distance of approximately 1 

km. Each has possible garden space adjacent. One platform (6309) 

has an artiicial pond adjacent, the sole instance of a waterwork that 

Figure 11.3 Nopiloa, 
possible palatial garden 

spaces. Contour-mapped 
areas of monumental 

construction are surro-
unded by a line; features 

outside that area were 
recorded during pede-

strian survey (open 
circles). Monumental 
pal atial platforms are 
6234, 6409, 6404, 6382, 

and 6309 (drawn by 
author).
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may have been integrated into garden space. As with Cerro de las 

Mesas, none of the possible garden spaces is delimited with walls or 

other structures recognizable from the surface.

Monte Albán

Monte Albán was the capital of the Valley of Oaxaca for hundreds 

of years (Blanton 1978). Founded around 500 BC, it gained control of 

the Valley in subsequent centuries and maintained its paramount 

position until approximately AD 700, with some later occupation 

and use of the site. Monte Albán was founded on a hill located at the 

juncture of two branches of the Valley of Oaxaca, along the Atoyac 

River. Occupation eventually spread to adjacent hilltops. The settle-

ment was mapped, and surface collections were used to date gridded 

segments of the site. Blanton deined ifteen districts of the settle-

ment according to a combination of hilltops and the distribution of 

civic-ceremonial and elite-residential buildings away from the Main 

Plaza, where the preponderance of monumental and governmental 

structures is located. Residential occupation is located on terraces 

built on the hilltops and their upper sides. Blanton deined elaborate 

residences on the basis of mound groups (i.e., not just a terrace, but 

also mound structures) arranged enclosing a shared plaza or patio; 

outlying civic-ceremonial buildings consist of a single mound in an 

open area or a double-mound group. The elaborate residences are 

considered palaces for my analyses.

Based on Blanton’s (1978) survey, Figure 11.4 locates elaborate 

residential mounds and instances where open space (not a terrace) 

was located in immediate proximity.1 Of the thirty-ive palatial resi-

dences, twenty (57 percent) have possible garden open space adja-

cent. More examples are found farther from the congested Main 

Plaza vicinity, as might be expected.

One unresolved issue concerns whether some terraces themselves 

may have supported elite gardens. Six additional elite residences 

have an adjacent terrace that is unusually long or the residence itself 

sits on an unusually large terrace that may have allowed garden 

space (elite groups 1461, 165, 174, 1306, 278, 1453 in Blanton’s num-

bering system). In general, terraces were considered residential by 

the survey crews, but the possibility that some might, instead, have 

been devoted to ostentatious gardens should be kept in mind. Were 

these six to have had garden functions, 74 percent of elite residences 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 



had adjacent open space for a garden. Aside from the six cases with 
adjacent terraces, which have physical delimitations, the other open 
space appears to have no surrounding wall.

The Valley of Oaxaca is semiarid, with a pattern of seasonal 
summer rains. Permanent surface water is not available on the hill-
tops, but the river and irrigation canals for farming provide water 
near the base of the main hill (Blanton 1978:54–55). Water features 

were noted only at Atzompa, El Gallo, and at the edge of Monte 

Albán proper (to the northwest). Only at Atzompa and El Gallo are 

Figure 11.4 Monte Albán, possible elite garden spaces (adapted from igure 1.3 in Blanton 1978:4). Possible elite 
terrace gardens are unusually large terraces associated with elite residences. Possible open space gardens are not 
terraces, but open ground.
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water impoundments part of the possible garden spaces marked 

on Figure 11.4. Thus, if species intolerant of local conditions were 

planted, extra labor by servants or slaves or through labor tax would 

be required to haul water and decant it to plants.

Settlement growth seems to have played a role in the possibility 

for adjacent open space for elite residents (Blanton 1978: igures 2.1, 

3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2). Palatial residences on outlying knolls are located in 

parts of the city (Atzompa, El Gallo, and Monte Albán Chico) that 

generally have little or no pottery from the Early I period (500–200 

BC) and little from the Monte Albán II period (200 BC–AD 200). 

By Monte Albán III–IV (AD 200–950) these areas have moderate or 

marked amounts of diagnostic pottery, suggesting outward growth 

of the settlement and a possibility that outlying elaborate residences 

were constructed after much of the central space was too congested 

to permit additional extensive gardens.

Discussion

The important conclusion of this exercise concerning open space 

adjacent to palatial residences is that such space is available for many 

of the elite residences at Monte Albán as well as those in the two 

Veracruz capitals. Therefore, the potential for elaborate gardens is 

not restricted to the two low-density urban capitals. Monte Albán 

displays a congestion of residential terraces on and around the tops 

of the set of hills, yet elite residences typically have space adjacent 

that could have accommodated gardens.

As Monica Smith (2008) notes, archaeologists have not been pre-

occupied with open space in settlements, an observation applicable to 

palatial gardens (see Wynne-Jones and Fleisher, Chapter 4 in this vol-

ume, who include attention to open space). Unless we lag and inves-

tigate possible elaborate garden spaces, we will be immensely limited 

in assessing investments in open spaces. As indicated by the tendency 

of elaborate residences to locate in newer, outer areas of Monte Albán 

where more open space existed, green space in settlement peripheries 

may be more characteristic than in the central core, which can affect 

our determination of settlement boundaries, as discussed next.

GREEN SPACE, URBAN BOUNDARIES, AND URBAN MODELS

Settlement limits pose more complex issues than commonly assumed, 

a point well illustrated by Goodman’s (2007) study of Roman urban 
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peripheries. In cases she examines, city walls and orthogonal grids 

suggest urban limits, yet peri-urban facilities are common. Settlement 

limits are particularly elusive for dispersed occupation at lowland 

Mesoamerican centers, where the amount of green space is magni-

ied (cf. Magnoni et al., Chapter 5 in this volume), but dispersed occu-

pation occurs more widely. In Mesoamerica, Graham (1999) contrasts 

lowland “green cities” to “stone cities.” In the lowlands, occupational 

remains may decrease in density with greater distance from a center, 

continuing into the countryside. Consequently, the peripheries of a 

settlement have even more open space than the central settlement, 

and settlement limits become problematic. Much of the inter-resi-

dential space within low-density lowland settlements is assumed to 

have been cultivated in some fashion (Stark and Ossa 2007).

The extent to which Mesoamerican lowland settlements can be 

characterized as low-density urbanism has been challenged (Smith 

2005:412). Smith (2005:412) shows that the degree of contrast between 

the Mesoamerican lowlands and highlands is exaggerated for the 

Postclassic period. Smith (2005:412) expressed doubt about the real-

ity of greater residential dispersal in lowland Mesoamerica, based on 

his calculations for population densities in Postclassic Mesoamerican 

cities because three lowland settlements (Santa Rita, Mayapan, and 

Naco) fell within the ranges of highland low-density settlements.

The three Postclassic lowland settlements do not afford data 

consonant with earlier periods, however. Calculations for Classic-

period lowland settlements show instances of a considerably lower 

density than Smith encountered in his late sample, and they also 

show that densities can vary considerably between the denser core 

of settlements and the outlying sectors (Table 11.1) (Culbert and Rice 

1990). As noted earlier, calculations of open space versus architec-

tural space could provide a more reliable physical comparison of set-

tlement densities than interjection of demographic calculations, but 

population densities are the data available.

Table 11.1 shows declines in population density away from settle-

ment cores that illustrate the challenge of deining settlement limits. 

In several Maya cases, settlements seem to “fade” into the country-

side, which provides a backdrop of scattered rural hamlets or farm-

steads. Dzibilichaltún is an example (Stuart et al. 1979), as well as 

Nohmul (Hammond et al. 1988; Pyburn 1990). Even with a denser 

concentration of residential remains within an enclosing wall, such 

as at Mayapan, new work showed residences scattered beyond the 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Table 11.1 Settlement population densities at lowland Mesoamerican sites

Site Phase or Period Area in ha Area km2 Pop. Estimate Density per ha Density per km2 Source

Santa Rita Corozal, 

Belize

Postclassic period 500 5.00 7,000 14 1400 Smith (2005:412) using data 

from Chase (1990) and 

Chase and Chase (1988)

Mayapan, Yucatan Postclassic period 420 4.20 21,000 50 5,000 Smith (2005:412) using data 

from Pollock et al. (1962)

Naco, Honduras Postclassic period 160 1.60 10,000 62.5 6250 Smith (2005:412) using data 

from Wonderly (1985, 1986)

Sayil, Campeche, 

Mexico

Terminal Classic 

period

345 3.45 Tourtellot et al. (1990:219, 

245, 248, 256)

– minimum 7,159 20.8 2075

– maximum 10,858 31.5 3147

Seibal, Peten, 

Guatemala

Late/Terminal 

Classic period

1525 15.25 4,366 2.86 286 Tourtellot (1990:102)

Copan, Honduras Late Classic period 1200 1.2a Webster and Freter 

(1990:40, 46–47, 51–52, 60)

– urban core 

minimum

5,797 48.7 4871

– urban core 

maximum

9,214 77.43 7743

– surrounding 

Copan pocket 

minimum

9,360 4.07 407

(continued)

 



Site Phase or Period Area in ha Area km2 Pop. Estimate Density per ha Density per km2 Source

– surrounding 

Copan pocket 

maximum

2220 22.2a 11,239 5.06 506

Tikal, Peten, 

Guatemala

Imix Phase, Late 

Classic period

12,000 120.00 62,000 5.17 517 Culbert et al. (1990:115–

117, 119–120)

– central 9 km2 9.2 922

– next 7 sq km2 7.1 711

– remaining 104 

km2

4.4 440

– rural area 194 km2 1.5 153

Peten Lakes area 

transects (non-

center), Guatemala

Late Classic period 1650b 16.5b 4752a 2.8 288 Rice and Rice (1990:140, 

143)

Quirigua, 

Guatemala

Late Classic period 3000 3.00 1,221 4.07 407 Ashmore (1990:71, 80)

Nohmul, Belize Late Classic period 2200 22c 3,310 1.5 150 Pyburn (1990:193)

Cerro de las Mesas, 

Veracruz

Early Classic period 4940 49.4c Stark (2003:401)

– low estimate 4,000 0.81 81

– high estimate 10,000 2.02 202

Komchen, Yucatan, 

Mexico  

 

Late Nabanche 

Phase, Late 

Preclassic period

  

  

2.00  

  

3000  

  

15  

  

1500  

  

Ringle and Andrews 

(1990:223, 229)  

a interpolated data
b inhabitable
c mapped

Table 11.1 (continued)
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wall (Russell 2008) (likely not uncommon, see also Rome ca. AD 1 

[Morley (1996:33]).

Tikal combines residential dispersal with delimitation of the 

settlement by earthworks and ditches (Puleston 1983; Puleston 

and Callender 1967). The more extensively documented northern 

earthwork and ditch were irst interpreted as a defensive bound-

ary extending between the wetlands located to the east and west. 

These indings proved problematic with restudy (Webster et al. 2004, 

2007). A proposed southern earthwork and ditch was not found; the 

southeastern earthwork was accompanied by a parallel formation 

slightly farther in toward the center – a double-ditch alignment; the 

northern feature proved to be mainly a ditch; a western ditch was 

detected. Inconsistencies in the depth of the ditches and the height 

of the earthwork (often absent) cast considerable doubt on the orig-

inal defensive interpretation, particularly as attacking forces would 

meet no obstacle to the south. Nevertheless, the constructions are 

“something” and suggest an emic delimitation, perhaps uninished. 

From these Maya examples, we see instances in which no obvious 

boundary was detected (Dzibilchaltún), a clear surrounding wall 

did not encompass all the residences associated with the center 

(Mayapan) (see also Becan [Thomas 1981]), and population densities 

varied according to a delimiting feature (Tikal).

The Early Classic capital of Cerro de las Mesas in Veracruz offers 

yet another situation. There, areas without residential traces – 

“reserve spaces” (presumably green in that environment) –are 

scattered around the monumental core at a distance of 2 to 3 km 

(Figure 11.5). Although these spaces require future evaluations, 

for the moment they are considered a transitional or delimiting 

feature, somewhat akin to the ditches around Tikal. Residences 

occur beyond the reserve spaces, but the pattern of spaces seems 

to represent an effect of planning, as they remained unoccupied 

by domestic mounds during the Classic period. The reserve spaces 

in Figure 11.5 are marked arbitrarily because we do not know the 

allocation of exterior space around domestic mounds in the vicin-

ity, nor whether subsequent occupations may have encroached on 

the reserve space. In addition, the survey did not locate occupation 

north of the Viejo River, which may also contribute to the peripheral 

space delimiting Cerro de las Mesas. Comparative data, discussed 

next, provide a broader context for understanding peripheral–

urban green space.
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Comparative Examples of Urban Peripheral Gardens

Peripheral palatial or other institutional gardens are relatively com-

mon in ancient states and are understandable in part through a histor-

ical view of land use, city growth, and land values (Table 11.2). They 

are only one of a variety of open spaces and associated activities near 

urban peripheries; for example, Kostof (1992:130–132) notes markets, 

sports, and other functions (see also Goodman 2007 for the western 

Roman Empire). A concern with city peripheries has a counterpart 

in modern contexts. Today, urban planners and other scholars use 

the notion of a peri-urban transition area, or urban fringe, to exam-

ine multiple effects of urban centers: demand for nearby resources 

that may lead to agricultural, watershed, or soil changes; disposal of 

by-products and waste; the expansion of cities with growing popu-

lations, especially through in-migration; changes in nearby smaller 

(rural) settlements; and counter-urbanization as wealthy individuals 

Figure 11.5 Reserve 
space around the mon-

umental core of Early 
Classic Cerro de las 
Mesas. Dashed line 

shows transition zone 
of possible settlement 

limits. Zapotal is pred-
ominantly Late Classic, 

and Sauce is a Middle 
Postclassic town (drawn 

by author).

 

 

 

 

 



Table 11.2 Examples of city margins with peripheral gardens and parks

Algeria, Fes, 19th–20th centuries

Great houses and gardens predominantly on the periphery (Revault et al. 1992:363).

Assyria, Assur, Nineveh, 704–681 BC

Temple and garden built outside wall of Assur; four extramural royal gardens or “plantations” at 

Nineveh (Dalley 1993:6; Foster 2004:215).

Austria, Vienna, AD 1683–1720, Beidermeir AD 1812–1848

Nobles had to have a permanent residence in Vienna, and palaces were built outside the walls of the 

city. During this period, bourgeois building construction remained restricted to the outlying areas of 

the suburbs (Rotenberg 2008:118).

Aztec empire, Late Postclassic period, Tenochtitlan, Texcoco, AD 1350–1519

Royal gardens and hunting parks, most within 5–12 km of the capital (Evans 2000:209–211).

Byzantine, Thessalonike, Constantinople, AD 1204–1453

Monastery gardens inside and outside the city; suburban Constantinople villas along the sea and 

outside the city walls; area between two city walls included gardens, tombs, and monasteries 

(Constantinides 2002:87–89; Talbot 2002:61; Mango 1985:47, 49).

China, Song, and Yuan Dynasties, AD 960–1126, AD 1279–1368

Loyang, gardens on the outskirts (Lifang and Yu 1986:16).

Kaifeng, Northern Song Dynasty, 20 gardens in the city outskirts, with flower, recreational, and 

residential qualities (Chen and Yu 1986:16; Hammond 2008:45); environs of Kaifeng replete with 

gardens and orchards, with suburban villas, feasting halls, monasteries, and nunneries (West 

2005:297, 298).

China, Suzhou, Jiangnan, Loyang, Ming Dynasty, AD 1450–1650

One of four gardens in gazetteer was within the walls, another on the outskirts, and the other two 

inside and outside the walls of Kunshan, a smaller subordinate city (Clunas 1996:16); one owner 

had a garden inside and another smaller one just outside the Loyang city walls; elders built gardens 

inside walls on vacant land, but some were outside (Hammond 2008:46, 47); survey by Ch’I of Loyang 

counted 191 in the county, 74 in the city and the rest outside the city (Smith 1992:67).

Dutch, AD 1650–1702

Banlieue became a transitional territory between town and country, near town walls, where kitchen 

gardens and orchards were rented or purchased by the economically less viable (de Jong 1990:29).

England, Birmingham, also Vienna, Austria, and Paris, France, 20th century

Fringe belts with extensive land use at the edge of an urban area, formed when the city was not 

growing, with recreational areas, public utilities, allotment gardens, sports clubs, and other 

institutions (Whitehand and Morton 2006:2048).

England, Medieval

Deer parks on the urban fringe formed, in effect, suburban green belts, in some cases arresting city 

growth (Creighton 2009:158).

Genoa, Republic of, 16th century

Lavish villas outside city walls, daily commute to city dwellings (Magnani 2008:55).

Greece, Classical

Delos gardens outside city, but elsewhere at Tegea, scattered among houses; Athens gardens 

associated with town periphery, men of property (Osborne 1992:377–379, 381); Athenian educational 

gymnasia outside of city in garden and grove areas (Carroll 2003:29, 50–52).

India, Mughal Empire, AD 17th and 18th centuries

Suburban gardens and residences for early ruler at Agra, not in citadels (Wescoat 1992:336); 

Shahjahanabad had extensive suburbs outside the city wall with gardens, important tombs, markets, 

and inns (Blake 1991:57–66).

Iran, Isfahan, 17th–18th centuries

Royal palace of Farahabad built in suburb ca. 10 km from the city center by last Safavid Shah, with two 

earlier rulers also building their own suburban palaces at Isfahan (Brignoli 2007:144); Ettinghausen 

(1976:7) notes some elaborate gardens in the Islamic tradition were in suburbs or the countryside.

(continued)

 



Italy, Rome, Renaissance

Rome included area within the walls and adjacent suburban land outside the walls; surrounding land 

included villas with gardens of people whose activities centered in Rome; elite villas mostly within 

about 35 km of Rome, but up to 70 km (Coffin 1979 especially vii).

Northeastern United States, 19th century

Use of rural cemeteries by public as parks, also informal open spaces just outside the developed area 

of cities (Low et al. 2005:20, 21).

Ottoman, Istanbul, 18th century

New lavish palatial gardens along suburban banks of the Bosphorus and Golden Horn, with return of 

court of Sultan in 1703; old suburban imperial gardens declined as foci of court life, with various 

outcomes, disuse, renovations, but some made into gardens for the wider public (Hamadeh 2008:91).

Roman Empire, Rome, 1st century BC–AD 1st century, Pompeii, AD 79

Many wealthy, influential Romans built private villas just outside Rome (Carroll 2003:58); at Pompeii, 

elite gardens were concentrated toward the southwest edge of the city (Ciarallo 2001:39).

Seljuk Alanya, Turkey, AD 1221–1250

Winter retreat and later de facto capital at Alanya, with seven or more outlying gardens and palaces 

(also tent pavilions), some royal, some occupied by emirs. Gardens range from 1.9 to 5.9 km from 

the citadel, mounted travel used. The court, with most emirs in attendance, was seasonally mobile in 

warfare (Redford et al. 2000:24, 27, 31–32, 40, 42, 54–55, 69).

Sri Lanka, Kandy Kingdom, 18th century

Religious buildings, including temples, built on outskirts of Kandy, also royal garden in suburb 5 miles 

southwest of capital (Duncan 1990:76).

Yoruba, Ile-Ife, 1388 AD–

Land between the two town walls of Ile-Ife was used for gardens, hunting, wood lots; beyond the outer 

wall, sacred groves merged into the town farms. Sacred groves occurred within the first wall, the 

second wall, and outside the second wall, but mainly at the city edge, in part owing to constraints on 

land (Falade 1984:29, 31, 32, 36).

Table 11.2 (continued)

use modern transport to reside outside the urban area even if they 
work there (Simon 2008).

Peripheral elite gardens attached to elaborate residences as well 

as other peripheral green spaces are documented in several historic 

cases, even though urban garden location is seldom the main focus 

of the landscape and gardening literature (Table 11.2). At Pompeii, 

for example, elite gardens were concentrated toward the southwest 

edge of the city (Ciarallo 2001:39). Royal gardens were part of a settle-

ment boundary at Bianliang (Kaifeng) in Song Dynasty China (West 

2005); elite gardens also were on the outskirts of Loyang (Lifang and 

Yu 1986:16). In Renaissance Rome, several elite villas were located 

outside the city walls, indicating that aristocratic estates may be 

removed from the denser, more obvious settlement, yet are a func-

tional part of the city, with owners moving between or among resi-

dences (Cofin 1979).

Because of land values and land tenure, space for palatial 

grounds is more readily available at the edges of cities. As Revault 
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et al. (1992:363) state for Fez, Morocco, in the nineteenth and twenti-

eth centuries, new palatial residences and grounds frequently were 

located marginally because of the densely built central city and the 

dificulty of acquiring appropriate land for a lavish and extensive 

property. Brignoli (2007:147) remarks on similar factors in respect 

to the location of a Safavid royal palace. Certainly some demoli-

tion and redesign of central space can occur, especially if initiated 

by powerful rulers or governments, but this process of conversion 

does not afford the only solution because peripheral locations can 

be selected.

Palatial garden estates are only one of the space-hungry facilities 

that may have gravitated to a peripheral location. Constantinides 

(2002:87–89) notes the movement of Late Byzantine monasteries from 

the countryside to cities for security reasons, often to city margins to 

accommodate their orchards and gardens (see also Talbot 2002:61). 

Hunting parks may be maintained outside cities in locations where 

environmental conditions are suited to game (Constantinides 

2002:96; Tabbaa 1992:305; Williamson 1992:74–75). In Aztec times, 

royal or palatial gardens were found within the capital near the cen-

ter, but also outside at considerable distances to take advantage of 

particularly striking or symbolic natural locations or different cli-

mate zones (Evans 2000:209–211). Other provocations to establish 

outlying estates include respite from city life (unconvincing for low-

density urbanism) and refuge from city plagues (for Constantinople, 

Auzépy 1995:360; for Renaissance Rome, Cofin 1979:9, 84). Thus, 

extensive gardens or parks can occur scattered into the countryside 

and present a mosaic of distances despite the fact that the owners 

who utilize them are city residents.

Some peripheral gardens have a food-production emphasis 

rather than social ostentation, a function incorporated in land-use 

models. Variation in land use with distances from a town motivates 

von Thünen’s (1966 [1875]) isolated state model in which transport 

costs, market values of products, and cultivation frequency vary in 

“rings“ around a settlement (see summary and discussion of mod-

ern contexts at different scales in Bradford and Kent [1977:28–41]). In 

von Thünen’s model, more-distant land costs less to obtain and can 

be proitable with lower economic yields, but transport costs may 

negate this extra income, depending on the crop. Intensity of cultiva-

tion is adjusted to the distance and transport costs, usually with less-

intensive regimes at a greater distance, but modiied according to 
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the weight of the crop. On the outskirts of Greek city-states (Osborne 

1992:381), intensive irrigation gardening of foods relected von 

Thünen-like principles of land use. As Renaissance Dutch mer-

chant families sought country estates, individuals of lesser means 

rented or bought gardens or orchards on the edges of towns (de Jong 

1990: 29).

A more recent expression of the phenomenon of peripheral green 

space, land costs, and access involves urban fringe belts. The fringe 

belt concept dates from 1936 in a study of Berlin by H. Louis and was 

then emphasized in the work by geographer Conzen (Whitehand 

2001:105). Whitehand and Morton (2006:2047) point out that urban 

fringe belts derive from peripheral installations with associated open 

space (e.g., sports, health, or educational facilities) that are engulfed 

by leapfrog urban growth. They note that fringe belts typically have 

an intermittent or mosaic spatial form, which provides one morpho-

logical model for urban peripheries. Once established, despite urban 

growth, the peripheral uses can be dificult to replace with higher 

density uses, so the fringe belt remains.

Thus, peripheral open space responds to a complex set of factors. 

Land costs, claims on land, governmental regulation, and the his-

tory of building in the urban settlement, as well as other factors, can 

conspire to provide incentives for a variety of more spatially exten-

sive land uses at the city margin. Some of these uses may inger out 

into the countryside, creating an indistinct or mosaic city margin. 

This possibility has been scarcely considered in archaeological prac-

tice. Suficient spatial separation of architectural groups from the 

core of an urban settlement has normally been grounds for deining 

a different site. As noted, comparative data concerning peripheral 

gardens and parks call into question archaeological site-deinition 

procedures.

With an urban green-space perspective, we can be alert to urban 

boundaries not as hard lines, nor entirely as a gradient, but also 

as a peripheral mosaic. Faced with the question of where to “draw 

the line” for a settlement boundary, an arbitrary density limit for 

artifacts is usually established. At Teotihuacán, a criterion of 300 m 

without structures or other signiicant materials was applied (Millon 

1973:8). At Xochicalco, an interval of 100 m was used (Hirth 2000:54). 

Hirth (2000:54) separates the concept of settlement deinition from 

community deinition in discussing Xochicalco. Because he refers to 

outlying settlements linked to Xochicalco by roads and situated 1–3 
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km away as communities, he presumably does not consider them 

part of Xochicalco (the boundaries of the Xochicalco community 

are not stated). Such settlements would be possible candidates for 

accommodating peripheral palace, garden, or estate facilities. Maya 

settlements such as Caracol and Cobá, with stone roads to outlying 

architectural groups, warrant attention in regard to peripheral facil-

ities as well.

Other archaeological reasoning also can be rethought. In the case 

of Monte Albán, terraces descending the hill slope had traces of res-

idential walls and domestic artifacts, but eventually, lower terraces 

did not yield these traces; thus, they were excluded from the city 

limits (Blanton 1978:8), but such locations would be subject to greater 

erosional deposition that might mask occupation traces. Commonly, 

urban studies neglect the possibility of gardens and villas or other 

installations slightly removed from the built-up portion of the settle-

ment as well as their roles as part of the urban settlement.

One example of outlying installations concerns Tikal, for which 

“minor ceremonial centers” were identiied that fall within the area 

eventually discovered to be delimited by the ditch and embank-

ment segments (Puleston 1983). In a study of Roman villas during 

the Renaissance, Cofin (1979:vii) developed a concept of city limits, 

which includes “all the land surrounding the city which is owned 

by persons whose political, religious, commercial, or social activities 

are centered within it.” As a result, he accommodates villas used by 

Roman elites in the vicinity of the more compact portion of that capi-

tal; in his view, Rome is not the area within the city walls, but approx-

imately the modern region of Latium or Lazio. The villas range up 

to 70 km distant from Rome, but most fall within half that distance, 

approximating ancient Rome’s peri-urban extent in Goodman’s 

(2007:20) analysis. Such distances relect advantages of animal and 

wheeled transport different from Mesoamerican technologies, as 

well as construction of roads leading to Rome. Ethnohistoric docu-

ments mention a range of distances for royal Aztec parks and gar-

dens (Evans 2000:209–211); most were in the Basin of Mexico within 

5–12 km of the capitals.

In sum, royal or elite residences and gardens may be located at 

some distance from what archaeologists usually take as a settlement 

boundary, yet the periodic visits or seasonal uses of these diverse 

properties show a city with a mosaic extent (although still within 

an accessible area). In a behavioral sense, the city can be seen as the 
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array of close places in regular annual use for continuing residential 

and social interactions connected with city life. From this perspec-

tive, the fuzzy limits of low-density tropical settlements are more 

understandable and constitute a more widespread phenomenon 

than recognized by any mechanical process of site delimitation in 

archaeological survey and mapping. Especially elites with periph-

eral estates may participate in urban affairs on a periodic basis (e.g., 

Cofin 1979; Tourtellot 1993).

Peripheral gardens and parks have implications for urban models. 

Some modern cities support Burgess’s (1925) idea of higher income 

or status groups located toward the periphery, but Sjoberg (1960) 

described an inverted model for preindustrial cities, with the most 

powerful elements of society clustered near the urban center (see 

review in Abbott 1974). Here I call attention to the urban periphery and 

its potential as a location for social institutions or residences with ele-

vated status that command extensive space. In some respects, periph-

eral elite gardens are more in keeping with Burgess’s original ideas, 

yet peripheral palaces and grounds coexist with others near the urban 

core as Sjoberg (1960) contended, supporting a dual model. In some 

cases, such as the extension of suburban villas from Constantinople 

(and Istanbul) along the waterfront (Constantinides 2002:87–89; Mango 

1985:47, 49; Talbot 2002:6), the pattern is more in keeping with Hoyt’s 

(1939) radial-sector model than a concentric model.

Peripheral gardens and parks suggest that archaeological set-

tlement deinitions for major urban centers should exercise caution 

about peripheries and that urban studies in archaeology will beneit 

from more attention to open space generally. Investigators should 

examine what might otherwise be thought of as outlying settlements 

in the immediate vicinity to see whether some may relect a mosaic 

urban extent. A mosaic extent in some cases may resemble modern 

fringe belts. At stake with palatial grounds is evidence concerning 

class differentiation and the allocation of labor and resources in 

Mesoamerican urban societies.

CONCLUSION

On several counts, greater archaeological attention to urban open 

space is warranted, especially gardens and parks. Computation of 

the percent of open space can provide a basis to compare degrees 

of settlement nucleation. My search for open space adjacent to elite 

residences produced positive results in both low- and high-density 
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urban examples in Mesoamerica. Peripheral reserve spaces around 

Cerro de las Mesas suggest that green space helped delimit the 

settlement. Palatial and other garden or green space at settlement 

peripheries is not uncommon in comparative literature despite scant 

attention focused on the phenomenon. Despite the archaeological 

fascination with architecture, urban life includes many open-space 

activities at facilities, such as processional roadways, plazas, ball-

game courts, and market areas. Elite gardens may have played a 

role in establishing and maintaining class differences, social inter-

actions, and aesthetic and symbolic experiences, and they may have 

involved substantial investments. Our grasp of the spatial frame-

work of ancient complex societies remains incomplete without more 

consideration of open spaces. Fieldwork protocols for investigating 

open spaces are only beginning to be elaborated to assess our pros-

pects for investigating these parts of the urban environment, and 

appropriate research designs constitute an agenda for future work.
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NOTES

1 More recent work at Atzompa (Robles García and Andrade Cuautle 2011) updates 
the information from Blanton (1978) on the basis of excavation and more detailed 
mapping. One elite residence is added, but another is not included, and the num-
ber of elite residences at the center of Atzompa is reduced to two. The small, 
published scale of the new maps does not permit incorporation of the new infor-
mation in this chapter.
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12

Different Cities

Norman Yoffee

I live in “The City Different,” Santa Fe, New Mexico. It is “different,” 

irst, because of its look. Although Santa Fe was founded in 1608 and 

has accumulated a variety of architectural styles over the centuries, in 

1908, city wallahs decreed that all constructions in the central Plaza 

and in adjacent historic neighborhoods be in the “Pueblo Revival” 

style, that is, resemble ancient Pueblos, and especially Taos Pueblo 

about an hour-and-a-half’s drive to the north. Garrison Keillor now 

describes Santa Fe as an “adobe theme-park.”

Santa Fe is a city since it has a relatively large population (around 

75,000), it is reasonably large (around 100 km2), and – in accordance 

with followers of central place theory – it serves a hinterland. Some 

of these services are retail establishments; there are TV stores and 

computer stores that don’t exist in second- or third-order settlements 

like Española (although it now has a Walmart) or Chimayó.

Santa Fe is a tourist attraction, and its hinterland is national and 

international in scope. Visitors are attracted to the city’s art market, 

and there are (according to the chamber of commerce) more art gal-

leries in Santa Fe than in any other city in the USA, excepting New 

York and Los Angeles. In the summer, there is the Santa Fe Opera, 

an open-air theater that is one of the major venues for opera during 

this time of year. There is also concurrently a chamber music fes-

tival, various choral festivals, ballets, and jazz festivals. To cater to 

visitors, there are hundreds of restaurants, many quite fancy, many 

more featuring New Mexican food, which is food with spicy chile 

sauce. Whereas many states have a state bird, a state tree, or (in Utah 

and Arizona) a state gun, in New Mexico there is a state question: 
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red or green? (meaning the color of chile you prefer over your lat, 

blue-corn enchiladas).

Santa Fe is also a market and ritual center. In the summer, there 

is Spanish Market, then Indian Market, where artists who are judged 

as appropriate sell their art in dozens of stalls set up in and near 

the Plaza. (The word “market” is pronounced by locals “mark-up”). 

Thousands of visitors from all over the globe come to these markets 

(and other events) and to ponder the state question. Following these 

markets is the Fiesta de Santa Fe, commemorating the reconquest of 

the city and region following the Pueblo Revolt in 1680 that expelled 

the Spanish immigrants for about twenty years. The highlight of the 

iesta (at least for tourists and many Santa Feans) is the burning of a 

15 m high paper-maché marionette called “Zozobra,” the invention 

of a Santa Fe booster in 1924. The burning (which takes place in a 

park) is preceded by a performance of costumed dancers and much 

consumption of adult beverages by the onlookers (some of whom 

sit on hillsides above the park where they can barely make out the 

appearance of Zozobra).

Santa Fe also its urbanologists’ criteria of cities because it is 

extremely heterogeneous. About 50 percent of the inhabitants are 

Hispanics (many claiming descent directly from Spain and so do not 

consider themselves Mexican-Americans, and many speak Spanish as 

their irst language), around 45 percent gringos, several percent Native 

Americans, and others. Native American Pueblos ring Santa Fe and are  

not least one of the qualities of life that differentiates Santa Fe from 

other cities. Santa Fe is a city in that it provides an overarching iden-

tity of sorts for its various inhabitants, a critical variable for urbano-

logical gurus (from Weber onward) who labor to deine city-ness.

Santa Fe is also legendary for its tolerance of many social, sexual, 

and cultural orientations. There is a substantial number of Tibetan 

refugees in Santa Fe, and they it Santa Fe well since there are many 

converts to Buddhism in the city, and cocktail conversation is often 

centered around the best places to meditate. Santa Fe is also home 

to New Age folk. The answer to the riddle, “Why did the Santa Fean 

cross the road?” is “she was channeling a chicken.”

THE CITY DIFFERENT AND DIFFERENT CITIES IN THIS BOOK

Santa Fe is clearly different from Albuquerque, the Gotham City of 

New Mexico, with about a half-million inhabitants. Some of them 
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come to Santa Fe for its “services,” that is, the art galleries, festivals, 

and restaurants, whereas few Santa Feans descend (2,000-feet down 

and 100 km to the south) to the Duke City (The Duke of Albuquerque 

was a conquistador in the Spanish conquest of the region). Santa Fe, 

as a city, is also different from New York City in ways that are obvi-

ous. Is there a great utility, then, in declaring that Santa Fe is a city 

and so is New York City? This is not an idle question in discussing 

cities in this volume. Some “cities” that are the subjects of our chap-

ters are approximately 10 ha in area and are estimated to have a few 

hundred or a few thousand people; others are tens of square kilome-

ters (or more) and have a million or more people.

I present a table (Table 12.1) of approximate areal sizes (rounded-

up and usually of largest size/period) and population estimates for 

some cities in this volume. I draw these igures from the chapters, 

correspondence with the editors and authors, and published infor-

mation. My purpose is only to delineate some apples and oranges in 

the comparisons below. Dates are those given in the chapters, with 

some rounding.

FULL DISCLOSURE

The editors asked me to discuss chapters in this volume since they 

had read my review of recent books on ancient cities (Yoffee 2009) 

and assumed, rightly, that I’d be interested in new studies and new 

perspectives on studying ancient urbanism. I also am engaged in a 

project to edit a volume in a new Cambridge History of the World in 

which volume three is on early cities. There has been a conference 

of chapter authors of that volume at the Institute for the Study of the 

Table 12.1 Area and population figures for selected sites from this volume

City Size Population Time period

Titriş 44 ha 3,750/13,936 2700–2200 BC

Kalavasos 11.5 ha 2,000 1400–1200 BC

Azoria 9–15 ha 1,000+ 7th–5th c. BC

Galatas 6–25 ha 5,000 1700–1425 BC

most Swahili sites 10–12 ha 1,000, 5–10,000 AD 600–1500

Rome 35 km2 a million 200 BC–AD 200

Chang’an 36 km2 250,000+ 200 BC–AD 200

Cahokia 15 km2 20,000 AD 1000–1300

Chunchucmil 11.7 km2 30,000 AD 400–600

Cerro de las Mesas 15 km2+ 4,000–10,000 AD 300–600
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Ancient World in New York City, and I must write the introduction 

and conclusion of that volume. My edited volume will differ from 

other volumes on early cities, including this one, in that it does not 

consist solely of essays on cities. Rather, the cities are grouped in 

topical sections: early cities and the performance of power; early cit-

ies, writing, and administrative technologies; early cities and their 

landscapes; early cities and the distribution of power; cities as cre-

ations; imperial cities. The three or four authors of chapters in these 

sections will also write a conclusion to their section in which con-

trolled comparisons of the cities in their section will be essayed.

When I received the table of contents of the present volume, I was 

intrigued with the choice of cities. Upper Mesopotamian sites, such 

as Titriş and Kazane, are discussed whereas the large Mesopotamian 

cities of the south, such as Uruk or Ur or Lagash or Babylon, are 

not. Are these northern Mesopotamian sites comparable to the great 

Mesopotamian cities to their south? For the Aegean world, cities like 

Athens or Corinth are not represented, but sites on Cyprus, not con-

sidered a heartland of cities, and on Crete, also not usually thought 

of as urban places, are. In Africa there is a chapter on Swahili sites, 

not Jenne-Jeno or Aksum or Great Zimbabwe or early cities in Egypt. 

For Mesoamerica the great Maya sites like Tikal are not discussed, 

nor is there much mention of the urban metropolis of Teotihuacán. 

Although I was pleased to see new sites being discussed, new 

research reported, and new perspectives on these sites advanced, 

one does wonder why these important sites were not represented in 

a volume on early cities. I was pleased to see the inclusion of Cahokia 

as an early city, as it is in my own forthcoming edited volume.

My discussion is, of course, not a review of the chapters in the 

volume; that will be someone else’s task. Mine is to ascertain the 

qualities of “city-ness” in the presented chapters and to ask what if 

any qualities of “city-ness” hold the volume together.

CITY DIFFERENCES

Chunchucmil, a Maya city in Yucatán, isn’t like most other Maya cit-

ies. Speciically, there is no monumental architecture as the central 

focus of the city, and it cannot be claimed that it’s a “regal-ritual” 

city. Its population is quite dense, organized into quadrangles, but 

these segments of the population are not ethnic groups or wealth 

groups, according to Aline Magnoni et al. Furthermore, if there 
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was central planning of the sacbe-routes through the site, the stone 

boundary walls of the neighborhoods were presumably constructed 

by the neighborhoods themselves. Does it matter that Chunchucmil 

was a Maya city far from the great Classic Maya cities in the Petén 

to the south? Why was there less of an “investment in charismatic 

authority,” as Colin Renfrew (1978) once put it, in this Maya city? In 

any case, Chunchucmil collapsed, ca. AD 650–700, sharing the fate of 

mostly later collapses of the Petén cities.

In the other chapter on Mesoamerican cities, Barbara Stark raises 

the possibility that there was a great deal of open space, for example, 

in Cerro de las Mesas and Nopiloa, which she has studied over many 

years, and in Monte Albán, the famous Oaxacan site. For a compara-

tive case, one might cite the verses from the Mesopotamian poem of 

Gilgamesh, who describes his city of Uruk: “One square mile is city, 

one square mile is orchards, one square mile is clay pits, as well as 

the open ground of Ishtar’s temple. Three square miles and the open 

ground comprise Uruk” (Dalley 1989:50; archaeologists reckon Uruk 

at the ostensible time of Gilgamesh as 3.5 km2 and with a population 

of over 30,000). Shannon Dawdy has recently also written on vacant 

land in modern and historical cities as ruins, negative space, and the 

magico-realism of cities (Dawdy 2010). Such are new perspectives on 

cities that deserve the attention of urban archaeologists.

Cahokia was a city in John Kelly’s and James Brown’s depic-

tion, sharing the view of Tim Pauketat, whose latest book is titled 

Ancient America’s Great City on the Mississippi (Pauketat 2009). In 

this they rehabilitate, partly, the opinion of Patricia O’Brien, whose 

views on the complexity of Cahokia had been generally disregarded. 

However, O’Brien wrote of Cahokia as a state, and Kelly and Brown 

write of Cahokia as a city, but not a state. Indeed, in Table 12.1, it can 

clearly be seen that Cahokia’s size and population are certainly in 

the range of sites everyone calls cities and much larger than the sites 

that several authors in this volume call cities. If Cahokia is a city, and 

I do not dispute Kelly and Brown in this, what kind of city was it? 

Apparently, following the authors, Cahokia did not have a king or 

central government with specialized bureaucratic managers, but did 

have leaders who owed their power to their place in a kinship and/

or ceremonial system. But, could a city the size and heterogeneity of 

Cahokia be managed by this kind of leadership? It is a commonplace 

in urban studies that cities effect changes in their political, social, and 

demographic structure (see, for an egregious example of this kind 
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of thought, Glaeser’s Triumph of the City ([2011]). Cahokia, however, 

collapsed in the fourteenth century, around 300 years after the “Big 

Bang” that created it. One is tempted to infer that precisely because 

Cahokia did not develop state-like institutions, it was profoundly 

unstable, and that attempts at integration in fact led to its collapse. 

Moreover, if this inference from an outsider to Mississippian stud-

ies is worth considering, one might conclude that determining that 

Cahokia (or any other site) was a “city” can actually delect more 

important questions such as what kind of leadership did it have and 

what sort of division of power and authority existed in the site and 

ultimately, why was the “city” unstable?

Anna Razeto attempts a comparison between the roughly con-

temporary cities of Rome and Chang’an, capitals of states and/or 

empires. She focuses on the nature of manufacture in workshops and 

the degree of control of overarching state institutions as opposed to 

private/non-state initiatives. Max Weber, whose inluence on urban 

studies has been great, termed ancient cities “consumer cities;” that 

is, cities in which wealth was created by control of the countryside 

and rents paid to urban landlords and the state. Some ancient cities, 

certainly, were not consumer cities; in this volume, those studying 

Chunchucmil discuss the important role of trade and commerce, and 

the importance of long distance is well known from Mesopotamian 

cities in which the traders were entrepreneurs.

Finally, the authors of chapters on Northern Mesopotamian cit-

ies (Andrew Creekmore and Yoko Nishimura), on Cyprus (Kevin 

Fisher), on Azoria (Rodney Fitzsimmons) and Galatas on Crete (Matt 

Buell), and on Swahili cities (Stephanie Wynne-Jones and Jeffrey 

Fleisher) present cases for the urban character of relatively small 

sites (see Table 12.1), which I review next.

TO BE OR NOT TO BE: CITIES

As can be seen in Table 12.1 of some cities, the irst group of ive cit-

ies that are discussed in the volume are several orders of magnitude 

removed from the second group of cities. Fisher’s and Creekmore’s 

approach “avoids restrictive deinitions of ‘city’ or ‘urban’ based 

solely on population size or density.” Thus, Fisher declares for sites of 

14 and 11.5 ha – little more than some large early villages of the early 

Neolithic period in Western Asia and that also provided services to 

and reshaped a countryside: “I have no dificulty deining the urban 
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centers discussed here as cities.” Be that as it may, cities that are thirty 

or three-hundred times larger than others are certainly different in 

terms of power structures, wealth and status stratiication, kinds of 

neighborhoods, the nature of services to the countryside, social and 

economic tensions of their population, and not least, ideas of city life 

and that of the countryside. I don’t think, as a Santa Fean, that I need 

belabor the point that New York City is a different kind of city than 

my city. In this volume, the palace of Galatas (in Buell’s study) is an 

impressive (for him) 1 ha in size, whereas one market in Chang’an is 

50 ha. The differences in these two cities is at least as signiicant as 

their shared “city-ness.”

Andrew Creekmore and Kevin Fisher and the contributors to this 

volume, it seems to me, are mainly interested in how people lived 

in cities and how cities are the “products and facilitators of social 

life.” Thus, the chapters by Creekmore, Nishimura, Fisher, Buell, 

Fitzsimmons, and Wynne-Jones and Fleisher on the making of the 

cities they study are about how neighborhoods are constructed both 

in top-down (by rulers or leaders) or bottom-up (by local commu-

nity) processes. They cite commentators on urban structures (such 

as Jacobs, Lefebvre, Rapoport, and Soja) and French social theorists 

(such as Foucault, Latour, and de Certeau) on places as both relect-

ing and generating patterns of hierarchy and dominance, and refer 

to archaeologists such as the Smiths (Adam T., Michael, and Monica) 

who have insisted on the generative power and social construction 

of space in the study of early cities.

An alternate title for this book might have been “neighborhoods 

and power in early cities” since most chapters are concerned with 

the relation of central authorities, of different kinds, with their local 

communities (and the archaeological correlates of this, as in the high 

and low mounds discussed by Creekmore and Nishimura). Allied 

concerns are thus about commensality, collective identity, group 

cohesion, and councils of various sorts. Although cities are “prod-

ucts and producers of transformations” (in Fisher’s words), they also 

can lead to “iery destructions” (of Azoria, for example, but also of 

other cities), violence and disorder (in Creekmore’s words), and col-

lapses (many examples). Concern with “integration” and “cohesion” 

need balancing with the unstable features of urban size (even in the 

micro-urban examples presented here), political formations, and 

relations with a countryside that is “served” by cities. These services 

are often balanced by the resentments of those urban impositions by 
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those in the “hinterlands” (which is itself, obviously, an  urban-biased 

term).

In conclusion, readers of this book can see many new trends 

in archaeological analysis, trends that are determined to put peo-

ple into ancient cities. There is a welcome turn from the formalistic 

study of the evolution of large sites to a concern with what happened 

in those sites. The contributors to this volume ask not only how did 

people live but also how did they understand their lives? Can we go 

further – with a new arsenal of studies on social memory, nostalgia, 

performance, and material culture? What kind of jobs did people 

who lived in early cities have? How did they form neighborhoods? 

What did they think of their political structures? How did they think 

of their past, and what hopes did they have for their future?

The studies in this volume offer platforms for new projects that 

can lead to better research into social life and change in early cities, 

studies that avoid essentializing “the city” and promote new and 

better comparative studies.
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